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Entropy piano tuner manual espanol

Detailed information can be found in the user manual. Download in PDF Format Schnelleinstieg Kurzes Video Benutzerhandbuch Testen Sie eine neue Zum Stimmen von Klavien Kostenlos Herunterladen Free35.13 MB Continue the Entropy Piano Tuner application with a new method based on minimizing entropy that takes into account
the individual characteristics of your instrument. The setting is carried out in three stages: - Write down all the keys of your piano later. - Calculate optimal tuning automatically. - Use the built-in electronic tuner to set up the piano. IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Setting up a piano requires challenging skills. Please read the user manual before
starting. Here you can find the Entropy Change Journal Piano Tuner since it was posted on our website in 2016-10-03. The latest version is 1.1.5 and has been updated soft112.com 2018-03-28. See below changes in each version: There is a free Google Play app called Entropy Piano Tuner. appears to be FOSS.. The description makes
it look like Dirk's piano setup software. From the website:Setup is done in three stages:- Record all keys of your piano in sequence.- Calculate the optimal setting automatically.- Use an integrated electronic tuner to customize your piano. I downloaded it to my smartphone. But, I haven't had time to play with him yet. Just out of curiosity,
has anyone here tried this yet? Whoa! I just found the GNU/Linux version on the University of Würzburg website: the software is GPL'ed. It is available for iPadAndroidWindowsMac OS-XLinux, and the source is also there. For information about this software Entropy piano tuner (EPT), see . Measuring each line takes too long! This is very
true, and that is why other software packaging such as Veritune, Cybertuner or Tunelab would be faster when configured in the field. However, for your home piano, or for a piano that you will customize more than once, it may well be worth extra time to measure all the notes because you have to do it only once. And then, if the scattering
on the previous topic is correct, you will have a setting that is closer to the actual good auraltuning, assuming that entropy algorithms really know what the human ear does. I'm going to try this software soon..... if you have three hours of time to set up the piano, maybe.... What I would love to know is how this entropy tuner does with a real
piano... As soon as I can, I'll set up my 7ft M&amp;a; H BB with him, and publish some piano pieces. Its good news is available on all major platforms. Hopefully he can adjust the historical temperament. I downloaded it and set up a couple of grands (1 small, 1 lengths) with him! Aside from the extra time to measure each string, I was
pleasantly surprised by the end result! Tried last night. Night. really like the interface (graphics and quality of record counters for each key, etc.). This would be great if he could also offer his own values of temperament and perhaps more choice of intervals/partial ratios. Very well done, congratulations to my team! Math based on tuner
entropy suggests that each interval on the piano (all possible combinations of 88 notes, including 88 notes played at the same time) is equally important, an assumption that occurs only in ET. The authors tried to change the weighing, working in a subset of octaves, fifth and fourth. Instead of adding the spectra of all the piano keys, we
tried to work with subsets of octaves, heels and fours, imitating the practice of aural tuners. This destabilizes the method, probably kicking out steps from equal temperament in justintonation. Obviously, summing up all the keys, the system as a whole allows you to remain in equality. Another mathematical approach should be developed to
create an entropy-based tuner. I use the old free version of tunelab to try to customize my vertical, which has a very short scale, and therefore it is very difficult to get satisfactory results in tenor and bass octaves. This, on the other hand, sounds pretty stellar, at least in conception. I'm doing some action work on said piano at the moment,
but I really want to give the program a shot as soon as this work is completed. Also, FOSS??? No longer pause every 10th note to demonstrate tunelab, timer PLEASE BUY OUR SOFTWARE NOW, even if you are completely broken??? Yes, please. I still haven't had the opportunity to put entropy tuner through all its pace. There are two
things I noticed though... You cannot track the software. However, there is a workaround. When you install a step, you can set it to calibrate for any other software you are running. For example, I have Verituner software installed on m y laptop. Shift -0.13. I checked the equivalent frequency for -0.13 and it came out to A = 439.9, I think.
(I'm not sure that's exactly what it worked; netbook in the car right now and I'm too lazy to go out and get it.) The fact is, you can set the frequency to compensate for the sound card.2)Another thing that seems to be missing is excessive targets. To do this, you will probably have to guess about the overpoped. One more thing... Since this
software requires higher quality Mike that what is already embedded in most PCs, maybe it would be possible to make the quality of unison setting one line at a time corresponding to the display??? Before I started sample marks my M&amp;a; H BB yesterday, I noticed that there was an update for entropy ... I cited it, but it could not be
installed, afterwards, Entropy was not loaded. The fix is that you don't need to install it first, and then install the update. I'll have more time for the next to make a full M&amp;amp;b setup H and will post multiple entries. Interesting, I thought upgrade was before version 1.1.4, but check now. it's still ver 1.1.0. Hi GPM, for one reason I
believe this software may prove valuable, and this is because lower entropy can be understood as a higher order. When you are ever ready to write down your settings, can I dare ask you something? Can I suggest the procedure? First, use your regular/favorite ETD and customize your M&amp;amp; H; Make a recording so that aural
tuners (like me) can hear the result: C3 to A4, octaves, thirds, fourths, fifths, 10-10s and 12s; from A4 to C7, octaves, heels, 10s and 12s. Then adjust M&amp;s H with Entropy and make the same entry as above. Oh... It's just a wish :-)My best wishes, Alfredo. Hello everyone; The latest version has an improved graphics display, and the
ability to see all the data in Excelih, the recorded steps, the calculated steps, and then the recorded steps when you set up the piano, with the difference in ctsDear Alfredo, how the algorithm calculate each time a slightly different setting (for an unexpected reason)I still asked them, if the ability to select a fundamental setting is used to
drive calculations in the direction, or put a limit, can be changed from 6 3 settings to 2 1 or 3 1 or any scheme will allow different final calculations;hoping that it can be investigated at that point there is a lot of tension given to ih in tuning, it sounds beautiful, but I'm not sure that a strong , consistent harmonic scheme is part of the final
setting; probably nobest considering bass and trembling sound very clean Hi Alfredo, will try to satisfy your request ... of course, can do this after it is configured with Entropy, but not sure that I will have time to re-build the EBVT III that is out there now. Hi Isaac, what do you mean by but I'm not sure that a strong, consistent harmonic
scheme is part of the final setup; probably not? This means that I am not sure that the final fields correspond to the same consonant as when tuning with the balance of partial matches, as with Time, or a direct match as a clean twelve, 5th or 6:3 4:2 balance. I think that every note sounds clear and clean, usually all chords and intervals
should also have the same balance of sounds, but I'm not sure that this really happens, maybe because of iH inconsistencies, or maybe only because the progression of iH is often strong. I have no idea how much the algorithm can be managed, born, stored in the range of possible. The idea would be to understand how the first
theoretical calculations affect the result, and if it is important, allow different models of choice at this stage. The kind of data in Excel is cool and allow experience This means that I am not sure that the end fields correspond to the same consonant node as when tuning with the balance of partial matches as with Chas, or Match as clean
twelve, 5ths or 6:3 4:2 balance. I think every note sounds clear and clean, usually all chords and should also have the same balance of sounds, but I'm not sure it really happens, maybe because of iH inconsistencies, or maybe just because the progression of iH is often strong. I have no idea how much the algorithm can be managed,
born, stored in the range of possible. The idea would be to understand how the first theoretical calculations affect the result, and if it is important, allow different models of choice at this stage. Submitting data to Excel is cool and should allow the hi gpm experience, thanks for your response kind. If you can't make the first link setting it
doesn't matter that much. In fact, even experienced WT is good, as long as you record those intervals first. Thus, comparing these two, we can evaluate aurically what Entropy software has done in terms of fixes. Hi Isaac, thanks for your feedback. Prout made three calculations and said there were not many differences. I also wonder
what restrictions are at the moment, and whether it is possible to change them. It is also interesting whether the calculations differ depending on how the system hears partial sounds and the entire spectrum, which, in turn, may be related to how notes are played and recorded. I'm sure we'll find out more :-)Best wishes, Alfredo. Hi Afredo
Hope that algorithm management methods, or other algorithms will be developed. Maybe simply allowing some weighing different scale sections can reduce compromising, for example, some parts are more forthinking, high iH in low bass, for example, it is necessary that should affect the entire tuning? I find treble very similar to how I
tune in, then looking at the data, I find a lot of stretch in the octaves from the 5th, as it happens with the net 5th tuningsI there were not many cases or time to spend on analyzing what is happening and what results. Finally, a full day should be required, as well as some organization for accurate tests; Now that the data available analysis
can be donetoo many things to do at this point, maybe after August I will be calmer. Sample quality is definitely an issue, but I think they've worked on it, they seem to have mastered the process anyway, as I understand it - by reading the document and some of the source code, but don't run the app - this consonance maximization
algorithm has no octave size concept or advantages for certain harmonic configurations. There may be ways to change the algorithm by adding an additional weighing function for certain intervals. This would basically mean moving things to just intonation (with stretching) for those who choose intervals. Carefully weighted, this can give
the setting a little taste or tonal direction - in how far and for what music, the result is welcome, it remains to be seen, or rather heard. As I understand - after reading the document and some source code, but do not run the program - this consonation algorithm does not concept of the size or advantages of the octave for certain harmonious
configurations. There may be ways to change the algorithm by adding an additional weighing function for certain intervals. This would basically mean moving things to just intonation (with stretching) for those who choose intervals. Carefully weighted, this can give the setting a little taste or tonal direction - in how far and for what music, the
result is welcome, it remains to be seen, or rather heard. The question in the previous train about the Dirk software was that the user could not really enable the settings as you can in Tunelab, choosing something other than the standard 6:3 on the bass, and 4:2 in the treble. You may not be able to choose which intervals correspond to
the entropy tuner, such as Dirk, because each iH is measured, so the resulting configuration curve does not smoothly follow the 6:3, 4:2 Tunelab curve, which is based only on the notes C and F of each octave? What intervals are most closely followed by these entropy algorithms on the middle piano? Repeat the previous post:The
entropy-based math suggests that each interval on the piano (all possible combinations of 88 notes, including 88 notes playing at the same time) is an equally important assumption that occurs only in ET. The authors tried to change the weighing, working in a subset of octaves, fifth and fourth. Instead of adding the spectra of all the piano
keys, we tried to work with subsets of octaves, heels and fours, imitating the practice of aural tuners. This destabilizes the method, probably kicking out steps from equal temperament in justintonation. Obviously, summing up all the keys, the system as a whole allows you to remain in equality. Another mathematical approach should be
developed to create an entropy-based tuner. The fact is that, with the exception of the stretched setup curve of 6:3/4:2 mentioned in the manual, NO INTERVAL IS PREFERRED OVER ANY OTHER INTERVAL. Tuner tries to make the newt as sonorous as the fifth. He tries to make the midtones free like an octave. ProutEdit: Fixed
memory error. As I understand it, the entropy tuner does not attach a certain weight to any interval at all: at each step of the process, the note selected at random is humiliated by a small amount, and then the consonance of all 88 together is assessed. Is there an octave temperament? I thought that the first calculation applies to all
possible tones? Of course, having a similar value for all intervals is a kind of ET. Hi Isaac, I misrepresented the guide. Here is the actual statement rom guide: InÂ AÂ second stepÂ EPTÂ computesÂ AÂ tuningÂ curve thatÂ will be used as the initial configurationÂ forâ tuningÂ procedure. Â This initial curveÂ is computationalÂ



deterministicÂ by direct comparisonÂ With parts, Â settingâ€ a trade-offÂ between 4:2Â andÂ 6:3Â customization. Â Prout If the settings can be exported to an Excel file, import into Tunelab? Then you can use the data to adjust the tone and set any temperament ... Ron Koval As I understand , after reading the document and some source
code, but do not run the program - this algorithm of maximizing consonation has no concept of octave sizes or advantages for certain harmonious configurations. There may be ways to change the algorithm by adding an additional weighing function for certain intervals. This would basically mean moving things to just intonation (with
stretching) for those who choose intervals. Carefully weighted, this can give the setting a little taste or tonal direction - in how far and for what music, the result is welcome, it remains to be seen, or rather heard. Hi Timq,It seems quite difficult to predict what taste we will get. And trying to predict the right taste for my next client will make me
panic. I also do not seek a certain tonal direction, which is relevant, is that all intervals sound in melody. Repeat the previous post:The entropy-based math suggests that each interval on the piano (all possible combinations of 88 notes, including 88 notes playing at the same time) is an equally important assumption that occurs only in ET.
The authors tried to change the weighing, working in a subset of octaves, fifth and fourth. Instead of adding the spectra of all the piano keys, we tried to work with subsets of octaves, heels and fours, imitating the practice of aural tuners. This destabilizes the method, probably kicking out steps from equal temperament in justintonation.
Obviously, summing up all the keys, the system as a whole allows you to remain in equality. Another mathematical approach should be developed to create an entropy-based tuner. The fact is that, with the exception of the stretched setup curve of 6:3/4:2 mentioned in the manual, NO INTERVAL IS PREFERRED OVER ANY OTHER
INTERVAL. Tuner tries to make the newt as sonorous as the fifth. He tries to make the midtones free like an octave. ProutEdit: Fixed memory error. Hi Prout, thanks for posting these schedules and reporting your experience with this software. What I like is exactly what you wrote above with a capital letter and I think you understand why.
They are also trying to approach setting up all the keys in general, which for me and possibly many other aural tuners is fundamental. About the initial curve 6:3/4:2, I would have one question, for example: would the calculations / results be completely different if the system started with 3:1 12th? Is there an octave temperament? I thought
that the first calculation applies to all possible tones? Of course, having a similar value for all intervals is a kind of ET. Hi Isaac, did you say you were ok, did you check a specific interval? Best regards, Alfredo. Hi Isaac, I misrepresented the guide. Here is the actual statement rom AÂ Second stepÂ EPTÂ computesÂ aÂ tuningÂ curve
thatÂâ€¦ BeÂ is used as the initial configurationÂ forâ tuningÂ procedures. Â This initial curveÂ is computationalÂ deterministicÂ by direct comparisonÂ With parts, Â settingâ€ a trade-offÂ between 4:2Â andÂ 6:3Â customization. Â As I've said before, even random perturbations are not truly random. A pseudo-coincidence is the correct
term, so even the entropy algorithm is determinant. In Tunelab 6:3 is applied on the bass side, and 4:2 for the treblu, so no compromise is required between them. Or does leadership mean that compromise applies to the whole scale? Hi Isaac, I misrepresented the guide. Here is the actual statement of the rom guide:InÂ AÂ second stepÂ
EPTÂ computesÂ AÂ tuningÂ the curve will beâ used as the initial configurationÂ for theâ tuningÂ procedure. Â This initial curveÂ is computationalÂ deterministicÂ by direct comparisonÂ With parts, Â settingâ€ a trade-offÂ between 4:2Â andÂ 6:3Â customization. Â As I've said before, even random perturbations are not truly random. A
pseudo-coincidence is the correct term, so even the entropy algorithm is determinant. In Tunelab 6:3 is applied on the bass side, and 4:2 for the treblu, so no compromise is required between them. Or does leadership mean that compromise applies to the whole scale? I haven't read the source code (busy doing a reno bath), so like you, I
assume that the random effect is essentially pseudo-random, although it is currently possible to use software to capture the amplitude from a live white noise source and get pretty close to random. In addition, a look at the code should show how stretching is applied to the original configuration curve. Prout I can not understand how using
a subset of octaves will push towards just intonation. I don't test too close intervals, but rapid beating progression is good, while slow intervals of beating glow. Low bass sounds too good in melody. But I set up environments with more stretching. Then the weather will turn very hot. I can't verify today what those 3 tunings were. I expected
the algorithm to understand the usual points of consonance 3:1 and 4:1 balanced. But there wasn't enough time to really check. As for what I say stupidly, as everything has been written down, I see the data so far. But 2 of these 3 tuning, where made on a mobile phone only one on a tablet using ext mike. It is enough to use the MIDI
keyboard, and the program tone generator allows you to hear the calculated and originally configured piano. I just got MIDI USB cables yesterday, so I didn't get a chance yet to test this feature, which is the way the software is used (testing for synthesized tones, making fixes, and then setting up a real tool) so anyone who has access to a
midi keyboard can check. Hi Isaac, I misrepresented the guide. Here statement rom guide:InÂ AÂ second stepÂÂ EPTÂ computesÂ aÂ tuningÂ curve thatÂ willÂ be used as the initial initial forÂ tuningÂ procedures. Â This initial curveÂ is computationalÂ deterministicÂ by direct comparisonÂ With parts, Â settingâ€ a trade-offÂ between
4:2Â andÂ 6:3Â customization. Â As I've said before, even random perturbations are not truly random. A pseudo-coincidence is the correct term, so even the entropy algorithm is determinant. In Tunelab 6:3 is applied on the bass side, and 4:2 for the treblu, so no compromise is required between them. Or does leadership mean that
compromise applies to the whole scale? For the sake of argument, I don't see that involved in this remark. Does that make the result more or less good? If itune piano, using only my memory of how good steps sound with me in my memory, is it determinism? I don't see your point of view. It's just math and logic I believe. In ETD, there is
an overlap in the partial selection of matches, I believe, but in reality every desired selection drive is part of the scale. Setting up for the aural, our flight is a maximum of 3 octaves. That's why I said elsewhere I think ETD can help on very small pianos (maybe I'm wrong) like this immediately add some weight to the tones in the 4.5 octave
span. Is that good? Perhaps. Now the ET model is used well? What I don't know. As I understand it, after reading the paper and some of the source code, but do not run the program - this algorithm for maximizing the consonation has no concept of octave sizes or advantages for certain harmonious configurations. There may be ways to
change the algorithm by adding an additional weighing function for certain intervals. This would basically mean moving things to just intonation (with stretching) for those who choose intervals. Carefully weighted, this can give the setting a little taste or tonal direction - in how far and for what music, the result is welcome, it remains to be
seen, or rather heard. Hi Timq,It seems quite difficult to predict what taste we will get. And trying to predict the right taste for my next client will make me panic. I also do not seek a certain tonal direction, which is relevant, is that all intervals sound in melody. Repeat the previous post:The entropy-based math suggests that each interval on
the piano (all possible combinations of 88 notes, including 88 notes playing at the same time) is an equally important assumption that occurs only in ET. The authors tried to change the weighing, working in a subset of octaves, fifth and fourth. Instead of adding the spectra of all the piano keys, we tried to work with subsets of octaves,
heels and fours, imitating the practice of aural tuners. This destabilizes the method, probably kicking out steps from equal temperament in justintonation. Obviously, summing up all the keys, the system as a whole allows you to remain in equality. Another mathematical approach should be developed to create an entropy-based tuner.
Essence that, with the exception of the 6:3/4:2 adjustment curve specified in the manual, no interval is preferred over any other interval. Tuner tries to make the newt as sonorous as the fifth. He tries to make the midtones free like an octave. ProutEdit: Fixed memory error. Hi Prout, thanks for posting these schedules and reporting your
experience with this software. What I like is exactly what you wrote above with a capital letter and I think you understand why. They are also trying to approach setting up all the keys in general, which for me and possibly many other aural tuners is fundamental. About the initial curve 6:3/4:2, I would have one question, for example: would
the calculations / results be completely different if the system started with 3:1 12th? Is there an octave temperament? I thought that the first calculation applies to all possible tones? Of course, having a similar value for all intervals is a kind of ET. Hi Isaac, did you say you were ok, did you check a specific interval? Best regards, Alfredo.
Your question is the main issue so far I believe. They do not know at what point the final calculations are affected by the first. It's easy to get a rough frequency for each tone, so when calculating the minimum entropy result can't be less than 100 cts apart between tones (?) Hi Isaac, I incorrectly read the guide. Here is the actual statement
of the rom guide:InÂ AÂ second stepÂ EPTÂ computesÂ AÂ tuningÂ the curve will beâ used as the initial configurationÂ for theâ tuningÂ procedure. Â This initial curveÂ is computationalÂ deterministicÂ by direct comparisonÂ With parts, Â settingâ€ a trade-offÂ between 4:2Â andÂ 6:3Â customization. Â As I've said before, even random
perturbations are not truly random. A pseudo-coincidence is the correct term, so even the entropy algorithm is determinant. In Tunelab 6:3 is applied on the bass side, and 4:2 for the treblu, so no compromise is required between them. Or does leadership mean that compromise applies to the whole scale? I haven't read the source code
(busy doing a reno bath), so like you, I assume that the random effect is essentially pseudo-random, although it is currently possible to use software to capture the amplitude from a live white noise source and get pretty close to random. In addition, a look at the code should show how stretching is applied to the original configuration curve.
Prout There is no such thing as a computer program that can generate a random number. Even taking a sample from a live white noise microphone is based on brownish movement of air molecules, and the thermal noise floor of electrons in recording electronics, which are all based on physics. One might even consider the idea that
nothing in the universe is really random, and that even our own thoughts and actions are simply chemical reactions with predictable results. But I'm retreating! I want to try EPT, and see how close or far I am from tunelab solution. But I understand that the solution to entropy will have a more torn and uneven tuning, such as what will
produce aurral tuning, and will not correspond to the smoother Tunelab curve, which is usually based only on 2 or 3 notes of each octave. There is no such thing as a computer program that can generate a random number. Even taking a sample from a live white noise microphone is based on brownish movement of air molecules, and the
thermal noise floor of electrons in recording electronics, which are all based on physics. One might even consider the idea that nothing in the universe is really random, and that even our own thoughts and actions are simply chemical reactions with predictable results. It's complete nonsense. Your fiscals have been more than a century
behind the times.Computer generated pseudo-random numbers are illegible from real random numbers (in kolmogorov's sense, for mathematicians under readers). Kees There is no such thing as a computer program that can generate a random number. Even taking a sample from a live white noise microphone is based on brownish
movement of air molecules, and the thermal noise floor of electrons in recording electronics, which are all based on physics. One might even consider the idea that nothing in the universe is really random, and that even our own thoughts and actions are simply chemical reactions with predictable results. It's complete nonsense. Your
fiscals have been more than a century behind the times.Computer generated pseudo-random numbers are illegible from real random numbers (in kolmogorov's sense, for mathematicians under readers). Kees It's you who's gaining nonsense. Why are they even called pseudo-coincidence? They are pseudo random because there is a
generation algorithm. They are deterministic numbers, not random numbers. Hey, you pseudo random guys can't talk about customization and entropy please? As for the difference that it can make, that the choice to test capabilities is random or logically defined, since the goal is important? There is no such thing as a computer program
that can generate a random number. Even taking a sample from a live white noise microphone is based on brownish movement of air molecules, and the thermal noise floor of electrons in recording electronics, which are all based on physics. One might even consider the idea that nothing in the universe is really random, and that even our
own thoughts and actions are simply chemical reactions with predictable results. It's complete nonsense. Your fiscals have been more than a century behind the times.Computer generated pseudo-random numbers are illegible from real random numbers (in kolmogorov's sense, for mathematicians under readers). Kees It's you who's
gaining nonsense. Why are they even called pseudo-coincidence? They are pseudo random because there is a generation algorithm. They are deterministic numbers, not Newtonian mechanics do not apply to white noise produced by a simple diode (shot noise). I have been building and using these photonic quantum devices for over 50
years. They are really random. Edit: Sorry Isaac! There is no such thing as a computer program that can generate a random number. Even taking a sample from a live white noise microphone is based on brownish movement of air molecules, and the thermal noise floor of electrons in recording electronics, which are all based on physics.
One might even consider the idea that nothing in the universe is really random, and that even our own thoughts and actions are simply chemical reactions with predictable results. It's complete nonsense. Your fiscals have been more than a century behind the times.Computer generated pseudo-random numbers are illegible from real
random numbers (in kolmogorov's sense, for mathematicians under readers). Kees It's you who's gaining nonsense. Why are they even called pseudo-coincidence? They are pseudo random because there is a generation algorithm. They are deterministic numbers, not random numbers. Determinant Newtonian mechanics do not apply to
white noise produced by a simple diode (shot noise). I have been building and using these photonic quantum devices for over 50 years. They are really random. Edit: Sorry Isaac! How do you know they're really random? Just because science can't measure the position and speed of an electron at the same time? What should I do if noise
only appears as random? From Some movement is predictable in theory but unpredictable in practice, which makes it random. For example, one molecule in the gas will move freely until it hits another molecule or one of the walls containing it. The direction of movement of the molecule after such a collision is fully predictable in
accordance with modern theories of classical mechanics. Each measurement has uncertainty associated with it. Each calculation made based on the measurement results will carry this uncertainty together. Now imagine that you are trying to predict the movement of a billion gas atoms in a container. (This is a small amount, by the way.)
After measuring the position and speed of each of them as accurately as possible, you enter data into a terrible computer and allow it to make calculations for you. Since the measurements associated with each molecule are slightly off, the first round of calculations will be a little wrong. These incorrect numbers will then be used in the next
round of calculation and the results will be slightly more incorrect. After a billion calculations, a complex error will make the results useless. The molecule could be anywhere in the container. This type of accident is called chaos. Some movements are unpredictable in theory and really random. For example, the movement of an electron in
an atom is fundamentally unpredictable due to the strange conspiracy of nature described by quantum The harder you try to find an electron, the less you know about its speed. The harder you try to measure its speed, the less you know about its location. This is the fundamental quality of small objects such as electrons, and there is no
way to get around it. Although the electron is often said to be the orbit of the nucleus of an atom, strictly speaking, this is not the case. The probability of finding an electron at any particular moment in space is predictable, but the way it got from the first place you watched it to the second is actually a meaningless question. There is no
name for this kind of movement because the concept of movement does not even apply. I would argue with the statement that it is really accidental. More like: We don't yet understand this, or don't have enough tools to measure it properly. God does not play dice, but even if He did, the result can be predicted! How do you know they're
really random? Just because science can't measure the position and speed of electrons.......**Crackpot warning **Kees Stay on topic and cut out personal images. Stay on the topic and cut out personal images. what 'personal insults' ? I don't see any personal insult at all hey you pseudo random guys can't we talk about customization and
entropy please? As for the difference that it can make, that the choice to test capabilities is random or logically defined, since the goal is important? Although the results differ every time the calculation is performed, they seem to converge on the same basic tuning, the differences are probably inaudible. Yes, I read that you can compare to
Excel now, I don't have enough time to do it. I tested midi, but because of a bad tablet sound card, the results are not very easy to check. I've heard quick punches in twelve, which is unusual, but thos is unconvinious at that point. Finally, loaded on an old netbook. It's really slow to count! The sampling went ok. Haven't tried to tune in yet,
just get more comfortable with the software. Can I see the numeric value of a calculated offset along with the target partial number? As with all the setup software, the hard test for me is to use it to set up a smaller piano to see how it deals with octaves through the break and in the bass... Should be interesting! Ron Blacksmith Hi
Prout,Yes, I understand what you mean, although the question will be then: inaudible, who? You may answer for an ear, or for a huge number of ears, but it is an idea that small differences can make a significant difference, also in this case ... that's the reason for my investigations. The same can be said probably inaudible differences
when comparing this EPT with other ETDs, although (IMO) such a conclusion is not convenient for pro settings. There must be some variable that makes the results different for each calculation; I would like to know what this variable is and I do not it depends on random data processing. Can this depend on the relative number of
calculations? Converge more and more to the order of minimal entropy? Does partial amplitude play a role? What's your idea? Best regards, Alfredo. Hi Prout,Yes, I understand what you mean, although the question will be then: inaudible, who? You may answer for an ear, or for a huge number of ears, but it is an idea that small
differences can make a significant difference, also in this case ... that's the reason for my investigations. The same can be said probably inaudible differences when comparing this EPT with other ETDs, although (IMO) such a conclusion is not convenient for pro settings. There must be some variable that makes the results different for
each calculation; I would like to know what this variable is and I don't think it depends on random data processing. Can this depend on the relative number of calculations? Converge more and more to the order of minimal entropy? Does partial amplitude play a role? What's your idea? Best regards, Alfredo.For the tuner, different results
would be heard. To listen to music is probably much less. Partial amplitudes play an important role in calculations. A very weak 4th partial and strong 6th partial on a given note will have an impact on the calculated result. Also, recording should ideally be carried out using a perfectly flat reaction microphone over the desired frequency
range. Then these results are adjusted by the amplitude (mainly put through a filter that simulates the normal frequency response of human hearing - probably the weighed curve) and the output is fed into an interactive calculation algorithm. Will give it a try this week on my M&amp;a; H BB. I wonder what this software lacks so that the end
result can be called a professional setup? Hope to find out when I iune my BB. For Ron (sorry I missed the 'quote') so download the latest version if you didn't. Many of the data available in the CSV file is easy to export to a spreadsheet. In the main menu, sub export what is amazing is that I think your final setting is recorded. Either at
least the software's ability to synthesize piano tones using recorded or calculated data makes this possible. I thought that even the final tuning (red dots) might be synthesized and heard, but I might be wrong about that. Some very nice ET sounds coming from my M&amp;amp;a; H BB with entropy.... when I get tuning stable, will record.
So far, I'm impressed! Looking forward to your experience. I went ahead and tried it on the Chickering console – can you know how with the wound and unwind the double on the long bridge? These types of piano are my standard challenge for any new approach or software to see how it really handles difficult choices... Faced with beating
octave, so I went for the moment ... and up was almost an exact coincidence of how my Verituner fits the puzzle, so this is a good start for the program approach. Ron Ron Hi Ron, OK... I decided to try my Samson USB microphone suspension instead of the built-in laptop microphone.... not sure what the difference may be, but on their
video and manual, it offers to use a better microphone. I get a very nice piano sound, very resonant and sounds like a good ET tuning. Octaves seem clean at this point. By the way, I just noticed that now it is available for US Iphone / ipad ... I just dloaded it on my iPad 2... I set up my Nordiska 120 today with entropy. I'm not a
professional, but here are my observations:1) Smooth and even ET.2) Octaves (and trade-offs involved) are good, better than I was able to do with TuneLab.3) At first I found it difficult to tune in for sure, no rotating wheel and no phase display tunelab etc. but in the end I got to hang it, and aiming for a horizontal line in the middle of the
display turned out to be pretty accurate.4) Over the past year or so, I've had Blacksmith EqWell on my piano, and while it's a soft UT, it's still noticeable that I'm now ET. I know that striving for low entropy will naturally lead to ET, but I still think borderline conditions should be imposed on this mathematical problem. In general, it would be
nice to have more configuration options. I know that the basic algorithm has only one optimal solution, but still it would be nice to be able to impose different types of border conditions such as UT, partial mapping, etc. until you know that you are moving away from the optimal solution. Yes, the reaction time display was different for me too.
Reminded me of OnlyPure, it seemed to tune deep into the note rather than quickly. Could there be something deliberately, a more European approach? Ron Blacksmith I set up my Nordiska 120 today with Entropy. I'm not a professional, but here are my observations:1) Smooth and even ET.2) Octaves (and trade-offs involved) are good,
better than I was able to do with TuneLab.3) At first I found it difficult to tune in for sure, no rotating wheel and no phase display tunelab etc. but in the end I got to hang it, and aiming for a horizontal line in the middle of the display turned out to be pretty accurate.4) Over the past year or so, I've had Blacksmith EqWell on my piano, and
while it's a soft UT, it's still noticeable that I'm now ET. I know that striving for low entropy will naturally lead to ET, but I still think borderline conditions should be imposed on this mathematical problem. In general, it would be nice to have more configuration options. I know that the basic algorithm has only one optimal solution, but still it
would be nice to be able to impose different types of border conditions such as UT, partial mapping, etc. until you know that you are moving away from the optimal solution. Hi pinkfloidhomer,For a few obvious) reasons your so beautifully shared observations can't say how close to my favorite ET EPT setting will sound to my ears. Could
you publish a record of chromatic thirds, fifth, octaves, 10s, 12th, 15th and 17th? Also, could you place screen graphics like Prout did some time ago by showing the previous and actual setup curve? Cheer up, Alfredo. Looking forward to your experience. I went ahead and tried it on the Chickering console – can you know how with the
wound and unwind the double on the long bridge? These types of piano are my standard challenge for any new approach or software to see how it really handles difficult choices... Faced with beating octave, so I went for the moment ... The temperament up and up was almost an exact coincidence of how my Verituner fits the puzzle, so
this is a good start for the program approach. Ron Blacksmith It's disappointing that you've had bad results because of the transition to a string wound. GPM had great results, apparently on its high-quality tool. It seems that the choice of software to configure almost does not matter when it comes to adjusting the quality of the piano. This
test is on spinach and consoles. The ultimate test would be to see which software gives the best setup on the Melodigrand spine, I can't promise what I'll get around posting progressive intervals. But let me emphasize this: the piano I set up was a cheap 120cm Nordiska (Dongbei) straight from about 2004. It may not be as bad as the
Chickering console or melodigrand spine, but it's far from a high-quality tool. And I could never get a satisfactory compromise on the bass/tenor and because of the tenor rupture, or the stretch on the bass that I found musical. I use TuneLab and have tried various partial pairs and settings, but I always came up short. With entropy my
Nordiska 120 suddenly didn't turn into a Steinway D, but it's the best bass stretch and bass octave compromise I've heard so far on this piano. Even when a professional tuner set it up with Verituner, the bass wasn't that enjoyable. One thing I _really_ miss is UT. I intend to make custom curve tuning for TuneLab that matches this stretch
as well as possible. Then I can possibly keep stretching (or close to it) and still cross UT into the equation. The overall entropy algorithm seems to be working well, I just like all sorts of customization options. UT, less weight is worn at the extreme ends of the piano (I mainly play Bach, ie C2-C6), going for low entropy, but with a special
emphasis on clean 12ths etc. I used the Android version and it didn't always behave like a natural Android app. The nicest thing was to list every time I reopened the app or downloaded my Settings. Why not save the calculation result? Also, I really feel that some developer piano tuner should make a serious effort on Settings. I know that
with most notes, it's faster and better to do it by ear. But with some unison, you have to compromise. False blows, vague pitch, clutch effects, etc. it would be nice to see an algorithm to minimize entropy that only works on three lines of unison. Low entropy when you get as pure unison as possible is still on target. I would mostly use this
feature in treble or high treble on my piano. TuneLab is accurate enough with its phase display to allow me to customize problem lines in unison individually and then end up with as nice combined unison as I can. Entropy is not accurate enough to do so. You can try to aim for a horizontal line with all three lines individually, but combined
unison is not always as clean as possible. I decided to make a very fast cursor setup with Entropy and my big laptop w/Samson USB G Track microphone to try my iPad 2 with its built-in microphone. It's much easier to use an iPad than my huge 17-inch laptop, plus, iOS wasn't available until recently. There were def some differences in
the final calculation between the laptop and the ipad. One thing that helped regulate the display there, and seems to give me some very good intervals / octaves, especially at 6.7, and C8 ... I hit the key, the left line, and let it end up listening, as opposed to trying to read the display right away, which is pretty invulchable out there.... Then I
set up a line to the end where Entropy stops listening because I can get pretty much the same reading of each beat. I could never tune in by ear, 6,7,C8. Entropy helps me to better hear these quick punches out there... I also think I know what to listen to now....... after the left line is configured as described above, I then mute the right line,
get entropy to get closer to the ideal with the left / middle line,(which is a great help),and it does it surprisingly well, given that it is 2 lines together, and then mute the right line sound and adjust 2 by ear. Repeat for the middle/right row. So far, the iPad makes good ET sounds. Make some entries and try to make intervals as soon as I'm
done. One of the main drawbacks is that the calculation is not stable, even if I choose high accuracy. I'm counting, setting up bass, calculating again, and now Entropy has changed my mind about how to customize some bass notes, so now they're not configured according to Entropy. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that Entropy
can not save the calculation, so I _have_ list every time I return to the application after it closes. I like to tune in for a few days in a row to achieve stability. I tune in, wait a day or so, check which notes have moved the most and customize them again. This is easy with TuneLab because the setting does not change after you have selected
the options and tuning curve. With entropy it is impossible, not to mention returning to the same piano after 6 months and repeating the same setting, settings, the same tuning is not stored anywhere. It is recalculated, and, unfortunately, not in a deterministic or stable way. I know that the algorithm uses Monte Carlo modeling and
randomness, but stability should still be achieved, given the sufficient number of iterations. There must be a regime that does not cease to count until stability is achieved, that is, until the solution found changes over the past 100 iterations or the like. I believe that the Entropy piano tuner has a feature where you can customize the note as
unison on the sound correct step generated by the software. I wonder how this compares with ease and accuracy compared to using a visual display if this feature is used for the entire piano. Note that the use of the display requires that the program must listen to and process audio and this in itself is a source of errors and processing
power. My opinion is that this feature can be good for ETD tuners to learn how to use your hearing completely rather than looking up and down at visual performance. One of the main drawbacks is that the calculation is not stable, even if I choose high accuracy. I know that the algorithm uses Monte Carlo modeling and randomness, but
stability should still be achieved, given the sufficient number of iterations. There must be a regime that does not cease to count until stability is achieved, that is, until the solution found changes over the past 100 iterations or the like. This, unfortunately, is almost inevitable. The way the method works is that it takes random steps in a high-
dimensional space. If it were a surface, it would be like uneven terrain with many hills and valleys. The algorithm tries to climb the highest hill, but all it can do is consider a random step, take it if it leads up, reject it and generate another random direction if it takes you down. If ultimately no direction seems to go further up you have risen to
the local peak. But what peak do you have no control over, and in fact there may be a much higher peak somewhere else (the higher the entropy, the better the setting). However, you should play the same result every time (provided that you do not remember) if the seeds of the random number generator can be fixed. I assume that it is
installed every time more or less accidentally from the current time or something like that. If the seeds are the same, the random sequence will be exactly the same. Kees One of the main drawbacks is that the calculation is not stable, even if I choose high accuracy. I know that the algorithm uses Monte Carlo modeling and randomness,
but stability should still be achieved, given the sufficient number of There must be a regime that does not terminate the calculation until stability is achieved, that is, until the found solution changes over the last iterations or the like. This, unfortunately, is almost inevitable. The way the method works is that it takes random steps in a high-
dimensional space. If it were a surface, it would be like uneven terrain with many hills and valleys. The algorithm tries to climb the highest hill, but all it can do is consider a random step, take it if it leads up, reject it and generate another random direction if it takes you down. If ultimately no direction seems to go further up you have risen to
the local peak. But what peak do you have no control over, and in fact there may be a much higher peak somewhere else (the higher the entropy, the better the setting). Their optimization method seems to be quite simplified (this does not necessarily mean that it is not the best for the job though). I wonder if they experimented with
different types of algorithms. Personally, I always thought that optimizing swarm particles was a rather damn neat way to win a large space solution. With the iPad 2 Entropy there is a Save button. There is a save button, but at least on Android it only stores records, not solutions. Goats, I know that local optimization != global optimization,
but usually there is a lot of clever heuristics that you can use to find optimal solutions in high-dimensional space. In this particular case, it is unfortunate that the solution found in the lower bass varies greatly, many cents, from recalculation to recalculation. Especially because I am not able to save the calculation on Android, the error may
be. One of the main drawbacks is that the calculation is not stable, even if I choose high accuracy. I know that the algorithm uses Monte Carlo modeling and randomness, but stability should still be achieved, given the sufficient number of iterations. There must be a regime that does not cease to count until stability is achieved, that is, until
the solution found changes over the past 100 iterations or the like. This, unfortunately, is almost inevitable. The way the method works is that it takes random steps in a high-dimensional space. If it were a surface, it would be like uneven terrain with many hills and valleys. The algorithm tries to climb the highest hill, but all it can do is
consider a random step, take it if it leads up, reject it and generate another random direction if it takes you down. If ultimately no direction seems to go further up you have risen to the local peak. But what peak do you have no control over, and in fact there may be a much higher peak somewhere else (the higher the entropy, the better the
setting). However, you should play the same result every time (provided that you do not remember) if the seeds of the random number generator can be fixed. I assume that it is installed every time more or less accidentally from the current time or something like that. If the seeds are the same, the random sequence will be exactly the
same This is said, I clearly remember reading in that after calculating the configuration, the result can be saved and you do not have to reflow, and you can repeat the same settings. Kees The terrain of hills and valleys is otherwise known as the anopticization of the landscape, although it is a little simplified as it provides only two degrees
of freedom. Gradient optimizers tend to find only local mines and max, so it's best to first apply a random optimizer that makes a fractional, scattering stream approach to the landscape, thereby catching potential global min and max. You can then use gradient optimizer. The initial seed may be the same, but if you start elsewhere at the
output of the pseudo-random generator, it may seem random every time. This sounds like a software bug if you can't save calculated results. I hope that the laptop / desktop versiondo do not have this problem. Can't wait to try this.... I had the temptation to ask a question in the discussion above about pseudo-randomness, but I will be
presenting it now. I do not understand why randomness is introduced into the process. Shouldn't the software deterministic come to the same better solution every time? If it always starts with a specific reference (eg A = 440), and the best relative stretching is determined for notes above and below, wouldn't it always be the same for a
given piano? I understand that different tuners, setting up an aural, can have their advantages and achieve different settings, but I think that the program approach should determinate to come to the same conclusion every time it evaluates this piano. Some people have listed problems associated with different results, but what is the
advantage of using random seeds, and have different results each time? calculations are saved as samples and your tuning (Windows 8 1 on tablet) as I exported the customization file from my Android phone it had the same data saved, I could see it in Windows versionbut.... the calculated setting becomes empty if you change the step,
for example, I did not change the step or anything. I just recorded, calculated, customized and saved. Every time I download the file again, it asks me to do the calculation again. But it's on Android, it may be that the version has other bugs. I managed to save today _with_ calculation, on Android. But I still felt the above a few times
yesterday. I noticed that after clicking save on the ipad, if I did not enter a name for the file, it did not save it. Interesting.... continuing to tune in with the iPad 2, and comparing the setup schedule with the laptop microphone /Samson G Track, there were some differences.... so today, I put the laptop and iPad 2 on the piano, and listed a
new tuning for both, each hearing the same note. Comparing each note to a graph in buttom, each note had different peaks and valleys between the laptop and the iPad2 when Entropy finished the analysis for each note.... it should some impact on general tuning? The end schedule is also in many places. With that in sight, I went back to
my laptop with a hanging microphone, given that it's a high-quality microphone...... will record intervals and some parts and publish them. Another interesting point ... after analyzing each note, it is notable in HZ .... 3-4 notes had a difference of 0.1 ... all other notes were exactly the same for both laptops / ipad2. GP, can you assess the
differences with aural checks? Chris... do not write down ipad settings, .... def write down this laptop tuiing and if I have time, retrain using ipad.... I noticed that the bass section of the ipad was not as sonar as setting up a laptop. Finally, loaded on an old netbook. It's really slow to count! The sampling went ok. Haven't tried to tune in yet,
just get more comfortable with the software. Can I see the numeric value of a calculated offset along with the target partial number? As with all the setup software, the hard test for me is to use it to set up a smaller piano to see how it deals with octaves through the break and in the bass... Should be interesting! Ron Blacksmith Yes the
quality of the equipment matters when using Entropy.And RK, and GPM seems to get inferior settings when using lower-class equipment. When using other customization software available, microphone quality doesn't seem to make that big difference. Although it is great to have FOSS customization software, especially when it is
available for various OS including Linux, there are concerns that if the client sees the tuner using software that they themselves can afford ... or even download for free ... they may not respect the tuner. Thus, now, if it is interrogated or ridiculed by the client, the tuner may indicate the costs associated with the purchase of equipment. Here
is my first attempt at entropy tuner. It's too late here, but I have a few more recorded... post them tomorrow. (The dog makes its presence known in this.. LOL) Use laptop and Samson G Track underboard USB microphone. There were differences between the iPad 2 and the laptop, so it will be interesting to re-configure with the iPad and
see what differences sound wise. This is an ampico roll, which was originally recorded in June 1924. It was scanned and made into a MIDI file, which is then played here on the LX Live Performance system. 1925 7ft M&amp;amp; H RBB Hungarian Gypsies by Carl Tausig, played by Joseph Lhevinne Sound a bit like a Chas type tuning,
can be more stretched, the prevalence of very pure sound of insignificant tonality. But the main chords are congrugable, too. It is interesting to realize how each individual sound of the note is ampled even in low environments. The result of consonance coming from other tones, in my opinion. That's why focus settings are enough at slow
beating intervals going in that direction. Why quality matter with entropy tuner, and not with other tuning software? In the old topic, it was concluded that the flat frequency characteristic, which is usually You want when recording music is not so important with customizing software because you are basically looking at FFT frequency parts
(harmonics) rather than amplitudes as much. Why is the microphone quality matter with entropy tuner rather than with other tuning software? It has been enclosed in an old theme that flat frequency response, which is usually what you want when recording music, is not so important with the software setup because you mostly look at FFT
frequency parts (harmonics) rather than amplitudes as much. I think the strength of the parts is taken into account when looking for the lowest entropy – if you can't hear them beating because they're weak, then they matter less, don't they? Therefore, perhaps, it is important to have a flat microphone reaction - I believe that the software
already uses a weighing function similar to a known volume curve that mimics the reaction of human hearing. Paul. Why is the microphone quality matter with entropy tuner rather than with other tuning software? It has been enclosed in an old theme that flat frequency response, which is usually what you want when recording music, is not
so important with the software setup because you mostly look at FFT frequency parts (harmonics) rather than amplitudes as much. I think the strength of the parts is taken into account when looking for the lowest entropy – if you can't hear them beating because they're weak, then they matter less, don't they? Therefore, perhaps, it is
important to have a flat microphone reaction - I believe that the software already uses a weighing function similar to a known volume curve that mimics the reaction of human hearing. Paul. You're wrong. A flat answer microphone is essential for accurate recording of partial amplitudes. Obviously, placing a microphone is also crucial
because of the effects of intimacy, standing waves, acoustic blocking, etc. The best placement is likely to be where the pianist's ears are located if the pianist wants to hear the resulting temperament. The weighing function that mimics a person's rated frequency response applies to recorded waveforms.prout Here are other recordings I
made last night using my laptop, a SAMSON G Track USB microphone and piano tuner entropy recorded in order, the first to be a Hungarian Gypsy dance... did not touch unison for other 3.Video and sound with iPad 2 and Tascam IM2 microphone. 1. Hungarian Gypsies dance . Scherzo in Borodin's . Dizzying fingers . Eligi (Eligi)
Rachnaminoff Why is the microphone quality matter with entropy tuner rather than with other tuning software? It has been enclosed in an old theme that flat frequency response, which is usually what you want when recording music, is not so important with the software setup because you mostly look at FFT frequency parts (harmonics)
rather than amplitudes as much. I think the strength of the parts is taken into account when looking for the lowest entropy – if you can't hear them beating because they're weak, then they matter less, don't they? Therefore, perhaps, it is important to have a flat microphone reaction - I believe that the software already uses a weighing
function similar to a known volume curve that mimics the reaction of human hearing. Paul. Yes, it seems to me the amplitude is recorded Why is the quality of the microphone matter with the Entropy tuner, and not with other tuning software? It has been enclosed in an old theme that flat frequency response, which is usually what you want
when recording music, is not so important with the software setup because you mostly look at FFT frequency parts (harmonics) rather than amplitudes as much. I think the strength of the parts is taken into account when looking for the lowest entropy – if you can't hear them beating because they're weak, then they matter less, don't they?
Therefore, perhaps, it is important to have a flat microphone reaction - I believe that the software already uses a weighing function similar to a known volume curve that mimics the reaction of human hearing. Paul. You're wrong. A flat answer microphone is essential for accurate recording of partial amplitudes. Obviously, placing a
microphone is also crucial because of the effects of intimacy, standing waves, acoustic blocking, etc. The best placement is likely to be where the pianist's ears are located if the pianist wants to hear the resulting temperament. The weighing function that simulates the rated frequency response of human sound is applied to the recorded
waveforms.prout Ok, so the Entropy tuner is calculated based on partial functions, with some Fletcherâ€Munson curves applied to it. But, as you mentioned, the potential for significant discrepancies for the same piano exists depending on where you place the microphone. Why is the microphone quality matter with entropy tuner rather
than with other tuning software? It was enclosed in the old theme that flat frequency response, which is usually what you want when recording music, is not so important with the software settings because you mostly look at FFT frequency parts (harmonics) and not amplitude as much. laptops and smartphones. I would like to the strength
of the parts is taken into account when searching for the lowest entropy – if you can't hear their beatings because they are weak, then they matter less, don't they? Therefore, perhaps, it is important to have a flat microphone reaction - I believe that the software already uses a weighing function similar to a known volume curve that mimics
the reaction of human hearing. Paul. You're wrong. A flat answer microphone is essential for accurate recording of partial amplitudes. Obviously, placing a microphone is also crucial because of the effects of intimacy, standing waves, acoustic blocking, etc. The best placement is likely to be where the pianist's ears are located if the pianist
wants to hear the resulting temperament. The weighing function that simulates the rated frequency response of human sound is applied to the recorded waveforms.prout Ok, so the Entropy tuner is calculated based on partial functions, with some Fletcherâ€Munson curves applied to it. But, as you mentioned, the potential for significant
discrepancies for the same piano exists depending on where you place the microphone. Yes, although the results are likely to be within a few cents of each other, based on a note. The use of all 88 notes simultaneously in the calculation and bias towards the uniform separation of all 88 notes causes the result to a narrow range of
variations, despite partial differences in the amplitude. The stretching will change slightly to prejudice the strong 6:3 parts during 4:2, for example, but the 7th and 9th parts to name a few, often very strong in bass, and should have an equal weight in the calculation along with a weak 8th partial.prout Dirk piano tuning page mentions that a
simple microphone came with a computer or sound card should work, but that bass reaction may not be enough: v=95ZMzfk7hOAYou will notice that it uses a cheap dynamic microphone in the video, although if you are basically looking at the 6th part, then the fundamental answer does not matter. The video is slightly simplified in trying to
sell the software to the careless (although they cover it briefly on the website), in that they do not mention the art of establishing contacts and strings for stability, and there is no mention that iH measurements should be made when the strings are within +/-10 cents of the target steps. His demo chords, to show how from a piano melody,
were enough of a melody, perhaps more than 10 cents off, that would mislead people into thinking that you could make a measurement straight from the piano, which is perhaps a complete step (100 cents, which is quite common), without the necessary initial over-pulling step to lift the pass. And it does not look like that the Dirk program
has some variant of excessive lifting / step? Does free entropy have tuningsoftware? With swatch customization curves so you can make the first pass, rough tuning? Only after that when all lines are within 10 cents, you must write all 88 notes. Dirk's piano tuning page mentions that a simple microphone that came with a computer or
sound card should work, but that bass reaction may not be enough: that it uses a cheap dynamic microphone in the video, although if you are basically looking at the 6th part, then the fundamental answer does not matter. The video is slightly simplified in trying to sell the software to the careless (although they cover it briefly on the
website), in that they do not mention the art of establishing contacts and strings for stability, and there is no mention that iH measurements should be made when the strings are within +/-10 cents of the target steps. His demo chords, to show how from a piano melody, were enough of a melody, perhaps more than 10 cents off, that would
mislead people into thinking that you could make a measurement straight from the piano, which is perhaps a complete step (100 cents, which is quite common), without the necessary initial over-pulling step to lift the pass. And it does not look like that the Dirk program has some variant of excessive lifting / step? Does free entropy have
tuningsoftware? With swatch customization curves so you can make the first pass, rough tuning? Only after that first pass, when all lines are within 10 cents, you must write down all 88 notes. Hi Musicdude,It would be good for me to know where you came from and whether you have a piano (aural?) tuner or what. You have written that
you are looking forward to trying this EPT and I really hope that you will succeed. As for .. excessive lifting/step-up., you can search in the wrong place; maybe you want to actually test this software and share your findings? Sincerely, .c.. GP, I think that the appropriate aurical check of the entropy tuning system in this case can be
chromatic progressive double octaves after ensuring the purity of all unison. In addition, the plot of theoretical setup curves for both laptop vs iphone and good vs bas mics would be interesting if possible. Hi Chris, yes, good idea... Alfredo asked for something similar. will do this after I set it up again with Entropy. I went from EBVT III to
Entropy... enough difference in stretching.. and he drifted . . . For example, the C8 with EBVT was 76.5 Hz, with entropy, 44.4. Interestingly, AO, both temperaments were at 26 Hz!! Therefore, Entropy should listen like an aural tuner. Hammers need soaking... several years have passed since they were announced. The more I listen to this
setting, the more I feel like this is one of the best ETD settings I've heard on this piano. There is a wealth in the bass section that this is quite something. .... more forward.... :) I think the entropy tuning stretch is straight the entropy system itself, and the EBVT stretch is a function of bill extension methods, not EBVT itself. I also assume that
Your blocks for C8 and A0 notes should be offset by cents, not Hz.For customization curves, you only need to make measurements and what is generated, not the real setting. Thanks for the clarification.... Yes, cents compensate ... :) I remember Bill saying he stretched it more on this latest EBVT, then one in front of him. Will get these
graphics, etc. when I re-equipped with the laptop and sample from the iPad. GP, I think that the appropriate aurical check of the entropy tuning system in this case can be chromatic progressive double octaves after ensuring the purity of all unison. In addition, the plot of theoretical setup curves for both laptop vs iphone and good vs bas
mics would be interesting if possible. Hi, thanks, GPM, for posting these entries. On my laptop, the volume is very low, but I would say that the overall tuning sounds beautiful and well balanced. Pleasant tremors, too, resonant and apparently not too stretched. If we want to more accurately study the settings, we need to check how the
intervals are related to each other. For this reason, double octaves will not be enough (IMO). If you take the time to make a recording, please include other intervals:C3 to A4: thirds, fifth, octaves and 10ths. C3 through C7: 12ths, double octaves and 17ths. It's amazing that we get so few comments, don't we? By the way, do you think we
could check individual frequencies and see if EPT calculates octaves as 2:1 + iH, or 12ths as 3:1 + iH, or what? There may be a limit, due to the resolution and decimal places, I really do not know, although it will give me / us an idea ... For everyone, nice Sunday, Alfredo. PS: If you still have an area of this setting, I mean pre-tuning and
calculating EPT, I would be happy to find it here. Cheers I just finished my first entropy setting on my own K10 knight vertically (1987). I set it up for 18 months using Tunelab.The program used on my Lenovo laptop running Windows 7 64bit allowed me to perform better settings than any of those I did using Tunelab.The tuning part of the
process was much more sensitive to the lever and even where there were false parts of the display helped me decide where to install the string. Setting the lowest and highest notes was much easier than with Tunelab.Some observations:I keep getting notified that there are updates online, but I can't get this to update. The program
crashed around C6. When restarted, it immediately crashed. The program's journal does not appear to indicate why it was an accident, but I noted that many lines of the journal said it was halting the study process because it could not identify the note. I use my Zoom Hn4 with a 64-bit driver as a USB audio input with 48 kHz installed on it
as well as 48kHz in Windows. I turned off the computer, restarted it and cleared all temporary files, then defragmentation on drive C:. After that, the program was stable and I was able to open the file and continue where I left off. While tuning there many times when I found that the highlighted note was not automatically selected or
manually selected. In other words, something was changing from the intended note, even if the existing line frequency was within 10 cents of the recorded note. It was an annoying situation because the program shifted the note maybe a few halftones away. Overall it is a very impressive and easy to use program. Some reviewers have
said that it takes a long time, but I say that this can only be said about the initial process of writing notes 88. After that, the processes are very fast, and the setup process at least for me was faster than using Tunelab. One point for readers is that if the input level of the entry is set high, then the process will continue to hear the input much
longer than is necessary. I lowered this level so that the maximum volume simply passed the level required to start recording. This led to the note recording stopping much faster and was most noticeable in the lowest notes, whereas before the recorder recorded the note sound long after I could not hear it! I look forward to any further
improvements, Ian you welcome Alfredo... will do..... As I am a nation of this, I listen as if we never say goodbye... despite the fact that tuning drifted, it still sounds beautiful ... As I mentioned earlier, one of the best ETI tuning I've had on this piano. Do not know how to get charts ... does anyone know how to do this? Here is the peak
graphics made when Entropy finished listening to all the notes. This was done after I used Entropy with a laptop. I just finished my first entropy setting on my own K10 knight vertically (1987). I set it up for 18 months using Tunelab.The program used on my Lenovo laptop running Windows 7 64bit allowed me to perform better settings than
any of those I did using Tunelab.The tuning part of the process was much more sensitive to the lever and even where there were false parts of the display helped me decide where to install the string. Setting the lowest and highest notes was much easier than with Tunelab.Some observations:I keep getting notified that there are updates
online, but I can't get this to update. The program crashed around C6. When restarted, it immediately crashed. The program's journal does not appear to indicate why it was an accident, but I noted that many lines of the journal said it was halting the study process because it could not identify the note. I use my Zoom Hn4 with a 64-bit
driver as a USB audio input with 48 kHz installed on it as well as 48kHz in Windows. I turned off the computer, restarted it and cleaned all temporary files, then used defragmentation on drive C:. After that, the program was stable and I was able to open the file and continue where I left off. During setup, there have been many times when I
that the selected note was not automatically selected or manually selected. In other words, something changes from the intended note, even if the frequency of lines was within 10 cents of the recorded note. It was an annoying situation because the program shifted the note maybe a few halftones away. Overall it is a very impressive and
easy to use program. Some reviewers have said that it takes a long time, but I say that this can only be said about the initial process of writing notes 88. After that, the processes are very fast, and the setup process at least for me was faster than using Tunelab. One point for readers is that if the input level of the entry is set high, then the
process will continue to hear the input much longer than is necessary. I lowered this level so that the maximum volume simply passed the level required to start recording. This led to the note recording stopping much faster and was most noticeable in the lowest notes, whereas before the recorder recorded the note sound long after I could
not hear it! I look forward to any further improvements, Ian Thanks for the information, Ian.I assume that the entropy tuner does not have an over-pitcher mode? Does the instruction tell you that notes should be within 10 cents of the target before measuring the iH for all 88 keys, for best results? I'm assuming that you can use tunelab
overflow mode to first perform a walkthrome step based on one of the sample configuration files and then use Entropy for fine-tuning? Take a look at A# 3 - bar of non-baronity ... See how it is measured in a way lower than the surrounding notes? If you can, go back and rewrite this note to see if iH comes closer to others and then how
much difference, if any, that makes to the calculation. That's what we should pay attention to when working with electronic tuning devices! As you refine the approach, you can also look for smaller jumps to make sure that the machine has really got a decent measurement. Ron Blacksmith Exactly Ron ... when I saw that jump, I came back



and re-sampled, it was then great in response to others. In addition, a hanging microphone with a laptop.. if it showed any of them, I would take it away and they were then great according to the rest of the notes. It's interesting to hear your take on how it sounds on piano/s. for me it's a very well balanced ET... bass in particular is very
resonant, and when the piano is played in general, all this sounds right for the lack of a better word. When I play C1 with C5,6,7, or any other notes in this regard, for example ... they sound like they fit. download the latest version, you will have better graphics management in a separate menu that said that there is no data on the screen,
just curvesit then it is not easy to see how many iH on the A49, for example, Ron ... when I saw that jump, I came back and re-sampled, it was then great in response to others. In addition, a hanging microphone with a laptop.. if it showed any of them, I take away and they were then great to the rest notes. It's interesting to hear your take
on how it sounds on piano/s. well balanced ET... bass, in particular, is very resonate, and when the piano plays in general, all this sounds right due to the lack of a better word. When I play C1 with C5,6,7, or any other notes in this regard, for example ... they sound like they fit. You hear settings where consonance is not a side effect, but
the goal that makes a whole word difference with some ways to do: Aurally setting up is that we are sensitive to it and do not feel limited if something nice sounds we can use it interesting to hear your take on how it sounds on your piano / s. For me it is a very well balanced ET ... bass in particular is very resonant, and when the piano is
played in general, all this sounds right for the lack of a better word. When I play C1 with C5,6,7, or any other notes in this regard, for example ... they sound like they fit. yes, this is the same test I like... I just used a piano on a tougher scale! I ran into trouble right after the break, going down to the bass strings. It may take some time to find
out which compromises make the best results. This can start directly with temperament, or may include something else... My netbook wasn't happy using hanging microphones. I think I'll have to play with him again. This could be part of the problem with the piano test. I got an update notification, but it won't load, I seem to remember that
someone mentioned that you should uninstall the previous version and download it again to get the latest version. I'll give it a try. Ron Blacksmith Ron, yes, it was me... about a week ago, I got the same message dload new version ... what I got was unloaded 1.1.4...it entropy then did not start ... so I uninstalled it from Windows un-install
and then restarted but what went in was 1.1.0 ... so do not know what happened to .4. As ian noticed, I still get a new version of the available launch message for both laptop and ipad, but when I click it, it says I already have a new version, 1.1.0...so not sure what's going on there. Here's the microphone I use, with a shock mountain,
which I think is important. According to the guide, you don't want to put a microphone on a piano plate because of the vibrations it can pick up... the percussion mount isolates it from all this, so I put it on a small stand on a plate roughly in the middle of the piano on the right side, and left it there through almost all the notes except the last 4-
5 notes and then moved it closer to them. The microphone is back in the middle for setup, and closer to the last few notes. I also noticed that the volume was set too high with the microphone, and did the same thing that you did ... it took a little less time to try etc Isaac, if it's more consonent after in ET, then does it very well. Another
adjective that comes to mind is a sweet sound. Treble also Great. Hi, one notable effect, for me, is the individual illumination of each note, of course, because there is more consistency between the spectra. I tend to think that this effect is present even without the support pedal, and not only in chords. it's clear to me how in all the piano
ranges melodic lines are clearly echoed in music, nothing muddy if you see what I mean. However, it seems to me that the harmonious design, the scales, are less present. (not tempering, but the expansion of this temperament, with its shortcomings, mistakes or simply relationships that are reproduced by the octave after the octave)
Isaac, melodic lines are very clear when a lot happens. There is a work of Waltz Op 31, No. 1 by Moszkowski. wonderful ampico roll I just listened to ... it has a lot going on, but you can still hear different melodies and melodic lines through all the many notes... will def write this when I have finished re-configuring. By the way, here is the
peak of the microphone placement I mentioned earlier. One point for readers is that if the input level of the entry is set high, then the process will continue to hear the input much longer than is necessary. I lowered this level so that the maximum volume simply passed the level required to start recording. This led to the note recording
stopping much faster and was most noticeable in the lowest notes, whereas before the recorder recorded the note sound long after I could not hear it! One of the developers demonstrating the recording process can be seen releasing some longer notes before the program indicates that it has finished recording. See here: as the smartest
thing to do. I doubt the program actually needs average measurements longer than a second or two for each note. I just finished my first entropy setting on my own K10 knight vertically (1987). I set it up for 18 months using Tunelab.The program used on my Lenovo laptop running Windows 7 64bit allowed me to perform better settings
than any of those I did using Tunelab.The tuning part of the process was much more sensitive to the lever and even where there were false parts of the display helped me decide where to install the string. Setting the lowest and highest notes was much easier than with Tunelab.Some observations:I keep getting notified that there are
updates online, but I can't get this to update. The program crashed around C6. When restarted, it immediately crashed. The program's journal does not appear to indicate why it was an accident, but I noted that many lines of the journal said it was halting the study process because it could not identify the note. I use my Zoom Hn4 with a
64-bit driver as a USB audio input with 48 kHz installed on it as well as 48kHz in Windows. I turned off the computer, it and cleared all temporary files, then used defragmentation on drive C:. After that, the program was stable and I was able to open the file and continue where I left off. During setup, there were many times when I found
that the highlighted note was not automatically selected or manually selected. In other words, something was changing from the intended note, even if the existing line frequency was within 10 cents of the recorded note. It was an annoying situation because the program shifted the note maybe a few halftones away. Overall it is a very
impressive and easy to use program. Some reviewers have said that it takes a long time, but I say that this can only be said about the initial process of writing notes 88. After that, the processes are very fast, and the setup process at least for me was faster than using Tunelab. One point for readers is that if the input level of the entry is set
high, then the process will continue to hear the input much longer than is necessary. I lowered this level so that the maximum volume simply passed the level required to start recording. This led to the note recording stopping much faster and was most noticeable in the lowest notes, whereas before the recorder recorded the note sound
long after I could not hear it! I look forward to any further improvements, Ian Thanks for the information, Ian.I assume that the entropy tuner does not have an over-pitcher mode? Does the instruction tell you that notes should be within 10 cents of the target before measuring the iH for all 88 keys, for best results? I'm assuming that you can
use tunelab overflow mode to first perform a walkthrome step based on one of the sample configuration files and then use Entropy for fine-tuning? There is no overflow mode in this program. I don't need it because I only set up my own piano and it's never far from a good tune. I don't know about any need for notes to be within 10 cents.
Ian Dear everyone, thank you for inviting me to this forum. I'm one of the developers of piano tuner entropy and it's really cool to see such a lively discussion about our software. Thank you very much for all the comments and comments that we will try to take into account as soon as possible. Thank you also for your patience. We are the
only two people who started coding only four months ago are still struggling with various bugs. In addition, we are outsiders with zero piano tuning experience, which means that we rely heavily on your contribution. So far we haven't been able to recreate the crash around the C6, but we've found an error that may have led to this. The plan
is to publish another update (version 1.1.1) this week. The update will also include an additional step-up algorithm. I want to make sure that the source code is freely available and that we have developed CRT in such a way that new algorithms can be implemented effortlessly (for example, plugins). Personally, I have a feeling that there is
plenty of room for further research and and there is hope that CRT can serve as an experimental platform. Hey Hinrichsen (Würzburg, Germany) Germany) just finished my first entropy setting on my own K10 knight vertically (1987). I set it up for 18 months using Tunelab.The program used on my Lenovo laptop running Windows 7 64bit
allowed me to perform better settings than any of those I did using Tunelab.The tuning part of the process was much more sensitive to the lever and even where there were false parts of the display helped me decide where to install the string. Setting the lowest and highest notes was much easier than with Tunelab.Some observations:I
keep getting notified that there are updates online, but I can't get this to update. The program crashed around C6. When restarted, it immediately crashed. The program's journal does not appear to indicate why it was an accident, but I noted that many lines of the journal said it was halting the study process because it could not identify the
note. I use my Zoom Hn4 with a 64-bit driver as a USB audio input with 48 kHz installed on it as well as 48kHz in Windows. I turned off the computer, restarted it and cleaned all temporary files, then used defragmentation on drive C:. After that, the program was stable and I was able to open the file and continue where I left off. During
setup, there were many times when I found that the highlighted note was not automatically selected or manually selected. In other words, something was changing from the intended note, even if the existing line frequency was within 10 cents of the recorded note. It was an annoying situation because the program shifted the note maybe a
few halftones away. Overall it is a very impressive and easy to use program. Some reviewers have said that it takes a long time, but I say that this can only be said about the initial process of writing notes 88. After that, the processes are very fast, and the setup process at least for me was faster than using Tunelab. One point for readers
is that if the input level of the entry is set high, then the process will continue to hear the input much longer than is necessary. I lowered this level so that the maximum volume simply passed the level required to start recording. This led to the note recording stopping much faster and was most noticeable in the lowest notes, whereas before
the recorder recorded the note sound long after I could not hear it! I look forward to any further improvements, Ian Thanks for the information, Ian.I assume that the entropy tuner does not have an over-pitcher mode? Does the instruction tell you that notes should be within 10 cents of the target before measuring the iH for all 88 keys, for
best results? I'm assuming that you can use tunelab overflow mode to first perform a walkthrome step based on one of the sample configuration files and then use Entropy for fine-tuning? In does not have an overflow mode. I don't need it because I only set up my own piano and it's never far from a good tune. I don't know about any need
for notes to be within 10 cents. Yang Z Z Manual: To increase the larger step, the act of pulling the string to a step will change the indelible strings. For such a step, it is not necessary to measureinharmony in the first place. Simply upload an average configuration file (which comes with TuneLab) or a generic file from a similar piano model.
Then take a step-up pass using this tuning. When you make this pass, start first with a new configuration file and take the latest inconsistency rates. Only the final pass must have custom measurements of non-uglyness. It seems to me that measuring all 88 keys will make the entropy tuner a little impractical for most calls home, if it's not a
piano you know you'll tune in again very soon as the heavy use of the university stage piano. I was going to record my piano soon, but maybe I should wait until I try this program.... dear everyone, thank you for inviting me to this forum. I'm one of the developers of piano tuner entropy and it's really cool to see such a lively discussion about
our software. Thank you very much for all the comments and comments that we will try to take into account as soon as possible. Thank you also for your patience. We are the only two people who started coding only four months ago are still struggling with various bugs. In addition, we are outsiders with zero piano tuning experience, which
means that we rely heavily on your contribution. So far we haven't been able to recreate the crash around the C6, but we've found an error that may have led to this. The plan is to publish another update (version 1.1.1) this week. The update will also include an additional step-up algorithm. I want to make sure that the source code is freely
available and that we have developed CRT in such a way that new algorithms can be implemented effortlessly (for example, plugins). Personally, I have a feeling that there is plenty of room for further research and development, and there is hope that CRT can serve as an experimental platform. Hey Hinrichsen (Würzburg, Germany)Hello,
it's great to see you there, thanks for chiming in. You've done a great job, just for the two people I'm impressed with. I realized that you are where guided by the real side of setting things up, various professional tuners like B Olbricht (other names run me)I find it very convenient the fact that the tone that looks out of range on the curve can
easily be planted again and corrected (I do not use this feature yet, I believe the whole tuning needs to be calculated again then , is it ?) WHenever possibly more data on the side of the ih graphs would be good, just more numbers on the side of the grid, for example, I can not see how the iH level is simply by barking A4, for example
(which is a representative of the general iH tool in theory, it is 0,055 or 0,075, or more, not that it is important to configure, but it may be for curiosity) edit not noticed that clicking on the note show the actual data, all C's and A on the net will helpBest and thank you thanks step up algorithm is a great idea, you finally get software that can
compete with the best professional ETDsWhat pleases me with the goals, very different from the usual rules et!PS The update process is unclear, I also have a message that the update is available, while I am using version 1.1, not a big problem, I believe we need to know what we want to do, but access to the update program from the
menu would be great. I need to uninstall completely (I just asked for component updates? Olek, I tried to uninstall and reinstall, but the update is still not implemented. In one of my letters, I was told that a further new version would be released soon. Ian Welcome Mr. Hinrichsen! Enjoying the tuner Entropy. So far I've found et settings to be
very enjoyable to listen to. I'm not a professional tuner and can't tune in to listen, so I rely on ETD to customize my piano player, which gets a lot of use. Entropy tuner gives me a very nice sound ET setting. I look forward to the future with your software. Soon I will have a very good 7ft Steinway AR with a system of players, and will try
entropy with this piano. Also, thank you for being available to everyone! I just realized that I do not use Infinite for precision calculation, which is recommended in the manual. It was installed on the stadard... Also, I pulled out my high end microphone i436 for the iPad/iphone, used Infinite and samples of M&H. Am going to re-tune with this
combo and see what happens. Here's a calculation of the facial expressions of the ipad-i436 from my laptop/Samson GTrack microphone setup M&amp;amp;a; H BB 1 day ago:Here is the final calculation of the setup using the iPad-i436 microphone, Infinite setup above the inconsistency of the calculation. You can see the differences
between my laptop / Samson Gtrack microphone tuning and ipad-i436 microphone ... will be interesting to hear the overall difference. I just realized that I do not use Infinite for precision calculation, which is recommended in the manual. It was installed on the stadard... Also, I pulled out my high end microphone i436 for the iPad/iphone,
used Infinite and samples of M&H. Am going to re-tune with this combo and see what happens. Great, GPM. If possible, follow the preset and post - if you can - the actual graphs of graphs/screens; Then we will be able to notice individual step corrections. Hi Hey, thank you and your team for sharing an entropy piano tuner, an approach to
scale in general that I find correct and definitely worth exploring under the guise of software. Sincerely, a.c.Edit: While I wrote GPM, you posted what I asked for. :-) Thank. grandpiano, why not send real graphics, you have a graphics icon , the last one on the right.when I try data by clicking on the bars on the graph, the data is shown,
which is nice, but it is so short that I can hardly read it if it could lenghten the display of data, or have it constant when you click on the panel, which would be ideal for The goal is anyone to fix me if I'm wrong, but I'm correct in assuming that entropy tuner and hole tuner are in a new customization software class that calculates a separate
setting for each note based on matching parts around the scale in a certain way. And other customization software such as Verituner, Tunelab, Accu-tuner, etc., simulates a configuration curve based on information obtained from a small number of sample notes? In other words, does the Entropy and Dirk class have calculations that are
unique to each note, but does the other class calculate an anti-aliased adjustment curve based on sample notes? not for verituner, who use samples from all notes or almost., then the calculation uses a model based on the correspondence of parts with different weights given to each match (which can be changed by the user, but mostly
for octaves, twins, twelve, etc.) that I'm not sure, but I'm right, is that VT put aside the octavia used to create temperament.that octave probably use a different scheme, based on equidistent separation from the given side octave.then this octavia is used, and then has more weight than the rest. The Verituner, but perhaps dirk software, will
give more weight to octaves that do not relate to entropyfor that I know another etd use several samples, including 2 notes near the break or not. because of the tilt at the bottom of the long bridge, having only one sample can be more or less accurate.What I do not get is how the perceived step is evaluated, I believe that the voice affects
the perception of the step, the larger parts, the higher step, so that the volume of parts must be taken into account to be realistic .but I just imagine ... Welcome Alfredo.Just for the sake of interests ... Here's Valse Moskovski I just recorded using a laptop / Samson Gtrack microphone settings from yesterday.. it drifts and not all unison is
clean, but it will give some idea of the differences between the ipad and laptop microphone combo. video / sound quality: Isaac, did not know about this button ... here are 3 original graphics:Ugly iPad-i436 microphone M&amp;amp;amp; H BBCorrished iPad-i436 microphone M&amp;amp;amp; H BBComputer Ipad-i436 Microphone Infinite
M&amp;amp; H BB and other configuration programs such as Verituner, Tunelab, Accu-tuner, etc. simulate a configuration curve based on information obtained from a small number of sample notes? Alternatively, you can select all 88 notes/keys if you want on TuneLab, but many samples are just a few, which of course gives limited data
on iH. dear everyone, thank you for inviting me to this forum. I'm one of the developers of piano tuner entropy and it's really cool to see such a lively discussion about our software. Thank you very much for all the comments and comments that we will try to take into account as soon as possible. Thank you also for your patience. only two
people who started coding just four months ago are still struggling with various bugs. In addition, we are outsiders outsiders zero piano tuning experience, which means that we rely heavily on your contribution. So far we haven't been able to recreate the crash around the C6, but we've found an error that may have led to this. The plan is to
publish another update (version 1.1.1) this week. The update will also include an additional step-up algorithm. I want to make sure that the source code is freely available and that we have developed CRT in such a way that new algorithms can be implemented effortlessly (for example, plugins). Personally, I have a feeling that there is
plenty of room for further research and development, and there is hope that CRT can serve as an experimental platform. Hey Hinrichsen (Würzburg, Germany) Welcome Haye! And thank you very much for being available to everyone. Are you familiar with the dirk configuration software? It seems very similar to your program. What are the
similarities and differences? Did you both borrow from the same entropy paper or source code? I have suggestions for a mode of step up because you mentioned that you are not a piano tuner. I would like to try to keep track of what Tunelab has done in its previous versions, where the overpopulated note is calculated based on the
previous 7 notes or so (this can be adjusted by the user), and the number of overpopulated can be limited by a certain number of cents to reduce the likelihood of breaking the strings on the old piano. I would avoid the method Tunelab uses in its current version, where many notes are selected first, simply because it is already too long to
measure all 88 notes for iH measurements. And just like in Tunelab, I'd pack software with a middle piano file as well as other sample piano customization solutions, so that the user can shoot for something about similar to what they have when doing step enhancement. Bosendorf said: Also, you can select all 88 notes/keys if you want on
TuneLab, but many picks are only a few, which of course gives limited iH data. Most people sample cs and fs of each octave in Tunelab. But just because you sample all 88 keys, it won't give you the same solution as the entropy tuner. It seems that you have not yet understood where the entropy of the tuner comes from and what it is.
This is clearly explained in text files and on the website or at the university. P.S. are you a professional profession? If so, you should say yes in your signature line. This is part of the netiquette on this forum. And other customization software such as Verituner, Tunelab, Accu-tuner, etc., simulates a configuration curve based on information
obtained from a small number of sample notes? Alternatively, you can select all 88 notes/keys if you want on TuneLab, but many samples are just a few, which of course gives limited data on iH. While Tunelab can allow you to select a large number of notes, the difference I want to confirm is that Entropy calculates each note as a
separate note, but Tunelab et.al. Simulate Curve and therefore smoothes out the inequalities that are likely to exist Reality. Welcome Hey! I would also like to thank you for being your software free and open source. Thank you especially for being available for other OS besides Windows... I absolutely love that you have made the version
available for GNU/Linux.I wonder how soon different distributions will start including EPT in their repository. Dear forum, we have just downloaded the new version 1.1.1 on all platforms except iOS, which takes another 10 days because Apple checks all updates manually. We hope that the mysterious error during the recording will be
solved. If not, please let us know. This release includes a test version of the step-up algorithm that works as follows: Instead of writing all the keys, you can simply write down several keys, for example A0,A1,...,A6. It only takes a little time. Then go to the calculation mode, select the step-up algorithm (Information button) and start the
calculation. This creates an approximate artificial smooth adjustment curve. After selecting step A4 in the settings you can adjust as usual according to this curve, the only difference is that the frequency indicator is somewhat less accurate for unrecorded keys. The algorithm works as follows. We assume that the coefficient of non-ugly
does not depend on the step (which is not true, but I think that in this context a good approximation). In addition, we assume that in both diagonal sections of piano strings, the coefficient of non-harmonicity changes exponentially with the number of the key. In linear logarithmic subjects published by Grandian (see above), this would
correspond to a straight line. As you can see, in the right section this assumption makes perfect sense. On the left side, that data isn't really straight, but it's very dependent on the piano. There may be a coefficient jump between sections. I get the impression that piano builders somehow manage to connect and reconcile two sections in a
sensible way, sometimes with the help of two additional copper-spawning compensatory lines between sections. In any case, the step-up algorithm is simply placed in straight lines separately in two sections, apprinating the missing insetering values for all keys. In 1990, it was the 10th in the 1990s and 1990s and 1990s and 1990s and
1994-1993. Here is the source code: In the current implementation, the algorithm has one parameter, namely the key number, from which the right section begins. By default, #28 (or always so?). However, when testing the algorithm, we got the impression that this parameter has only a small effect on the curve. Maybe you can take it,
what do you think? So far, there is no limit to excessive. As far as I understand, this is a threshold that limits line driggle to avoid the risk of violation. But that would mean that it is necessary to measure all keys before starting the promotion step. It is unclear to us how this can be effectively implemented. I would like to come back again. As
for Hay Hinrichsen and Christophe Vic Hay and Christophe, it's interesting what you write here. Thanks for sharing the theoretical work in the program form, and moving the understanding forward publicly for creating great tuning. One question. What do you mean by diagonal sections here? I feel that minimizing entropy is probably the
most concise way to summarize what is happening in a great equal temperament. It is also refreshing to see the algorithm for measuring each note. Although it is not practical for the middle setting, this is the only way for the machine to take into account the variability of the tool. In advance, this makes the machine to reach small global
compromises. Thank you for your work. The piano world always needs a fresh take from the outside to provide a unique insight.. Dear forum, we have just downloaded the new version 1.1.1 on all platforms except iOS, which takes another 10 days because Apple checks all updates manually. We hope that the mysterious error during the
recording will be solved. If not, please let us know. This release includes a test version of the step-up algorithm that works as follows: Instead of writing all the keys, you can simply write down several keys, for example A0,A1,...,A6. It only takes a little time. Then go to the calculation mode, select the step-up algorithm (Information button)
and start the calculation. This creates an approximate artificial smooth adjustment curve. After selecting step A4 in the settings you can adjust as usual according to this curve, the only difference is that the frequency indicator is somewhat less accurate for unrecorded keys. The algorithm works as follows. We assume that the coefficient of
non-ugly does not depend on the step (which is not true, but I think that in this context a good approximation). In addition, we assume that in both diagonal sections of piano strings, the coefficient of non-harmonicity changes exponentially with the number of the key. In linear logarithmic subjects published by Grandian (see above), this
would correspond to a straight line. As you can see, in the right section this assumption makes perfect sense. On the left side, that data isn't really straight, but it's very dependent on the piano. There may be a coefficient jump between sections. I get the impression that piano builders somehow manage to connect and reconcile two
sections in a sensible way, sometimes with the help of two additional copper-spawning compensatory lines between sections. In any case, the step-up algorithm is simply placed in straight lines separately in two sections, apprinating the missing insetering values for all keys. In 1990, it was the 10th in the 1990s and 1990s and 1990s and
1990s and 1994-1993. Here's the source the current implementation of the algorithm has one parameter, namely the key number, from which the right section begins. By default, #28 (or always so?). However, when testing the algorithm, we got the impression that this parameter has only a small effect on the curve. Maybe you can take it,
what do you think? So far, there is no limit to excessive. As far as I understand, this is a threshold that limits line driggle to avoid the risk of violation. But that would mean you need to measure the frequency of all the keys before the increase step starts. It is unclear to us how this can be effectively implemented. I would like to come back
again. Sincerely, Hinrichsen and Christophe WickVery are interested in talking to you gentlemen directly. If I understand you correctly, you extrapolate the setup curve with multiple key samples, and assuming that iH remains constant. This sounds good to me because the first pass must be very fast and rough, and accurate enough to
bring all lines within +/-10 cents target values. Only very rarely do you get freebies on the second thin tuning pass, where you find that the line is exactly where it should be. Another option is that I mentioned earlier, and what Tunelab did, is to include an average file solution for customizing the piano, and some well-known model files in the
program, so that the user does not even need to take samples at all for the first rough tuning pass. For example, they have 5'8 Mason and Hamlin there, as well as 9' Steinway D. These pre-measured configuration files can be measured and calculated in advance. So, what is your formula for the amount of excessive quantity for each row?
For example, in a simple case, all lines are about 50 cents flat? The abandoned piano is usually still about in harmony with itself, so it is reasonable to assume that if, for example, the A2 is about -50 cents and the A3 is also about -50 cents, then all the notes in between should be about -50 cents. From tunelab's manual, the overvoltation
formula is its own mystery:Typically, offset shifts of excessive hood are about a quarter of the average value of the previous measurement. So if tepiano was 50 cents flat, excessive tuning would set steps that are about 12 cents sharper than normal. This is only appeximation becauseTuneLab uses the entire set of previous
measurements in its own way to calculate excessive pulloffs. There are no required custom adjustments in this calculation. The rest of the window deals with parameters that can be used with the process of excessive hood. The first overpoped is the location of the gap between the bass bridge and the tenor bridge. The following example
shows a rather unnaturally high transition point C#4. Clicking on the selected notch on the notch on you can change. TuneLab uses this information when calculating the offset of excessive hood, as well as for the qualification of the following safety restrictions. In 2010 two options are security restrictions. They set a redefining of the upper
limit on how high the displacement of the excessive hood goes. For example, if previous measurements showed that the piano was about 180 cents flat, then excessive pulling would be about 45 cents sharp. But this is above the specified safety limit of 25 percent, so compensation for excessive hood was limited to 25 cents. You can set
these security limits on whatever you want by clicking on the settings. But you take full responsibility for what can happen with higher security restrictions. TuneLab is originally installed with the most conservative restrictions. If you want more permissive, then you will have to change them. When the offset of the tuneLab over cooker hood
is limited to a fuse, this offset will be displayed in a pink background to let you know that you have reached the safety limit. If this is expected, then simply continue the settings. You will probably need to make an extra pass, but you would like to do so anyway to reduce the chance of breaking the strings. On the other hand, if you think that
strings can take it, raise the security restrictions to a higher value to cause this piano to step up faster. The last option is the pattern of previous measurements. You can select Each Note (Chromatic Series), Each White Callout, or All Notes in the C-Major Arpegio. Since TuneLab interpolates between the notes you make, you don't need to
pre-measure each note. To limit security, I would just assume all the keys between the A key samples to follow the linear line between the two keys. It will be a rough approximation, but maybe good enough for our goals. And the last question for everyone: Tunelab has a split-scale mode for spinach. I assume that the entropy algorithm will
not need something like this, because it will automatically find a good solution for the gap between the wound and the simple strings? Great update. And well, if the software no longer failures the entire entry (it happened to me with the Android version, and I think that all the work is lost, then writing in a temporary file during the initial
recording can be profitable) So, I saw that PR algorithm, that is, if I correctly understand the quick way to get a proportional setup curve. It would be good for me if someone with a better English than me can explain what over pull mode and why it is useful for PR. Interest is used. If the memory serves 10-15% for the wound strings (the last
wound is often near the danger zone20-30% of the ingre of the medium and treble, it will be gradually, maybe 10-15% in a high treble. (high treble is also often near breaking zone, but mostly sound card and plate tougher) low environments can be to M3, lowering the halftone to the octave, it should be a method for rapid string stretching
on the new piano, all I doubt the factory actually do Low environments they often have low restrictions. About 40% of the gap. 60% at a49, which is standard. Depending on the height of the bridge and the bending of the sound card, different pianos will react differently. When setting up an aural you feel it, with experience, and know how
much more pull to use (even when tuning with a difference of 2 Hz there is some overuse) THE MH graph shows that the bass strings have been calculated so that they have a low iH throughout the dual partition, they are probably very thin out there. The TThat curve looks a bit unusual. In addition, iH tends to be high in environments to
tremble, iH ranges are traditionally less than 30cts for c88 and around 0.6 for a49. The rapid growth of iH gives a certain tone to the piano, which makes it more suitable for jazz, for example. It goes along with thick threads, or short langets. I will try to place graphics too PS depending on size and scale. Bass ranges from 20 to 32
(,somewhere more) IH does not really respond, since bi chords can not perfectly fit the essentially raise iH of the received unison. About iH bijords may be measures shown differently, but here the acoustic effect is considered, and iH is considered as a parameter of tone quality. Yes, double bass tones will always sound more impure than
3 simple wire unison. But the recorded files are provided. In general, I think that standard or typical piano files are not the case with this software, one could be asked to allow users to upload their files to the entropy website, assuming that they relate to piano models that are commonly seen. I can download. old Steinway A file if anyone is
interested. (selected from your mobile phone so that the quality is not optimal) 12Mo I think I'm going to re-set up the piano using the iPad/i436 combo. I wasn't going to post this because it was the 5th entry after the 4 I wrote earlier.. by this time started going unison etc, I'm not going to broadcast quality settings here, it's to show how
entropy sounds, etc. as well as with different types of music as it is. In addition, all these previous entries have set the default entropy calculation setting. In the future, set it to Infinite for guidance. Enchanted nymph Isaac, here's a close-up of the bass section of my M&amp;A. H BB ... It is the bass string of Ari Isaac from 2005 to 2006.
Roslaw's solid wire is on the rest of the piano. well they do not look so thin, can be the kernel on those before unichordspainted agrafes or is it rice ? Can be painted farmers ... I know the technology made sure they were smooth inside. The bass sound on this piano is phenomenal... and this entropy setting seems to bring that even more...
in fact, I hear a much more complete resonance with the piano as a whole. This is what you describe as compassion, which in turn more sympathetic resonance with all lines? I remember Ari mentioning that good bass will maintain and resonate throughout the piano, and Entropy seems to add to that. GP – thanks for this last piece – very
nice! Ron Blacksmith thanks Ron... it was and is a very popular ampico roll.... anxiously hear how my ipad / i436 is going to come out. I get the impression that piano builders somehow manage to connect and reconcile two sections in a sensible way, sometimes with the help of two additional copper-spawning compensatory lines between
sections. Dear deveopper, which should be avoided is too big a leap in tnsion, as well as in demanding wire thick strings at the bottom of a long bridge are under sollicited somewhere under a 40% voltage gap, that make them sound bad (low elasticity) and raise the iH Last wound on the bass bridge too much hangs so much, and the high
voltage that makes them low in iHtension jumps between sections is inevitable, but they are kept at a percentage of cetain, so bridges are not loaded too unevenly. Regqrds can be painted in agraphs ... I know the technology made sure they were smooth inside. The bass sound on this piano is phenomenal... and this entropy setting
seems to bring that even more... in fact, I hear a much more complete resonance with the piano as a whole. Is this what you describe as compassion, which in turn allows for more sympathetic resonance with all lines? COnsonance will lighten the tone on an individual level, the played note creates immediate reactions from other lines, so
when the parts come together, this reaction is faster and the sound is clearer. Such clarity can be recognized during setup and serve as a link (link to tone quality)WIth high piano iH need to be careful not to get too much into the iHBTW I could be wrong with your iH schedule because the last octave is not graphed table boundary, I think at
10 cts, while the standard iH is about 26 cts note 88, so the curve looks steeper. That's why I asked if more data to the left of the graph could be added to make reading easier. Expensive Forum,This release includes a test version of the step-up algorithm that works as follows: Hey Hinrichsen &amp; Christophe VicLet me add to other
answers about step adjustment. There are several approaches – One already refers to this to bring the field closer to the standard as soon as possible to prepare the piano for fine tuning. That's why some of them will use a file with a similar piano, or just a common curve to set the settings. However, the program must measure, or be told
where to step the piano before you start adjusting. Which brings up another method - setting up with A0-C8, unison from left to right - is an incredible goal: One pass of fine tuning. This can be done ... on the Reyburn platform is likely to come close to that goal, although a new protocol for Tunelab shows promise. They must respond to a
more remarkable level in order to calculate, higher or lower step to leave each note so that when a person has gone through the entire piano, each note is as close to the calculation as possible. Ron Blacksmith can be drawn agraphs ... I know the technology made sure they were smooth inside. The bass sound on this piano is
phenomenal... and this entropy setting seems to bring that even more... in fact, I hear a much more complete resonance with the piano as a whole. Is this what you describe as compassion, which in turn allows for more sympathetic resonance with all lines? I remember Ari mentioning that good bass strings would also support and add
resonance throughout the piano, and Entropy seems to add to that. Hi GPM and everything, also in my experience it's a nice resonance. I think that CRT, striving for maximum order, is trying to achieve an exact configuration among the parts. This software does not seem to be targeted (theoretically) in one specific zero-beating interval, it
tries (not to compromise, but) optimize the model where the parts do not match, but are arranged in an orderly way. Brilliant. In this sense, I believe that this is really about impacts (regardless of non-harmony), and partial sounds end up in order of intervals harmoniously. Depending on each individual key, (I understand that) the partial
amplitude plays a role, although I did not understand how the weighing goes into calculation. To what extent does the amplitude determine the final step? Well... I look forward to listening like intervals and beating sound curves. I wouldn't be surprised if you found EPT settings sweeter (I would say more in harmony) than other ETD options.
This, in my experience, is a consequence of the fact that all parts are managed as a whole. The more octave-compact and (all together) coordinated, the more resonant everything will be. As the authors say, the question of order. Sincerely, .c.. Dear Entropy developers, I think your product is fantastic, especially considering that you made
it available for free (I use the iOS version on my iPad mini). I'm just a hobby tuner and using apps on my ipad I find that I do a decent piano setting job, although it takes me a long time to get it to my satisfaction. Tuner entropy takes guesses from my settings and allows me to get this right for the first time. However, while the setup it
produces is really nice, it actually increases the time it takes me to finish the work, even when the settings are from the saved indications of indrevisibility and calculation settings. I donâ€™ know if others consider this a significant drawback, but for me itâ€™ frustration to wait for the peak to stabilize with each line adjustment during setup.
Is there a way you could provide an additional/faster method for monitoring the frequency of input? For example, one of the programs I use to configure is an accurate strobiscope tuner (precisionstrobe.com). In this application, the stroboscope display is instantly to change the incoming note step. This significantly reduces the time it takes
to reach the target frequency. I think this will become especially important when performing step enhancement (as your latest update seeks to help us achieve) when speed really matters. Thanks again for this excellent product. Keep up the great work! Just finished the iPad/i436 microphone setup this morning... recorded these 3 pieces
this afternoon. I used popular songs as I wanted to hear what Entropy could do with contemporary music. Some observations ... last 5-6 notes to C8, I could not steady display at all, fast repetitive blows etc, nothing worked with the ipad / i436, however, I then tried my laptop with a Samson G Track microphone.. Whoa, no problem! I still
can't quite customize these notes by ear, however, Entropy has set them up beautifully, with pure unison! There was no unison of touches from 1 to 3. I must say this is some of the best ET sound I've heard on my piano... These are rivals, if not superior, to the few live Aural ET tunings I've had in the past! All this fits, loads of resonance,
and as you can hear, sounds beautiful. If anyone else would like some intervals, I can do it.... but I wanted to write them down while unison was clean and there was no drift. Mr. Hinriksen and Mr. Vic are once again thankful for this excellent setup program. I see no reason to use anything other than your program for ET! I had to set up my
good recording system, the piano sounded so good. Recorded using the Tascam DR60 digital recorder and a corresponding pair of Earth works QTC-40 mics. All the unison I set by ear, except the last 5-6 notes. Use an ipad/i436 microphone to sample/calibrate all 88 notes, as well as final setting, except for the last 5-6 notes. The
calculation button was set to Infinite Original files .wav were converted to .flac (best btw sound) and .mp3 in Audacity, without a reverse entr, etc., only using Normalize. All of them will be played using the LX performance system. 1. .flac As if we have never said goodbye and too many lovers to take care of . .mp3 As if we had never said
goodbye and too many lovers to take care of . .flac Unexpected song . .mp3 Unexpected song Hi Grandpianoman,If anyone still would like some intervals, I can do it.... but I wanted to write them down while unison was clean and there was no drift. If you get a chance, I'd love to hear some octaves played. For example: A4-A3, A3-A2, A4-
A2, A1-A2, A4-A5, A3-A6, A4-A7, etc. Both notes played simultaneously without pedals, and held on for a few minutes so we could hear them blossoming. In addition, the ascending and downward chromatic five played slowly, starting from the middle Also fourth. Also M3s.M6thsm3s,10ths. Maybe descent chromatic M7ths through bass
down to A0 (interval, not chord)Also, some 3/10 octave check. Only a few in the middle maybe bass.. In addition, some ascending 4 / omitted 5 checks as well. (e.g. C3-F3 &amp; F3-C4) Only a few. Not too fast ... so we can hear the beating. It would be nice if you wanted to turn off the piano sound completely if unison start drifting. If
unison holds on, please don't worry about muffling the strip. Only if you have time, though. Thanks, Joe Maybe descending chromatic M7ths through bass down to A0 (interval, not chord) Joe, do you really mean the main seventh, or was there a higher error? Dear forum members, this is a really great experience to read your comments.
We are very glad that you like the interface, but what surprises us the most is that you write so positively about the received melody. Maybe I should tell you how the whole story came up. Three years ago, when I published the idea of entropy-based tuning, I received reactions such as Only the University of poor scrimen could produce
such research, and this forced me to immediately cease all activities. The problem was that I didn't have the tools to test the method. The situation changed last year when I was approached by Michael Kohl, a piano student at the local University of Music who wanted to conduct a method test as part of his bachelor's thesis. The trial was
scheduled for April 2015. Recklessly, I agreed, but this created tremendous pressure because I had to provide not only the theory and some code snippets, but rather a functioning interface. At first I tried it myself and wrote the first prototype of Linux EPT with a rudimentary synthesizer, because it was the only way for me to actually hear
the setup result and make sure that the whole test would not end with a terrible embarrassment. In December, Michael Kohl and I tried to set up a friend's grandson, the first true piano ever set up by the method. It was extremely difficult for us, it took us many hours, but in the end the result turned out to be convincing enough to give the
green light for a large-scale test. In February, my student Christophe joined. He convinced me to completely rewrite the code, reorganize everything in a modern professional way and write a platform-independent application that can be used even on mobile phones. He is the one who created the GUI. Testing at the University of Music
was carried out with Professor Andreas Lehmann and Berkard Olbrich, who is the master of piano technology in this institution. We were invited to his master class and it turned out that he was also interested in tuning theory, compilation of frequency tables and measurements of non-vinicity. It was actually a very nice collaboration. For
the test, Mr. Olbrich set up two Steinway-C grands, the first aura and the other with EPT, and many of the difficulties he had when operating our app went to later improvements. Two grandees rated 28 pianists, and a short summary is reported on our pages. The result is that CRT creates an acceptable at the semi-professional level, but,
of course, he cannot compete with professional aurous tuning. However, it has already been a great success for us to see that people do not escape after hearing EPT and so we decided to publish the software. It's basically a story. As you can see, our goal was primarily to prove that the idea published in the article was not just nonsense,
but we never intended to compete with existing ETDs. The whole development was completely independent, we do not own commercial ETDs or software packages, only a few weeks ago we downloaded a free trial of Tunelab on Android. Of course, we've seen a video about a Dirks piano tuner, and certainly the similarities come from the
fact that all keys have to be recorded, but like you, we have no idea how it works inside. In the coming days I would like to ask you specific questions in different positions (please excuse me, I still have to learn vocabulary, for example, two diagonal sections in my previous post are only two bridges). Best regards, Hey Hinrichsen What
would be more significant if more professional tuners check the software. ALfredo, you can probably do that assuming that you have some time at hand, you definitely have a cell phone finally (I use one, it works)Since I use the ETD always with some distance, I mean, I try to go in the direction indicated by the software, which means that I
configure almost as usual but try to agree with the software (I do not configure the heap notes , then test , for example) WIth Entropy I could easily agree with treble sectiopn as I said and bass is also where overall nice (some tones where not, but assuming that they should sound just like their neighbors software can still be used)I would
be interested to have comments from professional tuners recent recordings from Grandpiano sound pretty good in harmony finally from medium to treblulu , since I could not listen on conventional speakers, bass is not at its best in my system seems to be in line, one way or anotherRegardsPS Even if you are a professional tuner,
publishing something new on tuning, create a lot of noise and friction. It is a pity that the sensualism of some journalists did some sabotage to the silence of reading. Hi Everyone, Isaac, so I have an android and other items that I could use ... Two other questions though, here in London I don't have a piano at hand,... I could use one in the
show rooms, although this will raise other questions. And there is also the fact that when I think about the test, I would use the best equipment, you know what I mean. Well... forget it all. As you kindly suggest, I'm going to download the Android version, just hoping that I'll get a good chance. Thank. GPM, It's so nice to feel your
enthusiasm. Thank you for your latest entries, on my ears they confirm that I said. Let us know now that you have heard the settings where everything seems to fit, what is it like with another kind of tuning? Oh, sorry, there's a misunderstanding. In 201 201 Rec I asked to be (if possible) on a very fresh setting with better settings, and only
medium lines (as far as possible). All together, the game and the record shouldn't take you much time, maybe 20 minutes? Sincerely, .c.. Maybe the descent of the chromatic M7ths through the bass to the A0 (interval, not chord) by Joe, do you really mean the main seventh, or was there a higher error? No. No errors. It really is not given
on all pianos, just very high quality, or sometimes of low quality, which somehow accidentally came out with an exceptionally beautiful bass section. I forget if you tune in. But if you do, try it someday as a check when you do very thin tuning. Listening to them chromatically down can help give this tiny piece of refinement to low bass notes,
which may seem a little ambiguous about their exact placement. After all, an octave that the Beatles still has plenty of room to sway, especially on bass, where frequencies are much slower. This is what an extra 1% does all the difference. But I don't want to steal that thread. Hi Everyone, Isaac, so I have an android and other items that I
could use ... Two other questions though, here in London I don't have a piano at hand,... I could use one in the show rooms, although this will raise other questions. And there is also the fact that when I think about the test, I would use the best equipment, you know what I mean. Well... forget it all. As you kindly suggest, I'm going to
download the Android version, just hoping that I'll get a good chance. Thank. GPM, It's so nice to feel your enthusiasm. Thank you for your latest entries, on my ears they confirm what I said. Let us know now that you have heard the settings where everything seems to fit, what is it like with another kind of tuning? Oh, sorry, there's a
misunderstanding. Rec intervals I requested are designed to be (if possible) on a very fresh setting with your best settings, and only average lines (as far as possible). All together, the game and the record shouldn't take you much time, maybe 20 minutes? Sincerely, .c.. pHi Alfredo Nice, if you give a try, I think that as you are not used to
tune in with etd, you will have the advantage of seeing where entropy want to go, and fix a little if you disagree, in the end you will probably have then the best setup possible in the mood software. , only to point to a straight line. once we have the expected tone in the ear, it is easy to continue. I think you'll find that easier than you think.
ipad tuning has already drifted too much, plays a lot etc my piano is infamous for not staying in harmony etc a few pros said the same thing... This I just started a new setup file with a laptop / Samson G Track microphone. There are differences between the ipad and the laptop, so I'll get the charts later today, and start re-setting up.
Alfredo, it's hard to say in words. It feels and sounds right on my ears. Pleasant, sweet, are the words that come to mind. The piano as a whole sounds like everything fits in place. Even with the false punches that are now more common, hammers that need to be traded, and some support problems, the piano still sounds great, and can
you imagine how skilfully treat a pro-piano with Entropy? WT etc have their place, as well as ET, and for me, Entropy will be one for ET. This MIT article back in 2012 is good at explaining in terms of the laity that Entropy does. Unbelievers at the end were proven wrong. (they should listen to my piano!) I don't think it's going to spell the end
for aural tuners, it's just another flavor in the chef's recipe box, however, done very well with the computer! Here are the entropy graphs taken only now from the 2-day iPad/i436 microphone setup. It will be interesting to hear, since there are quite a few differences. 1925 Mason &amp; Hamlin BB 7ft Royal Entropy Calculation using Infinite
Non-Cooker Schedule using Laptop/Samson G Microphone Track with ipad/i436 Microphone SettingsRocharged Graph Using Laptop/Samson G Track Microphone with IPad/i436 Microphone Setup I Agree with Grandpianoman, namely, that entropy setting sounds sweeter and better overall. For this reason, I'm not sure that going through
individual intervals will do the adjustment of justice. As an example, after setting up my piano with entropy I went through some checks and found a note that I thought was a little off and so I corrected it based on what a typical ET progression should give. However, after playing some actual songs I found that I didn't like the change I
made, despite the fact that the changes are consistent more closely with the real ET. In short, for my ears, entropy makes the piano better fit together as a whole, not just as a series of individual intervals that correspond to a certain temperament. I agree with Grandpianoman, namely that the entropy setting sounds sweeter and better
overall. For this reason, I'm not sure that going through individual intervals will do the adjustment of justice. As an example, after setting up my piano with entropy I went through some checks and found a note that I thought was a little off and so I corrected it based on what a typical ET progression should give. However, after playing some
actual songs I found that I didn't like the change I made, even though the changes are consistent more closely to Et. In short, for my ears, entropy makes the piano better fit together as a whole, not just as a series of individual intervals that correspond to a certain temperament. Welcome to the forum, forum, Are you a technician? If so, it is
considered a good manner around here to identify yourself in your signature as a technician. Quote: Are you a piano industry professional? Do you work in the piano industry? Or... Have you recently been associated with the piano industry? Are you or you... Piano dealer, tuner/technician/rebuilder, teacher, seller,
manufacturer/manufacturer rep, distributor, wholesaler, retailer, manager, consultant, supplier, importer/exporter? If you answered yes to any of the above,Define your affiliation with the piano business in your signature! I would like to hear how EPT handled these checks. I'm not suggesting that GPM take over the piano. But since GPM
has a high-quality piano and it has so kindly voluntarily done some checks, I express interest. If I'm the only one who's curious, then please GPM, don't worry about it. Thank you-Joe No problem Joe... Alfredo asked as well.... I'm curious how different the Laptop / Gtrack microphone will sound, so I'll retrain and record intervals as well as
the same 3 pieces. Thank you, GrandPianoMan,-Joe Questions about overpull:Dear All, reading your comments and searching the internet, I tried to understand what you call excessive. As far as I can see, one adjusts a little too sharply to pre-compensate for the fall of the upcoming step. What is not yet clear to me is the origin of this
phenomenon. There are several explanations around:1) Intrinsic relaxation of the strings after the step increase due to the plasticity of steel under high tension. For example, the new violin string is known to decrease in tone after installation. Is it also relevant for piano?2) Some slip-stick relax tuning pin in the pin block, trying to balance
residual torsion.3) The overall deformation of the piano support structure (frame) is caused by an increase in the step. For me, the third explanation seems to be the most plausible. However, for this you need to know how the frame is deformed when the step is increased. In principle, if we knew for any pair of lines how much an increase
in step one would reduce the other's step, then in principle it is easy to customize the overflow theory in linear approximation. I'm going to write it and post it here on the forum. My question will be: Is there some empirical data available, telling us how much increasing the step of one line causes the other to shrink? Does it depend on the
type of piano and frame structure? Is it possible to treat all strings within the same bridge intersection equally? If you have any ideas in this direction, please let me know. Best wishesHaye Hinrichsen HayePro strings, as they are in the elastic zone, it may be that no plasticity occurs, adding that stress can have a little of this effect, I really
do not know the sound card can be more of a reaction than a plate in thought, (may depend on the design of the thickness of the plate and the material) it twists a little under voltage, at the points of friction (on the bridge) there are even new threads of a little residual tension that do not balance on both sides and the slope of the bridge (it
is very small, but can still create trouble, hence the cap is used to stabilize bridges and avoid excessive movementBasic step to raise instructions before complex software , but using AN ETD, where calculate from 25% to 30%, so that the note is configured 25% higher than its difference with the original step, this simple process has



limitations, and can bring the wire above the elasticity range when the difference is too high. The structure of the piano creates a slip in their middle basically, slightly smaller in front of the limbs, and almost not for their last octave and octave 5, where the step below the most possible tuning principle is plucking (new strings or long
abandoned ^piano) ALl A E, D, G, etc. throughout the styrootry, so that the tension is added evenly and no scissor effect on the panel does not occur (French pincage name in engluish chipping) high step is selected , e.g. 444Hz with a new 443 line, if I want to reach 442 (simplify)Then a rough setup is done, quickly, but in the normal
sense of the ETD algorythm have the advantage that they can write down the nnext string for customization while the note has still lost the voltage due to the voltage added to the notes below (usually the process is carried out from the bottom up)The growth step of functions on the ETD is to calculate a new step on each new one should
be adjusted on the fly (but indeed the base tuning is calculated). that allows you to adjust during sampling can be done, ? would that mean using a basic algorithm? Or basic stretching as a model, I have no idea about expediency, but I understand that it can be an interesting challenge if the sample would be enough to have a simple
tuning display, (which obviously will make the recording less simple because the step moves instantly, but can be a process saúpling can be adapted to work on moving steps and record only the parameters of iH ??? With the best wishesThanks so much for your fall in love , let me suggest you download Tunelab and process or verify the
calibration of your mobile phone. For example, the mine was about 3 degrees. I think about this because there is no calibration with EPT you may have difficulty entering the wanted step into the settings settings. Thank you respectfully for your warm greetings, Joe! I'm not a technician. I'm just a guy who wanted to learn how to set up a
piano so I liked playing an instrument that's always in harmony. I also wanted my young children to also enjoy listening and playing the piano in tune all the time, rather than waiting for the tuner to visit. The piano in the melody is more likely to play than the one with the melody. For me to play the freshly tuned piano is almost euphorical,
and since childhood I waited for the tuner to run out so I could sit down and for several hours enjoying the beautiful sounds coming from the instrument. Unfortunately, there have been too many times when I've had tuners come to set up my piano just disappointed with the results. In short, I took the matter into my own hands, so to speak.
Let's just say I have developed a great appreciation and respect for what tuners / techniques do. In addition, studying the complexity of piano and physics tuning was fascinating. I had to whales about the entropy tuner. I think this program is fantastic and has the potential to revolutionize electronic setup devices. The developers are also
very posting and seem keen to make this program the best that it can be. I post intervals recorded. This on the recent Steinway A. The original 6month old tuning) was similar to the calculated one. Interestingly, there is a strengthening of color, the beats are more frisky, for example, the 17s demonstrate a double rhythm that makes the
sound of singing. It is usually too hide and fast beating, which is an advantage. The stretching is really not great, but in extreme bass, but there I suspect that the field immediately after the attack is not taken into account enough. The problem with having a display that works like an ear tuner, this point is not yet perfect, but the display can
be used as a guide, when adjusted to an aural, or as a control after setting up a note. Here's another entry in J.J.com. Thanks to Ed. Do you mind uploading a customization file to a site (Cloud, Google Drive or another file sharing site?) iH data and calculated settings are of some interest to me. Is this New York Steinway? Olek,Here's the
Steinway B configuration file, yes, this is New York Steinway. Ed. Do you mind uploading a customization file to a site (Cloud, Google Drive or another file sharing site?) iH data and calculated settings are of some interest to me. Is this New York Steinway? Questions about overpull:Dear Everything, reading your comments and searching
the internet, I tried to understand what you call excessive. As far as I can see, one adjusts a little too sharply to pre-compensate for the fall of the upcoming step. What is not yet clear to me is the origin of this phenomenon. There are several explanations around:1) Intrinsic relaxation of the strings after the step increase due to the plasticity
of steel under high tension. For example, the new violin string is known to decrease in tone after installation. Is it also relevant for piano?2) Some slip-stick relax tuning pin in the pin block, trying to balance residual torsion.3) The overall deformation of the piano support structure (frame) is caused by an increase in the step. For me, the
third explanation seems to be the most plausible. However, for this you need to know how the frame is currently during step-up. In principle, if we knew for any pair of lines how much an increase in step one would reduce the other's step, then in principle it is easy to customize the overflow theory in linear approximation. I'm going to write it
and post it here on the forum. My question will be: Is there some empirical data available, telling us how much increasing the step of one line causes the other to shrink? Does it depend on the type of piano and frame structure? Is it possible to treat all strings within the same bridge intersection equally? If you have any ideas in this
direction, please let me know. With best wishes, Haye Hinrichsen would agree that the third reason would be the strongest. AFAIK, there is no empirical data on how setting up one plan will affect others. It would be too difficult to make an algorithm that was specific to piano. You never have to specify which piano model you use in
Tunelab: the algorithm is the same for all pianos. Again, it doesn't have to be demanding because the first rough pass boost step just has to get all the lines out of +/-10 cents. From tunelab's manual, the overvoltation formula is its own mystery:Typically, offset shifts of excessive hood are about a quarter of the average value of the
previous measurement. So if tepiano was 50 cents flat, excessive tuning would set steps that are about 12 cents sharper than normal. This is only appeximation becauseTuneLab uses the entire set of previous measurements in its own way to calculate excessive pulloffs. There are no required user adjustments in this calculation. Again,
the old versions of Tunelab had an over-hood mode that didn't require a pre-measurement phase: You'd just start with the lowest bass note, and move right. The software will automatically set overshoot % for each note based on the previous 7 notes (the user can configure this #). The formula of this old method was probably also nonfree.
I believe that this is simply an averaging oral steps of precedent notes to calculate the one that needs to be customized. Maybe with some clarification really, but basically it's just to avoid too much or too little over the pull if based only on the note to be customized. (the original setting can be all the rest of the place) Also because when you
start pitch raison piano, which is said to be 50 cts low, after raising one or 2, octaves following notes 100cts low. As I remember, RCT made the most accurate. Yov, among other ETDs. But I changed my method of adjusting the pin and significantly reduced the slippage of the step, which usually shows that most of the slip is due to
unbalanced string tension and insufficiently strained pins. All Musicdude said: You should never specify which piano model you use in Tunelab and quoted from the Tunelab guide: There are no user settings required in Calculation. In the interest of full accuracy, there is indeed one user adjustment that will vary from one model to is the
place to enter the number of the last (highest) note on the bass bridge. However, I must admit that I have neglected to change this value several times lately, and Tunelab still got me incredibly close to the finished setup. All right, sorry – I just started on the forum and there were no things created as well as I thought. I'm going to fix it now.
Thank you for your understanding and patience. Sig had to say: LeePart-time independent technician Thanks EDBut please I want the original EPT file, not a text file It is not difficult to find it usually, also files many platforms, the same configuration file can be read on any. If you can't find the configuration file open it with sofware and do
the same, then save it to a known folder (like the one which syncs in the cloud or similar)Here's a recent Hamburg Steinway A STEINWAY A (3 years I think) my old tuning (red dots) and computerized settings (blue)6 months after the last setup, the pitch was exactly 440 Hz (and the piano plays seriously and daily) Befoe I start setting up
with my laptop, I changed the microphone, and the microphone. Slightly different quality as you can hear. It's still an ipad/i436 microphone combo setting, now 3 days, no touches etc you can hear how it drifts a little, which is typical of my piano.... Just have to live with her. I also did VID, but there was no volume on the vid set correctly, so
it's a bit low and loud. (shiva) However, you hear a pair of Avenson STO-2 microphones on the video, not a video microphone. In addition, the .flac file is much closer to what the piano sounds like live. Unexpected song Avenson STO-2 mics Entropy ipad/i436 mics Avenson ST)-2 Mics Entropy ipad/i436 mics ALfredoHere some intervals
tested after settingNeed fixes only some I made during tuning a few chords impro was not a good recursion, cell phone, not enough volume, I had to amplify with AudacityI there may be some recordings of the pianist that will warm up before his concert, tomorrow if I do quality will be good another one before I get re-equipped....... As if we
never said goodbye using Avenson ST0-2 mics, the Tascam DR-60 digital voice recorder. Configuring ipad/i436 mics entropy. of those interested in installing .... mixes are connected to Thusk, Thuskrem goes to Canon. Digital Voice Recorder Tascam DR-60DCannon VIXIA HF-R40 CamcorderAvenson STO-2 mics Thank you for
recordingYone play for yourself? Good job. I would like to voice these hammers for more sustainable – the dynamics can come along! How old I went through the paper and of course I have a headache. Yes, I can do math. In 201 201 news is that it gives an analytical setup procedure. I don't get Shannon Entropy discussion. Strings
gather phase lock at some point, and will probably lead to a rupture in entropy. What happens when the strings relax over time, especially when the piano has recently renooked? It would be very interesting if you could take into account the stretching of the strings and the over-watering of the strings and that they relax in the right place
using this method, rather than tuned in dozens of times after rest. There are also thums in tuning when one approaches the support bars on the frame. On the shificorda, the entire tool will be curved as tuning is applied, so this is not a one-time, one-time process on a stable system. The time of relaxation must somehow be taken into
account. Also, if it's a job for a freshly resurfaced piano, how do you consider the slip line, how do strings find home? I think the real point is that customization is a psychoacuoustic process that reflects the mechanically generated reaction setting in the human ear. It sounds either good or bad. I think there is some taste involved too, not to
mention the style of music that will play with customization. The question of excessive load: Basic physics is that if the piano is, say, 50 cents flat and you adjust the lowest 2 octaves on the field, adjusting the higher strings (i.e. increasing their voltage) distorts the physical structures and reduces the tension in those lowest 2 octaves, and
they will eventually be flat after you're done. More generally, the first notes you take a step up will become flatter once you increase the tension in the other lines due to deformations. One solution is to repeat the setting 2-4 times, but it is better to anticipate this distortion and start adjusting the bottom 2 octaves sharp, and if you did it
perfectly, they end up only right. This step-up problem, however, is more orthotic to the actual configuration algorithm and is a more practical feature in the professional ETD used by professionals in their daily practice. I think it is more interesting to focus on the quality of tuning. You mention in your documents that this does not correspond
to the professional configuration of the aurals in your tests. As far as I know, all blind tests conducted by PTG, comparing professional aura language settings with professional ETD settings (using professional tools), led to a tie. But perhaps your tests were more comprehensive using professional pianists. I am very curious about the
importance of the initial state in your algorithm, as opposed to the actual effect of minimizing entropy. From the documents it seems that your initial guess is close to what, for example, is the default tunelab setting, so the question that comes to mind is how much better is the end result after optimizing entropy compared to the initial
assumption? It seems possible (to play devil advocate) that your initial tuning very good (as Tunelab produces very good settings) and Monte Carlo adds some randomness to it emulates errors until the aura tuners make it more natural. I think it would be good to have objective data to refute (or confirm) such arguments. Another issue is
local compared to the global minimum problem. As you surely realize, if an objective function is very knockable, you will most likely end up at a local minimum near your initial guess. The actual global minimum entropy is likely to be unsatisfactory, as it seems to be obtained by adjusting all the lines one step at a time. This, of course,
cannot be physically removed, so we need some restrictions on the steps of the lines. Limited optimization box is a mature field, so there are probably many ways to solve this problem. I hope I don't sound negative as I love the fundamental idea. But I think it has not been demonstrated that the limited minimization of entropy (as you
define it) leads to a good piano setting. What has been demonstrated is that the local minimum in entropy, close to a good piano setting point, leads to a good piano setting. I look forward to more results in this research project. Kees There are also thums in the settings as one approaches the support bars on the frame. Very true. Mr.
Hinrichsen, I just sent you a PM with some animated graphs about it (I don't want a thread hijacker so preferred to send you details privately). I agree that the growth step issue is not the case with this software. You work very kindly on this, it's actually a professional software feature, it's unnecessary for amateurs. (sorry, dear amateurs!)
This can be considered hors sujet... It's much more interesting to work on the quality of tuning and the different options maybe I agree with. Using different algorithms, different options for initial configuration and comparison. Now, of course, this is your software so you can decide what to work on. , but , it's probably me, I want to keep
some control over what I do and can not tune in blindly, without checks, so this feature is not important to me. P.S. I suspect that initial calculations are a source of extreme stretching in low bass, only at this stage, using another initial calculation can be to show something (No software or electronics can delay what we hear in terms of step
in the field of low bass, fundamental reconstruct fundamental completely absent from calculations) More about step regulation ... I tried to cite it yesterday and lost it! Eh. The big step changes referenced are due to neglect - not adjusted for a long time. While piano technicians see it all the time, it should be a smaller problem for those
working on researching or customizing their own piano (after the first These pianos are the ones that most suit the idea just to quickly go through the settings to get it close enough to step in preparation for fine tuning. But another need for pitch adjustment comes for those of us where indoor humidity varies greatly from season to season.
It's not uncommon for piano swing areas to swing more than 20 cents as humidity shifts from low teens to high range of 80-90%! These are the ones where another type of step correction algorithm helps a lot. The goal for them is almost unattainable one pass fine tuning. I say almost because some of the RCT people were able to set up
an excessive percentage of the database to work for specific piano models. This takes into account both the gap between the bridges, the change to simple wires, and the spaces in the bridges where the spacers pass. Tunelab's new approach involves pre-measuring the number of notes to determine where to start a step, while RCT uses
some final mean to avoid random lines from having too much exposure to excessive/tightening. Another option would be to import the calculation of customization from entropy into another program to use this redundancy and experiment with alternative temperaments. The question is - do you come up with entropy as a specific target for
tuning? I mean, some partial and shifted? Or is the purpose influenced by the strength of the parts for a specific customizable note? This determines whether stored tuning can be exported and trusted. Another question - these bands on the graph display - is that cents plus or minus for a specific part, or fundamental, or some mixture?Ron
Blacksmith And in the spirit of open sources, I will share that the best width for the A3-A4 octave, which I was able to find that works for almost every piano is a mixture of 6:3, 4:2 and 2:1 octaves. Verituner allows me to weigh each type with percentages, so it's not an even mix – 40% 4:2, and 30% each for types 6:3 and 2:1. Ron Koval
Olek, I like your conspiracy. Looks like you have a good stable piano to start with. This should be a good first test case for customization software. It also shows that people and electronics can come together and find a common language. Thank you, Isaac, it was a very good one of you. Am I right? Is this an EPT setting? Do you perform it
from bass to trebly or what? Sincerely, .c.. Hi, Alfredo, I tried not to change the calculated tuning much, but tuned in as I feel trying to go along with the software. The pitch is so unstable that I could interpret, I mean, I tune in with unison and the tone is so lively that I don't tune in to one line, but tried to catch the proposed, for example,
octave sound. My original tuning was more progressive, really. (and not so differently if you look at the schedule) . I sent you a letter, Alfredo. Did you get it? Sincerely Olek, I like your conspiracy. Looks like you have a good stable piano to start with. This be a good first test case for customization software. It also shows people and
electronics can come together and find a common language. Well yes, it was interesting, but I was during the time limit. I'm going to have that piano really played, recorded. I'll post that. The owner loves the tone (He loved it even earlier, so it's progress!) as far as PS. ETD is concerned or not, I adjust the temperament and tune in normally,
just heavily influenced by the software. For a long time I do not use ETD. At that point I had trouble recording the final setting, the red dots really moved when I set up other notes or did checks, so unfortunately the recorded setting (on the graphs) is not really representative. So I didn't insert a schedule. The same problem on tuning file
Steinway B, final tuning have points clearly our range. In the middle of re-re-ingesting BB with laptop / G Track mic.... That's what I think is the Weinierch effect. mentioned in another topic? This happens with every ETD when I get one line that behaves that way. The question I have about entropy, what happens, schedule, green streak or
peak? When I see such an anomaly, I settle only on the graph line, getting it centered. With my laptop and Samson G Track microphone, here are the same 2 tracks from the ipad settings I made a few days ago. I also added some bach and a couple of popular tunes. Entropy seems relaxed with all these different types of music. Everyone
played in the LX system. Getting great sounds from Entropy. This will be my transition to ET setting. Joe/Alfredo, would you still like to hear any intervals? I can see that Isaac has already done so. Recorded in order, no corrections, etc., Unisons are configured to listen, except for the last 5-6 notes. As if we never said goodbye to
Entropy/laptop/Samson G track mic.flac song Entropy/laptop/Samson G Track mic.flac selection from French Suite V back (damp pedal not used)'Bourree' 1Courante' Gigue ' Time of Love stupid heart Nice entries, you do the exact job; Piano is more suitable for jazz, in its actual state of voice, I think. I do not understand very well what you
wrote about the WeinreichWinrech effect with only 2 lines, BUt, there are strange things with a display when tuning, I had to ever move the T-shirt. For example, the first A, which was a perfect and absolutely stable 440 when I checked with Tunelab, in the EPT green bar did move during support (shortly after the attack actually,) and go left
very far, to the next gray line, which I think is 50 cts below, so in my case and with my equipment, it hopes that I can tune in as I could not very good. to displayin the common points on the center line can show quite a display eventually, but I tried to make sure that the green bar was centered under the display, finally at some point. (points
are recorded all the time, it made them not have an exact value in my case, perhaps it was because of the too sensitive level of recording, and also because I tune in at intervals and not one then the other ... with a nice ETD like this one it is really an opportunity to learn to listen to octaves, 5ths, 3ds etc. you seem to have a way of a more
stable display than mine anyway; ABout your piano does not stay in harmony, I suspect, the tuning lever; WIth that long lever is not so easy to check the hardness of the brake pin, so I believe you don't (a professional tune can use it differently can be)Then if the pin can't be slowed down and held on a line (pin slightly twisted, trying to
climb a step) you can't have stable tuning; There is some active work done at the level of the pin during tuning, simply leaving the pin in a non-tense position , as is possible with the lever, do not slow it down. Excessive lubrication of felt and bearing points may well be counterproductive in this regard, since we need at least some friction, to
maintain the voltage difference between NSL and sound lengthIf the work requested on the tuning pin and the level of pins is huge, and some blocks or some tuning pins may have problems with this (stainless tuning pins, e.g. aray be less good than German steel tuning pins)I don't want to bash there are some doubts about the quality of
some detail points in your rebuild , as jobs, the agraphs change because the holes are then smoother and the wire slips better through them. Probably, old graphs may be rejuvenated, but the cost of a set of agrafes is really not so great, and the installation time is not long. There must be a solution, the piano does not lose a step in my
experience, on the contrary, the pin setting becomes stronger and stronger, and at some point the tuning stabilizes if the room does not suffer from extreme personnel changes, of course. If the block is slippery, the tuner can take more time, work until the pins are really closed (you can not lower the step when pressing, twisting or slightly
inclining the pin). If they slip again the replacement should be provided (Klinke pins, biene, good quality pins that take easier to be underlined and react by being more elastic)Sincerely (contaminated block may be possible too, like spraying PTFE while the holes where opened ?) if the block is original and the wood is too soft I believe that
other solutions should be used. The more you manipulate the pins, the less stability we even find different stability depending on the tuner, and the technique it uses. I have been pushing and using small influences for decades (having the feeling that I faster)This means that the pins are tuned piano, where it is never very difficult to unseal.
Now that I use another method, I can when the precedent tuner used it and if the pin settings were made with maximum tightness in mind or not (I use a very common method when I think about it, just the purpose of the slightly pin pin is not always provided by tuners, even when they get a similar result) Thanks Isaac ... for me it's all a
hobby that I really like, tuning, piano player, recording, etc. as far as the Levitan C hammer is concerned, I actually get better stability than before, but it's not 100%. I've had since 2007, when piano arrived with at least 4 pro tuners to tune the piano, Bill included. They all commented it wasn't that easy piano to tune in, and, all their settings
drifted as well, so there should be something that's not quite right with the piano. The Falconwood pin was new, as was the Klinke pins. It was noticed that the pins are slightly high, and, the block was not drilled from a small angle back. For these reasons, it has been suggested that pins can bend more than they should when they play. I
pretty much accepted that this is the case. There should be a great interest in this entropy software... when I posted these latest laptop records, the number of views was 8920, 11+ hours later, the number of views was 9196! Aha yes, if the wire is not slightly at an angle to the pin it can make the pin installation more difficultHere is the
declared record, I'm even surprised by the rack! Volume low, on my tablet, maybe if you could rearrange a file that would be better, I hear the piano too far (T-shirts where at 3 meters)I tried but was not very successful, maybe just my equipment is not good enough. Chopin - Steinway A (Hmbrg) ept TUNING Very nice Isaac, beautiful and
wonderful game!..... am dloading it and will regulate it Audacity. Everything fits and sounds right, even when it is extremely busy and loud, it is not too hardened, understandable in harmony and singing tone ..... setting up nice listen..... support also helped on my piano. Here's a fixed .flac file. ChopinEPT in .flac format: not speak French...
What is a conversation gag? How do pianists and people listen like tuning? I like buzzing, ala Glenn Gould. Gosh, if this man played my piano so hard, like the first Chopin... I'm dying with laughter. I hear some unison that have changed in the second piece etc, but should this be expected with such a strong start piece? In the first piece
there is one bass note that is not quite right, harmony is wise? Not many people are stuck in this entropy tuning thread... for me, this is one of the best ETD settings I've heard. Thanks for listening and commenting, I had some touble with bass, wanted to keep what is calculated ETD but didn't really agree with everyone, so it may have
caused some problems. DId you noticed than in the EPT instructions they say: The setting should be so the same residual moment remains on aeach pins With respect I agree that bass setting provides the biggest problem – even more than a break. I keep hearing low notes and thinking to myself that there should be a better placement –
but like all things setting up, it's hard or impossible to know without being there to try the setup in person. I often find myself in the impossible configuration of puzzles out there – trying to make one or two work well makes it not work so well with the middle and trembling part... Of course, the best piano is a lot! I bet that entropy promotes
bass for the whole piano, as if tuning bass octaves with a depressed damp pedal, so that all resonance is taken into account in tuning. Often it does less than favorable octaves or octaves + fifth there! Ron Blacksmith There were differences in the schedules between my Laptop/G Track microphone and the ipad/i436 combo in the bass
section as well as the rest of the piano. The general sound of Entropy is very pleasant. Both sections of bass sounded good on both tunings, however, on the iPad one, there was a note that didn't seem to fit... not sure though if it's software, or my ability to get the purest insomnia. Another possibility is that the mickes picked up vibrations
when they listened to the string. In the manual and in the video mentioning that the microphone should be isolated from the piano. Tuning the ipad, the microphone was not isolated. When I re-re-insulate/re-insulate, I'll try the iPad/i436 again, this time by hanging the microphone on the microphone boom above the middle of the piano,
completely isolated from any vibrations, etc. will publish some recordings. Honestly, what I hear in the recording is that extremely sonorous instrument, a little weird in the end, but it may be ok, but I also notice that the pianist is not so much relaxed in tuning. DOnt know why, but this is what I notice, in the flow of music, in how it applies
dynamics, etc. I think that increased resonance is beneficial, but we must also strictly refer to the temperament (or the exact scheme on one or 2 octaves)This construction coherence is what takes place in recreated music, Anyway in my ear (I said I'm the so-called perfect step, maybe why I take such things)Of course it's not bad tuning
(and the owner is thrilled), but I know that I would do something more if I had time, some rest, then another passage aimed at more harmonious congruence.unison should not move, even minimally, as there !!! even with Rachaninoff! only a very bad pianist can throw a piano out of a melody, and amino there.so it's mis-stabilized pins and
nsl; I think we need to be more aware of the garbage in, the garbage! For example, today I tested on my iphone an entropy program with a vertical Steinway (45) Although the schedule of measurement of non-ugly looked smooth, except for a break on the strings, I found that the tuner wanted the C5 significantly detached from the rest
think sharply). One suggestion might be to snap individual notes - or will a warning screen appear for a few cents max?) from the overall configuration curve, at least in the middle? I went back and recorded C5 and C4 – even the quality of the bars were within the reasons for these notes. This encouraged me to go through the entire range
and re-record any other notes where the quality bar was out of range for this area of piano. After re-calculation, the schedule lost the crazy C5, and the rest was smoother. I know I had to take screenshots! Oh, I'm sorry... I used an external flat response microphone, with a device on a microfibre cloth, to loosen vibrations from the body.
Ron Blacksmith Hi Ron, Same here... I'm watching the schedule of indrexsibility closely, and when that happens, (usually only 1 or 2 notes), I write down that line, or seem to be changing the line, and seem to have set a bar similar to the curve that preceded it. Trying to try this i436 microphone on the microphone boom. What did the
settings sound like? This piano is not so nice ... When I encountered calculated problems, I had just finished with Verituner, which I used to first pass while Entropy was busy thinking. I didn't have time to fully tune in this time. Basically, I go through the process to get through the learning curve, so I can finally try it someday. I'm a little lucky
this time with the green movement rectangle to use for customization. It's a bit hard to see/customize/manipulate with a tiny iphone 4s screen! In fact, thinking about it now, it is very possible that I made that crazy C5 by touching something without noticing – I was using a 3 finger double tap to expand the screen, but playing with this later
when calculating noticed that touching the finger would push a note shifting around! Oh, I'm going to... Ron Blacksmith Continues my study of piano tuner entropy.... This time I used an iPad/i436 combo, hung the i436 microphone on the microphone boom to stand above the center of the piano plate in order to negate any vibrations that
could affect the recording of each line. In the calculations, the infinite parameter is used. What's interesting is the graph below, taken with my 2 laptop, this fresh iPad/i436 setting... before I recorded the pieces below. I started a new file on a Lenovo laptop, tried every line with a Samson G Track microphone ... there are differences than
what the iPad ends up with. On this Brahms, my dog has cough problems, so I didn't let the piece run to the end... will re-record it in the future. (doggie on meds for him) However, this was the first piece after setting up with an ipad/i436 microphone, hence my posting it. Unison was done by ear, except for the last octave. in fact, I had
problems with the ipad / i436 in getting steady reading on the last octave and C8 ... seems to be much easier with laptop / G track microphone to steady reading there. The piano seems to have a great resonance with entropy and it's very nice nice ear for ET. I get good stability with the Levitan C hammer, as evidenced by the records
below. I try to generally enter NO flagpolling, which seems to work better ... takes a little longer to center in pure unison though. We did a bit of maintenance on the action... the damp spoons were adjusted, they were slightly low on the 5th 6th octaves. We also found that the right block of the side needs to be slightly adjusted to get a
better impact/tone from the treble end. There have been no votes on the hammers since the first entries were posted here. Recorded in order, starting with Brahms, and ending with a piece about Harry Potter, I did not touch any unison. Entropy does a job for me at ET, very good really. After all, this is another delicious flavor in a pot of
chefs. All records are normalized in Audacity, no other processing or improvements are used. Hardware in use: Tascam DR-60D Digital RecorderCannon VIXIA HF-R40 CamcorderAvenson STO-2 mics 1. Brams Intermezzo asked on my YouTube page to post some John Arpin what I did here. Also, I've written down a piece I've written in
the past. The theme of Princess Leia and added an essay about Harry Potter. 2. The case to remember .flac //youtu.be/iNm6HzeY9G43. All you are is //youtu.be/mayViIjzfjE4. Emily //youtu.be/XeOAXgtKEgk5. MY only love //youtu.be/fmSL_rYbmS86. Princess Leia's theme . The Harry Potter if you can avoid the flagpole, now what
remains is just a pin. Learn to feel it and use it to maintain the tension of the strings, and your strings should not move at all when unsealing the pin after you have lifted the rope, you pass the hair to the wanted place and release the lever, the pitchers come exactly where expected. actually it's so small, I don't view it as a step, but the
exact etd should see the CT particle out there.this should compensate for the string acting too much on the 90 degree pin. when turning clockwise, the pin should lock firmer and firmer. but here the lever c does not help, as it unlocks the foot of the pin too easily. not very practical I admit, but check that on a few notes for the experiment,
maybe it will show something ?it seems to me on the video c lever that high pressure is used when lowering so brake the pin and have some residual tension set at the end when the pressure is released (the same I suggest you do with twist basically / only) PS the string has on the pin what makes it an automatic locking system, so you
can tune in without taking into account the pin moment, +or less, why the test blow will somehow block the pin.With vertical pins, too much effort is distributed on one side and along the pin rotation axis, so I think you need to make the pin really active so that it is locked.ithappened for me with an old piano piano, the castle finally happens
as soon as the curved posture sends the torque in more opposite directions into the hole, as when climbing in the chemna (montain climbing) thanks for isaac's advice. Is my understanding that the normal setting lever introduces some twisting and deformation of the pin, cutting a small amount of the flagpole, regardless, and this is
something that needs to be overcome when using it?.... but with leverage C, most of these issues boil down to almost zero? I recorded this roll today, did not touch any unison. This roll seems to show how resonant entropy settings can be. Alice C lever introduce a clean twist as tip holds pin I'm top (outside the block!!). You noticeably did
not try to feel that moment and springiness, that is, it acts in the pin. You must first know about this amount, whether it is very little. It also reflects the force coming from the wire. For you to imagine the weight of the pin equates to the weight of a 16-18-year-old boy, and can lift to not a healthy full-size man. How do you imagine how the pin
reacts when given to this somewhat great force? The pin is always in a peculiar state of trend / stress. Leaving it unobtrusive, asking the bearings to keep the tension. Our balanced sense of pin and NSL doesn't reflect reality, it's just a way for the tuner to say that the line and pin share the same point. Thanks to the consistency of your
unison and customization, I'm sure you can focus more on pin behavior with good success. You may have your attention catch too much in tone maybe.. (obviously necessary for tuning! ) With a long and effective lever as you use to feel the pin's torque you can use a very light finger, and press it easy enough to determine how much you
can twist the pin before it really moves. Sincerely I upgraded my Windows 8 to the new free Windows 10, and now the Entropy Piano Tuner will not work. Any ideas? I upgraded my Windows 8 to the new free Windows 10, and now Entropy Piano Tuner won't work. Any ideas? Try Compatibility View. I finally had a chance to tune in with
Entropy Tuner today. Very interesting. M3s are not progressive at all in my dimensions, but the arpedo (here's the links) is amazing. Many, but not all, when heard using a good pair of headphones or speakers, demonstrate purr quality in low bass, which sounds just like an organ. My each note is within a few cents of the calculated
adjustment curve, however, after the note You can recreate the note again and find a measured step that will range from 0 cents to 20 cents from the calculated note, depending on when you release the note. Let me know what you hear.prout amazing! Thus, Entropy creates custom UT for each piano? Amazing! Thus, Entropy creates
custom UT for each piano? So it would seem. I just finished practicing, and there are key colors for sure. Love sound. Here is the structure of the M3 impact speed I measured: F3A3 to F4A47.557.037.518.037.299.559.5011.5711.6712.4613.3413.90prout Amazing! Thus, Entropy creates custom UT for each piano? It's great to see how
understanding is expanding through the advancement of technology. Large aural tuners have been doing this for a long time. Virgil's mini-temperament in his book about advanced aurous tuning is a great example of a method that works to create custom UT/ET. Sanderson's D-8ve temperament is an example of the antithesis of this
methodology: assessing the broad variance of iH for equality in thirds over the best. This, as for me, is why it is so difficult to accurately determine an equal temperament. Irregular partial frequencies and behaviors mean that the irregular setting of the best landing creates the most pure sound. This means that there can be no single
definition of ET, as it may change to optimize a single tool. I have spoken on this issue several times in various discussions on this forum. Most often, tuners cling to conventional RBI because they are a conspicuous standard, but partial variations require a little uneven temperament to match the fingerprint. I like to think that this is what
Jorgensen saw when he wrote his book on the evolution of temperament, with ET science as the final form. If you look at it this way, there is an evolution in understanding. I upgraded my Windows 8 to the new free Windows 10, and now Entropy Piano Tuner won't work. Any ideas? Try Compatibility View. It turned out because I was
running Windows 10 version N, which comes without a media player. After installing the media player add-on for version N, it worked. I'm not surprised to see these M3rd beat the stakes in isolation, it can easily happen. I would be more interested in the 4th and 5th bit bets. It would be amazing though if you could detune the piano and
then retune with the same results. Editing: Note that there is an inverted CM3rd progression. ET is then tuned in to each individual piano. M3s and m3s must progress along with the M6 and so on. Variation comes from choosing to octave stretch. My choice is to try to get the maximum global octave stretched across the keyboard, i.e. A4-
A3, A3-A2, A4-A2, A1-A2, A1-A2, etc. and making sure that the progress of the impact rate occurs without getting cessed into specific impact indicators. And adjust, adjust, adjust when nauvooal works until all parts of the puzzle are suitable. But, Entropy seems to be doing something different... It seems to take the courage to leave ET
and and UT is unique to each piano. Or maybe it's not. This is, after all, programming on physical equipment. Perhaps there is some bias that is included in its calculations that have not been identified. Maybe some mistakes in some ALUS that prevent true ET and it has nothing to do with piano itself. This is an extremely complex topic.
For me, as a UTs supporter, I find this particular tuning exciting. It can be played in all keys, but prioritizes the consonance of multiple intervals in any given key over the equality of each key. The result, in my ear, is the piano is much richer in tone and interest than what is achieved by the progressive M3s (which I have achieved and
posted here). It's certainly just my opinion, but since I'm the one who plays this instrument, that's the only thing that matters. Fans, of course, Equal Temperament is an equal temperament. ET is then tuned in to each individual piano. M3s and m3s must progress along with the M6 and so on. Oh, that's not what I meant. Of course, this is a
general understanding of PTG customization. Also, Sanderson understanding from the temperament I mentioned above. But, Entropy seems to be doing something different... It seems to take the courage to leave ET and create a unique UT for each piano. It certainly does something different if you follow the definition above of the Aural
setting. From reading his work, it was clear that Hay was trying to model what a large aura tuner did using an algorithm. These are custom UT by minimizing entropy. More than a custom stretch, it's a custom fit. Whether this theory is transmitted through customization software is a different story. I would be interested to see the error and
the repetitiveness. I just created a Korg C3500 in my store and I can assure you the intervals are not progressive. Or maybe it's not. This is, after all, programming on physical equipment. Perhaps there is some bias that is included in its calculations that have not been identified. Maybe some mistakes in some ALUS that prevent true ET
and it has nothing to do with piano itself. This is an extremely complex topic. Not really. From what I read about it, their algorithm is quite simplified. To add to this continuation of the discussion ..... I get quite the difference between laptops 2 and ipad.Since I had different readings with the ipad than I have with my laptop, (MSI brand) I
returned to my laptop today, however, I used my 2 laptop, which happens to be used by Lenova running Win 7. This time I paused the G Track microphone with the microphone boom rather than install it on the piano. We analyzed 88 notes, used Infinitely, took a screenshot of Lenovo tuning, began tuning. went through the first 2 sections
of the piano ... wasn't quite happy with what I heard. Then I brought out my main laptop (MSI) with the same microphone created, and the same microphone position. Using Infinite and configured 1st 2... very pleased with what I hear! Something's happening here... the same microphone/position, microphone/position, computers, but a
different result. Any ideas about why? Sound card?... both computers running Win 7. When I find out, will place several audio files. Something's happening here... microphone/ position, different computers, but a different result. Any ideas about why? Yes, it calculates a different configuration curve every time you start the optimizer, as it
uses a random number generator to drive the result. Each time the result will be slightly (and sometimes many) different. This was discussed a little earlier and in the topic. I see... Thanks for the clarification. It should be noted that the inseterity rates between 3 computers are somewhat different.... Interesting. I saved each of these
tunings... settle on what sounds best to my ear. From reading his work, it was clear that Hay was trying to model what a large aura tuner did using an algorithm. These results seem to go beyond, or perhaps otherwise would be a better word than what large aura tuners did. Large aural tuners have tried ET as PTG and non PTG tuners
understand this. They deliberately did not set up UTS and then claimed they were ET. This will make them not so great, I also admire UTs... mostly temperaments of 1/10 CM and 1/9 CM. My own piano is currently set in Karl E. Moscow Rivne beating the Pythagorsk temperament of 1895.But, EPT seems to be something else. As for
unequal temperament, it can be some incomprehensible problem of the programming language, some floating point error, or who knows what. Or perhaps some kind of breakthrough in the theory of customization, which we have not yet fully under real. What I do not understand is if EPT uses a random number generator, as you say,
shouldn't each generated setting, even if they are slightly different, sound good? What I heard from the Lenovo laptop was not so good compared to the MSI laptop on partitions 1st 2. This does not guarantee that each tuning will be good, only that each tuning will be different. What drives the good tuning is mainly the scale of the device,
and how it was recorded. A slightly different result with my MSI laptop, G Track microphone on the microphone stand, Infinite settings on calibration. Still pretty beautiful ... unison by ear, except for the 7th octave up. Keep in mind, these hammers haven't been voiced for over 2 years and I have some dirty string tremor sounds, but because
of all this, EPT makes a good ET sound, quasi-ET, or any temperament it is! Prout, there was the same reaction when I first started using EPT! What stands out, among other things, is the amount of resonance coming from the piano. 1. Il Postino Theme from Sleepless in Seattle (truck goes to the end ... grrrrr) 3. The theme of Four
Weddings and a funeral . John Arpin Difficult has just finished a new file / re-lating my M&amp;amp; H BB using ipad combo / i436 microphone ... hung the microphone over the middle of the piano on the microphone rack, recorded all the notes, used Infinite for calculation, and that's what I finished. Very nice ET tuning, rich and resonant,
easy to listen to, and it all seems to fit nicely on the piano, plus it sounds right. This tuning is my favorite so far. It is worth noting that on all tuning laptop microphone / gtrack bass has always been sharper than the iPad / i436 mic combo. Ipad always put the bottom 4-5 notes much lower. With that in view, it seems that the i436 microphone
is gathering more information out there in that it has a more frequency range than the Samson G-Track microphone?Learning piano entropy Tuner was a fun and rewarding experience! Many thanks to the development team for his invention, and make it available! I'm looking forward to it continuing to evolve etc, maybe more algorithms for
different temperaments etc. it's one of the best ET tuning I've heard on my piano. Even in my piano state, which requires some radiation and regulation, and a fair amount of false beats, it still sounds great with EPT. Recorded in order to complete the settings, just equip the installation as the above files ..... unison by ear, except for most of
the 7th octave up. No touches etc converted and normalized into Audacity. The videos appeared on my YouTube page later. 1. John Arpin Over time, the //youtu.be/rfOEyStU_Os2. John Arpin Make Believe //youtu.be/5c1Q2pynB203. John Arpin Somewhere along the way //www.youtube.com/watch?v=DttqGVlmM-c4 John Arpin Watch
what's going on //www.youtube.com/edit?o=U&amp;video_id=cVPNBrfpiIQ5. Brian Pezzone Theme from Africa I know I said I like your unison, but I don't think you're tuned in to support there. So it's not just a voting issue, I think; heard that more recently there was an impression that the time of the flap is late, as if dampeners raise in the
last quarter of movement; I put that on the hammers or voting, but I'm sure that's not the only reason. The setting sounds beautiful, but I'm talking about something else, immediately too much saturation, hence less stable (and dynamics, but they are related, in this case) Yes, I think it's a combination of factors, voting and regulation, inc
damp regulation, etc. my method of setting up unison remains the same as my ears... left string to ETD, medium string by ear on the left, and all 3 together by ear, on two-chord, left to ETD, both threads by ear ... The object for me is to get the cleanest and longest Support. This is After 1 day... cleared only 2 worst unison, both correct
strings were on those 2. Ambico roll Liebesfreud Kreitzer / Rachmaninov, arr and plays Rachmaninov: I think it's your 3d line, hard to maintain if it's not a goal, when tuning 3 lines together, and I doubt where showed how to do it, as it's not considered something real, but cheating. due to the danger, probably because I do not believe that
you have understood yet how to set up unison to support, the attack is made clear, but the tone is too short, yu will get support with Japanese unison, or an emoticon if it can not be done that I said that they are not clean , pay attention, but there is a clean and clean.era open to understanding unison better (see recent post from Jim Allegio
and some topics) , in a more global picture with the setup, or as Mark on 2 lines, maybe you could get that now too? Interesting... I have used this formula to adjust unison for the past 4-5 years, always striving for the same clean, steady sound. I noticed, however, that many of the individual lines demonstrate a step change due to the
length of the note. In addition, some support shorter than others. This piano has been playing like a concert grand since 2007, probably more. The treble strings have been released twice since 2007, and the bass strings once to perform work on the bridge (Installation Wapin, etc.). Not the best for strings in general. Strings change quite
often to a grand concert to have the best sound... Maybe it's time to do it given what the piano has gone through. I have a lot of false punches, especially with 5-octaves up. Over the years, since studying, how to tune in and what to listen to, my level of expectations has changed. It's a hobby for me... It's fun, yes, and frustrating at times as
well. Never less, I like to try. Given these anomalies in strings, hammers need fishing, some regulation is necessary, I think the sound I get from unison is pretty good, not to mention what Entropy does for the overall sound. Entropy offers another way to customize the piano. Very nice ET or any temperament is as mentioned in the
previous post. It's also amazing the number of views this post has had... considering this, there must be something appealing about entropy that draws in many people and I don't think it's just because it's free. Here's what a pro tuner/technology told me in an email about the latest entries I've posted here in the last few days. Of course, this
is all somewhat subjective. It's ideal if it suits everyone's taste, no, but it's ok. It will be very interesting as soon as I have this Steinway AR here to customize it with Entropy. I don't think your Steinway will sound better than that. Yes, better? It's hard for me to imagine a better, cleaner, more musical one. That's great! It all works together:
hammers, bass strings, your tuning and it's the piano, it's the watt I'd call transportation. I don't hear any false punches in the upper register, it all sounds so clean and not yet very clean, it's a musical, the piano has sat down. Temperament goes all the way from A0 to C88, this is the best setup you ever get from an electronic tuning device
and path, much better than 95% tuners; big name or not. Even I can't get this clean tuning every day, the days when the ear hears sounds a little different. I'm coming back to listen, thank you. Here is one of the recordings made using the ipad/i436 microphone combo that I missed posting 2 days ago.. it was about the 4th or 5th piece after
setup. Not perfect, but sounds good enough. The theme with somewhere in Time //youtu.be/iP9p_i-N07I I try not to publish recordings that are not broadcast quality, however, can be interesting to hear how entropy sounds, at least on my piano, after 3+ days of hard play. As mentioned earlier, my piano is infamous for not staying in
harmony for a very long time, even after the pros set it up. In any case, this was fixed yesterday. I haven't touched any unison for 2 days, of course some of them, but the piano still sounds pretty acceptable. Same recording setting, and only by normalizing in Audacity. It's such a big roll when I'm overindulent, will record it with a fresh
setting. Amfico Roll, recorded in 1923, misha Levitsky played his Valse de Concert Hello, unison worked towards more support there, I think. I would change these hammers if I couldn't voice them with a deeper tone, the piano certainly deserves it. Hi Isaac,The overall sound of this piano has always impressed me, and many people,
especially those who heard it live, commented positively. The bass is pretty amazing for a 7-foot piano, as evidenced in the 2 recordings below. The different settings and temperaments that I've had on it over the years have all brought out different colors, etc. that piano has to offer. Let's see what happens after the hammers are
announced. Yes, piano really deserves some professional attention and it will get it. I liked to explore Entropy. It certainly has a great way of setting up ET. Of all the entries I have published with Entropy, I have not posted any that really uses a full keyboard in what can be seen as a concert level/type piece. Two below 2 will qualify for this.
They were recorded yesterday after a lengthy listening session and 6-7, so the tuning was somewhat hurt, in unison. Never less, it shows what Entropy can do with full piano from MF to FFF pieces that are very busy. 1. Amfico Conzertuden (Concert study), compiled and played by Ernst von Dohnane. Ampico had the ability to add notes
for what 10 fingers can do ... it happens here, especially at the end. //youtu.be/7o7giL_cgv8This concerto for piano/orchestra was transcribed and recorded here by Ampio Margherty Volavi. Towards the end, the amount of bass energy/sound is pretty much something, and it's hard to really capture well on the record, however it comes
through pretty well here. 2. Concerto Opus 16, Minor, Edward Greig, 1st Movement, Transcribed and played by Margarita Volavi //youtu.be/NfL5avRtY6k Thanks for the recordingS sure of the pleasant possibilities of your grand, I can see well how very deep and warm the tone is not actually played on the records (then and on small
columns too); Now I hear the tone, as if the hammers are not voiced at all, I mean not the first voiceover, the technician counts on the quality of the hammer and pressing to get resilience. SOme deep need seems to be necessary to install a low suspension for shoulders and crowns. Now I have noticed that on slightly pressed hammers it
is impossible to voice deeply, felt is drawn towards the crown, but the volume is soon lower , since the inner layers of felt are not strongly compressed? I wonder if side pliers would not be useful for such hammers. When we shave deep-pressed hammers, unpacking the deepest felt makes the overpass grow, so stability persists. Now, as
your piano is not in the concert hall you certainly don't need much power. I rely on a shape or envelope tone to say that I hear too short a tone, it is not aged, but short. Of course, speaking out can help, but the length, support goes out with the first vote - and is supported only later, it usually doesn't omit too much if the first vote was done
deep enough. I believe that someday you straighten too much unison when adjusting, and this can be caused by the scattering of the voice, creating more impurities in tone that you then try to adjust or hide. Of course, setting up for support doesn't mean increasing too much tone if the hammers don't allow it, but I notice that the tone
lengthens when playing piano before unison get bad. Your idea of replacing treble strings can be good, that is, what I do on the piano, which play a lot when the strings do not retain tension (very old strings like 30 years or more) or if the tone is not clean and full enough (changing only one line can show you immediately in favor of
changing them all)The more I think about it and look at the graphs, the more I think the crown sits on the not felt enough (not sustained enough in fact, as the crown should be tough enough, but sits on elastic material) to generate too many frequencies (from the normal range of the line) at the time of the attack, then that the shock part of
the tone can not be customized, while this goal with the soldier, I mean, to allow the shock to generate clean frequencies very soon. Strings stabilize on their own after a slight delay in time, I think the stabilization time is reduced when tuning unison. Due to spectra, when the second part is reinforced and made more present (second and /
or next), the fundamentals do not beat, but increase, and the attack time is slightly slower, which makes the design tone better. This effect is easy to get from 2 lines and then one is always slightly higher than the other (I measure about 0.2 cts) .when tuning a 3d string it is easy to reduce stability. I like how the sound of unison with the
right line is low, the middle is neutral, and the left row is open high. that creates a nice attack, a little thick, allowing for a good dynamic range. I assume that the influence of the wave reaches the bridge in the bass in a trembling direction, I am not sure how important it is, but the opposite form is more phased and the tone is not so neat.
Best regards I really think many tuners try to tone up like a bell; which does not work on the piano, the bells have an extremely long rack, the piano is not very stable and dissipates energy anytime soon, so focus all the energy on the immediate tone is expensive. By the way, Hay, one of the developers of EPT, worked on an overflow
algorithm, it will be added to the software soon. I like what Alfredo said on the topic : We are configured dynamically, taking into account the deformation of the tools when voltage is set. We do not tune in by installing a picture of tuning on the piano. It is here that unison is important, which allows you to save the search field in case only
one line is initially configured, and even with unison from scratch. This is something that confuses our notion of stretching like all tuners (I think) use some stretch to anticipate a reduction due to the sound card, bridge and even plate adjustment during setup. Hi Isaac, Thanks for the tips, etc. will eventually be the technical work on the
hammers, action, etc. now I used Entropy with both my laptop/G-Track microphone and the ipad/i436 microphone. This particular customization file using my laptop/GTrack microphone seems to be the most enjoyable so far. I'll probably use this configuration file going forward for my ET setup. Configured with a laptop/GTrack mic:John
Arpin Smoke gets into your eyes (Laptop/GTrack Mic/Entropy Tuning Software) //youtu.be/1fsoGfYVFzw Very nice, I hear you had a certain tone in your mind when Thank you... interesting what you took on this... I think you can have a good set of ears... 2 things to do here how different ... I changed what I listened to in Unison Support...
on this piano right now, it has many separate lines that demonstrate a greater step change after impact, and it happens with 2 and 3 string unison as well. than it used to be. Maybe it always happens, but now it seems more common. It made me try to get rid of this anomaly when I set up unison. This setting, I went back to just aiming for
clean support at the beginning, trying not to let the step change affect my pin setting. It can be part of what you hear. Another factor is that this entropy / laptop / G-Track microphone tuning is different from the iPad / i436, in that it seems to have more resonance, and a slightly different overall sound to the end result. I'm not sure this is due
to the entropy of arriving in a slightly different setting every time it counts, and the differences between the laptop and iOS settings, or the combination above. Perhaps that's why it's nice to have a numeric keypad to hear what Entropy ends up with before you set up your piano. I can use the numeric keypad in the future before setting up.
Hello, everything you said makes sense. I think that's what I call an attack setting when we expect a clean tone of production with some sustainable quality going on at the beginning of the tone. When used to it not actually being done on purpose, attention can focus on partially connecting and cleaning, which is demanding, and we are



sure that the beginning of the tone is neat and well designed. I hear the differences between your settings as I used to appreciate the dynamics of tone, it's amazing because my listening equipment is basic. Well done anyway, I think a little vote (and in the trb) and that would be perfect. Your equipment and your piano seem to respond
well to EPT calculations. The new features are as interesting as erasing points that show customized steps. Excessive feature is valued that they have software evolving. Fields are likely to be treated slightly differently depending on the quality of the acquisition. If I am where you would use CRT on multiple octaves in environments, then
try checking all the hearing intervals. (on one line, for a start) I'm sure you'll find some amelia opportunities. That is to say, if you are able to judge the sustainability of quality unison, you can check the slow intervals of beatings, octaves, and I firmly believe that you can compare or test the progression of a quick beating. Then, if you have a
large part in environments with neat progression, it will in any case retain the consonant, even if not 100%, tuning may eventually sound even sweeter. Checking for progression is much easier than testing for insignificant or different intervals (like the M3 10th). Understanding the relationship between intervals is not so difficult (3d is too
fast because the 5th is too big or too small, for example) I'm sure at this point you'll have fun with that, and use etd only directions, for example. This is you don't need to filter to match a partial level, interval activity may be delayed while listening, as you did for unison. Impacts begin as a kind of rumble, (mumbles?) when very slow. It can
be beneficial to evaluate them by listening more globally. Best regards If I can ask a really stupid question... (I just got an Entropy tuner, but I can't try it until tomorrow – or most likely Saturday) Should I loosen the lines as shown in Dirk's video, or can I just knock the keys sequentially as they are? I read most of the thread, but I may have
missed that bit... I would say cilly question (sorry, can not resist) with 3 lines for one tone (or 2) you set one line and then the second then 3 together or the second pair of lines; So yes, you need mutes, or a felt band, to tune in. Soon you will find that the level of accuracy expected is not really what you can control with the display, you
need to listen at some point. The display moves, not too stable, but with only one line, so with 2 or 3 it will be even less stable if you are still a good tuner and even there, too many interactions, too rich tone . I was referring to the initial recording/measurement, not for the actual setting. It is cleverly tuned the way it is - some vaguely
German temperament in TL97), should I measure just one line or just knock will do? Just to make sure you say the settings. Obviously it will take a lot longer if I have to weaken. You have to measure / write only one line per note. Not only EPT, in general all ETDs can hear / read / measure a single line. Singlesons are tuned in by ear. I
think it was too much to hope for. Thank. Oh proud made a sample with unison, I mean the software will record if you play in unison, (I would use 2 lines in this case). The idea was that thanks to the Weinreich effect, iH and 2-line spectra could be more realistic. I don't have real information on these points, it's hard to compare how written
recently, ETDs are not scientific measure tools. Finally you will need to connect a couple of lines well. The TL97 has a stable display. I don't think temperament or tuning especially German is a bit rough and using one stretch fits all approach. Sample enough to get optimal quality (green bar), you may need to move Mike for some parts of
the piano. Torn strings can allow better samples where hammers are worn I don't think temperament or tuning especially German, I used called Werckmeister III, sounds german enough so I could try to go down to the bar and ask werckmeister dry, but they probably just throw me away Please don't get paid, I just tried to help! It's just
about tuning the piano but if you want to record two unissons strings to overcome the Weinreich effect, then you must adjust them before recording. Please don't get drunk, it's not worth it, oh, I don't drink, don't do not swear. It's simple, @#$%&amp;*¿!... I just threw a cigar in a gin and tonic... It was just a silly pun on Werckmeister III,
German, III, drei, you know :·) About tuning and entropy (how long before quantum tuning is interesting ;·), know that, I'll let him go to record unison, see what he's doing. Ideally, it would be possible to record (for iH measurement purposes) well-tuned unison (preferably on the correctly voiced piano), using a flat answer microphone in the
position that the end player or listener wishes. Without these conditions, the data for setting up entropy will be inaccurate, since partial amplitudes will not be measured in the same ratios as the end player or listener. Recording complete unisons, in addition to showing clutch effects, also has a higher amplitude and tends to be more
resilient, helping in the recording process by increasing the signal-to-noise ratio and increasing the sample period. Don B. Crilly, you know Amanda Reconwith? Isaac, thank you. Using the Samson G-Tack microphone for EPT, I noticed that it was very useful to be able to turn on the volume control on the microphone to get useful reading
for some of the 6th, and most of the 7th octave, and C8. Also to be able to adjust the volume down. Watching the screen does not seem to matter if the microphone volume is too loud, since EPT does not start calculating until the volume is slightly lower ... it's just that it takes a little longer to take away every note if the microphone volume
is too high. The best sound tuning so far has been with a laptop/G Track microphone, using it with a boom microphone, and suspended in the middle of the piano, a full prop cover. I needed to swing the microphone over the treble partition to get the 7 and C8.... and I got 1000000000000000000000000000, I tried g track microphone stand
and shock mount, install the microphone near the rim, in the middle of the plate, cover prop up full, took all 88 notes, and did calibration ... another result ... perhaps partly because of calibration and the result of EPT is always slightly different, and microphone/placement, etc.? Here is another example of EPT with a laptop / Gtrack
microphone settings. Not 100% clean with unison, but it gives you an idea of what EPT sounds like. For audiophiles there, just for fun, included 4 different conversions of the same file using Audacity, and using the Normalize feature. With headphones, you can see slightly different recording .wav,.flac. Mp3 is not as good as others. Huge
differences in file sizes between different formats. .wav 32 bit John Arpin I only have eyes for you 16 bits Don B. Crilly, you know Amanda Reconwith? I happen to be one in any I tried it without damping. He's gone - Except for the top two notes, I broke two lines to get him to read them. We'll take a look at the tuning bit. There's not quite a
time now. If it has the function to ignore some notes, I missed it. If that doesn't happen, maybe it should. Select a user. The microphone I used: I didn't have a Telefunken U47, Mary took it.. This is the one Elwood Blues traded for Caddy though :·) For developers:See picture below. I have a boy who is red and green blind. So I looked at it
and realized that about 9% of males are color-blind, most of them red-green. That's a pretty percentage. Now your interface relies quite a bit on red-green. Great interface, by the way. It is true that it also uses symbols, and can be done easily, but, it is very easy to get around the thing. If you add a green shade of blue and a shade of
orange to red, a blind R/G blind will see the difference and a person with normal vision is unlikely to notice it. Ok, quite inappropriate, but so easy to do... Please note that in the monitor system to the right of the screenshot, green is not quite green and red orange. I did it with my son in mind DBC, Well spotted! My son has the same type of
deficit, and after finding out this, one tends to look at everything with new eyes... (By the way, he inherited from his maternal grandfather.) There is a wide range of red-green deficits. Making red somewhat orange is counterproductive, in my opinion; because it only shifts it closer to the green. I would like to leave reading pure, strong red,
and as you suggested, definitely add a little blue color to the green, which shifts it further from the red / orange / yellow part of the spectrum. The safest bet is to get two colors far from the blue-yellow spectrum, because all red-green insufficient individuals can detect blue color, and depending on the severity of their deficit, the rest of the
spectrum appears as some type of yellow or gray. (This means that you should also be careful using these colors against a gray background, as the Entropy interface does!) I love it. Since it's a stream of technology and I'm not alone, I'm posting a follow-up, with a story in the other. Today, when I went to use Entropy it offered a new
version. So I updated it to 1.1.2I started a new entry and immediately noticed that it would not record A0 (but did so later after four attempts). When I reached D5 it would not take that note nor any notes to C7. The writing level is higher on, and the green signal analysis bars show green, but I only see red crosses in these notes. I use the
same high quality microphone and 24bit 48kHz sound card. Additionally, this version does not display entropy or Manual.Is people experiencing these problems? I enjoyed using it so much before I just unloaded it last night on my backup laptop... will give it a try today. I 1.1.2 This is the one I got when I got it. Linux, KDE/QT. It displays the
tutorial and guide, the latest online ... get it out there if it continues not to do so. I found it helps press the key you want to record if it doesn't recognize it. If you tried it, then, I don't know my work... I tried manual selection, but it doesn't work. After your answer I tried again and noticed that after manual selection the program was detected
(orange highlight) note much lower down. After I re-certify that the note I was able to recover the entry. However, now I see what the problem may be; Although without impressing note my windows laptop with its Echo Indigo iOx sound card shows false volume level above the level off, although my digital voice recorder does not show any
input level. So it looks like I have hardware problems. Ian Has No Problem Here with 1.1.2 and Windows 7. The problem has disappeared ...... faulty cable! The piano is now over-tuned. It would be nice if Entropy showed the name of the file used on the home screen. Ian the Great.... and yes, I thought the same about the file name
showing! What I have proposed is a level 1 entropy for individual tones2 for intervals. This may allow you to estimate the level of consonance singing for this calculated setting, even the one that was originally on the piano could be evaluated from this point of view (after the sample). I wonder if this may not be a tool to see how to act
different settings (I think of Chas, Stopper, or just settings) what do you think? The required data is probably still computed, or easy to extract. The level meter can be on the configuration screen, I think that the amount of consonants received will be interesting data during setup. Is the file name not at the top? I seem to see it on windows
version, I will check. Hey will come back in a month or so... What I have proposed is a level 1 entropy for individual tones2 for intervals. This can be an interesting exercise. Do you have any thoughts about what you would actually measure? Isaac, you've got to... it shows at the top on my Windows 7 laptop. What I have proposed is a level
1 entropy for individual tones2 for intervals. This can be an interesting exercise. Do you have any thoughts about what you would actually measure? Not so much, but it can give stairs intervals and their strength in global resonance. Or how well this tone corresponds to other parts. I am regardless of the numbers that they can be
compared. I'm not sure that the data from the algorithm can be extracted so easily (and the one with the original setting still is, but it's raw data, understanding how to organize it so that you get a level of communication between the parts would be interesting too). I realize that I see that simplified, as I believe, amplitude parts are necessary
for a more ore less plausible result. But still only with the fields, I wonder if some moments will not be visible. Probably more readable as graphs for analysis, but strenght every note would be interesting (compared to all the settings and with the rules of the algorithm really) Thanks ... interesting what you took on this... I think you good set
of ears ... 2 things that are happening here, which are different... I changed what I listened to in unison support... on this piano right now, it has many separate lines that demonstrate a greater step change after impact, and it happens with 2 and 3 string unison as well. than it used to be. Maybe it always happens, but now it seems more
common. It made me try to get rid of this anomaly when I set up unison. This setting, I went back to just aiming for clean support at the beginning, trying not to let the step change affect my pin setting. It can be part of what you hear. Another factor is that this entropy / laptop / G-Track microphone tuning is different from the iPad / i436, in
that it seems to have more resonance, and a slightly different overall sound to the end result. I'm not sure this is due to the entropy of arriving in a slightly different setting every time it counts, and the differences between the laptop and iOS settings, or the combination above. Perhaps that's why it's nice to have a numeric keypad to hear
what Entropy ends up with before you set up your piano. I can use the numeric keypad in the future before setting up. Hi, have you caught on unison physical explanations lately given? We are trained (here) as tuners to chase the clutch when setting up a pair of strings, Haye recently told me that he is looking for a biting mode that allows
for longer support. That's why I recognize configured unison, or build unison, with one where this listening mode is not used. But this is the first time I've been given this neat explanation that correlates my feeling of too much energy to use. I will try to post a recording of the same tone configured with too much energy to use then in a more
normally maintained tone. The musicians at the forum recognized that soon it would be necessary to make a great effort from tuners to recognize that they could change their goal, or that they did it at some point. (as unison management learns only from a few decades I think, and nowhere) Also, the one who knows does not want to give
ammunition to his competitors, so the topic is taboo! Thus, these items are released most often! Either way I was happy to get this explanation as to why there is a small step change in Phase 180 mode. The bridge itself will only push the lines into this mode after a while I believe (a weak clutch on the bridge), so the tuner is here to help
with this. Maybe this is what you noticed on ETDRegards This document from Stanford Uninversity offers an explanation for the connection of phenonmenone. If you do not want to read the entire document, please read the last three paragraphs. They describe a change in the frequency that occurs between attack and stability. One of the
things not discussed on this topic is that one percussive string, even if it is excited initially in an almost vertical plane, will eventually exhibit a circular phase. The time it takes to achieve this stability of this line due to the different amount of vertical coupling to the sound card. Here is .wav file of the above image of the disintegration of one
line. Note the differences from note.prout Thanks for the document. That's what makes sense. For your record, the curve is not a straight slope, in any case with Roslaw strings, but an amont of the length of the depens per voice. You may hear too much impact on the many notes out there. This reduces the tone length. (maybe because
the line is ejected from vertical traffic when a strong wave affects the bridge) Thanks again for placing this, it gives the right explanation for the process we are dealing with. This is a recent study. It is quite incredible that these concepts are not just more widely known. BBTW, see why the description of unison as 3 lines, sounding like one,
is not satisfying. Thanks for the document. That's what makes sense. For your record, the curve is not a straight slope, in any case with Roslaw strings, but an amont of the length of the depens per voice. You may hear too much impact on the many notes out there. This reduces the tone length. (maybe because the line is ejected from
vertical traffic when a strong wave affects the bridge) Thanks again for placing this, it gives the right explanation for the process we are dealing with. This is a recent study. It is quite incredible that these concepts are not just more widely known. BBTW, see why the description of unison as 3 lines, sounding like one, is not satisfying.
Thanks for the comments Isaac. The waves I published above were recorded a couple of years ago. On your advice I just recorded them using mf/f kick rather than ff kick. Hammers have also recently been announced. I wonder if the secondary increase in amplitude shown in some wave forms is associated with a slow change in circular
polarization in a line that reaches vertical again after a few seconds. Anyway, here is an image showing both old waves and new ones recorded today. prout Edit:I it should be noted that in the higher set (senior) waves above the rack is not necessarily more. The background noise was much higher. However, in the lower (recorded today)
set, I travel with hammers, check the friction of the central pin, the needle and file them. The result is a more vertical row excitation plane. The most obvious (especially when listening) is that the last note (one line) has only about five seconds of useful support. This improves significantly, of course, when playing three-way. I wonder how
Wayne Stewart's piano, with special bridge agraphs that should keep the strings vibrating on the same plane, will look with this analysis? I wonder how Wayne Stewart's piano, with special bridge agraphs that should keep the strings vibrating on the same plane, will look with this analysis? One can only hope that he does not keep them
vibrating in the vertical plane. Talk about lack of support! It would seem that any trick to make the strings vibate in one plane require the introduction of energy from somewhere, presumably from the strings themselves. This in itself would seem to lead to a loss of resilience. Editing:I just visited Stewart's home website. The bridge's agraphs
encourage vertical movement in line with the hype. I still think it will kill resilience. Perhaps this facilitates the tuner correctly and consistently wrong tri chords to create the necessary non-vertical movement, which is the life cycle of piano stability. No, I don't think they limit the movement of the line to the vertical plane at all... at least as I
read the material on the site. Ron Blacksmith Speaking of Resilience... from entropy, according to the instructions, ideally should be turned V, centered on the line in the middle of the graph. If there is no pure V view, this may indicate problems in the bridge closure and/or string abnormality. In my case, my BB has many separate lines that
don't have a clean V.. they are distorted, and many times include several small v..... and in these separate lines, I also have changes in the field when hit, etc. in other words, the tone of one line is not as clean as before. After 8+ years of concert type, playing with both player systems, allowing all the strings once, as well as again lowering
the upper 2 treble sections to replace the front duplex brass bars, and the unordered volume of tuning that was made, I think the strings experienced their peak performance characteristics. I think the support has also suffered a little bit. When it comes time to replace solid wire, what would you recommend for M&amp;amp;; H BB 1925
with original sound card and original Wapin bridges? No, I don't think they limit the movement of the line to the vertical plane at all... at least as I read the material on the site. Ron Blacksmith This from Stewart's website: The key device central to the design ethos is the Agrafe of the Stewart Bridge. This simple but effective method of
determining the length of a speaking string by bending the wire while containing reaction forces sets new design parameters for the sound card. This principle of grip contributes to the vertical movement of the string, improving clarity, dynamic range and sustainable quality due to greater control over transition periods of decay. They may
be achieving better support, but they don't do it the way they say they do it. Prout Edit:Can be a change in the lines of the plane nt push lines on one side, so that the final mode of the horizontal plane is achieved faster. I wonder how Wayne Stewart's piano, with special bridge agraphs that should keep the strings vibrating on the same
plane, will look with this analysis? One can only hope that he does not keep them vibrating in the vertical plane. Talk about lack of support! It would seem that any trick to make the strings vibate in one plane will require the introduction of energy from somewhere, presumably from the strings themselves. This in itself would seem to lead to
the loss of just visited Stewart's home website. The bridge's agraphs encourage vertical movement in line with the hype. I still think it will kill resilience. Perhaps this facilitates the tuner correctly and consistently wrong tri chords to create the necessary non-vertical movement, which is the life cycle of piano stability. Proud that you have
confused something, useful support is due to the movement of the vertical plane, but with an inverted phase, as it may happen shortly after the initial impact. There is also a mode with rows vibraating horizontally, producing subtle stability at the end of the tone, as I understand. There may be a change in the lines of the plane back and
forth, but I am sure that the useful stable part is obtained from the vertical antiphase. This means that the energy is stored, but the string still moves the sound card effectively. (Transduction of a sound card obtained by a horizontal plane cannot create much volume tone.) The standard position pushes the strings on one side, so the final
mode of the vertical plane is achieved faster. Wapin press the lines to keep longer vertical movement as probably bridge agrafes, while the strings are free to go in any direction, there are fewer energy losses - but I'm not sure the agras are neutral in tone. As for how we adjust, we get, in fact, that the vertical mode is prolonged, the strings
balance each other, they deliver less energy, but longer. Ah, I see you're talking Isaac. Thank. My confusion arose from a paper I read decades ago that measured resistance from piano strings struck diagonally, which, although softer, had much greater stability than vertically struck strings. Ah, I see you're talking Isaac. Thank. My
confusion arose from a paper I read decades ago that measured resistance from piano strings struck diagonally, which, although softer, had much greater stability than vertically struck strings. It's pretty easy to check. Play the note on the vertical piano, and stand 45° off to the side. Forecast: there is no noticeable difference! Ah, I see
you're talking Isaac. Thank. My confusion arose from a paper I read decades ago that measured the resilience * of piano strings struck diagonally, which, although softer, had much greater stability than vertically struck strings. It's pretty easy to check. Play the note on the vertical piano, and stand 45° off to the side. Forecast: there is no
noticeable difference! This is not what we are talking about, but the efficiency of transmission and energy saving between the strings and the sound card. Listening to the polarization of sound waves from the piano, we hear some differences, as when turning the head during tuning, but they are not related to the orientation of the string
phase, not really I think. The panel transforms all those in sound waves, primarily 90 degrees from the panel. If we listen with the ear in front of the panel, we are annoyed by the force of the attack, maybe for this reason. Sorry, I did erase by mistake Proud, you did something, useful support should be vertical movement of the plane, but
with an inverted phase, as it can happen shortly after the initial impact. Â There is also a mode with lines vibragging horizontally, producing subtle stability at the end of the tone as I understand. Â There may be a change in the string of the plane back and forth, but I'm sure the useful stable part is obtained from vertical antiphase. This
means that the energy is stored, but the string still moves the sound board effectively. (Transduction of a sound card obtained by a horizontal plane cannot create much volume tone.) Â The standard position to push rows on one side, so that the final mode of the horizontal plane is achieved faster. Â Wapin press the lines to keep the
vertical motion longer as probably bridge agrafes, while the strings are free to go in any direction, there is less energy loss, but I'm not sure the agragraphs are neutral in tone. Â Respectfully, when we tune in, we get, in fact, that the vertical mode is prolonged, the strings balance each other, they provide less energy, but longer. Ah, I see
you're talking Isaac. Thank. My confusion arose from a paper I read decades ago that measured resistance from piano strings struck diagonally, which, although softer, had much greater stability than vertically struck strings. It's pretty easy to check. Play the note on the vertical piano, and stand 45Â° off to the side. Forecast: there is no
noticeable difference! Well, don't you just love relativity? One can only hope that he does not keep them vibrating in the vertical plane. Talk about lack of support! This is, respectfully, nonsense. It would seem that any trick to make the strings vibate in one plane will require the introduction of energy from somewhere, presumably from the
strings themselves. This in itself would seem to lead to a loss of resilience. Quite the opposite. When a line hits, the initial vibration is one (vertical) plane. Agraffe retains vibration vertically and in one plane. There is no extra energy needed to do so. On the other hand, the standard bridge pin encourages the development of a horizontal
component in the vibration of the string, and this requires additional energy. This leads to the fact that _less_ can withstand the loss of higher vibration frequencies. Stewart's pianos have more support than any other piano, and agraffe not only promotes a brighter tone, but the upper frequencies are maintained much longer. I've done quite
a lot of record analysis that demonstrates this. I just visited Stewart's home website. The bridge's agraphs encourage vertical movement in line with the hype. It's not hype. CSIRO research in Melbourne has shown it's right. I still think it will kill resilience. That's not true. Perhaps this facilitates the tuner correctly and consistently wrong tri
chords to create the necessary non-vertical movement, which is the life cycle of piano stability. Again, non-vertical movement kills stability. He doesn't contribute to it, he weakens it. SincerelyChris They can be better better but they don't do it the way they say they do it. On the contrary, this is how they do it with respect They can achieve
better support, but they do it not the way they say they do it. On the contrary, that's how they do it. Could you give some sources about the research, I'm interested in understanding at what point the agrave-mass and resonance mode affects the tone.for sustainable length I have no doubt that vertical polarization helpsThat I'm not sure that
maintaining the tone is good (as far as the agraph affects the spectra)If the bridge is less depreciation; sound may occur earlier, less energy loss can push the metal aspect of the sound; so easy to voice or form it in a musical tone during setup? Stewart is impressive in strength and reliability, finally what I saw on videoRegards There are 2
different support, one that comes out of the attack (as you saw on your charts) and subtle support, clearly the end of the tone, even if it can stay long. You control the tone with the first, thick rack. This is the main material necessary for the pianist. The connection between the attack and this tone is very important for nuances. Thus, the
tuner has some work to do to adjust the tone immediately after the attack. Then, on the recordings, it sounds like the impact the hammer generates that tone immediately, but when you play you notice there is a slight delay. The hammer moistsen unwanted noises, the tuner helps by moving the strings to the tying mode. It's funny that
even knowing this, it doesn't magically make me associate these regimes with my practice, but I think the reflexes are familiar, so I don't look at anything else. I will try to make these recordings by pushing parallel mode to see what tone comes out. The weak clutch allows many options, I believe, agrafes or wapin to do the tuner work by
design. It is logical that 2* dtrings are usually paired at stage 180. I doubt that the sound card can play this role, it is too heavy, loaded with a lot of strings. When playing clusters I think it has focused on parallel mode, energy with lots of notes together may well put the sound card in motion in parallel mode for a longer time (?) or just
chaos! Sincerely, one can only hope that he does not keep them vibrating in the vertical plane. Talk about lack of support! This is, respectfully, nonsense. It would seem that any trick to make the strings vibate in one plane will require the introduction of energy from somewhere, presumably from the strings themselves. This in itself would
seem to lead to a loss of resilience. Quite the opposite. When a line hits, the initial vibration is one (vertical) plane. Agraffe retains vibration vertically and in one plane. There is no extra energy needed to do so. On the other hand, the standard bridge pin encourages development of the horizontal component in the string vibration, and this
requires additional energy. This leads to the fact that _less_ can withstand the loss of higher vibration frequencies. Stewart's pianos have more support than any other piano, and agraffe not only promotes a brighter tone, but the upper frequencies are maintained much longer. I've done quite a lot of record analysis that demonstrates this. I
just visited Stewart's home website. The bridge's agraphs encourage vertical movement in line with the hype. It's not hype. CSIRO research in Melbourne has shown it's right. I still think it will kill resilience. That's not true. Perhaps this facilitates the tuner correctly and consistently wrong tri chords to create the necessary non-vertical
movement, which is the life cycle of piano stability. Again, non-vertical movement kills stability. He doesn't contribute to it, he weakens it. Sincerely Chris thanks for Chris's response. I'm always glad it's proven wrong. This is how we learn. Please provide me with source data that clearly shows the differences between strictly vertical line
traffic and random line movement. This will help me understand the error in my thinking. In the recordings posted on the site, I do not hear much difference from other piano recordings. This is usually a record/playback issue, not a truly representative achievement. Isaac claims that two strings are locked in anti-phase, using his word,
which reduces the vertical movement of the bridge and increases stability. Is that your theory? You can specify that agraffe retains vibration vertically and in one plane. This seems to be superfluous. Do you mean that agraffe keeps the vibration upright and in stages? Thanks again for your response.prout Proud as the strings attached
polarize them in the direction I think they are finally under the influence of bridge pins when they have lost enough energy. Only vertical adjustment avoids this. I think the tuner still has to work... It's an antiphase that I've heard called different names like clutch, maintaining tone, breathing mode (I like that one), an open tone, or an analogy
like a railway. Tuner when chasing this mode, set the second hair thread high, and not create a rhythm, but exit the antiphuse mode, which in itself makes a couple of strings high hair. When tuning, I feel that as the tone pushes to adopt a wanted steady mode. (and knowing the process at work doesn't change much of my practical ways of
doing it, I just can't think of the consequences of it) It's a really good explanation for our core unison process. The most elegant 3 strings form unison then with each side thread set the hair high, then 2 pairs lengthen the tone, while at the end of 2 the outer lines are still vibract in parallel mode, but with less energy loss. This makes the 3
strings impedience low, they are somewhat stiff about the bridge. Agraf seems to have lengthened the tone, a couple of ways stronger than the bridge, the antiph phase is probably achieved soon, and easier for the tuner, it is strong, I noticed that on Paulello grand. By the way, I often say how important it is to tune in at the beginning in
tone, I think as soon as a couple of lines can be pushed in a steady mode they should. (attack setting) When it is late, it is likely a good partial match signal that the strings are in this mode, while a slight difference in steps is noticeable at the fundamental level. As for some years, I start with a left thread with an ETD, then by ear, adjusting
the middle left and then straight to all three... for duplex printing, the first of the ETD on the left. My goal was to get the cleanest, longest possible shutter speed. Since I started using Entropy, I've noticed that the settings generated by laptop/G Track seem to have a more general resonance than setting up an ipad/i436 microphone. I also
tried another hanging microphone that I purchased a few years ago, a USB Apogee microphone designed for an ipad/ iphone, etc. called microphone. It did a good job, and with a different result. It may be that entropy generates differences, not devices, although they recommend using a laptop and a good external microphone, unlike the
built-in iPad / Iphone microphone. Even with all the extraneous noise and false punches I'm now in the strings, especially in the treble section, and the hammers that need to be voiced, the laptop/G Track Entropy still gives me a very clean, resonant and pleasant sound setting. Here are two examples I just recorded last night with a fresh
setup using a laptop/G track combo. Unison were on the hearing, except for most of the 7th Octave up. This time I was really listening to the attack and adjusting to it, and, the best clean support after this attack. It's difficult because of the lot of extraneous noise and false punches I get. Also, this time I only used the grey bar as the final
say, not the inverted V and green bar. That's because I don't get a clean inverted V on many strings. I let EPT listen until the line off was reached, and tried to end up with a grey bar dead center after it reaches the line off. It is worth noting that my piano has the configuration of the Vault Bridge. No. 1 was recorded immediately after setup.
Number 2 next. Microphone combo/G-Track. 1. With you I was born again . Can you read my mind Hi, thanks for chimming in. actually, I usually won't give up, I'm a bulldozer... Could you give some sources regarding research, I am interested in understanding at what point the mode of mass and resonance agraffe affects the tone. I don't
have a CSIRO link to me (I find it ...), but the work was done by Professor Robert Adersen and published around 2005, year, Memory. In addition, the very talented Australian jazz pianist Kevin Hunt is in the trolley completing his Ph.D. in the sound of Stewart's piano, especially (as you might expect) his application to jazz. I'm not sure
when it will come out, but I believe it will be soon (ish). What I'm not sure is that the tone of support is good (as far as agraffe affects the spectra)As I'm sure you (and others) will appreciate, producing piano sound is an extremely complex process involving virtually the entire piano in one way or another. All I can tell you (from experience)
is that the tone is maintained throughout the support, which does not mean a feat I suspect. If there is less depreciation on the bridge; sound may occur earlier, less energy loss can push the metal aspect of the sound; so easy to voice or form it in a musical tone during setup? Sound is never metallic as you put it. To return to some
relevance of the topic here, it is very easy to mistake and mis-voice not only Piano Stewart, but also any piano. It should be noted that unison strings should be slightly adjusted to enhance the phase of differences between strings. There are no two lines of the same vibration pattern. These minor differences are important for maintaining
and the overall complexity of aura work. One of the reasons the piano sound survived is that ™â€¦ and the ear is intrigued by it. While customization programs are useful to the point, there is no doubt that no one can match the human ears in terms of pitch sensitivity. Stewart's 102-note piano will drop to C0, which is 16 Hz below the
human frequency threshold. Similarly, the highest notes approach the inability of the human ear to detect a step at high frequencies. Thus, the ability to detect beats rather than pitch is crucial not only for the extremes of the piano, but also to a lesser extent, but still important throughout the range. Stewart impresses for power and
reliability, finally what I saw in the video you have to hear one live. I haven't heard the record (on CD quality at any pace) that does piano justice. Sincerely Chris thanks for Chris's response. I'm always glad it's proven wrong. This is how we learn. Join the club Please provide me with source data that clearly shows the differences between
strictly vertical line movement and random line movement. Please see my answer above on Olek. There is, as I'm intimate, quoting a bit of recording data about the sound of Stewart's piano, but I'm not at liberty to release it (not that I have it all) for reasons CIC.To it's wrong to quote someone or another, Stewart piano piano, prout, but not
as we know. This upsets many people who have very fixed ideas about how the piano should sound (and watch!) and how it should be played, such ideas are mainly based in the 19th century. The ad appearance of customization programs such as entropy (I use PitchLab for my clavejor) is very useful in many ways and will undoubtedly
be Improve. But once you get to a high piano such as Stewart, you will really exceed their current capabilities. I will undoubtedly be proven wrong at some point in the future, but until then I will continue to have my piano set up and (especially) voiced by the person RegardsChris For some years I start with the left string with the ETD, then
by ear, adjusting the middle to the left and then straight to all three... for duplex printing, the first of the ETD on the left. My goal was to get the cleanest, longest possible shutter speed. Since I started using Entropy, I've noticed that the settings generated by laptop/G Track seem to have a more general resonance than setting up an
ipad/i436 microphone. I also tried another hanging microphone that I purchased a few years ago, a USB Apogee microphone designed for an ipad/ iphone, etc. called microphone. It did a good job, and with a different result. It may be that entropy generates differences, not devices, although they recommend using a laptop and a good
external microphone, unlike the built-in iPad / Iphone microphone. Even with all the extraneous noise and false punches I'm now in the strings, especially in the treble section, and the hammers that need to be voiced, the laptop/G Track Entropy still gives me a very clean, resonant and pleasant sound setting. Here are two examples I just
recorded last night with a fresh setup using a laptop/G track combo. Unison were on the hearing, except for most of the 7th Octave up. This time I was really listening to the attack and adjusting to it, and, the best clean support after this attack. It's difficult because of the lot of extraneous noise and false punches I get. Also, this time I only
used the grey bar as the final say, not the inverted V and green bar. That's because I don't get a clean inverted V on many strings. I let EPT listen until the line off was reached, and tried to end up with a grey bar dead center after it reaches the line off. It is worth noting that my piano has the configuration of the Vault Bridge. No. 1 was
recorded immediately after setup. Number 2 next. Microphone combo/G-Track. 1. With you I was born again . Can you read my mind thanks for the recording2 comments : I'm starting to agree that the lines would like to be changed, some notes sound strangled. You certainly did a good job with the first pair of strings, but because of all the
extraneous noise you focused too much on a clean attack on the third. WHen pianos have zingles or old strings, the best result is obtained by adjusting separately each pair of strings, using the center to link to the step and 2 outer for clutch / We call it but it's like Yamaha piano is set up in general. This makes an increase that well hides
the possible defectsJust give a try, if you want, of course, you tend to have the same opening on each pair, it is less difficult than one think and you will be surprised that when listening to the top 3 together no fixes will be required.Many tuners tune in this way, ever even listening to 3 lines, since you have nothing else to configure in
general. On the piano, use mute sound to find which pairs of lines sound best, and adjust the other to have the same tone. This would be at least an interesting exercise; I hope you will check this out. ALl is better that I do not have a CSIRO link to me (I tried to find it ...), but the work was done by Professor Robert Adersen and published
around 2005, from memory. In addition, the very talented Australian jazz pianist Kevin Hunt is in the trolley completing his Ph.D. in the sound of Stewart's piano, especially (as you might expect) his application to jazz. I'm not sure when it will come out, but I believe it will be soon (ish). Please let us know when this is available, the
dissertation is usually on the line at some point. To return to some relevance of the topic here, it is very easy to mistake and mis-voice not only Piano Stewart, but also any piano. It should be noted that unison strings should be slightly adjusted to enhance the phase of differences between strings. There are no two lines of the same
vibration pattern. These minor differences are important for maintaining and the overall complexity of aura work. One of the reasons the piano sound survived is that ™â€¦ and the ear is intrigued by it. This is refreshing to read Although the setup programs are useful to the point, there is no doubt that no one can match the human ear in
terms of pitch sensitivity. Stewart's 102-note piano will drop to C0, which is 16 Hz below the human frequency threshold. Similarly, the highest notes approach the inability of the human ear to detect a step at high frequencies. Thus, the ability to detect beats rather than pitch is crucial not only for the extremes of the piano, but also to a
lesser extent, but still important throughout the range. Tuning programs have better pitch sensitivity in some frequency ranges, subtle discrimination, but they are slow, I doubt they reflect the pitch pretty soon, with the sound cards of our computers)The ear is more good at evaluating low steps, recreating a step from parts + fundamental,
and recognizing the energy of steps and their evolution over time. I think that even if etd can show us in real time how the envelope develops, the eyes are too slow to relate to information in any useful way. That's what I mean when I say etd slows tuner, you have to see read, analyze , what ears would catch for a long time, so slow down
the processes of the brain (and ear sensitivity will eventually decrease due to lack of training )When I use ETD, I hear where I want a step while I try to respond , but it's the feeling of a fugitive fugitive replaced by working with the display, checking after mathematical expressions, when the string is configured, is a completely different
process for the brain; Therefore, the best use of ETD as a guide is a little far from the eyes, we have to tune in as we want, and the ETD must agree with this (or the best use is to record turns for vertical or school piano configured very often as a link)Most often, although I think it will help for temperament, for example, I stop looking at it
relatively soon as it embarrasses me. Setup with entropy tuner where it is not easy, I tried to get what the software wanted, but had to correct tones and octaves still in the middle of the piano, there is no time to really try to understand why, so in the end the setup was a mixture, and less consistent than purely aural or can be pure
electronic tuning . WIth agrafes is difficult to assess if the langing rack is associated with the mass of agraf, its hardness in any case allow strong energy transfer without moisturizing, as happens with wood. Some tone coloring occurs from there, because the sound board passes as many parts as with a wooden bridge. The bass still feels
a little weird to me – it might just be the sound coming from my computer and speakers... I still need more time to experiment with software on different pianos, especially some complex weights. Thank you for discovering the time to publish your entries! Ron Blacksmith GP, I really love how the middle range and treble your piano sounds
with this setting! The bass still feels a little weird to me – it might just be the sound coming from my computer and speakers... I still need more time to experiment with software on different pianos, especially some complex weights. Thank you for discovering the time to publish your entries! Ron Blacksmith Yes, Grandpa! I'm enjoying your
records, too. Thanks for sharing. Isaac, thanks, and thanks for the unison tuning tips... Try. If I understand you correctly, do you suggest I disable 2 lines, configure the center line with the ETD, and then adjust the listen from left to right or right to the center, depending on which one sounds better with the center line? If that's right, then I
probably should sample the center line with EPT for the final calculation, and then start setting up starting with the center line, as opposed to the left line. I selected the left row for the calculation, then starting from the left row to adjust after the calculation. Yes, I think the strings need to be replaced. Ron, Retasknall. Thank. It was a fun
study of EPT. I agree with Ron... middle range and tremors sound good. Also, when I listen to recordings on laptop speakers, it doesn't sound like with a pair of headphones. Now I use Sennheiser PX 100 IIi, a sports model that I take from myself while traveling. headphones sound much better. However, there are perhaps a few bass
notes that don't seem to fit well. It could also be my bass setting notes by ear... left line to EPT, I then try to smooth the beats for pure sound. What I like about bass in general in this laptop tuning, it adds a very deep resonance sound to the piano. Here is the following entry made after the two above (the same setting) with the laptop / G-
Gtrack installation. A classic piece with lots of quick notesampico piano-rahmaninov played Was I A Bird the record below was made with the iPad and Apogee Mic, whitch was designed specifically for the iPad / iOS system. I hadn't published it before because it wasn't fresh tuning. Bass is different and I think that affects the rest of the
piano. This may just be a different EPT result as well. For me, this is not as resonant as setting up a laptop. However, it sounds good, just different. ipad / Apogee 'Mic' Hi GPS, no, the basis of what I described is that you do not tune in with 3 lines together, only 2.so regardless of the pleasant tone you get with one pair of lines, you juse
adjust the same tone on the other (the average string time one is configured first really) . This is a very common way by some tuners. I said check which sound is better, only from the existing setting as the last. (but there's no reason not to do as you describe, just once you've made the first pair, it's its ext line muted and the other is done,
the same tone in your ear. Sincerely Isaac, thanks for the clarification. Ron, I re-tuned the bass to make sure that my tuning by ear was the best. I made the next section of Isaac using the center string as you suggested, but I didn't have time to do the rest of the piano. I also posted the previous 2 choice on Youtube with this corrected
setting because I didn't have a digital voice recorder connected to the Canon camera. when I first recorded these 2 af samplings a few days ago. The microphone on Canon is not in the same league as a pair of good onboard microphones connected to a digital voice recorder. Can you read my that you were born again it's a Tibet
recording with retrained bass etc. I ran out of space on a Canon video card at the end of a Tibetan video and later turned off the digital recorder before the last chord, however on the .flac file you can hear a little more of this last bass chord as well as some nice sound in the treble. Seven years in Tibet //youtu.be/hJeNDAYSrd8 I
experimented today using a hanging mixer to power mics and fed that into a Tascam digital recorder. Same microphone and microphone positions. As a result, sound is better, perhaps partly due to the better quality of the microphone previous amplifiers in the mixer. Less general distortion and much clearer sound overall. It is also
possible that I did not have the best settings on the digital recorder when I use microphone amplifiers. EPT tuning is not fresh, but a few days ago... you can still hear the difference in quality with a pair of headphones... The More I See You John Arpin file: I would like to know why I see this form of wave when I only set up one line of A4?
When using entropy should I adjust to the left, middle or right wave shape? Is it a sign of lies or do I see a real part? [img] /img] Ian Entropy level meter? I do not understand very well that the display, it shows string impurities, maybe it shows the difference of string spectra against the calculated ideal) I experimented today using a hanging
mixer to power the mixes and fed that into the Tascam digital voice recorder. Same microphone and microphone positions. As a result, sound is better, perhaps partly due to the better quality of the microphone previous amplifiers in the mixer. Less general distortion and much clearer sound overall. It is also possible that I did not have the
best settings on the digital recorder when I use microphone amplifiers. EPT tuning is not fresh, but a few days ago... you can still hear the difference in quality with a pair of headphones... The More I See You John Arpin file: grain is better, I think there's also some grain through the emoticon you tuned and tuning aging a little bit (do you
have piano playing every day?) Isaac, I mean just the top right part of setting up part of the image. I was expecting one peak, not the twin peak you see. I have a lot of lines showing this type of wave, and of course I'm concerned that my 1987 piano might need a rest. I use papst mute sound to adjust the center, but I wonder if, because it's
hard plastic I get sound from muted outers affecting the middle. Maybe I should buy a second rubber dumb and use them instead. The average graph is relevant because it shows fundamental and partial parts. The fundamental spike is much larger, so I didn't expect the shape of the tuning chart to show the cutting edge lower than the
final edge. I know the higher parts can catch up and catch up first, but this is undoubtedly just a show wave forms here are not almost similar amplitudes. The bottom graph is not representative because it has changed with ambient noise and contains historical data markers showing how many notes have been customized compared to
the written question: Can I embed images here instead of using links? Ian Yes, that's what I'm talking about. A few peaks on an inverted V, with only one line, can signal tone defects, but which ones? I think that probably iH flies in steps from what is expected, but I can be wrong. There is a method of merging images from your own disk by
uploading them to a PW server. I did use it once, I don't recall how. Hello everyone! I will try to keep this as short as possible... It was with great excitement that I came across this thread! I brought my new little grand home from the store in March 2015 and it was set up very well - I called it sweet. In the next few months I was tuned in a
few times to 2 different tuners and I was disappointed because it didn't sound sweet anymore. It wasn't particularly out of tune, it just sounded dead. I decided (rightly or wrongly) to try tuning myself. I had no idea that I was getting myself into I decided I needed electronic help, so I looked around and bought a Dirk piano tuner. It seems to
be counting on a reasonable ET, but I can't be sure because my leverage technique is in use, but I won't give up. I keep hearing about the sweet ET Entropy (and listened to a large number of Grand piano recordings). Sounds great! I guess I just wanted to introduce myself, and hopefully you experienced professionals won't mind a bunch
of rookie questions. I downloaded entropy software and recorded all my keys on my piano (only one line). Bass and high treble had very low recording quality. I use a PC version with a Blue Nessie microphone (set to a raw input) on the boom above the piano center (e.g. Grandpianoman). I'm happy to try to tune in with it, but share the
same question as Beemer (Jan). I wasn't sure where to put the note when there was more than one peak. Cheers!PS – I nearly jumped off the bridge that night because I swear most of the notes that I tuned in were by the time I got to the end of the tuning. Work to become one of the leverage and pin and strings &amp; speaking length
&amp; ... Hi Isaac, yes, the piano was played quite a bit after this last setting using your smiley idea on the 2nd section. I also hear less grain in the recorded sound. I think it will be a way of recording going forward. Here are some examples recorded simultaneously with The More I See You, using a phantom power mixer instead of
Tascam, and with different settings on Tascam. Now I have to experiment with different microphone placements and positions, etc. another factor here, I use close microphone techniques. It's almost like head inside the piano. I like to hear the spontaneity of tone. It def shows any problems with piano, settings etc my The heart (with the
help of a suspended mixer) Time For Love (using a suspended mixer) There is a digital glitch of some kind early for the sound file ... I don't know what it was. The video that gets his channel from the mixer to the Tascam digital recorder doesn't have that glitch. What I like about this mixer is getting the same great audio for the video
directly. Time for love videos //app.box.com/s/o69o7tiovxfg1rahmxtttvfsuhormwq0Beemer, I have quite a few of those inverted V notes that are not clean, etc. what I did when this happens is rely solely on the gray bar on the home screen, and try to end up with that exactly in the center when EPT ends up on the off line. Even if I have a
clean V, I still rely on centering the grey bar. JKellner1, welcome. The hardest thing to know if you're using an ETD is how to install a pin so it doesn't move. I would like to search the archives here for this. Another possibility is to ask you to maybe hire one to customize, and ask them to show you. The frequency spectrum should not reflect
a double peak near fundamental if there are no truly two near common frequencies. One explanation: It is possible that ghost peaks come from the exact dividers of higher parts. They are only artifacts of the processing method and should not occur. Since the string is inviolable, these ghostly peak artifacts will be slightly shifted from the
real peak at a lower frequency. If so, the true peak will be slightly lower, I think. I know this because I experienced problems with my own software and had to find ways to program the code and the overall approach, so it wouldn't happen. Haha... Yes, I think the NSL was the last. Hi Isaac, yes, the piano was played quite a bit after this last
setting using your smiley idea on the 2nd section. I also hear less grain in the recorded sound. I think it will be a way of recording going forward. Here are some examples recorded simultaneously with The More I See You, using a phantom power mixer instead of Tascam, and with different settings on Tascam. Now I have to experiment
with different microphone placements and positions, etc. another factor here, I use close microphone techniques. It's almost like putting your head inside the piano. I like to hear the spontaneity of tone. It def shows any problems with piano, settings, etc. my silly heart (with the help of a suspended mixer) Time for love (using an onboard
mixer) There is a digital glitch some early for the sound file ... I don't know what it was. The video that gets his channel from the mixer to the Tascam digital recorder doesn't have that glitch. What I like about this mixer is getting the same great audio for the video directly. //app.box.com/s/o69o7tiovxfg1rahmxtttvfsuhormwq0Beemer, I have
quite a few of those inverted V notes that are not clean, etc. what I did when this happens is rely solely on the gray bar on the home screen, and try to end up with that exactly in the center when EPT ends up on the off line. Even if I have a clean V, I still rely on centering the grey bar. JKellner1, welcome. The hardest thing to know if you're
using an ETD is how to install a pin so it doesn't move. I would like to search the archives here for this. Another possibility is to ask you to maybe hire one to customize, and ask them to show you. Isaac, thanks for the advice on using the bar. It would be nice if the developers allowed us to expand our height. The frequency spectrum of Ian
A should not reflect a double peak near the fundamental, unless indeed and truly two near common frequencies. One explanation: It is possible that ghost peaks come from the exact dividers of higher parts. They are only artifacts of the processing method and should not occur. Since the string is inviolable, these ghostly peak artifacts will
be slightly shifted from the real peak at a lower frequency. If so, the true peak will be slightly lower, I think. I know this because I experienced problems with my own software and had to find ways to program the code and the overall approach, so it wouldn't happen. Chris, I never understood how some particles can have an amplitude more
than its fundamental. Given the question of the local minimum based on the random number generator, I wonder why the software program does not sow a bunch of random numbers and runs a minimization algorithm in several parallel processes on each to achieve the best chance of finding a global minimum. Beecher, welcome... I
agree it would be easier to see! The frequency spectrum should not reflect a double peak near fundamental if there are no truly two near common frequencies. One explanation: It is possible that ghost peaks come from the exact dividers of higher parts. They are only artifacts of the processing method and should not occur. Since the
string is inviolable, these ghostly peak artifacts will be slightly shifted from the real peak at a lower frequency. If so, the true peak will be slightly lower, I think. I know this because I experienced problems with my own software and had to find ways to program the code and the overall approach, so it wouldn't happen. But Chris, V shows
fundamental? Is this the result of a mixture between fundamental and partial? From the EPT guide regarding double/multiple peaks, etc.: Step rejection indicator Â new panel Â in Â top Â rightcornerÂ isâ main indicator setting. Â ItfunctionsÂ essentiallyÂ like mostÂ conventional devices. ÂÂ hasaÂ totalÂ widthÂÂÂ+ / 25Â cents. Â The
main indicatorÂÂÂ is AÂ movingâ rectangleâ€™ toâ bottom line. Â The stringÂ correctlyÂ is configuredÂ as soon asÂ the markerÂ isÂ in theÂ middleÂ window. Â For visual supportâ rectangleÂ changeÂ itsâ€â colorÂ asÂ light ™ fromÂ redÂ overÂ orangeÂ greenÂ andÂ back. AboveÂ rectangleÂ EPTÂ showsâ superpositionÂ withâ
actualÂ parts. ÂÂ The lineÂ isÂ correctly tunedÂ ifÂ this windowÂ showsÂÂ AÂ focusâ€¦ in the middle. Â Contrary, Â multipleÂ spadesÂ indicateÂ aninterferenceÂ or AÂ annomalousÂ inharmonicÂ behaviorÂ rowÂ . Â For example, Â aÂ doubleâ pixelâ signalsÂ signalsÂ that A2Â stringsÂ oscillations CÂ are slightly differentÂ frequencies.
Â MultipleÂ spadesÂ mayalsoÂ beÂ caused byÂ impairmentÂ while recordingÂ orÂ theyÂ may beÂ signatureÂ withâ string of damages. So thanks for being the grandfather that I thought. YES after all that display is kind of ENtropy meter level but what I would like a similar display with numbers scale, something allows you to estimate how
good or how badly the actual tone (or line) relate to what is expected. The spectrum is visible on the lower display, it's still something,If the green display was less jumpy, could we use it with a voice, maybe? What shows the expected tension of the parts would be nice (maybe on the display spectrum)Now that the funding software is
available, finding different uses would be good. At this point I wonder if the results are not too dependent on Mike's sampling and quality, then it is difficult to allow software with beating octaves, too short, often, even if I understand that this can be the result of great damage. For coercing the software to respect the restrictions would be



good; Green display works as a Verituner display, if I understand well taking the available parts to calculate, know which parts are really available when tuning (or just in the file may be) would be useful, our sound cards or equipment can not appreciate too low frequencies, with high iH before break, it can allow those abbreviated octaves
(maybe) may be some parameters of sensitivity green display Yes, I think NSL was the last. So, a long journey, there are many descriptions of the basic methods of learning to manipulate the hammer. You eon the right track say you need to integrate feelings, sensations in leverage (and in the gaming arm / related to the ears as well)
Begenners focus twice too much on steps, frequencies, even punchesFor listening in unison try first plucking, it's a good school, then a game with headphones, so you can hear the attack (if not as it's too loud an ear close at the time of the attack, even when the hand says attention, and the ear gets tired soon can be keeping the closed
mode then.) The ear plug will find out you feel unsatisfied to listen. Plucking refreshes how to listen with a stable pedal (and ear try to avoid turning the pin more than 1 -2 degrees, in fact, try not to rotate the pin, but to displace it (if your piano is under voltage on the field less than 10-20 kg max)This means that you can rotate the upper
part of the pin to 4-5 degrees, but not lower. Once you differentiate the loading pin with the moment and moving the bottom, you are on the right track. Oddly enough, it gives a stronger landing than moving small movements (pulses or impact, and then looking for pin settings. They can also be moved by a foot pin by half a degree if the pin
was at the moment. As RXD said recently, try to tune in with your gaming arm, at least to feel how the density in the lever will change. It works more or less well, but it helps.Tokuyka pin is necessary because it distributes power over a larger perimeter, if not only a small place in the front of the pin hole is put under stress ( and a small part
at the foot of the pin, since the pin acts as a lever under the force of the wire)As you can read in the instructions EPT all the pins are the same = stability. Mark goes a step further, saying that longer the NSL will need more torque, it makes sense mechanically, but I don't know, I have to assume that I take on the leverage, basically, and
very tiny tuning, working at the level of partial grip, you can get just a twist / bowing hair pin, assuming that NSL . speaking length are in a convenient configuration. (pressing the lever is strong enough to raise the smallest coin on one finger, but first the basic configuration must be installed) Respectfully Ileck, thank you so much for taking
the time to give me advice. It seems all I can think of lately tuning leverage technique... So, a long journey, there are many descriptions of the basic methods of learning to manipulate the hammer. You eon the right track say you need to integrate feelings, sensations in leverage (and in the game hand / related to the ears as well)I was a
ballet dancer in front of the pilot, so hopefully I have a certain sensitivity built into me To listen in unison try first plucking, it's a good school and then playing with headphones, so you can hear the attack (if not as it's too loud ear close at the time of the attack, even when the hand says attention and ear fatigue may soon be keeping closed
then.) ear plug will find out you what feels like an unsanitable ear. I'll try it - thank you. Just try to avoid turning more than 1 -2 degrees, in fact try not to rotate the pin, but to displace it (assuming that your piano is under voltage on a field less than 10-20 cts max)This means that you can rotate the top part pin up to 4-5 degrees, but not the
bottom. Once you differentiate the loading pin with the moment and moving the bottom, you are on the right track. My piano is tuned basically within a couple of cents... You mean that to set up a line, you might not even have to actually rotate the pin. Such as. just knock it down by a cent if it's sharp? By the way, it seems my strings end
up sharp when I go back to them. As RXD has said lately, try to tune in with your gaming arm, at least to feel how the density in the lever will change. I try to be as relaxed as I can, shaking my hand at something, and minute, smooth movements. I will continue to work on it (I set up my piano almost daily now), and thanks again for your
post! Sincerely, John John, if you are a pilot, you will understand how to tune in; that seems to be given I don't mean that you don't have a pin turning at some point, but it's like adjusting the valves and not how to make a turn. Hi I found those 2 same pieces place for love, recorded by Granpianoman First with his unison setting moment
(was with 3 strings open, which is hard)Time to love then a late recording after he reassessed the piano, using smiley shapes (from the center of the strings setting 2 separate pairs, so they have the same tone and let them mix together – only 2 strings of tunes at once; Time for love smiley unison recording levels are different, but there is
one type of unison I admit I just posted them in the ET posting discussion. Scherzo is also another example of how setting everyone fits, although setting up a few days after a lot of games. This is the first time in tuning that I used the center line initially with EPT for unison, also did not fix any of the unison for these 2. Welte LX Scherzo
Mendelsohn LX Bird Song palmgreen Olek, My piano is tuned mainly within a couple of cents... By the way, it seems my strings end up sharp when I go back to them. John John I didn't notice that at first, but if so, you're clearly on a good path. If it rises, you leave too much extra tension in the NSL, perhaps too much going up - or moving
the pin bottom too much. to reduce the previous NSL stress, hold the lever more in the direction of the line (is it big is ?) the posture at 15:00 is mechanically perfect,(reduce the pressure on the bed pin, one pull on the wire by 90 degrees), but usually give more twisting on the pin, especially if there are plate bushings.from 13-14;00 the pin
will move faster. Sincerely Here is Ron's temperamental table showing temperament if configured by ENTROPY TUNER. I used the iH value of Tuner Entropy and calculated the stretch. Very Very I would be interested and happy to build any tuner parameters if you have a .csv entropy tuner. Editing: I have to add that I adjusted the
aforementioned temperament a month ago, it sounded awful and I immediately stunned him with a more aesthetically pleasing temperament. I tuned in but did not save the Entropy Tuner settings immediately after publishing the program and it was very nice. Hi Prout, Be Happy... where to find this .csv file? Hi Prout, Be Happy... where to
find this .csv file? In entropy Tuner, after downloading the saved configuration file, select FILE, EXPORT and save the file. It will be saved as .csv file (comma separated file) that I can import directly into Excel.. Thank. I really like the sound you get and would love to see the emulation of the temperaments you used. Cheer, prout Akh ok..
pm'a you wrong file ... will resend. Resented.... this file contains data. Just so everyone knows Entropy Tuner adjusts 2:1 octave (within a few hertz) from C7 up. While the starting point for tuner entropy is mathematically defined ET, the retouching temperament appears to be calculated as a result of minimizing bumps between matching
parts, with preferential weighing to higher amplitude parts. Here is a diagram of Grandpianoman's entropy calculations for his M&amp;A; H BB. Note that this is clearly not ET in that M3s are not progressive. Now it's pretty cool, Prout. Thank.. All deviation cent values are checked. Thin aural tuning works within these limits. 3rds is a small
option, but it can happen when the intervals are prioritized 4/5. To make any judgments on this setting, we need to know how many deviations from the ET ideal are related to practical configuration problems, and how much is associated with the entropy system. I wonder what the plot would look like if the piano were suppressed, and then
reassessed by the same method, and then measured again. To make any judgments on this setting, we need to know how many deviations from the ET ideal are related to practical configuration problems, and how much is associated with the entropy system. I wonder what the plot would look like if the piano were suppressed, and then
reassessed by the same method, and then measured again. Please note that the displayed diagram is a calculated tuner entropy configuration based on only the written values of the iH Entropy Tuner. The piano was already on the field when the iH values were recorded, so there should be no difference in iH. However, there will be
differences in calculations due to the Monte Carlo technique, which is used to minimize entropy. I'm not sure what you mean by practical setup issues. Edit: The chart does not show the settings, but only calculations to provide the steps to configure. Thanks prout, I misunderstood. Olek, My piano is tuned basically within a couple of
cents... By the way, it seems that my strings in the final sharp when I go back to them. Ivan's posture at 15:00 is mechanically ideal (reduce the pressure on the bed pins, pins, pull on the wire by 90 degrees), but usually give more twisting on the pin, especially if there are plate bushings.from 13-14;00 pin will move earlier. Sincerely to
Isaac! My piano - the piano and I use the hammer position between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. - seems to feel right. Most of the time I seem to have to go into the past and the first many times between flat and sharp to get the line perfectly where I need to be. Maybe that's part of the problem. Hopefully as much as I can best I can minimize this. I
will continue to work on it and keep you posted. Thank you for your valuable understanding and thoughts! John.PS – You made my day when you said I was on the right track Here's a temperamental Ron spreadsheet showing the temperament of my piano if tuned to ENTROPY TUNER. I used the iH value of Tuner Entropy and calculated
the stretch. Very interesting. I would be interested and happy to build any tuner parameters if you have a .csv entropy tuner. Editing: I have to add that I adjusted the aforementioned temperament a month ago, it sounded awful and I immediately stunned him with a more aesthetically pleasing temperament. I tuned in but did not save the
Entropy Tuner settings immediately after publishing the program and it was very nice. So, do you say that there is an error in the latest version? Goat posture at 15:00 is mechanically perfect,(reduce the pressure on the bed pin, one pull on the wire by 90 degrees), but usually give more rotation to the pin, especially if there are plate
bushings.from 13-14;00 pin will move earlier. Last... You mean I have to use the tuning lever in the 15:00 position? Here is a table of Ron's temperament showing the temperament of my piano if tuned to ENTROPY TUNER. I used the iH value of Tuner Entropy and calculated the stretch. Very interesting. I would be interested and happy to
build any tuner parameters if you have a .csv entropy tuner. Editing: I have to add that I adjusted the aforementioned temperament a month ago, it sounded awful and I immediately stunned him with a more aesthetically pleasing temperament. I tuned in but did not save the Entropy Tuner settings immediately after publishing the program
and it was very nice. So, do you say that there is an error in the latest version? Goat No. He is doing what he intended to do, given that Monte Carlo's technique for choosing a variation of tuning has no significant bias. I had entropy tuner recalculate using a single recorded set of iH values many times, and the results are quite variable. In
many cases, this led to a 5 percent increase for some notes in the C3-C4 range, while at other times it produced negative values, as you would expect. My gut feeling, based on some studies but not yet substantiated, is that the best (perhaps minimal entropy determined by the creators of Tuner entropy) sound (temperament?) for piano
depends on iH and, for everything, there will be no ET that ends with progressive M3s. Edit: There may be an error. In 201 201 claims that it begins with a 4:2/6:3 A3/A4 compromise with a commensurate segment of inverters between them, and then applies a random variation. Most, if not all, of the calculation results I have seen produce
slower M3 beat speeds in remote keys. It would be interesting to see the results if the starting octave was C3 / C4. posture at 15:00 is mechanically perfect,(reduce the pressure on the bed pin, one pull on the wire by 90 degrees), but usually give more twisting on the pin, especially if there are plate bushings.from 13-14;00 the pin will
move faster. Last... You mean I have to use the tuning lever in the 15:00 position? Sorry we're fully OT here.15:00 I use only to lift, and get maximum speed in NSL.setting pin is done at 13-14:00 Most, if not all, calculation results I have seen produce slower M3 beat speeds in remote keys. Oh horror, the spectrum of the reverse well turns
its ugly head again. * SCNR * Most, if not all, of the calculation results I have seen produce slower M3 beat speeds in remote keys. Oh horror, the spectrum of the reverse well turns its ugly head again. *SCNR* Oh yes. Who knew that minimal entropy for piano would turn out to be RW? Editing: I have to add that I adjusted the
aforementioned temperament a month ago, it sounded awful and I immediately stunned him with a more aesthetically pleasing temperament. I tuned in but did not save the Entropy Tuner settings immediately after publishing the program and it was very nice. So, do you say that there is an error in the latest version? Goat No. The program
should produce good ET tuning and probably did it for a few people. You'll tell you used it for good customization when it came out first, but the current version produces something awful. This indicates that there is an error in this release. Kees Edit: I have to add that I adjusted the aforementioned temperament a month ago, it sounded
awful, and I immediately stunned him with a more aesthetically pleasing temperament. I tuned in but did not save the Entropy Tuner settings immediately after publishing the program and it was very nice. So, do you say that there is an error in the latest version? Goat No. The program should produce good ET tuning and probably did it for
a few people. You'll tell you used it for good customization when it came out first, but the current version produces something awful. This indicates that there is an error in this release. Goats It is possible that my tuning sucked. It sometimes does, and it shouldn't be held against the program. This is said every time I make a recalculation on
the recorded data, it gives significantly different results, as I mentioned in my previous answer to your question above. My other concern (at least in all my software iteration, and in the GPM data it sent me, a pale sample of the two, I understand) is that the program consistently produces wide keys closely related to C, and narrow M3 in
remote keys. (See published charts above.) I measured all my notes and calculated the settings. How do I know what he calculated? When I do export CSV only contains measured IH and frequencies etc. there is a column configured freq., which is all zeros. Goat Goats... browse to the file, and then click Export... Then you should see all
88 measurements and it can be saved as .csv file. Prout. Here are all the settings I saved from my M&amp;amp;a; H BB, all with a laptop and microphone Samson G Track.... The .csv you placed above, which will be #5, with a hanging microphone, the other 4 have a microphone on the pillow that will be heard on the plate. All this is done
with EPT ver 1.1.1. They sound different. Number 5 appeals to me. which I used for most of my EPT records. I tried to .csv with my iPad, but it wouldn't work, which explains the guide. Too bad because there is one of the 3-4 EPT tuning out there that also sounds good. I don't think it matters... all .csv below were made on a MCI Windows
7 laptop. Another old laptop is Winodws 7 Lenovo. 1. . . . . You have already published, it will be interesting to see the differences. I can, if I have time, re-equip the piano with the setting that I like with the iPad. Goats... browse to the file, and then click Export... Then you should see all 88 measurements and it can be saved as .csv file. OK
thanks, it works now. Prout could you run my CSV via spreadsheet? Can you send me an email and I will contribute it in response (see my profile for email address)? Kees You are welcome....... Prout, here's another .csv file using another laptop, the same Samson microphone... again, another result. I have a few other settings saved on
this laptop.... I still prefer another laptop #5. I hope these spreadsheets are easy to generate. Lenovo laptop (hanging microphone) Kees... browse to the file, and then click Export... Then you should see all 88 measurements and it can be saved as .csv file. OK thanks, it works now. Prout could you run my CSV via spreadsheet? Can you
send me an email and I will contribute it in response (see my profile for email address)? Goat Roger, wilko. Tomorrow. Good night, that's it. Please....... Prout, here's another .csv file using another laptop, the same Samson microphone... again, another result. I have a few other settings saved on this laptop.... I still prefer another laptop #5.
I hope these tables are easy to generate. Lenovo laptop (suspended microphone) thanks for the files. I will process them tomorrow. Edit: speadsheets are easy to generate. Looking at the settings generated by this program repeats the changes up to 3 cents average mileage rank. If that really sounds good, it seems ET (probably because
the initial assumption is something like that) with random variations in the steps. I have a strange idea that any uneven temperament, random or even reverse, sounds better than ET (for certain types of music), since it gives a clear color for each step, similar to the human voice. If it is in fact a minimized entropy is not so clear. It seems
easy to find a local valley close to the original guess in the 88-dimensional space of entropy, but perhaps there are so many valleys that it is close to random. Theoretically speaking, global minimal entropy should be obtained when all lines are set to the same step, I think. I believe that not many people, if John Cage's followers find such
tuning satisfactory. Goat Big, look forward to it. Disclaimer for All Of You Entropy Tuners: Be careful to keep your computer cursor outside the Entropy Tuner iH window at any time. The left-click cursor will change the recorded iH value even after saving the file. During setup, some measured frequency values for customized notes seem to
have a large variance (+/- 150 cents) of the recommended setting. I found it on my own piano and in GPM as well. Obviously, we have not set some notes higher than the next note above! Something is wrong about this piece of software. Here are the charts of the entropy entropy of GrandPianoMan. Pay attention to the small trend of
reverse well calculations. In my opinion, this can be fixed by correcting C4 or another step as a link instead of A4. Then we would have a good temperament with an advantage to closely related keys to C. I can be wrong. Here is a graph of the first setup recorded by the program. I don't think that's for sure. Edit: Add iH GPM diagram. Here
are 5 independent iH measurements of BB GPM: Thanks for the charts. Is that what we're setting up with EPT, reverse good? Thanks for the charts. Is that what we're setting up with EPT, reverse good? To a certain extent, as on our BB. M3s don't really disagree with ET, but M3s on B, F#, and C#are usually narrower than C, G, D, and
F.Note that something is wrong with the way Entropy Tuner writes notes that you've set up. This also applies to my piano. Some of the customized notes are recorded as more than halftone sharpening of the calculated note, or the same as an adjacent note. I don't know what causes this anomaly. You can easily see this on CSV output
files. I see... Maybe that partly explains why I get different results from the ipad as well. With the ipad, I tried 2 different mics. The I436 microphone and Apogee Microphone Apogee sounded better to me. Which is somewhat puzzy as to why the EPT setting I settled down sounds as good as it does with these anomalies. Thanks for all this.
This may help developers to finalize it further. You have reported this data software authors? Have you reported these data anomalies to software authors? No, I haven't reported it yet. I am looking for reasons besides software. Here are three graphs of Kiz entropy recording. All three use a single iH entry. Each chart represents an
independent calculation of approximately one hour. One and three are quite similar. There is less reverse well trend, but still narrowing the M3s in many remote clues. Prout regarding the size of cents and bit deviations, and reverse well trends, how much do you think it is related to artifacts of entropy acquisition and processing
methodologies, and how much is this due to the true alignment with the natural resonances of the measured piano? Prout regarding the size of cents and bit deviations, and reverse well trends, how much do you think it is related to artifacts of entropy acquisition and processing methodologies, and how much is this due to the true
alignment with the natural resonances of the measured piano? Hi Chris, I'm going to download the source code tomorrow and will report on my thoughts. Of course, the quality of the initial recorded notes, as reported by Entropy Tuner, can affect the calculations. For example, the missing data below C#7 must have interpolated values
added by the program for each missing iH value. Using A4 as a link concerns me. I would prefer C3 or C4 to better reflect the relationship of calculations with C as a historical reference to most temperaments. The program uses the deterministic preset (mentioned in the manual). I would like to see the exact parameters of this model and
possibly make several changes. I will report on my progress. I doubt that natural resonances and iH from the few pianos for which I have data, everything would be just as similar as the data indicate. I think that's part of the bias of the program. Cheers, prout I looked at the source code of Entropy Tuner, here-in-after called EnT. Very
interesting. Beautifully implemented and complex structure. Here's the precision of the program: The program asks for the type of piano (large or vertical) and the number of notes on the bass bridge. I cannot yet find any calculations or assumptions based on this information, but it can be collected to create a database of results that can
correlate with the collected data. EnT records up to 60 seconds of sound for each note on the piano. The sound is pre-processed by normalizing it, cleaning the spectra of unrelated parts (using a heuristic approach to the preliminary iH assessment and cutting frequencies below 5/6 of the intended first part), turning on the low (subsunic)
shutdown frequency, and forming a power spectrum using a weighted filter A. Using the DFT FFTW3 package passing through the Hanning window, EnT calculates iH for this note. It should be noted that the binding of the recorded amplitudes is not linear, but one cent of the width of the bunker. Image quality (read â€̃accuracyâ€™) of
each iH value is executed and external and missing values interpolated using the surrounding data, and, in the case of C7 upwards, the second part of only the octave below is used to set the value of iH. Frequency estimation is based on the use of the 4th part from A0-G #1, 2nd part from A1-G #2 and 1st part from A2 up. When starting
the entropy calculation, a neurological approach is used. It was noted that if the calculation began with a mathematically perfect ET throughout the compass, regardless of iH, the program could have clung to a false minimal. Programmers installed the A3-A5 as a flat et temperament, and then, using the recorded and calculated iH of the
selected parts (again uristic in the approach), pre-stretched the temperament outwards. The erroneous minimal is eliminated or decreased by limiting the cumulative number of deviations allowed by iterative calculation. Larger deviations are allowed in extremes, reducing to zero with A4. They argue that any errors made by this method will
be eliminated by the Monte Carlo strategy. It should be noted that currently only a change of one percent of iteration is allowed. After the calculation starts, you can use the mouse to change the stretch value. When this is done, the calculation starts with the user-adjusted value included in the initial stretch, from the moment it can be
randomly adjusted to Â±1 cent program. When the user configures, EnT calls a circular buffer of one second to capture the audio data and process it at â€̃real timeâ€™. All in all, a very good program. Moreover, when I try to change the initial parameters of the entropy algorithm in the coming days. Cheer up, prout thank you for doing that
Prout. Your efforts and experience are very much appreciated. I hope programmers are ok with your analysis! If the starting range of the ET A3 to A5 range, which is gradually changing by accumulating data, then I think the processing order may introduce some bias. I wonder if the principle of reverse well occur due to the sequence of
setting the aurals starting on A, and the beginning of the sequence too clean, can also happen with EnT? If so, the transition of C3 to C5 can only aggravate the situation, perhaps. Starting with F# could be better. In any case, I don't think any possible bias should be present at all, and algorithms need to be rebuilt to ensure that. I would
expect that the repetitive temperament pattern should exist for any given piano that may have been modified by mics etc, and the model does not necessarily have to be repeated for different pianos. I am pleased with the concept that natural piano trends to focus on specific parts for different strings can lead to a unique but repetitive Hi
Chris, I hope programmers programmers OK with my analysis as well. It should be noted that the information provided by it is based on my evaluation of the code, has not yet been completed and may not be entirely accurate. I also left a lot of minutiae, which also affects the calculations. I have no idea why the three pianos tested all show
a certain degree of reverse good in calculated tuning. In a few days I will try some variations of the algorithm and see how it affects the results. I would like to set a link to a note other than the A4, but this can be difficult because so much code is based on offsets from A4, which means that constraints and errors are constants rather than
variables. A lot of rewriting would be necessary. I have to fix one thing. The sample recorded note uses the disappear/disappearance technique, not the Hanning window, to analyze FFT. The Gunning window is used to configure FFT analysis.Edit:I think GPM is correct when it thinks the quality of the setting affects the microphone and its
location. Below are three calculations (top line) for one recording, and three calculations (bottom line) for another recording made two months earlier, but with the same microphone/processor located approximately in the same position for recording. Both sets show commonality within a set, but very different results from one set to another.
This seems to mean that there are many factors in the recording process that have a big impact on the final calculation. These include, but are not limited to, ADC microphone and audio quality, background noise, internal signal to noise ratio, signal processing, including compression and limitation of rush amplitude and ADC clipping,
multi-storey echoes with phase shifts received, initial string amplitude, sample length, ounces and recorded temperament setting. Good job prout. I downloaded the source code some time ago, but it looked too difficult to find out. I admire your efforts! Kees Does anyone know the origin and function of this formula? It is used by an
entropical tuner to predict iH at the sound processing stage. Although this does not directly affect final calculations, it can lead to missing parts and inaccurate iH when the program searches for parts in recorded samples. The discrepancy is wide, more than 16 cents flat, for example, on the 6th part of the A4 compared to the Fletcher
formula referenced in Hinrichsen's original work published in 2012. Two things bother me - the first part is referenced, not f0, and obviously the inclusion is not the unity of the divider. Maybe I missed something in programming or math.proutOK, so it looks like the first formula above is used in an iterative process that starts with the
expected iH B, then overlays parts of this waveform and calculates the lowest Rennie entropy by changing B. This is used for frequencies from 26 Hz to 1000 Hz. Above 1000 Hz only the first two parts are used to evaluate iH.Edit: In my initial I stated that the frequency values of FFT were logarithmically associated. This is correct, but
journal binning is done obviously after the initial conversion, which places the amplitude value in linear width ranges. Journal binding is necessary in order to be able to shift the entire spectral content of this note by one cent. I'm impressed with your code analysis.. Do you see a tool for reintroduing the concept of temperament into the
software? (I mean giving some weight to this octave, and expanding it) Also, would it be easy to extend the schedule so that 3 or 4 octaves are taken into account? Sincerely I am impressed with your code analysis.. Do you see a tool for reintroduing the concept of temperament into the software? So. In fact, the code already has a
partition, I just discovered today that is postponed to allow UTs, just adding in the offset from ET. This is not yet implemented. I'm impressed with your code analysis.. Do you see a tool for reintroduing the concept of temperament into the software? So. In fact, the code already has a partition, I just discovered today that is postponed to
allow UTs, just adding in the offset from ET. This is not yet implemented. Is it great, now would it be an option to give more value to the octave temperament? The settings don't sound bad, but there's some inconsistency. I'm impressed with your code analysis.. Do you see a tool for reintroduing the concept of temperament into the
software? So. In fact, the code already has a partition, I just discovered today that is postponed to allow UTs, just adding in the offset from ET. This is not yet implemented. Is it great, now would it be an option to give more value to the octave temperament? The settings don't sound bad, but there's some inconsistency. The temperamental
octave begins as et with very little stretching, and the number of changes allowed to stretch in the octave temperament is very small, so, in a sense, it is given more importance in the fact that the sound of temperament persists, and the rest of the piano adapts to this octave. The original work noted that if the octaves, the fifth and fourth
were given priority, then it destabilized the method. I don't know what that would mean for UT, but if UT in the octave temperament is forced to remain unchanged during iterative calculations, there may be a very nice low entropy in the rest of the piano. So, is there an octave link? You wrote that the initial calculation is on two octave
ranges. What octave is then a reference? I thought the whole scale was used. So, is there an octave link? You wrote that the initial calculation is on two octave ranges. What octave is then a reference? I thought the whole scale was used. Sorry. A3 to A5 is set to ET. I did not find (or perhaps understood) code that would create a small
stretch in this range (4:2\6:3 A3A4 compromise) that is mentioned in the original work, but when looking at the graph stretch simply calculation begins, I see a small stretch in the range A3-A4 (about one cent flat, except A4). Edit: Uses the entire scale for calculations. The usual stretching, like a typical ETD, is first applied to the entire
compass, then the calculation begins and tries to line up the parts. He was one of the first presidents to be associated with Yugoslavia. All parts of all 88 notes are configured to try to align them. Obviously, if all the lines were the same length and size, it would end up setting them all up on the A440 where it starts. Some restrictions must
be built in to prevent this, and this should affect the calculated setting, for better or worse. So, is there an octave link? You wrote that the initial calculation is on two octave ranges. What octave is then a reference? I thought the whole scale was used. Sorry. A3 to A5 is set to ET. I did not find (or perhaps understood) code that would create
a small stretch in this range (4:2\6:3 A3A4 compromise) that is mentioned in the original paper, but looking at the stretching schedule just as the calculation starts, I see a small stretch in the A3-A4 range (about one cent flat except for the A4). Edit: Uses the entire scale for calculations. The usual stretching, like a typical ETD, is first
applied to the entire compass, then the calculation begins and tries to line up the parts. He was one of the first presidents to be associated with Yugoslavia. All parts of all 88 notes are configured to try to align them. Obviously, if all the lines were the same length and size, it would end up setting them all up on the A440 where it starts.
Some restrictions must be built in to prevent this, and this should affect the calculated setting, for better or worse. Hello, I see no reason to add any site to the original build, are you sure of it ? default ETD use iH to create a stretch curve, it seems to me. I may be wrong, but this may be the theoretical advantage of etd to calculate realistic
stretch marks. Sincerely, is there an octave link? You wrote that the initial calculation is on two octave ranges. What octave is then a reference? I thought the whole scale was used. Sorry. A3 to A5 is set to ET. I did not find (or perhaps understood) code that would create a small stretch in this range (4:2\6:3 A3A4 compromise) that is
mentioned in the original paper, but looking at the stretching schedule just as the calculation starts, I see a small stretch in the A3-A4 range (about one cent flat except for the A4). Edit: Uses the entire scale for calculations. The usual stretching, like a typical ETD, is first applied to the entire compass, then the calculation begins and tries to
line up the parts. The fact is that it tries to align parts c # to c along with an attempt to align parts for example, and g. All parts of all 88 notes are configured to try to align them. Obviously, if all the lines were the same length and size, it would end up setting them all up on the A440 where it starts. Some restrictions must be built in to
prevent this, and this should affect the calculated setting, for better or worse. Hello, I see no reason to add any site to the original build, are you sure of it ? default ETD use iH to create a stretch curve, it seems to me. I may be wrong, but this may be the theoretical advantage of etd to calculate realistic stretch marks. Stretching in tuner
entropy is generated based on recorded/calculated iH measurements. This is done to make sure that the program finds the actual parts needed to perform calculations by looking into the predicted area rather than using key knocks, longitudinal modes, or phantom parts for calculation. The program then uses the found actual parts, not the
predicted values, and adjusts all parts of the given note by +/- one cent, calculates Shannon's entropy of the spectrum and decides whether it was better or worse, rejects the calculation if it was worse, and stores it if it was better. I can't think of a better way at the moment for the program to find the best alignment parts. There are probably
at least gradual improvements that can be made to algorithms, especially the preprocessor algorithm. Hello everyone! Entropy tuner is a really interesting thing and idea. I've used another ETD before. In fact I am not satisfied with all the witch ETD I tried (not something rare on the pianoworld forum) In my opinion, the entropy tuner goes a
very interesting way in tuning trebly and bass. However, I feel differently with bass and trebles, but it's much closer to my ears, then another ETD. Here you can hear some of the recordings that me and my wife have made. It's a grand piano. Like any other instrument made in the USSR, it has not a pleasant voice, but a lot of false bit
strings. Not only in the treble, but a lot on bass as well. In any way, after spending a lot of time with him, we made a recording. I used two microphones â€œsennheiser e914â€0404 sound card. Is it really interesting to know what you think? First, it's Brahms. Three intermezzo op.118. Yes, the GP has already given an entry to one of these
intermezzo earlier in this forum. After playing the piano for about 90 minutes, we recorded several popular pieces. One of his â€œTitanicâ€¦ you can find at the link below. Yes, the piano comes out a little out of the melody, but it's easy to hear what it used to be. This is only my third time I've set up a piano. And the first I set up was a 9ft
grand. Brahms //youtu.be/xS0LlI5EsJM here are the entropy diagrams of the GrandPianoMan tuner. Pay attention to the small trend of reverse well calculations. In my opinion, this can be fixed by correcting C4 or another step as a link instead of A4. Then we would be fine to closely related keys with C. I may be wrong. prout, am I
correctly this temperament Entropy tuner found for GPM piano? Here are the charts of the entropy entropy of GrandPianoMan. Pay attention to the small trend of reverse well calculations. In my opinion, this can be fixed by correcting C4 or another step as a link instead of A4. Then we would have a good temperament with an advantage
to closely related keys to C. I can be wrong. prout, am I correctly this temperament Entropy tuner found for GPM piano? Yes, this is one of the tuners of GrandPiano Man's entropy. Here are the charts of the entropy entropy of GrandPianoMan. Pay attention to the small trend of reverse well calculations. In my opinion, this can be fixed by
correcting C4 or another step as a link instead of A4. Then we would have a good temperament with an advantage to closely related keys to C. I can be wrong. prout, am I correctly this temperament Entropy tuner found for GPM piano? Yes, this is one of the tuners of GrandPiano Man's entropy. According to the octave C3-C4 picture
wider, it should be for 18.9 cents!? I don't know how you arrived at 18.9 cents wide for the C3-C4 octave. I don't have numbers in front of me, but I think octaves are close to 4:2, which will be only a few cents wider than the base ET frequencies. Edit: in fact, adding the displacement of net thirds C3/E3/G#3 together gives us(16.0-13.7)+
(13.1-13.7)+(14.0-13.7)=2.0 cents wide. Here are the charts of the entropy entropy of GrandPianoMan. Pay attention to the small trend of reverse well calculations. In my opinion, this can be fixed by correcting C4 or another step as a link instead of A4. Then we would have a good temperament with an advantage to closely related keys to
C. I can be wrong. prout, am I correctly this temperament Entropy tuner found for GPM piano? Yes, this is one of the tuners of GrandPiano Man's entropy. According to the octave C3-C4 picture wider, it should be for 18.9 cents!? This is a very good example of how statistics can tell you everything you want to hear. The chart of the main
thirds of the third GPM record shows the width of the major thirds and their bit rates based on the width of the matching parts, rather than the width of the first parts of the C3-C4 octave 4 cents wide. This is confirmed by the design area -4 at C3 and 0 on C4. The sum of the amount of the amount M3 is not equal to 4 due to the change iH.I
wonder, right? I will rewrite the chart code to show the width of the M3 based on the first part for fun. Personally, I don't care what the width is, as long as they are actually, not just calculated, the width required by the temperament that echoes in the upper parts, not necessarily at the first part. Each. I added a diagram that shows the
estimated widths of the M3, measuring the distance between the first parts. The source chart still displays the width of the M3 calculated directly from the partial data. Note that iH reduces the size of M3s.Here are two GPM-3 diagrams. The first is the first partial data, and the second is the fifth/fourth part of the data. Here's Ron Koval's
latest spreadsheet. I will fix other links as well. I don't know how you arrived at 18.9 cents wide for the C3-C4 octave. I don't have numbers in front of me, but I think octaves are close to 4:2, which will be only a few cents wider than the base ET frequencies. Edit: in fact, adding the displacement of net thirds C3/E3/G#3 together gives
us(16.0-13.7)+(13.1-13.7)+(14.0-13.7)=2.0 cents wide. Oh.. I'm sorry. It was late at night here and I mixed bps with cents. But I have some questions.1) Why are you using IH in the charts? Why not move away from the charts?2) I can't hear fewer punches than zero! There is simply no way to hear fewer beats per second, then
nothing!3)For what purpose do you use the fourth in the chart? Why don't you use the M3, m3 and fifth? And can you write cents with bps for all intervals?4) C3-G3 is clean, but C4-G4 now makes punches; The main thirds of the C3-E3 and C4-E4 are so different that the E3-E4 octave should be so narrowed!5)The third c4-e4 goes
narrower, then octave, before getting closer to a net third, but the fourth c4-f4 is sharper! But again, in a closer position to the net interval. What a strange willingness to be more !!! There is nothing to deal with statistics and what I expect to hear... As you said, you show the graphs as we hear, not as in theory, but for the sadness of these
charts as perhaps only you hear. Because I can't figure out how to translate those numbers into what I hear. But I know what to expect if you're using a desktop chart. Octave should be circulated. You can check the octave with the main thirds or minors, but there is nothing to do with the temperament of the witch octave you can check
only as the intervals of the witch go through all the notes. These intervals are only the fifth or fourth wich the same. There must be a mistake somewhere. Or the way you do charts or before, but somewhere. These numbers have nothing to do with reality, only with statistics or theory. Blows less than zero have been written about before –
this simply refers to intervals that are narrow clean rather than wide. Thus, the fifth can beat at 1 beat per second – but the chart shows using positive or negative or the interval is wide or narrow from the net. Ron Blacksmith I'm not sure how you arrived at 18.9 cents wide for the C3-C4 octave. I don't have numbers in front of me, but I
think octaves are close to 4:2, which will be only a few cents wider than the base ET frequencies. Edit: in fact, adding the displacement of net thirds C3/E3/G#3 together gives us(16.0-13.7)+(13.1-13.7)+(14.0-13.7)=2.0 cents wide. Oh.. I'm sorry. It was late at night here and I mixed bps with cents. But I have some questions.1) Why are you
using IH in the charts? Why not move away from the charts? iH does not actually appear on the Chart. It is used to calculate the rhythm of the matching part.2) I do not hear fewer blows than zero! There is simply no way to hear fewer punches per second, then nothing! You are correct that negative strike rates cannot be heard. Ron Koval
noted above that they represent narrow (with just intonation) intervals. The fifth part should be narrow, the fourth and third wide in ET.3)For what purpose do you use the fourth in the chart? Why don't you use the M3, m3 and fifth? And can you write cents with bps for all intervals? Many tuners like to use the fourth as a test of their
temperament. I could add m3s, but the punches are so fast that they serve little use in establishing the quality of temperament. They are useful as checks, but this is not the goal of these charts. The chart becomes difficult to read with too much data. Please upload my spreadsheet (available in the Temperament table theme). It has all the
rhythm scores and cents for many intervals.4) C3-G3 is clean, but C4-G4 now makes punches; The main thirds of C3-E3 and C4-E4 are so different that the E3-E4 octave should be so narrowed! In the chart you have reviewed, the dimensions of the intervals are determined by the entropic tuner. I only report results. He determined
(perhaps incorrectly) that clean, Beatless Fifth C3-G3 and beating C4-G5 produces lower entropy, which is the goal of the tuner entropy. He's not trying to produce a Flat Temperament.5)The third c4-e4 goes to be a heel, then an octave before a closer position to a clean third, but the fourth c4-f4 is going sharper! But again, in a closer
position to the net interval. What a strange willingness to be more !!! Entropy Tuner tries to reduce the whipping of all intervals on the piano at the same time, which includes the first eight parts of each note, using combinations of two frequencies of 247,456 intervals. That is, it tries to reduce the beating of A0/A#0, as well as A0/C8. On
average, the results seem to produce a pleasant sound. There is nothing to deal with statistics and what I expect to hear... As you said, you show the graphs as we hear, not as in theory, but for the sadness of these charts as perhaps only you hear. Because I can't figure out how to translate those numbers into what I hear. But I know
what to expect if you're using a desktop chart. Octave should be circulated. You can check the octave with the main thirds or minors, but there is nothing to do with the temperament of the witch octave you can check only as the intervals of the witch go through all the notes. These intervals are only the fifth or fourth wich the same. There
must be a mistake somewhere. Or the way you do charts or before, but somewhere. These numbers have nothing to do with reality, only with statistics or theory. The layout of the graphs is similar to those found Rollingball.com, which was requested by Ron Kowal, who experiments with different temperaments. Here is the same chart
using theoretical ET values, not measured Please note that all the width is the same, and that the rhythm indicators are all chromatically progressive. Thanks for your comments and welcome to the piano world! Cheers,prout Here is the same chart using theoretical et values, not measurable values. Note that all interval widths are the
same, and that the rhythm indicators are all chromatically progressive. Thanks for your comments and welcome to the piano world! Cheer up, proutHello prout! Thanks for your answers. I downloaded the Temperament table and there is a lot of information. I have two more questions if you have time to answer.1) How to count the constant
of non-garmony? How do I get these values?2) Now with the ET image above. Take the fifth and fourth one at a time. If the octave is theoretically clean, then the heel and fourth above should have the same bps. But they are not the same on the chart. Third, c-e, e-g#, g#-c on the chart makes a clean octave, but the fifth c3-g and g-c4
make the octave sharper.P.S. Thank you Ron for explaining minus bps. I just didn't understand why they weren't changed to plus. Now I know why. Thank! [quote=prout] Note that all interval widths are the same, and that the rhythm indicators are all chromatically progressive. Thanks for your comments and welcome to the piano world!
Cheer up, proutHello prout! Thanks for your answers. I downloaded the Temperament table and there is a lot of information. I have two more questions if you have time to answer.1) How to count the constant of non-garmony? How do I get those values? There are several ways. The easiest way to download TuneLab Pro. It has a free trial
mode and will allow you to record the notes of your piano, and it will calculate the constant of non-barmonicity for each note. Another way is to record each note in wave format and do FFT file analysis to find partial frequencies and then use regression analysis to calculate iH. It's a lot of time.2) Now with the image ET above. Take the fifth
and fourth one at a time. If the octave is theoretically clean, then the heel and fourth above should have the same bps. But they are not the same on the chart. Third, c-e, e-g#, g#-c on the chart makes the net octave, but the fifth c3-g and g-c4 make the octave clearer. That's why I like comments on my posts. I always think about intervals
starting at one note, so I think of intervals from C3 as C3/E3, C3/F3, and C3/G3. The chart shows this. But you make a very good point. Fourth down and fifth over the note should beat the same. The bit rate for C3G3 and G2C3 should be the same and I don't show it on the chart. It will appear in the diagram, for example, where
C4G5=G3C4. Questions to professional tuners. How should P4 be shown in the chart? I recorded it a few weeks ago but didn't post it on YouTube because it had a few stickers due to an Ampico failure. Rolls are perfect. However, listening to it again, I feel that this is a pretty good example of that entropy do, especially with octaves... This
orchestral reduction really puts the whole piano to work. You'll need a link to watch it because it's not public, just for us PW people until I can fix sticking notes etc. it's a laptop/G Track hanging microphone setting that I feel is the most resonant and best sound so far. American in Paris George Gershwin Part 1 American in Paris George
Gershwin Part 2 1) How to count Constand's uglyness? How do I get those values? There are several ways. The easiest way to download TuneLab Pro. It has a free trial mode and will allow you to record the notes of your piano, and it will calculate the constant of non-barmonicity for each note. Another way is to record each note in wave
format and do FFT file analysis to find partial frequencies and then use regression analysis to calculate iH. It takes a lot of time. Thank you for your answers! They are so huge help for me. But can you say more about how to use regression analysis? I tried to find information and I found many types of regression.... Is the witch needed for
IH? Or some formula in libreophyce exepel? Thank. 1) How to count the non-agarmony of the constant? How do I get those values? There are several ways. The easiest way to download TuneLab Pro. It has a free trial mode and will allow you to record the notes of your piano, and it will calculate the constant of non-barmonicity for each
note. Another way is to record each note in wave format and do FFT file analysis to find partial frequencies and then use regression analysis to calculate iH. It takes a lot of time. Thank you for your answers! They are so huge help for me. But can you say more about how to use regression analysis? I tried to find information and I found
many types of regression.... Is the witch needed for IH? Or some formula in libreophyce exepel? Thank. I use Excel with LINEST. I will send you via PM a spreadsheet that uses LINEST to calculate iH. At the top of this branch should find out the flashing mail symbol. There is no simple formula that can be used to simulate the entire iH
curve quite realistically. There is no simple formula that can be used to simulate the entire iH curve quite realistically. It's a very big deal. What I found works best is the average number of samples from each note, perform a simple regression on higher parts of the data that can be measured very accurately, and using this to calculate the
iH for each note. Then I use a logarithmic shift for each part not included in the regression analysis based on delta calculated partial to actual average. This benefits from adding to the calculation of anomalies in the lower parts of the tenor/bass area where bridge movement has a measurable effect on the lower parts. This ensures the
most calculating for my piano so far. Cheers, Prout Editing: A neat thing about The tuner is that it does not need and does not care about iH in calculating entropy. It uses measured iH only to create a variable bandwidth in which to search for each part. This allows tuner entropy to eliminate false parts and noise from calculations. Thank
you for your answers! They are so huge help for me. But can you say more about how to use regression analysis? I tried to find information and I found many types of regression.... Is the witch needed for IH? Or some formula in libreophyce exepel? Thank. For what it is worth, TuneLab does not use regression to calculate the constant IH.
It uses a median. As many parts are located and measured as accurately as possible. The displacement of these parts from harmonics of arbitrary fundamental (in cents) is calculated. The fundamental reference chosen for this does not matter, since from here we will only use the difference between shifting parts, not individual shifts.
Since another fundamental reference will affect all partial shifts equally, the differences between these shifts will remain unchanged. Between any two parts, you can calculate the constant IH from the difference in their displacements. If the string behaved perfectly, this IH constant would be the same, no matter what pair of parts we use.
But due to the measurement error and the shortcomings in the line, we get slightly different IH numbers for different pairs of parts. We could just average all IH constants over all possible pairs of parts. But it will give a value that will to some extent affect any gross external. Thus, TuneLab finds the median of all these IH candidate
constants and calls this constant IH for the string. Thank you for your answers! They are so huge help for me. But can you say more about how to use regression analysis? I tried to find information and I found many types of regression.... Is the witch needed for IH? Or some formula in libreophyce exepel? Thank. For what it is worth,
TuneLab does not use regression to calculate the constant IH. It uses a median. As many parts are located and measured as accurately as possible. The displacement of these parts from harmonics of arbitrary fundamental (in cents) is calculated. The fundamental reference chosen for this does not matter, since from here we will only use
the difference between shifting parts, not individual shifts. Since another fundamental reference will affect all partial shifts equally, the differences between these shifts will remain unchanged. Between any two parts, you can calculate the constant IH from the difference in their displacements. If the string behaved perfectly, this IH constant
would be the same, no matter what pair of parts we use. But because of the measurement error and the shortcomings in the line, we get slightly different IH numbers for different pairs We could just average all IH constants over all possible pairs of parts. But it will give a value that will to some extent affect any gross external. Thus,
TuneLab finds the median of all these IH candidate constants and calls this constant IH for the string. The nice thing about the median technique is that it can take the odd missing part and still produce a reasonable median value that cannot be easily made of regression, where an unreliable data set is preferred. The ability to calculate iH
with missing data makes it possible to measure in real time using TuneLab. Using regression requires external elements to be removed manually. The resulting iH is essentially the same – in my case, using the same dataset, they both produce results within a few percent of each other – the largest variation, causing about 0.1 Hz changes
in M3 bps in the octave temperament. Good job. Thank you for your answers! They are so huge help for me. But can you say more about how to use regression analysis? I tried to find information and I found many types of regression.... Is the witch needed for IH? Or some formula in libreophyce exepel? Thank. For what it is worth,
TuneLab does not use regression to calculate the constant IH. It uses a median. As many parts are located and measured as accurately as possible. The displacement of these parts from harmonics of arbitrary fundamental (in cents) is calculated. The fundamental reference chosen for this does not matter, since from here we will only use
the difference between shifting parts, not individual shifts. Since another fundamental reference will affect all partial shifts equally, the differences between these shifts will remain unchanged. Between any two parts, you can calculate the constant IH from the difference in their displacements. If the string behaved perfectly, this IH constant
would be the same, no matter what pair of parts we use. But due to the measurement error and the shortcomings in the line, we get slightly different IH numbers for different pairs of parts. We could just average all IH constants over all possible pairs of parts. But it will give a value that will to some extent affect any gross external. Thus,
TuneLab finds the median of all these IH candidate constants and calls this constant IH for the string. Robert, do you think this would give an even more realistic result if parts were chosen and biased for each line according to their relative intensity? Robert, do you think this would give an even more realistic result if parts were chosen and
biased for each line according to their relative intensity? Well, to a certain extent you have to do it because very weak parts can't be accurately measured. Part of each ugly measurement is the assessment of the quality of each part, and strength is one of the factors, but only with the end of amplitude range. Once the partial is strong
enough to be well measured, this step measurement is as reliable as any other partial, which is 10 times strong. More importantly, I think it is to evaluate the quality of each part according to how wide its range peaks. The partial, which has a false impact, will appear as a peak that is slightly wider than usual and has more foothills around
the peak. Such a partial, even if it is very durable, should be rejected, especially if there are a lot of other better parts. For higher notes with only 2 or 3 parts, we will take what we can get. You must have complex algorithms that can estimate the width of peaks and foothills. Between any two parts, you can calculate the constant IH from
the difference in their displacements. If the string behaved perfectly, this IH constant would be the same, no matter what pair of parts we use. But due to the measurement error and the shortcomings in the line, we get slightly different IH numbers for different pairs of parts. We could just average all IH constants over all possible pairs of
parts. But it will give a value that will to some extent affect any gross external. Thus, TuneLab finds the median of all these IH candidate constants and calls this constant IH for the string. Thank you Robert! That's exactly what I was thinking! Dear everyone, thank you for all the comments you posted at the same time that are very
important for the development of the project. Specifically, I would like to thank prout for downloading and analyzing the source code. You got everything right, really cool! This is very encouraging because in the long run we would like to see other people developing their own algorithm options. We will continue to improve the software
documentation to make the code understandable.90% of our work has been transferred to the interface, and the configuration algorithm itself is still in its original form. I think there's still plenty of room for improvement. We share your concerns about discrepancies between different metrics. To improve the situation, we have spent recent
weeks developing a stroboscopic tuning indicator. There will be an update next week. With the updated version, you can switch between the old and new indicator by simply clicking on it. The question of what temperament the program produces is very interesting and like you, we do not know the answer. Motivated by Isaac and Alfredo I
studied recently iH = 0 case. If you are interested, the results are recorded in . It turns out that for perfectly harmonious spectra (iH=0) with low oton wealth, the usual ET is a minimum of entropy. However, as excessive wealth increases, entropy jumps to another minimum corresponding to a slightly stretched ET comparable to CHAS
developed by Alfredo. EPT is likely to produce something similar, but for I see there is a lot of interest in UT's. At the moment we do not know how to implement UTs. My feeling is that we shouldn't do it by engineering around with separate parts. What I mean is rather that each UT must conform to the differently modified entropy
functionality, which is minimal for this UT in the case of iH = 0, as ET in the article above. Then, having found such functionality, the hope is that it can also configure UT in situations where iH&gt;0. This is what we want to see, but it will definitely take some time. Welcome, KiriLascon, I know your country a little, because I spent two years
at the Weizmann Institute in Rehovot.Best wishesHaye Thank Haye for your contribution to this discussion, for your last document, and obviously thank you and Christophe for your gift tuner Entropy.Thank you, as well as Isaac and Alfredo for their contribution to your work. The projected increase in halftone width by 0.052 cents for
minimal entropy certainly emphasizes Afredo's theory for stretched octaves. It would be interesting, as you mentioned in your conclusion, to include iH in the entropy prediction model, as seen from a theoretical point of view, unlike the (highly rated) empirical approach used in Entopy Tuner algorithms. As UTs try to minimize entropy on a



limited set of resins, it may not be possible to calculate the complete entropy of the compass on such a temperament. However, the base halftone stretch, I think, will still be used as a starting point for this UT. For anyone interested in CHAS, Stopper and Cordier Temperaments, using Hayes's latest work, I calculated the stretch interval for
our most insecurable intervals: Temperament. / stretch / M3 / P4 / P5 / P8---12TET0 / 0.000 / 13.7 / 2.0 / -2.0 / 0C.H.A.S. / 0.038 / 13.8 / 2.1 / -1.0 1 7 / 0.46Stoper / 0.103 / 14.1 / 2.5 / -1.2 / 1.26Cordier / 0.279 / 14.8 / 3.4 / 0 / 3.35prout As I see, there is great interest in UT's. At the moment we do not know how to implement UTs. My
feeling is that we shouldn't do it by engineering around with separate parts. What I mean is rather that each UT must conform to the differently modified entropy functionality, which is minimal for this UT in the case of iH = 0, as ET in the article above. Then, having found such functionality, the hope is that it can also configure UT in
situations where iH&gt;0. This is what we want to see, but it will definitely take some time. As UTs try to minimize entropy on a limited set of resins, it may not be possible to calculate the complete entropy of the compass on such a temperament. However, the base halftone stretch, I think, will still be used as a starting point for this UT.
How would the starting point in the UT function search be practical to use octave and triad intervals around the circle of five, including the fourth, and give numerical weight to each key? ET should lead to the same weights. told me that the display is controlled up to 12 parts , which explains why it can be jumpy or show a few peaks due to
a discrepancy in the idea of working on a display such as a stroboscope, check out the nice to see that the developing softwareBTW is the temperament of the octave in the previous computers If you are interested in playing with octave stretch, here is a table for this. The data entry page opens. There is no iH added, although you can
copy the iH values from my piano, which are directly next to the iH input column. Change the octave stretch value currently set to Cordier (0.279 cents per halftones) and check the calculation page and charts.prout Did anyone try the updated version 1.1.3 with this strooscope display? I just installed 1.1.3. The function of the stroboscope
is really very pleasant and makes a very good impression of all the parts. Now I prefer the old indicator, which often either jumps very much or shows a few peaks. With the display of a stroboscope, I can much easier to customize notes very close to their ideal calculated positions on the graph of the scale. Thank... good to know. I noticed
that the strooscope view has not yet been implemented for the iPad / Iphone. This may be down to the fact that Apple takes time to approve the update. I like the new strobe display, it gives a lot of information about many parts and their volume in real time as far as I can tell. This means that you can see the beats at certain partial levels
(the volume goes up and down, which means that the reflection of this part occurs brighter and darker with the rhythm), you can see how the tone changes over time, which parts do what passes over time, and you can also see that some parts go sharper and others go flatter as time passes as the tone wraps around. You can also use it
to configure very still unison very accurately. The only thing I do not understand is this: at what frequency corresponds to the phase / stroboscopy reflection of each partial part? In other words, if the band for the third part rotates to the right, it means that it is too sharp, but too sharp compared to what? It can be compared with the optimal
partial frequency relating to the measured iH for this note. In other words, if the fundamental is in the right place, so will the third partial. On the other hand, it is also comparable to the most important incident(s) of other notes at this frequency, the most noticeable of them being that entropy is minimized according to. Either way, there will
always be a trade-off between different parts and how well they match the incident of the rest of the piano. What I feel, however, is that if I set up the entire strobe display for me as still possible, fundamental is often not as good as all the other parts. In other words, I can choose to make fundamental yet or do all the other parts yet. For
some reason, all the other parts basically seem to follow one by one I can make all of them mostly still on Time. But often there will be no fundamental ones. I don't understand why that is. But now I'm adjusting to maximum combined tuning, not just to be fundamental yet. The display to use the expected parts as a link, right is sharp really
what I feel, however, is that if I customize the entire display strobe to me as still possible, fundamental is often not as good as all the other parts. In other words, I can choose to make fundamental yet or do all the other parts yet. For some reason all the other parts basically seem to follow each other, I can make all of them basically still at
the same time. But often there will be no fundamental ones. I don't understand why that is. But now I'm adjusting to maximum combined tuning, not just to be fundamental yet. I'm very happy to read that this is something I've been doing for a very long time. Now this should mean that the final iH note is not exactly the one calculated/
expected, do you describe well in unison there? What I feel, however, is that if I set up the entire strobe display for me as still possible, fundamental is often not as good as all the other parts. In other words, I can choose to make fundamental yet or do all the other parts yet. For some reason all the other parts basically seem to follow each
other, I can make all of them basically still at the same time. But often there will be no fundamental ones. I don't understand why that is. But now I'm adjusting to maximum combined tuning, not just to be fundamental yet. I haven't downloaded the code yet for the latest version, but I'm thinking about why fundamental not yet when other
parts are that the display uses FFT in real time (DFT really, but we'll let that go at the moment). FFT hoppers (the frequency throughput into which the measured amplitudes are placed) are linear rather than logarithmic. This means that the accuracy of the measurement increases as the frequency increases, so the higher parts bind more
tightly than the fundamental parts, which may have energy covering several or many bunkers. Setting the maximum tuning in the upper parts will result in the most accurate playback of the calculated tuning. Editing: Grammar and spelling. I think it's interesting software. It shows the uglyness of each key. If I understand this correctly, the
expansion of deviation can tell us the condition and quality of the piano. Regarding the use of Entropy Tuner FFTs:Linear communication of the intimacy recorded wave shape of each note is used to directly calculate the iH note, which is then used to predict the location of parts of subsequent tunings, which allows you to identify and
display an automatic note. Binning transforms from linear to logarithmic, using a one-cent bunker size to calculate minimal entropy, as determined by the authors, the entire piano compass at the same time. What am I although, there is that if I set up the entire strobe display for me as still possible, fundamental is often not as good as all
the other parts. In other words, I can choose to make fundamental yet or do all the other parts yet. For some reason all the other parts basically seem to follow each other, I can make all of them basically still at the same time. But often there will be no fundamental ones. I don't understand why that is. But now I'm adjusting to maximum
combined tuning, not just to be fundamental yet. I haven't downloaded the code yet for the latest version, but I'm thinking about why fundamental not yet when other parts are that the display uses FFT in real time (DFT really, but we'll let that go at the moment). FFT hoppers (the frequency throughput into which the measured amplitudes
are placed) are linear rather than logarithmic. This means that the accuracy of the measurement increases as the frequency increases, so the higher parts bind more tightly than the fundamental parts, which may have energy covering several or many bunkers. Setting the maximum tuning in the upper parts will result in the most accurate
playback of the calculated tuning. Editing: Grammar and spelling. Do you say that is the result of the software? In this case, this is some kind of inaccuracy. Then the record suffers from the same flaw? I thought it was just the result of unison setting, grip, breathing mode, which show the discrepancy between fundamental and partial what I
feel, however, is that if I set up the entire display of the stroboscope for me as still possible, fundamental is often not as much as all the other parts. In other words, I can choose to make fundamental yet or do all the other parts yet. For some reason all the other parts basically seem to follow each other, I can make all of them basically still
at the same time. But often there will be no fundamental ones. I don't understand why that is. But now I'm adjusting to maximum combined tuning, not just to be fundamental yet. I haven't downloaded the code yet for the latest version, but I'm thinking about why fundamental not yet when other parts are that the display uses FFT in real
time (DFT really, but we'll let that go at the moment). FFT hoppers (the frequency throughput into which the measured amplitudes are placed) are linear rather than logarithmic. This means that the accuracy of the measurement increases as the frequency increases, so the higher parts bind more tightly than the fundamental parts, which
may have energy covering several or many bunkers. Setting the maximum tuning in the upper parts will result in the most accurate playback of the calculated tuning. Editing: Grammar and spelling. Do you say that is the result of the software? In this case, this is some kind of inaccuracy. Then the record suffers from the same flaw? I
thought it was just the result of unison tuning, grip, breathing which show the discrepancy between fundamental and partial Inaccuracy is the result of two fundamental problems: 1) Accuracy is limited by the length of the sample. A 10-second sample has a base accuracy of 0.1 Hz. This can be improved by post-processing sample.2) The
linear communication technique of transformations means that the lowest frequencies are measured using bunkers, which are large cents compared to the same linear-width bunkers used to measure high frequency parts. Example: Using 2^16 samples in nyquist at 4096 Hz, the hopper width is 0.0625 Hz. At A0, it was up 3.93 cents. The
A5 is up 0.123 cents. This means that the accuracy of the measurement increases as the frequency increases, so the higher parts bind more tightly than the fundamental parts, which may have energy covering several or many bunkers. Setting the maximum tuning in the upper parts will result in the most accurate playback of the
calculated tuning. Prout, does the quality and placement of the microphone have any bearing on your above statement? A better microphone, for example, will pick up the higher part etc that I feel, however, is that if I customize the entire strobe display for me as still possible, fundamental is often not as good as all the other parts. In other
words, I can choose to make fundamental yet or do all the other parts yet. For some reason all the other parts basically seem to follow each other, I can make all of them basically still at the same time. But often there will be no fundamental ones. I don't understand why that is. But now I'm adjusting to maximum combined tuning, not just to
be fundamental yet. I haven't downloaded the code yet for the latest version, but I'm thinking about why fundamental not yet when other parts are that the display uses FFT in real time (DFT really, but we'll let that go at the moment). FFT hoppers (the frequency throughput into which the measured amplitudes are placed) are linear rather
than logarithmic. This means that the accuracy of the measurement increases as the frequency increases, so the higher parts bind more tightly than the fundamental parts, which may have energy covering several or many bunkers. Setting the maximum tuning in the upper parts will result in the most accurate playback of the calculated
tuning. Editing: Grammar and spelling. Do you say that is the result of the software? In this case, this is some kind of inaccuracy. Then the record suffers from the same flaw? I thought that this is just the result of unison tuning, grip, breathing mode, which show the discrepancy between fundamental and partial inaccuracy is the result of
two fundamental problems: 1) Accuracy is limited by the length of the sample. A 10-second sample has a base accuracy of 0.1 Hz. This can be improved by post-processing sample.2) Linear transformation communication technique means that the lowest frequencies are measured using which are large in cents compared to the same
linear width containers used to measure high frequency parts. Example: Using 2^16 samples in nyquist at 4096 Hz, the hopper width is 0.0625 Hz. At A0, it was up 3.93 cents. The A5 is up 0.123 cents. We can't have long samples because the pitch is not as stable as expected (and even more so if we take away unison or twin) I'm very
happy to read this, which is something I believe for a very long time. Now this should mean that the final iH note is not exactly the one that is calculated/expected, for sure. In fact, this way of visualizing the entire note, all its parts and their individual frequencies and volumes over time, really shows a lot of information. And it shows that the
true tone of the piano is complex and changes over time. I have thought about it myself many times: Visualizing the problem in different ways often makes its solution more obvious. ETDs should have many different visual elements of the note over time. I think you could summarize the problem of setting up a temporary problem: Find the
settings with the lowest entropy _over time_. That is, play all the keys simultaneously to hold them for 10 seconds. Find a setting that minimizes entropy. You can summarize it further: Do the above, but 10 times, each time it is louder, from PPP to FFF. Piano tones of real piano behave differently at different dynamics. Of course, then it
would be nice to be able to weigh parts in minimizing entropy. FFF is not as important to me, C2-C6 is more important than low bass and high treble, the first 2 seconds of tone is more important to me than others, octaves and fifth (+- octaves) are more important than ET or progressive intervals, etc. are you well describing unison there?
I'm talking about one line, the other lines are muted. But actually, I set up some unison directly with the stroboscope display as well, it's pretty easy. In addition, unlike the TuneLab phase display, the Entropy strobe display does not confirm the Weinreich effect. With TuneLab it's easy to demonstrate (on my piano). Set up one line yet, set
up another line for more or by ear. The resulting pair is often recorded by tuneLab. In Entropy, the resulting pair or three string unison is not flat, it remains in place. I know different algorithms are playing out here, it's hard to tell if the tone is actually going flat or not. This means that the accuracy of the measurement increases as the
frequency increases, so the higher parts bind more tightly than the fundamental parts, which may have energy covering several or many bunkers. Setting the maximum tuning in the upper parts will result in the most accurate playback of the calculated tuning. Prout, does the quality and placement of the microphone have any bearing on
your above statement? A better microphone, for example, will pick up a higher part etc. most selective microphones, the type found in computers, phones, iPads, phones, etc. have fairly uniform frequency characteristics of approximately 100 Hz - 20 kHz. The area we are interested in ranges from 165Hz to around 4300Hz - well in the
range of the cheapest microphone. Accommodation is a factor. I have to move the microphone many times when I take separate notes to get the descent spectrum for analysis. In general, I try to place a microphone about 10 cm from the strings in the middle of the conversational length. For tuning, it is less critical. All the ETDs I have
researched use an internal signal generator to obtain a rhythm frequency to mate with a partially configured one. As long as a partial can be heard above the background noise, its amplitude does not matter. The computer microphone to configure is just good. What I feel, however, is that if I set up the entire strobe display for me as still
possible, fundamental is often not as good as all the other parts. In other words, I can choose to make fundamental yet or do all the other parts yet. For some reason all the other parts basically seem to follow each other, I can make all of them basically still at the same time. But often there will be no fundamental ones. I don't understand
why that is. But now I'm adjusting to maximum combined tuning, not just to be fundamental yet. I haven't downloaded the code yet for the latest version, but I'm thinking about why fundamental not yet when other parts are that the display uses FFT in real time (DFT really, but we'll let that go at the moment). FFT hoppers (the frequency
throughput into which the measured amplitudes are placed) are linear rather than logarithmic. This means that the accuracy of the measurement increases as the frequency increases, so the higher parts bind more tightly than the fundamental parts, which may have energy covering several or many bunkers. Setting the maximum tuning in
the upper parts will result in the most accurate playback of the calculated tuning. Editing: Grammar and spelling. Do you say that is the result of the software? In this case, this is some kind of inaccuracy. Then the record suffers from the same flaw? I thought that this is just the result of unison tuning, grip, breathing mode, which show the
discrepancy between fundamental and partial inaccuracy is the result of two fundamental problems: 1) Accuracy is limited by the length of the sample. A 10-second sample has a base accuracy of 0.1 Hz. This can be improved by post-processing sample.2) The linear communication technique of transformations means that the lowest
frequencies are measured using bunkers, which are large cents compared to the same linear-width bunkers used to measure high frequency parts. Example: Using 2^16 samples in nyquist at 4096 Hz, the hopper width is 0.0625 Hz. At A0, it was up 3.93 cents. The A5 is up 0.123 cents. We can not have long samples because the step is
not as stable as expected (and even more if we selected unison or double) Oui, that is Most ETDs, including tuner entropy, use small (~1second) rolling samples to adjust partial displays. However, the length of the sample for recording a note for iH calculation purposes can be very. Long tuner Entropy uses up to 10 seconds, tuner Dirks
and Tunelab Pro use smaller samples, but still multple seconds in length. I use very long samples, 30+ seconds in the range of A0 to C4, reducing to 5 seconds on C8. The accuracy of the measurement of the upper parts to some extent is improved with the help of longer samples. This allows better iH calculation. All this, as they say, I
would prefer to have an ETD (and that's what entropy tuner does) using actual measured parts rather than calculated iH to create a customization. The use of this technique includes anomalies in parts due to bridge swinging and other things. The new stroboscope display is very cool !!! This is what tunelab lacked. The interface is very
user-friendly !!! I like the fact that you need very little to click on the buttons. The idea is very interesting! However, I found some inaccuracies that are reflected in this video: (Files Pianoteq - D4 classic BA entry. Files Piano Tuner Entropy - D4 classic recording BA piano tuner entropy )When the note sounds strobe display fixed but the
display shows the tuning curve overstatement. Conversely, the display of the stroboscope shows low, and the display of the adjustment curve is normal. Who to believe? I used pianoteq for testing. Thank you for the Russian localization. (there is an error in translation: not Ð3/4Ññ'ÐžÐ1/2Ð3/4Ð3/4Ð²Ð ̧Ñññ'Ñ Ð²ñ‹Ñ‡Ð ‡Ð ‡ ̧Ññ'Ðð1/2Ð ̧ñ -
Ð3/4ññ'ð1/2ð3/4Ð²ð ̧ñ'œ))) I also have a problem with the new stroboscope. In the video below the new Yamaha U1 vertically, you can see the discrepancy. A#O shows flat on the initial display and graphics, but when switching to a new stroboscope display it shows that it is configured, but the graph still shows a flat way.... which one to
follow. According to the instructions, the bottom panel is off,the microphone is on the floor relatively close to the strings, and using my laptop this time. The microphone I use is the new Samson Meteor Mic USB Studio microphone.. it is small and easy to use, and came with a long USB cord, so that the laptop can stay on top vertically with
the microphone on the floor. GPM ,Thanks for pointing out this problem. I felt the same way. What I ended up doing was use my ear to choose whether to tune in to a stroboscope or display. There were also a few notes that I disagreed with based on both displays, so I tweaked it the way I preferred. The result was a very beautifully tuned
piano. However, I notice that there seems to be much less inconsistencies with the big pianos. It seems shorter than the piano that have this problem. I'm going to look at the new code today. Maybe I can find out this question. OT, one thing I notice with a number of ETDs is that the sampling you use and the speed it thinks you are using
should be the same – that is, if you sample by 48 kHz and it thinks you are sampling at 44.1 kHz, it will think that you are setting A #4 when in fact you want to configure A4. It happens to me all the time. I use a suspended ADC running at 48kHz to record, but for daily listening on my laptop it uses an internal sound card which by default is
44.1kHz I can't find anything in the new source code on the cursor look. The software automatically detects and uses the Sampling rate of the ADC used. (Default is 44.1 kHz.) No user action is required. I also noticed a problem described where the stroboscope sometimes disagrees with two other types of displays. It seems that this
happens most often in the lowest and highest two octaves, if this can help in debugging at all. I don't have time to look at the code at the moment. You are welcome Ed.... hope they can fix it as I like the strobe display. Glad I'm not the only one. I have already tried EPT with my ipad on another new U1 that had only 1 setting... Ipad doesn't
have a new stroboscope display yet...... it turned out very nice. My tuner friend thought the bass was a bit flat, and there were a few p5s at the bass tenor break that weren't quite right. Besides, he liked what he heard.... it is tuned by ear by the way. [spoiler] I haven't tried phase display yet. I just read the guide and viewed a couple of
displays posted here. This seems odd for the reflection phase. This display appears from the description of the manual and from the published videos to combine the recorded (and adjusted) tone shapes for a given note with live sound from the same piano. This ensures a stable obstacle scheme. I think that if you take entropy tuner
calculated tuning, phase display is OK, but not required, although it provides a nice look at the relative intensive parts. The most useful phase display for the aural/ETD hybrid tuner will be the one that shows the phase differences between the parts relative to some fixed link. This would allow the tuner to adjust on the fly the necessary
compromise between the octaves 6:3/4:2, for example. Ok, I tried the strobe display and it works like a regular display. The published displays seemed to show very stable partial structures. I managed to get different parts of the move while the others stayed in place. Should work well for customization. Yes, it is more common in low
notes. Today I created the Red October window with a stroboscope. This is a complex task that is difficult to customize because the string chorus of disharmony is very different. As well as large jumps in disharmony across the range. The result was a very good system. Soft and barking .. More poser (bad tools) -Top notes sometimes give
two peaks of the spectrum on the screen, and the screen strooscope then goes crazy .. (strobiscope effect LSD25 )))) Yes, it is more common in low notes. Today I created the Red October window with a stroboscope. This is a difficult task that is difficult since the string chorus of disharmony is very different. As well as large jumps in
disharmony across the range. Result Result very good system. Soft and barking .. More poser (bad tools) -Top notes sometimes give two peaks of the spectrum on the screen, and the screen strooscope then goes crazy .. (strobiscope effect LSD25 )))) Notes from the C6 up could lead to two peaks in the second half. The first peak is the
harmonica of the first part, and the second vertex is the second partial. They can be equally noisy. My piano has several notes that produce much louder harmonics than partial ones. Prout,Any ideas or guesses of how harmonics are physically generated in your piano? It can't be strings... [Edit: Can it?] Prout,Any ideas or guesses of how
harmonics are physically generated in your piano? It can't be strings... [Edit: Can it?] quadratic frequencies induced by a bridge vibrating back and forth, any ideas or guesses about how harmonics are physically generated in your piano? It can't be strings... [Edit: Can it?] I don't know, and I don't understand Isaac's answer. I checked last
night a few of my old recordings of individual notes on my piano and found a number of harmonics. What is really interesting, some of them are measured as harmonious with an accuracy of up to five significant digits, and all the other four, that is, tenths of Hz and the nearest Hz for frequencies in the 2000Hz band. look for quadratic
modes on the network, these are harmonic frequencies (they are played in pianotek software)Pianoteq developer wrote to me that they begin on the first level of octave and double octave, but subsequent readings seem to be only double octave; Pure frequencies without iH There may be an initial quadratic frequency can generate an
octave below too, I believe that: look for quadratic modes on the network, these are harmonic frequencies (they are played in pianotek software)Pianoteq developer wrote to me that they begin on the first level of octave and double octave, but subsequent readings seem to be only double octaves; Net frequencies without iH There may be
an initial quadratic frequency can generate an octave below tooThin believe that: for Isaac link. I will read the article. I read the newspaper. It sets two things: The frequency of the longitudinal wave is the sum or difference of two transverse waves. It also establishes a quadratic bond of the longitudinal wave amplitude with the transverse
displacement of the string. Unfortunately, this does not explain the harmonious generation in the percussive string. If the theory of work is correct, the first and second parts (usually the strongest) strings in the high treble will create longitudinal waves at about half the frequency of the first part (I observed it), and the other about three times
the size of the first part (also observed). This does not explain the presence of a truly harmonious node very to the second part. I wonder if on my piano there is some strong binding effect with the NSL rear aliquot as well as the front NSL, both of which are tuned to the first part in this part of the piano compass? seems to be something
different from the quadratic effect, where the length of the string is embodied in the movement of the bridge vibrations.which create frequencies that do not yet affect iHnot, but .. jos/pasp/Nonlinear_Piano_Strings.htmlFrom Pianoteq: Increasing length reduces the number of natural harmonic subtexts in notes, while reducing them, but the
difference in sound is thin. At an even more subconscious level, the Quadratic slider apparently affects the nonlinean harmonic reaction of hard blows, whatever it is. Under normal game conditions, it is very difficult to distinguish the effect of any of the above tonal variations, but I found that I can hear them at work most vividly on loud,
repetitive, single bass notes. On some pianos you can chase a hidden tone, playing quite firmly, on the edge of saturation. Ther eis is a clear change of spectra above a certain level and with a certain touch, not all the pianos allow for this passing thought, does the line matter in all this, once it has set the bridge in motion at a fundamental
level? If the bridge then vibrats on the harmonica for some reason will not just drive the sound card? To add to my post above regarding the EPT strobe anomaly, here's the same U1 Yamaha vertically... A# 0 is now set to display, the graph agrees, but when switching to a stroboscope shows sharpness. Just noticed Hz ... both species
were adopted simultaneously. The difference in Hz ... 28.7 Hz on this vid... another vid shows 28.4. Do you really think that such a low note is representative? I understand the glitch, but find the display very stable Passing thought, does the line matter in all this once it has installed the bridge in motion on the fundamental? If the bridge
then vibrats on the harmonica for some reason will not just drive the sound card? I don't know about sound card behavior other than what I read, but you can have a point. All materials demonstrate several vibration modes. It is possible that the string excites the bridge / sound board at a fundamental level, which then generates
harmonious modes. I just checked the notes from A #5 to F7 on my piano. All but two notes (C6 and F #6) produced harmonics that ranged from 7db quieter than related partial to 13db louder than related parts. A#5 produced harmonics in both the second and third partial locations. One of the problems setting the C7 up is that a few
Beatles notes only have harmony on the octave if set to 2:1, but sound very flat relative to the halftones above and below. I gave away attempts to produce a Beatles octave on these notes and adjusted sharp to fit the width of the halftones (by ear). Hi Isaac, not sure if it does so much pointing to this. I agree, it's stable. When I saw this
anomaly, I didn't continue tuning. Want to see if there will be a fix, or if there is no one which display to follow? Hi Isaac, not sure if it does so much ddjust pointing to it. I agree, it's stable. When I saw this anomaly, I didn't continue tuning. Want to see if there will be a fix, or if there is no one which display to follow? If you want, send me a
file a couple of notes that show a mismatch and I will analyze the frequencies configured. Today I created a new Yamaha piano. I trusted the phase display and the quality was better than my tunelab installation. The installation was very similar to the work of a very good tuner. Compared to configuring tunelab is easier and faster. I liked
the melody in unison. We immediately see the difference in the kindness of the choir and the strings it is easy to cope with. The phase display on the top notes is very sensitive and can achieve incredible accuracy, but sometimes the bands work so fast that it is unclear in which direction to turn the peg. (may need to add overstatement,
understatement) There is interesting information Circular harmonic system ( ) It says that the beats occur in the sounds should be harmonious. I thought that when calculating piano tuning, can you add the Golden Section formula? A special ratio that occurs using the following formula is 1:âˆš5, 1:(âˆš5-1), 1:âˆš2, (âˆš5-1):2 .... Are there
punches between punches? Mathematics is a great art! (translated from Russian — google translate) Wonderful... How can I do this? Prout, here'.csv for this new Yamaha U1 if it helps. Not yet set up piano. Just record a few notes just as you've recorded piano rolls. No video, just sound. A few notes 10 seconds long would be good,
muted if necessary. A #0, C1 and another that shows the problem. I might try to analyze A#0 with the video, but it won't be that accurate. When writing notes, also check them with the entropy tuner and record the results from both displays. Thank. Wonderful... will give you something to try. Yes, it is more common in low notes. Today I
created the Red October window with a stroboscope. This is a complex task that is difficult to customize because the string chorus of disharmony is very different. As well as large jumps in disharmony across the range. The result was a very good system. Soft and barking .. More poser (bad tools) -Top notes sometimes give two peaks of
the spectrum on the screen, and the screen strooscope then goes crazy .. (strobiscope effect LSD25 )))) Notes from the C6 up could lead to two peaks in the second half. The first peak is the harmonica of the first part, and the second vertex is the second partial. They can be equally noisy. My piano has several notes that produce much
louder harmonics than partial ones. Peaks on true harmonic frequencies do not necessarily represent anything from the or even even All you need is some nonlineanity in the signal and harmonics are synthesized through the resulting distortion. This nonlineanity can come from anywhere. This may be distortion in the audio electronics
associated with the microphone. This can be a nonlinean reaction of a buzzing paperclip on a sound board, or a loose screw in a music stand. Compared to the very weak 2nd part of some very high notes of treblu, this harmonic distortion can be even stronger than the partial, generated by normal non-harmony. Yes, it is more common in
low notes. Today I created the Red October window with a stroboscope. This is a complex task that is difficult to customize because the string chorus of disharmony is very different. As well as large jumps in disharmony across the range. The result was a very good system. Soft and barking .. More poser (bad tools) -Top notes sometimes
give two peaks of the spectrum on the screen, and the screen strooscope then goes crazy .. (strobiscope effect LSD25 )))) Notes from the C6 up could lead to two peaks in the second half. The first peak is the harmonica of the first part, and the second vertex is the second partial. They can be equally noisy. My piano has several notes
that produce much louder harmonics than partial ones. Peaks at true harmonic frequencies do not necessarily represent anything from the very line or even the sound card. All you need is some nonlineanity in the signal and harmonics are synthesized through the resulting distortion. This nonlineanity can come from anywhere. This may
be distortion in the audio electronics associated with the microphone. This can be a nonlinean reaction of a buzzing paperclip on a sound board, or a loose screw in a music stand. Compared to the very weak 2nd part of some very high notes of treblu, this harmonic distortion can be even stronger than the partial, generated by normal non-
harmony. Thanks to Robert for your thoughts on this. One stringed second partial/harmonious group in the C6-C7 range on my piano is usually 30-40db lower than the first. Dear forum, we have received feedback on the discrepancies between the stroboscope and other indicators. We confirm these observations, but have not yet
understood the reason for these deviations. Thank you for investigating this item so thoroughly. Here the training period began so that we do not have enough time, but we will decide on this problem as soon as possible. My first feeling would be that the stroboscope is probably more reliable because it doesn't use any complex math. The
peak indicator, on the other hand, uses fourier's complex reverse conversion, which projects all partials back to the main peak. Best regards, Hey Hey, that's my gut feeling too. I tuned in last time, using only a stroscope display, aiming for maximum tuning, and the resulting tuning is great. I downloaded the last Entropy for Windows
yesterday (it says only Windows 7.8 and does not mention 10?). He insisted installation in another unlike previous updates) I have not seen any new information in the background and was embarrassed by the dazzling window that replaced the usual one. I thought the program was faulty until something made me touch the screen when it
returned to normal display. Is there a document that describes the new object? Does any of you see Entropy so the bar goes crazy, although there is no microphone input (but it is connected)? I use a capacitor microphone and record at 48 kHz just like my laptop cardbus card use. The system does not use any automatic amplification, but
the soundbar on entropy sometimes jumps full low to full high again only the quiet surrounding sound. In the end it settles, although there is some form of restriction set as I see low and high markers moving. Finally, what is the horizontal blue wavy graph line I see during the setup process? Hi Ian Hey, Thanks for the update information. In
U1 tuning, this time with my laptop, I found the same anomaly, the stroboscope does not agree with the original display. As a result, I switched to the original display after adjusting the bass notes. and some of the first wound strings, finished the piano, and the end result was not ideal. I suspect that at this time it is better to either use the
original display or display of the stroboscope, rather than switch between them during tuning. or, as you suggested, use only stroboscopy. Hi Beemer,I think the latest guide explains the new display of the stroboscope. I don't know why the stroboscope is active without the sound of a piano string. You can switch between both displays by
clicking the display. Yes, the volume bar is constantly adjustable/changing depending on the input/volume of the line. Not sure about the blue line ... I see the purple line though. Hi Beemer,I think the latest guide explains the new display of the stroboscope. I don't know why the stroboscope is active without the sound of a piano string. You
can switch between both displays by clicking the display. Yes, the volume bar is constantly adjustable/changing depending on the input/volume of the line. Not sure about the blue line ... I see the purple line though. Thanks, now I have a new guide, so everything is clear. The line I saw was really purple and now I realise it was an over-the-
top line. Yang I use echo indigo io sound card installed on 48 kHz sampling and it uses ASIO2 drivers. The problem I have is when I try to use the headphone output to listen to the tones of Entropy when recording. The sounds I hear are terribly distorted and sound different from any notes. The way out of this sound card is always first-
class, since I use it with Pianoteq.Can this be a problem of the entropy synthesizer? The problem existed with Windows 7 Pro 64 bit and again since I upgraded to Windows 10 Because of this problem I was unable to use what should be a good test object. Ian I use Echo Indigo IO sound card installed on 48 sampling and it uses ASIO2
drivers. The problem I have when I try to use the headphone output to listen to listen tones during recording. The sounds I hear are terribly distorted and sound different from any notes. The way out of this sound card is always first-class, since I use it with Pianoteq.Can this be a problem of the entropy synthesizer? The problem existed
with Windows 7 Pro 64 bit and again since I upgraded to Windows 10 Because of this problem I was unable to use what should be a good test object. Ian I had the same problem for months on my sound card laptop. It has always been distorted when playing through laptop internal speakers, but good at playing through my external DAC,
and it was on all forms of music files. I learned that it was just that the settings on a particular application and the settings on the sound card were not the same. As soon as I made them be the same, the problem disappeared. You need to go into the settings and force ('apply', which then saves the changes) the sampling rate and bit
depth, for example, 48 kHz at 2 ^24 bits. Entropy Tuner defaults to 44.1 kHz, but looks at the sound card settings and changes its settings to match. At least that's what the source code says, but you have the option in Entropy Tuner to set the values in Settings, Input and Output. Prout, I checked all the settings before and they were the
same as you state. I know that later Windows version of the resolution follows the sound card and the application should follow the sound card too. All this suggests that ASIO is being used. The same sound card provides high quality output to my mixer/ amplifier for all other applications, so I know it has no problem. I don't know how to
investigate the entropy synthesizer. I will try to change to 16bit and 44.1kHz and see if this improves the output of entropy. Does anyone use exclusively an EPT stroboscope? If so, what are your impressions about the quality of tuning? I experimented and found that the wrong phase display on the bass. Below G2 can sound from the
melody. I researched the mode to restore the recorded frequencies. It was found that the phase display cheats in bass notes. In middle and uppercase, the error can be ~ 1 - listen. Bad thirds? I don't know.. Thanks Alex for seeming to follow what I found when I tried to tune in with the display of a stroboscope the other day when I posted 2
video discrepancies. I started with a strobe display because of the wound of the bass string, however, when I played chords etc with those customized notes, they didn't sound right. By playning my files with EPT and the original display, here's a pretty good example of what EPT can do with my Windows laptop, a hanging microphone and
infinity calibration. This is the same setting I settled on from previous EPT files I wrote that I feel gives one of the best examples of what EPT can do. It is a semi-classical work, accumulated and written for piano in 1973, from the famous concert by Richard Addinsell. It largely uses a full keyboard. This may be strobe display partial
numbers? .. For anyone interested in sounding at a higher resolution, here's the original Warsaw Concerto .wav file using a mackie VLZ3 pre-feed in Tascam DR60 D, which in turn records a separate .wav file in addition to feeding this vid cam Canon stereo signal. The sound quality from Canon is good, but not as good as the original .wav
file. Vimeo has a slightly better sound, but the best is the native .wav, especially with headphones or a good speaker system. This original file .wav directly from tascam 60D, passing cannon Vid Cam. Warsaw concerto EPT laptop tuning, original file .wav: Warsaw concerto EPT laptop settings Congratulations for your unison, you got a
point for sure. I suggest, however, that you check out finally octavesG4 G5 beats , like some others, you can check them out on the aural, it's really no more complicated than setting up unisonSOund quality in wav very well thanks Isaac. Yes, I heard beatings in the G4-G5 and others. I had to fix them before recording the piece. Trying to
create a broadcast of tuning, you really need to go through the entire piano in front of your hand. For me, it's not a problem to fix them. Next time! Here is a good example of what Entropy can do with jazz work. He played one of the great jazz pianists of our time. Using a laptop / G-Track microphone. Source file .wav High Res: THANK
YOU Isaac. Yes, I heard beatings in the G4-G5 and others. I had to fix them before recording the piece. Trying to create a broadcast of tuning, you really need to go through the entire piano in front of your hand. For me, it's not a problem to fix them. Next time! It's a brave thing to post your settings online! A few years ago, a presentation at
a meeting of the local music teachers association emphasized the value of recording students. Recordings can dispel many illusions! When I made an effort to record tuning, I was surprised by the change in perception of my own work. It's easy to think we're doing a great job when no one is watching! This is a great exercise that every
professional has to do sometimes. I follow this thread off and on. I'm not so into the fine details of math tuning, but I'm certainly in the subtle details of what can be heard. At this stage, how would you describe the results of the entropy tuner compared to the traditional aurical setting? For example, I would describe my own tuning as a fairly
strict even temperament within a dense octave of 4:2 in the average range narrowing to a perfect 12 in the 5th octave and tapering to a net 2:1 in the very upper half of the octave. I try to achieve a 6:3 setting on the bass guitar as soon as the piano will narrow to a slightly wide 6:3 in the lowest half of the octave. Is there a for a preset style
that creates entropy? Hi Ryan, Def brave, what needs to be done. Since I'm not a professional tuner, and use only the ETD to customize, I'm not on the nomenclature you mention: the 4:2 octave in the average range narrows to a perfect 12ths in the 5th octave and narrowing to a net 2:1 in the very top half of the octave. I try to achieve a
6:3 setting on the bass guitar as soon as the piano will narrow to a slightly wide 6:3 in the lowest half of the octave. I'm not sure what Entropy is exposing... mentioned earlier in this topic that it was a form of ET... Perhaps Prout can talk about it. The main goal is to find a setting that is as consonant as possible when all keys are played at
once! Hi Ryan, Ian is right. Basically, the entropy of the tuner records and analyzes the actual partial structure of all keys. Then he tries to align all the parts while simultaneously sounding. This is certainly not possible, so Entropy Tuner is trying to find the nearest alignment. The result is not 12TET, but, of course, on the piano 12TET is
impossible, due to non-ganism. This is similar, however, to the usual attempt to configure 12TET. Mathematically, there are many possible local minimal entropies for an idealized 88 stringed instrument without non-harmonization – for example, all 88 notes are set to the same frequency, or all randomly configured for the kissing harmonica
of some random (say, A4=440Hz) fundamental ones. Each calculation from the recorded data set gives a slightly different tuning thanks to the style of the Monte Carlo algorithm. Hope this helps explain it a bit. Edit: I have to correct the statement above. 12TET is possible on a piano based solely on the first partial width of the interval. It
sounds like s**t! Recorded tuning using Entropy / Laptop / G-Trac microphone ... show what Entropy can do with a simple melody. The original high-resolution file .wav: Leo Delibes Entropy settings sound very nice. Thanks for the entries. I'd be interested to hear chromatic thrids, 10ths, and 17ths to get a sense of how stretched it feels.
Welcome prout. EPT produces a very nice sound setting. I enjoyed studying entropy, as well as for other platforms, EBVT III, RCT, Stopper, Verituner and Tunelab. Ryan, I won't be able to do this for a while because I'm busy working, however, here's a choice that was recorded immediately after freshly setting up EPT using my G-Track
laptop/microphone. A Time For Love john original file .wav: Dear All, after a long search, we finally discovered the cause of the discrepancies between the stroboscope and other indicators on the bass. The difficulty was that this discrepancy appears only on the bass bridge, but in this part of the software nothing that distinguishes bass
and treble bridge. The solution is as follows: In CRT, we determine frequency (the one displayed numerically) by a two-dimensional fitting of a regular non-obieth formula f_n = n f1 * sqrt(1+B n^2)/(1+B)) for two parameters f1 and B. We did this to avoid problems with bass strings where fundamentals are almost lacking. The formula works
great for pure cylindrical steel strings (and it should be because it was bred for this occasion), but it's surprising that it doesn't seem to succeed for copper-wrapped bass strings: The upper parts of the fit are still perfect, but f1 as well as f2 is not mitch with fit, they are systematically lower. In addition to this, the person has a kind of random
discrepancies on both sides that come from the final window of time, as correctly stated prout. In the strobe, we mistakenly took the fit value instead of the actual f1 as a reference to frequency. This can be easily fixed in only one line. Since I am still at a conference in Korea we plan to publish an update next week when I return home.
However, the question of why copper-wrapped strings behave differently remains an open question for me. It was also reported that three users reported damaged sound created by the synthesizer. We were unable to reproduce this behavior, but we have identified a possible error in the code that will also be fixed. Thank you for
identifying the rejection of the stroboscope. You are looking at the details and it is extremely valuable for software development. Best wishes to all of youHay Hey, Thanks for the update. I'm going to tweak my Yamaha C5 friends next week, and look forward to using an improved stroboscope display. He's a good pianist, so I hope to record
an iPad from tuning. After going through my first settings with EPT, I came across this Ampico piano roll. There are some good sounds here, and in the end there are good octaves in the treble. Amfico Classical Piano Roll, EPT, Laptop/G-Track Microphone... Sorry, I don't know the names. Original .wav file directly from Tascam DR-60 .....
no processing etc Interesting, in the first piece, one section sounds like music from this animated movie Christmas Snowman. Here's another jazz piece, it was recorded much later than the aforementioned ampico roll, and immediately after the jazz work Who Can I Turn To above... central configuration bar ..... This man is back all over
the keyboard. Not perfect unison, you can never less hear what EPT does with jazz. The person I love Gershwin on the LX Original .wav file, right from the Tascam DR-60, without processing, etc. This entry was made quite early when I first started using EPT, almost immediately after I set up the piano. There is no video to do this. It will
be interesting to hear the differences with the new strobe display, although in any case it will sound different, since I will use new calculations than the one used for this work. EPT, laptop / G-track microphone La And Rose на LX LX Here's a gem piece that I missed posting. Tuned to entropy. It was transcriptional from the piano role, and
played on LX. it looks like Entropy has just had an update. They probably recorded a stroboscopy. I'm going to be setting up yamaha C5 friends next week for sure, and looking forward to trying it out on my laptop. V 1.1.4. - Just checked the mode to restore the recorded frequencies. Everything works fine. One of these days I will try to live
tools. Thanks to the developers!) For greater accuracy, I soldered an external microphone (Panasonic wm-61), which connects to the android headphone jack. I use Windows 7 Professional and constantly remind Microsoft of the free upgrade to version 10 on both of my regular laptops. I seem to remember someone saying that this
system will not work with Windows 10, however I wonder if anyone else has had any success with it on this platform? It seems to work well on my Windows 10 laptop. I have a Win 7 and I'm not going to update to !0...as as long as I can hold it continues to ask me to update ... Uah. When updated in the past, some programs did not work,
so they will leave quite well at rest. Will be setting up my Yamaha C5 friends on Monday... hopefully I can convince him to play something after. Looking forward to try the strobe display. It was I who first wrote here that EPT does not work with Windows 10. But as I wrote later, this was because I was on an N version of Windows without
Windows Media Player and other preinstalled software. It turns out that EPT depends on it, so installing the Windows 10 N media package solved the problem. Now EPT is working fine. In addition, Windows 10 is bigger than Windows 7 and 8. I have a Win 7 and I'm not going to update to !0...as as long as I can hold it continues to ask me
to update ... Uah. When updated in the past, some programs did not work, so they will leave quite well at rest. Will be setting up my Yamaha C5 friends on Monday... hopefully I can convince him to play something after. Looking forward to try the strobe display. Windows 10 is a much more intrusive, automated, and confidential
compromising OS than previous versions. This is said I have on two of my nine computers and it works fine once you install a few extra goodies it left (no MIDI support, for example). Windows 10 is much more reliable, unlike Windows 7 (which I liked). I haven't locked my computer yet or get a blue screen. Has anyone tried setting up with
a new update to 1.1.4 yet? On the EPT website it does not show 1.1.4, but EPT allowed me to upgrade to 1.1.4 when I opened it on a laptop. Yesterday I set up a professional friend of the musician Yamaha C5 ... 6ft7in 20 years old piano with EPT, 1.1.4. Nice piano sound..... I had with a strobiscope tuner ... Bass seemed better, with a
more steady stroboscope, but on the 7th octave up, he disagreed with the normal display. I could have a steady stroboscope to a large extent, but when I switched to display, he said, it was flat quite a bit. I made a video short clip before/after, but the piano was pretty flat. It didn't sound like more after 1 pass, a gap due to the settling of the
sound card, etc... There was no time to make the 2nd pass yesterday, so I'm going to go over it again to do it straight before I post anything. Thanks for the thoughts on Windows 10. I intend to stay with Windows 7 (professional) as long as possibleinventing forwards to hear from the great Yamaha, grandpianoman I created three pianos.
That sounds good. I once tested with Pianoteq. The program settings are focused on entropy, which is different + -0.5-1 cents of the ideal Pianoteq system. Too bad the program sometimes fails on my android HTC SV. In general, I am delighted with the program of entropy! Hi Alex, do you use the new 1.1.4 ver with a stroboscope for all 3
pianos? If it comes out sounds good, it will be after a short :) Hi Grand pianoman, yes 1.1.4. Customizable stroboscope. Very important is the accuracy of the initial listening program. Thanks Alex...... I used a suspended Samson USB microphone with my laptop, and got excellent readings (almost 100% green, except for the lowest bass
notes) for all 88 notes. I really needed to make the 2nd pass but didn't have the time and I think that's why it didn't sound good overall. I'm going to retrain. Today I set up Steinway M with the latest version. Rows are currently displayed. Here are some entries. Let me know what you think. //picosong.com/QyTpNext, I'm going to try to set up
another piano that doesn't do well with other software-based tuners and see what happens. Hi Ed, thanks for posting these. Both parts sound good, although I like the Prelude over Den. It sounded like there was a bass note or two a little off at Nocturne. Do you use a new stroboscope for the whole piano? What calculation parameter do
you use? I use Infinite. I found that the stroboscope and the old display were not in agreement on the 7th octave up ... not sure it means anything. My friend thought the middle and the treble were good, but the bass wasn't quite right on its C 5, but as I mentioned earlier, it could be a sound board/bridge settlement on just one aisle. The
plan is to retrain tomorrow. Will post the file if it sounds good. Grandpa, you heard exactly what you heard. So I turned around and set it up for a hearing. The settings were exactly how Entropy wanted her to tune in, and I walked around the piano several times to confirm. However, I think the problem is due to such a short piano and short
bass string length. I notice that I get bad samples of readings with these monochromes even with high-quality mixes and moving them around. I think it's just the nature of the beast. I used both displays to make sure they matched. Sometimes in the stroboscope does not provide clear display, so I would switch to another display. To adjust
the 7th octave, use an older display to adjust the then switch to a stroscope to dial it. I also thought the displays didn't agree, but they really do once you get the settings perfectly. When I use infinite, the computer just sits there and counts forever. Here's a new entry after setting it up by ear. I wrote another piece on Steinway, tuned to
Entropy, except for a few lower notes tuned to the ear. BrahmsIntermezzo E majorOp. 116 No 6 Hi Ed,Sounds very good overall. I don't hear any bass problems now. At 1:01 2:22 and 2:48 I hear a few notes that are off, but it can be unison. I'm wondering if EPT needs some customization on the bass software area since I've had
problems with bass on this C5. Below are the screens from this setting. As you can see, B flat 1-2 octaves and note 26 placements were amazing compared to other notes. THE UGLY YAMAHA C5COROND TUNING YAMAHA C5COMPUTER TUNING YAMAHA C5COMBINED RECORDED AND CALCULATED YAMAHA C5 TUNING I
was pleasantly surprised by the entropy of the setup at the Kimball studio vertically. Very nice to play a selection of parts that I usually play at the end of setup. Playing single octaves, I encountered a few that were a little busy, but it might be intentional to make other intervals/chords sound better??? I switch to infinite calculation mode to
give the software more time ... I need to spend more time with the software before I really know what it can do. Using another device for step-up while entropy takes time to calculate seems to make sense – I have a special ipod touch to customize in my kit, but I also have setup software on my phone. Ron Blacksmith It's great to hear
Ron! Since EPT produces a slightly different setting calculation each time for the same notes, I wonder if listening to the calculated settings on the MIDI keyboard before setting up the piano would be the best way to go? This is the best EPT tuning so far that I have been able to produce on my M&amp;amp;a; H BB. Using my laptop /
microphone Gtrack, Infinite settings. The .wav file I would imagine is that viewing iH graphics and memory notes that stick out just to make sure the data is correct should be a key part of the software trust at the moment. Perhaps an automated pop-up to re-screen if the iH jumps over a predetermined amount will help? This has always
seemed like one of the weak links of sampling software – trusting that the data collected is a good representation of the piano... Ron Blacksmith GPM, Your Mason and Hamlin sounds great and the setup in general is very nice. Please note that the upper chord is 1:49-1:50. I think there might be an interval that's a little bit Thanks for listing
to mine. Yes, you are correct that there are several notes that sound around 5 octaves. Unfortunately, there's nothing I can do about it. I haven't really looked at it very carefully since I plan to restore the piano, but it's false punch. I just wanted to do a bunch of piano recordings before ripping it off. The piano is over 70 years old and
everything is original on it. I wonder how many pianos that are being built today will sound good 70 years ago. How do you microphone your piano? I use a couple of earthworks, and one is directed down to the treble of strings, and the other is also directed down to the bass strings to the bass bridge. Both mics are about 10â€¦ from the
lines. The tight microphone technique works well for less than perfect room acoustic situations, but every flaw in the piano appears in the recording. GPM, I noticed that the calculated tuning schedule on the Yamaha C5 has some pretty big jumps out there. I looked at the same schedule on the Steinway and the curve is much smoother. It
may be a small error in the .cpp 168.it for string (n=1 n&lt;=3; int; ++n) ftab.push_back (n*fc*sqrt (1+B*n*n) / (1+B))); /1+Bï1/4÷The missing bracket. So that there is no peak of fundamental frequency. Ron, yes, that would make sense... will have to observe this schedule more closely. Is the IH chart for this C5 pretty normal look? Ed,
thanks, and thanks for your feedback. Yes, I hear it.... Since I don't tune in to hearing at all other than unison, I wouldn't know what to do with that interval. I fully trust the software. Your Steinway should come out very nice... do you keep the original sound card? My technology is working on my 1928 Steinway AR w/A3 scale at the moment.
This is a 7-meter grand. Initially it was the Duo-Art, hence the 7ft case to accommodate the mechanism, the piano itself 6ft 4. Original board/bridges.... it sounds great like this... But with Isaac's new hammers, he really has to sow. Support is great through the whole piano. Looking forward to trying EPT on it. Not sure what microphones I
used on Time for Love This is setting up a close microphone. I learned about this from Patrick Wingren (pppat on PW), who was with us when we did My Piano in EBVT III posting back in July 2010, and never changed the microphone position... Here's the peak position: The tips of the mixes should be exactly 12 inches apart. I'm
experimenting with my head about how close they should be. when it sounds complete, etc., it's a place. This can work better for you than putting mics right over the strings. I have a couple of Earthworks QTC 40's... large mixes, like Avenson STO 2 in the picture. In fact, the Avensons use the same capsule as Earthworks. and half the



price. I'll re-re-arrange C5 tomorrow.... I can list to get a smoother view of the schedule. If it turns out to be nice, it will post a short entry. I think jumping in the bass strings is something to watch... What we see may represent piano, or it may be dealing with measuring protocol, or mixes, or the phase of the moon ... You almost need to
make a couple of files of the same piano and compare and see how consistent the ih chart shows. If each time results are generated, at least the software is working correctly. I know that when I have problems with the Verituner file, resampling the note to configure, and a couple of links notes often solves the problem. Too bad that there
is no warning to the user that something may be unattayed ... Ron Kowal May be a small error in the line recordingmanager.cpp 168.it should be for (n=1 n&lt;=3; int; ++n) ftab.push_back (n*fc*sqrt (1+B*n*n) / (1+B))); /1+Bï1/4÷The missing bracket. So that there is no peak of fundamental frequency. Thanks Cookwell for your sharp
eyesight! Yes, the bracket is required to output the iH score. else // if no peaks are available { // Push parts with expected harmonic spectrum const double B = mPiano-&gt;getExpectedInharmonicity (fc); for (int n=1; n&lt;=3; ++n) ftab.push_back(n*fc*sqrt((1+B*n*n)/(1+B));It is important to understand that this subfuncture artificially creates
several parts based on Young's formula to be displayed on the stroboscope in real time only if the actual parts were too weak to measure. Expected non-uglyness was previously calculated when taking notes, and iH is only the starting point for the calculated setting. The actual calculated setting is based on the actual composite recorded
wave forms (without analyzing) the entire piano. The calculation does not require knowledge or measurement of individual parts. Edit: Fixed bug. Here's the Yamaha C5 screen from this first setting above, after 88 notes have been selected, and before being calculated for customization. The microphone I use is a Samson Meteor USB
microphone. I'm going to re-tune this afternoon. Will prob do a recalculation on Infinite to get a smoother graph view. Dear forum, I would like to thank Cookwell and Prout for discovering the error (missing bracket) that you can see in the previous post above. This is certainly an error, since for n=1 square root it should be 1.This error is
only effective for keys where there is no part data. As far as I can see, this only happens in step-up mode, when only a few keys are written and the other keys are interpolated. For unrecorded keys, the code above estimates three approximate parts to make sure that the strooscope works to a certain extent, even if the key has not been
written. Fortunately, the numeric error caused by the missing parenthesis is small enough and should not matter too much in the step up. So I think we can fix this error in the next update (January or so). Another bug that resulted in the strobiscope being rejected in the bass had to be fixed in the current release (1.1.4) if you don't let me
know. We still have problems with the synthesizer in Windows. The reason is that we changed the compiler from MSVCC to MinGW to make it easier to compile the project on Windows computers, but apparently the flow management of this compiler is less effective, sometimes strange noise in the synthesizer. We hope to resolve this
issue soon. In addition, we are currently working on implementing software on Windows tablets and Windows phones. I am pleased that you will enter the code and find such imperceptible but potentially dangerous errors. It's really cool. Thank you very much! Best wishesHaye Here is a compilation of calculated iH for a number of pianos.
Note that iH values are quite reliable, except for a very high treblu. Alex Shcherbakov's D4 is particularly impressive. If you zoom in (CTRL+), you can easily follow each iH curve. CRT should be taken into account in the interval between the consecutive overlapping parts, the harmony coefficient of the interval K = 1/ (N*M); (N,M are two
partial numbers). The piano has seven Octaves, a reference group (for example. F3ï1/4F4) as the center for two sides, more than the P octave multiplied by 1/P, so that the harmonic coefficient k=1/ (N*M*P) can be used as a normalization coefficient. So... tried EPT on the old 7'Knabe today - looked at the Ih chart and everything seemed
fine. However, there were some notes that were visually off the chart and made obviously beating one octave (I believe F3 was the worst – more than 5 cents from others in the area! External microphone, iphone 4s, endless calculation ran while I pitch adjusted with Verituner using ipod touch. on Verituner, very close to calculating EPT, so
it wasn't very hard to fix, but I hate spending all this time to measure the piano just to make it go horribly awful. Ron Blacksmith Although EPT built auditory processing, but only partial intensity is not enough because most of the NCB (e.g. in mobile tablet.ï1/4÷frequent characteristic is not linear , and no conditions to compensate for
calibration, resulting in partial intensity is not true. It is also a necessity of mass tuning. I'm sorry! That is to say that you can use a regular mobile phone and tablet to set up the piano. Well, after further consideration, the problems that I have seen with the calculation curve are most likely a user error ... I moved the phone several times
during the calculation, and it is likely that I touched the display. I did not realize that it is possible to push small bars around during the calculation, forcing the curve to change radically! Watch out for this... Ron Blacksmith Thanks for that Ron.... have not used my iPad / iphone with EPT, will def keep an eye on it. Yesterday I retrained my
Yamaha C5 friends with EPT. The first time I set it up, it was about 4 cents flat, and went through 2 moves or more without setting up. Was not satisfied with the overall sound, so I listed the original analysis of notes 88, and used High until I got a calculated schedule that didn't have many large gaps in Section. I used my laptop with a
Samson Meteor microphone mounted on a plate with a thick towel underneath to help with vibrations etc. I only had time to make 1 pass, so there is unison that come out, never less, you can hear what EPT does. He was very pleased with that. He commented on how good it sounded, very resonant, and he liked the overall sound. I also
used only a stroboscope for the entire piano. Sometimes it was difficult to figure out where to install the string, because the different boxes of the stroboscope went in different ways, so I could not get a steady overall picture of the stroboscope. When that happened, I went back to the original display and used it. I also want to remember
how wonderful the 7th octave sounded and up. He commented on it as well. I managed to get a very steady stroboscope there and the resulting setup and unison were very good. Samson's microphone sat in position 1 on a plate near the 7th octave for the entire setup. If necessary, I returned the volume to the microphone in the treble
section to get a good reading. All unison were by ear, except for the 7th octave up. I forgot to mention that I have been using Dan Levitan's C Hammer for quite some time and my tuning holds up much better. My friend didn't practice these things.... I put it in place to play something, so please forgive the wrong notes etc recorded using my
ipad 2 and Tascam IM2 microphone C5, EPT settings using laptop / Samson Meteor microphone, EPT set to High. Opening passage from Chopin 2nd Scherzo in B flat minor 2nd excerpt recorded after Chopin Why look for low entropy between _all_ notes? There are usually not many or any important particle matches between random
notes on the keyboard. Especially if we take into account the amplitude / volume of each partial part. Only audio parts are important. Even between related notes in simply intonation, such as notes forming the 3rd, the parts do not match in (any quasi)ET. The only notes with a fairly coincidence of parts throughout the keyboard are octaves
and 5th/4th. The algorithm should give much more weight to these intervals than to less important intervals that cannot be made in any way in ET. It seems that now, EPT can choose to make the octave or 5/4 worse to make the 3rd (or 10th, etc.) a little better. I chose High Entropy as an experiment, mainly due to the fact that I did this
2nd calculation on Infinite, I received a similar placement for the 2nd iand 3rd octave bflats that were detached from the first setting. Also, my time has been limited as I usually let infinite settings go for at least 30 minutes or more. Why look for low entropy between notes _all_? Why not? Isn't this the highest equal temperament? Using the
same method to adjust the uneven temperament, it may be evaluate the octave and the main chord for each key and then give each key a different weight around Fifth. With equal weights you would arrive at an even temperament along the lines you offer. It would be interesting to see how this temperament differs from the current one.
EPT is a great invention, we would like to thank Hay&amp;Christoph. The piano is used to enjoy music. sound must adapt to the subjective feeling of a person. the interval must meet the harmonious standards of the person. harmonious standards: The ratio of the number of partial is greater than simple, the sound is more harmonious. The
following relationships: harmony coefficient K = 1/ (n*m), which is used as the importance of overlap between parts: Octave 1/(2*1ï1/4÷=0.5; Fifth 1/1/4ˆ3*2ï1/4÷=0.16667; Fourth 1/ï1/4ˆ4*3ï1/4÷=0.0833;....... Perhaps this is a quantitative definition of harmony for neighboring homophonic ones. Harmony index can be expressed I =
20*LOG(1000/ (n*m)) dB. I would be interested to have a microphone as far from the piano as the longest microphone cable (50feet?) will allow or even in another room and compare the results with those close microphones. And then maybe 10 yards away? Such a device should present some interesting results. Why look for low entropy
between notes _all_? There are usually not many or any important particle matches between random notes on the keyboard. Especially if we take into account the amplitude / volume of each partial part. Only audio parts are important. Even between related notes in simply intonation, such as notes forming the 3rd, the parts do not match
in (any quasi)ET. The only notes with a fairly coincidence of parts throughout the keyboard are octaves and 5th/4th. The algorithm should give much more weight to these intervals than to less important intervals that cannot be made in any way in ET. It seems that now, EPT can choose to make the octave or 5/4 worse to make the 3rd (or
10th, etc.) a little better. We must be careful not to attribute the anthropomorphic motives of the tuner entropy. It cannot choose to make the M3 better to the detriment of the P5. In his original work, Haye said: Instead of adding the spectra of all piano keys, we tried to work with subsets of octaves, fifth and fourth, mimicring the practice of
aural tuners. This destabilizes the method, probably drives the fields out of equal tempered into just intonation. Apparently, the result over all the keys allows the system as a whole to remain in equal temperament. However, the starting point for customization is the mathematically derived presumption of the traditionally stretched 12TET. If
another starting point was used (e.g. stretched uneven temperament), the result is likely to be different, or fail at all, which is likely unless the current step change constraints placed on the calculation are adjusted. Edit: Although I haven't tried it yet, I think you can manually configure the starting step for any (or all of them) to the
calculation. New editing: I started a callulation and, while it's running, adjusted as soon as I could, notes EBVT. The calculation began to slowly reconfigor the configuration to 12TET, although it took much longer than when starting from the default program. I would be interested to have a microphone as far from the piano as the longest
microphone cable (50feet?) will allow or even in another room and compare the results with those close microphones. And then maybe 10 yards away? Such a device should present some interesting results. I did as you suggested. Three piano recordings made in one hour - from inside the piano, from a separate room where direct and
indirect sound varies from 3m to 10m, and from the third room two rooms are taken off the piano, with direct and indirect sound from 10 to 18 m. A little musical little things... I'm sure some of you are familiar with this. feel free to post what composer and what piece the composer wrote. Sorry, I don't have a prize for the first person to get
this right. I didn't know about it... composer borrowed, or at least they say that he did ... in the starting bars sound 3 pipes. Pick up 1 pipe, change the rhythm a little and you have this famous Xmas carol. If it's true, what a clever way a composer used it to tie it to Xmas. Rxd, I often thought that my piano would sound like a microphone in a
different way. (I like closed microphone sound) H BB .... similar to the speaker. It is a known fact that if you have an excellent pair of speakers and systems when you hear them from another room and they sound live, you have a very good system. Too bad I asked my friend to record from top to bottom... as you can hear in this video, it's
not so loud etc that Yamaha is so resonant, the wooden floor combined with the size of the room, it surpasses the microphone / ipad full stick. It is usually closed and covered with a handkerchief. When I get back in a few weeks to clear the setting, will record it with the lid down and a little more distance. I thought that RXd might be curious
about the impact on customization when entropy records at close range versus long distance due to the difference in partial balance (or something causes the sound to be different). If so, since the audience is usually far away, it may be better to tune in by listening from the audience's point of view rather than the pianist on the keyboard. I
thought that RXd might be curious about the impact on customization when entropy records at close range versus long distance due to the difference in partial balance (or something causes the sound to be different). If so, since the audience is usually far away, it may be better to tune in by listening from the audience's point of view rather
than the pianist on the keyboard. I think so, how Partial distance balance should affect tuning. I make these calculations as I write. Report soon.prout Thank you for your interest, guys. Yes, I meant the effect of distance, as perceived by the audience. I am obliged to listen to my own work from the audience often when the artist asked for
the presence of technology during an important concert or live recording. All our rooms here are different. From specially designed through those with famous acoustics more casually than design to huge stone de-energized churches with balconies and extraordinarily high ceilings. It seems to me that the entropy tuner will offer a lot of
valuable information about what is actually happening with distance. An interesting point about another room. It's always easier for me to cheat by listening to a good digital sample from another room than I am when I'm in the same room. In response to rxd, here's the data I collected from my piano. Three piano recordings made in one
hour using a reference all-directional microphone - from inside the piano in the living room, from a separate dining room (open to the living room) with wooden floors and plaster walls, where direct and indirect sound varies from 3 m to 10m, and from the third family room with full carpeting and plaster walls, two rooms removed from the
piano, with direct and indirect sound from 10 to 18 m.As expected , iH piano does not affect the recording distance (except for a few treble notes where partial levels had to be low for accurate measurement). This is evidenced by literature. However, partial amplitudes vary depending on the distance, and this can be seen in the design
graph of the setting. The shortest distance produced the least stretched treble, while at the nearest distance produced the least stretched bass. In all cases though, the stretching is barely 2:1. I made four calculations for each microphone position using the HIGH or INFINITE (one hour) settings for computing. In all cases, the dining room
produced the largest variation in bass tuning, probably due to direct and reflected sound. Recordings on the piano and in the family room probably had much less reflected energy, which contributed to the recording. I threw in the fourth order polynomial trend lines to give you an idea of the overall stretch. It seems mathematically, at least,
you can go with a much smaller stretch in terms of audience, and still have a harmonious tool. I haven't tested this theory, however, my piano is happily stabilizing in EBVT at the moment. Edit: Just for fun. Here are the initial and final entropy (H). Don't worry about what the numbers mean, just the relationship between them. In__Piano
Start H=6.466130 End H=6.365643 diff=0.100487Dining_rm Start H=6.395207 End H=6.308842 diff=0.086365Family_rm - start H=6.523550 End H=6.425643 diff=0.097907This graphs and entropy are based on calculations in one hour. Some notes for Users. When writing notes, it is better to use mf or f strikes, perhaps even mp in the
trb, for recording. I believe this gives much more predictable results, due to less impact noise. The calculation process seems to be experiencing random errors in manually changing the step. You don't have to see these changes, but I see them when I track the compiler's original messages. This may result in unwanted changes to the
configuration calculation. I think this is caused by moving the cursor through the settings screen, intentionally or otherwise. Edit: I just checked the ETP again for random manual step changes and found that the cursor moving across the screen, even on the step change markers, does not cause accidental step changes. You have to
actually click on the column step to result in the changes. The errors I see are internal to the program. A little musical little things... I'm sure some of you are familiar with this. feel free to post what composer and what piece the composer wrote. Sorry, I don't have a prize for the first person to get this right. Darno, I know that, but I can't
name it. Stravinsky? Very interesting schedule ... Thanks Prout! Sitting at the piano, it sounds different than when I'm sitting in the living room or dining room. My house has a large room so named here in the Pacific Northwest for kitchen, dining and living room as one large room, with a tilt of high ceilings. The piano sounds more or less
resonant depending on where I sit. Not Stradinsky....:) I'll wait for a few more guesses. A little hint, it's not from a piano concerto. Hi Prout, Thanks for posting these graphs above. You also wrote: ..... The shortest distance produced the least stretched treble, while at the nearest distance produced the least stretched bass. In all cases
though, the stretch is barely 2:1.. Could you extend the last part of this sentence that I should understand? Would that octave be the Beatles? Maybe they're beaten narrowly? Thank you in advance, a.c... Hi Prout, Thanks for posting these graphs above. You also wrote: ..... The shortest distance produced the least stretched treble, while
at the nearest distance produced the least stretched bass. In all cases though, the stretch is barely 2:1.. Could you extend the last part of this sentence that I should understand? Would that octave be the Beatles? Maybe they're beaten narrowly? Thank you in advance, a.c... From A0/A1 to A4/A5, the octave of each note ranges from
0.5bps wide to 0.5bps narrow, with most octaves effectively corresponding to 2:1 parts. Over the A4/A5 octave, octaves varied in width by +/- 1 cent from C8 by 2.6 cents narrow. In other words, Entropy Tuner found that adjusting the top note of the octave to the second part of the first led to the lowest entropy. Does CRT take into account
the volume/amplitude of parts? Or are all parts equal? Thank you, pro. In light of your data, it seems that the octaves will be close to 2:1, with some tolerance. Given the range you are not talking about, I get that the actual setting will also be the 4th and 5th close to 4:3 and 3:2.Would you say that also 4ths and 5ths will show some -/ +
tolerance from the net? Sincerely, .c.. Does CRT take into account the volume/amplitude of parts? Or are all parts equal? The amplitude of parts is used in the calculation. That is why there is a variation of bass tuning when the microphone is close to the piano, or in the hover room. Thank you, pro. In light of your data, it seems that the
octaves will be close to 2:1, with some tolerance. Given the range you report, the impression I get is that the actual setting will also have the 4th and 5th close to 4:3 and 3:2.Would you say that also the 4ths and 5ths will show some -/ + tolerance from the net? Sincerely, .c.. In the C3-C5 M3 range, range from +9.5 cents to +17 cents, P4s
and P5 range from about -5 to +4 cents. These widths will be much smaller when the microphone recording is on the piano. Thank you, Prout. Some very valuable finds. As painted in wool, wearing cards, the pig confirmed empirical, I spent that when science recognizes and covers all the hidden parameters in order to eventually comb the
hill of knowledge, there will be all the empirics of history waiting to welcome them. These are some of the still unrecogngned parameters. I am sure that the Prouts house has all the amenities of upscale furniture, and therefore its conclusions, for which I am very grateful, seem to be concerned in the first place about the consequences of
distance. Differences in resonance parameters were supposed to be my next question as soon as we investigate the distance. Thanks again. Thank you, Prout. Some very valuable finds. As painted in wool, wearing cards, the pig confirmed empirical, I spent that when science recognizes and covers all the hidden parameters in order to
eventually comb the hill of knowledge, there will be all the empirics of history waiting to welcome them. These are some of the still unrecogngned parameters. I am sure that the Prouts house has all the amenities of upscale furniture, and therefore its conclusions, for which I am very grateful, seem to be concerned in the first place about
the consequences of distance. Differences in resonance parameters were supposed to be my next question as soon as we investigate the distance. Thanks again. I started out as an empiricist until my second piano teacher mentioned that I had no sense of rhythm (without teaching the symbolism of the length of notes by my previous
teacher for 3 years). Suddenly, the metronome and its ability to measure units of time became interesting to me. I will happily embrace those waiting for me at the top of the hill (or at the bottom of the pit, a more likely destination). As for resonance, I can commit to recording a little big Yamaha in a resonant Anglican church nearby. I can
record on the piano (at the crossing) and at the back of the church (about 35m) if that is a benefit to you. Thank you, pro. In light of your data, it seems that the octaves be close to 2:1, with some tolerance. Given the range you report, the impression I get is that the actual setting will also have the 4th and 5th close to 4:3 and 3:2.Would you
say that also the 4ths and 5ths will show some -/ + tolerance from the net? Sincerely, .c.. In the C3-C5 M3 range, range from +9.5 cents to +17 cents, P4s and P5 range from about -5 to +4 cents. These widths will be much smaller when the microphone recording is on the piano. So, can we believe that if the microphone is on the piano,
there will be less tolerance? And calculated tuning more ... Compact?. Thank you, Prout. Some very valuable finds. As painted in wool, wearing cards, the pig confirmed empirical, I spent that when science recognizes and covers all the hidden parameters in order to eventually comb the hill of knowledge, there will be all the empirics of
history waiting to welcome them. These are some of the still unrecogngned parameters. I am sure that the Prouts house has all the amenities of upscale furniture, and therefore its conclusions, for which I am very grateful, seem to be concerned in the first place about the consequences of distance. Differences in resonance parameters
were supposed to be my next question as soon as we investigate the distance. Thanks again. I started out as an empiricist until my second piano teacher mentioned that I had no sense of rhythm (without teaching the symbolism of the length of notes by my previous teacher for 3 years). Suddenly, the metronome and its ability to measure
units of time became interesting to me. I will happily embrace those waiting for me at the top of the hill (or at the bottom of the pit, a more likely destination). As for resonance, I can commit to recording a little big Yamaha in a resonant Anglican church nearby. I can record on the piano (at the crossing) and in the back of Churchill walk
down the street without falling (about 35m) if that's for you. It depends on whether your pit is half full or half empty. Subscribing to one idea of excluding others is what causes war. I calculated the exact speeds of the metronome for impact indicators, but one of my teachers, Coldstream guards, was the idea that if you could walk without
falling, you had a sense of rhythm. All that stuff aside, yes, a set of testimonies from a resonant building would be the highest rated. For these purposes, a smaller piano will give more interesting readings. I'll do more when I'm back. Nowadays I am in the desert all I have is my iPhone with a dodgy reception. Thank you, pro. In light of your
data, it seems that the octaves will be close to 2:1, with some tolerance. Given the range you report, the impression I get is that the actual setting will also have the 4th and 5th close to 4:3 and 3:2.Would you say that also the 4ths and 5ths will show some -/ + tolerance from the net? Sincerely, .c.. In the C3-C5 M3 range, range from +9.5
cents to +17 cents, P4s and P5 range from about -5 to +4 cents. These widths be much smaller when the microphone recording is on the piano. So, can we believe that if the microphone is on the piano, there will be less tolerance? And calculated tuning more ... Compact?. Yes, I would say that the calculation of EPT based on the
microphone in my piano is more compact. For fun, I added absolute P4s, P5s and 2:1 P8s rhythm values in the 25 note range of C3-C5. My assumption is that the smaller the amount, the lower the entropy for this set of intervals. This may be wrong.Loc.. FamRm4.. Piano4P4.... [27.02]... [22.22] P5 .... [31.19]... [29.32] P8 .... [10.06]...
[12.01] Swatch-based settings from inside my piano seem to provide tighter P4s &amp; P5s at the expense of P8s. Thank you, prout, for adding more data. I am more and more curious and looking forward to listening to some aural intervals, only from the middle lines, when ever one EPT user can record a four-octave flight like C3-C7, or
similia. Among these latest data, there is one thing that makes me confused because usually (aurally) if you prefer P5s... also P4s will suffer along with P8s. Maybe one calculation was a little (how to say..) freely? Sincerely, .c.. In MATHTOOLS_H (line 39) of EPT codes, the constant LOG2, LOG2 must be =lg2 =0.30102999566398 .
Instead of Ln2 = 0.69314718055994530942. The program should use the frequency ratio -&gt;cents. Why use Ln2? In MATHTOOLS_H (line 39) of EPT codes, the constant LOG2, LOG2 must be =lg2 =0.30102999566398 . Instead of Ln2 = 0.69314718055994530942. The program should use the frequency ratio -&gt;cents. Why use
Ln2? Good morning Cookwell.Permanent LOG2 is only 2 times the natural logarithm e 2. Це використовується багато разів у програмі для встановлення основи 12TET Ентропії Тюнера.Приклад: Припустимо, A4 був записаний на 439.69Hzdouble EntropyMinimizer::getRecordedPitchET440(int keynumber){ подвійний ET440 =
440.0 * pow(2,1.0/12.0*(номер ключа-mKeyNumberOfA4)); подвійний frec = mKeys[номер ключа].getRecordedFrequency(); повернення 1200* log(frec/ET440)/MathTools::LOG2; Ця функція повернула б -1,2201629606 центів, а це означає, що A4 був плоский на 1,2 цента по відношенню до 440Hz. Спасибі, Prout, дозвольте
мені зрозуміти, що це використовувати C + + легко. Інше питання незрозуміло, суб'єктивна і об'єктивна гармонія однакова? Чи є визначення? Тому що налаштування піаніно з EPT,Його звук трохи схожий на розумного робота. Спасибі, Prout, дозвольте мені зрозуміти, що це використовувати C + + легко. Інше питання
незрозуміло, суб'єктивна і об'єктивна гармонія однакова? Чи є визначення? Тому що налаштування піаніно з EPT His sound is a bit like a clever robot. I believe that all harmony is subjective. We could choose Just Intonation to be objective harmony, it is valid for only one key signature at a time. To play other keys and modulo from
one key to another, we have to compromise. My compromise is unequal temperaments. Other persons Equal temperament. EPT adjusts the temperament, which makes all 88 notes played as harmoniously as possible. Your point about defining terms for harmony is interesting, Cookwell, but going back to one of your previous posts n*m
adopted event or the one you offer for that purpose? I'm not sure you can reduce harmony to numbers (as members of these forums will understand the word harmony), but I think they can be useful as parameters in a modified version of the EPT entropy function. Calculus will still work on all keys, but perhaps not all spacing. Your point
about defining terms for harmony is interesting, Cookwell, but going back to one of your previous posts n*m adopted event or the one you offer for that purpose? I'm not sure you can reduce harmony to numbers (as members of these forums will understand the word harmony), but I think they can be useful as parameters in a modified
version of the EPT entropy function. The calculation will still work on all the keys, but perhaps not all intervals. I think Cookwell uses the traditional fundamental frequency (no iH) of a whole relationship as the definition of harmonious, i.e. 2:1 octave, 3:2 P5, 5:4 M3 and so on. The idea of harmonious, in relation to piano, is problematic, as
we all know. Trying to dodge intervals in CRT could yield interesting results, although attempts so far have yielded unsuitable results. Yes, Prout, 2:1, 3:2, 5:4, etc., but I would like to understand why integers multiply together 2, 6, 20, etc. in reciprocity. You mean this when you mention unsuitable results? Instead of adding the spectra of
all the piano keys, we tried to work with subsets of octaves, heels and fours, imitating the practice of aural tuners. This destabilizes the method, probably drives the fields out of equal hardening into just intonation. Apparently, summing up all the keys allows the system as a whole to remain in equal temperament. What I am proposing is
adding spectra of all octaves, fifths, fourths, thirds, etc. over all the keys. I think that would be stable. Not so sure about weighing intervals with harmonious coefficients, hence my question. Yes, Prout, 2:1, 3:2, 5:4, etc., but I would like to understand why integers multiply together 2, 6, 20, etc. in reciprocity. Hi Ian, I'm not sure I understand
Cookwell's logic. I need to take a closer look. You mean this when you mention unsuitable results? Instead of adding the spectra of all the piano keys, we tried to work with subsets of octaves, heels and fours, imitating the practice of aural tuners. This destabilizes the method, probably drives the fields out of equal hardening into just
intonation. Apparently, summing up all the keys allows the system as a whole to remain in equal temperament. Yes, this and several tests I did myself, using different widths of bunkers, frequency ranges and so on. What I'm proposing is to the spectra of all octaves, fifth, fourth, thirds, etc. above all keys. I think that would be stable. Not so
sure about weighing intervals with harmonious coefficients, hence my question. I'm not sure we understand each other, so we need to define some terms. Do you, for example, say that we could run an entropy algorithm for the sum of the spectra of all A, C #'s, D's and E's on the keyboard to create minimal entropy and then store these
frequencies for later use and then do the same with A#'s, D's, D#S, F's and so on? Once we clarify my confusion, I can offer some ideas. Thank you, proutEdit: The problem, as always, is that in the example above, D is common to both A (P4) and A # (M3). Obviously D can't be clean (Beatless) in both keys, so we have to find a
compromise that allows both P4 and M3 to be 'OK'. Thank you, prout, for adding more data. I am more and more curious and looking forward to listening to some aural intervals, only from the middle lines, when ever one EPT user can record a four-octave flight like C3-C7, or similia. Among these latest data, there is one thing that makes
me confused because usually (aurally) if you prefer P5s... also P4s will suffer along with P8s. Maybe one calculation was a little (how to say..) freely? Sincerely, .c.. Yes, you are wrong. A commitment to P5 will cause P4 to suffer. In the examples I published, I used bit rates only to establish the form of entropy (a lower bit rate amount
should be below entropy). CRT used the part amplitude to establish minimal entropy for these intervals. As a result, some octaves appear to be beaten more, although P4s and P5s beat less. We don't know what it will sound like because we don't know the relative partial amplitudes. I'm not sure we understand each other, so we need to
define some terms. Do you, for example, say that we could run an entropy algorithm for the sum of the spectra of all A, C #'s, D's and E's on the keyboard to create minimal entropy and then store these frequencies for later use and then do the same with A#'s, D's, D#S, F's and so on? Once we clarify my confusion, I can offer some ideas.
Thanks, let's talk about the notes, not the keys, so we can continue from ET to UT. Basically run the entropy algorithm as now summing up all the notes, but only include thirds, fifth, octaves and everything you want in computing. In other words, the weight of each interval is 1 or 0 depending on its type. It would be an ET that might or may
not be less nizzy than the usual EPT setting to use Cookwell's description. More general weight of each interval with key weight and interval weight. For ET, all key weights will be 1. For UT, key weights will vary around the circle of heels. My initial bump after what was it is better to limit the intervals in the calculation of UT (as indicated
above). However, it can also use the normal calculation of entropy with key weights. I hope I hope pretty clear! Now to analyze the difference between EPT and traditional harmony, assuming that all the intensity keys are the same. the intensity of the parts decreases exponentially. Kï1/41/(n*m), traditional harmony
Ip=20lg(100000/n*mï1/4÷); P4ï1/4šï1/4ˆc1â€f 1ï1/4÷ï1/4šIp=78.4 ï1/4›P11ï1/4ˆc1â€f 2ï1/4÷ï1/4š72.4 ï1/4›P18ï1/4ˆc1â€f 3ï1/4 ️ ï1/4š66.4ï1/4›P25ï1/4ˆc1â€f 4ï1/4÷ï1/4š60.4ã€'M7ï1/4šï1/4ˆc1â€ b1ï1/4 ️ ï1/4šIp=58.4 ï1/4›M14ï1/4ˆc1â€b2ï1/4 ️ ï1/4š64.4 ï1/4›M21ï1/4ˆc1â€b3ï1/4÷ï 1/4š70.5 ï1/4›M28ï1/4ˆc1â€b4ï1/4÷ï1/4š76.5ã €'Conclusion
ï1/4ÂHarmony interval ï1/4šW with intervals from close to yet ,Value of IP from large to small . Contrary to the range of disharmony ï1/4šWhen the interval from near to far (IP value from small to large). EPTï1/4šfor setting c1(Static analysis) :ï1/4ˆc1â€b1ï1/4 ️ 15#~8#(partial) ÎH1(entropy)âˆ c1 tuning value ÎE1ï1/4ˆfor15#ï1/4÷ï1/4Ï1/4ˆb1
Changeable ï1/4÷;ï1/4ˆc1â€b4ï1/4~1# ÎH2(entropy) âˆ c1 ÎE2ï1/4ˆfor 15#ï1/4 ÷ï1/4Ï1/4ˆb4 Unchanged ï1/4; ï1/4›When ÎE1ï1/4ÎE2æ-¶ ï1/4ÂÎH1(entropy)ï1/4ÎH2(entropy), the difference from the intensity b1 -8# and b4-1#ã€'Since the intensity b1-8# &lt; intensity b4-1# ï1/4ŒSo ,H2(entropy)&lt; H1(entropy)ï1/4ŒThis shows that harmony
EPT corresponds to the traditional harmony trend. The difference is the degree of correlation, which is associated with the intensity of the part (decreases exponentially). As long as the function of regulating this association can make it look like traditional harmony. EPT is a great invention, we would like to thank Hay&amp;Christoph. The
piano is used to enjoy music. sound must adapt to the subjective feeling of a person. the interval must meet the harmonious standards of the person. harmonious standards: The ratio of the number of partial is greater than simple, the sound is more harmonious. The following relationships: harmony coefficient K = 1/ (n*m), which is used
as the importance of overlap between parts: Octave 1/(2*1ï1/4÷=0.5; Fifth 1/1/4ˆ3*2ï1/4÷=0.16667; Fourth 1/ï1/4ˆ4*3ï1/4÷=0.0833;....... Perhaps this is a quantitative definition of harmony for neighboring homophonic ones. Harmony index can be expressed I = 20*LOG(1000/ (n*m)) dB. Cookwell,When you say the harmonic coefficient K =
1/ (n*m), which is used as the importance of overlap between parts: Octave 1/(2*1ï1/4÷=0.5; Fifth 1/1/4ˆ3*2ï1/4÷=0.16667; Fourth 1/ï1/4ˆ4*3ï1/4 ️=0.0833;....... do you mean that it is used in CRT or that it should be used? Why do you think the EPT setting sounds like an intelligent robot – in other words, what types of intervals are given too
high or too low values to sum up? Note I haven't looked at the program, so you may have to reassess the issue. More general weight of each interval with key weight and interval weight. For ET, all key weights will be 1. For UT, key weights will vary around the circle of heels. The question is that for EP not only key 1, but the intervals are
all 1, and also, at least in theory - they are all 100 cents apart. The problem, as always, with It is so easy to adjust the pipe organ to UT or ET, as you can choose the quality of your spacing in the right keys without worrying about the unfortunate intervention of the upper parts. We must always consider how iH stretched the upper parts to
interact. The M9 is more consonant than any M3 on piano ET. I don't know how we can assign a weight interval to ET without destroying ET. After all, as Prout said, the interval of harmonious processing is objective for CRT. But its performance is similar to the subjective. The definition of traditional harmony can be used only for qualitative
analysis. But when evaluating the downloaded audio, the EPT results are still not ideal in relation to aurnal tuning. Maybe it's a ftom problem to take an integer? The maximum conversion error value is 0.5 tons. With calculations, and then turned into a transfer, maybe a few cents? I do not know the exact accuracy of CRT, it can be
analyzed. The other is consistency in the direction of error, comparison of intervals. That is why the reason to listen to bit speed between intervals in aurnal tuning. The music is relative,the relative error of intervals is very important, it may be able to improve the sound quality. I don't know how we can assign a weight interval to ET without
destroying ET. Terminology again. I used weight in two different senses: binary for intervals (0 = exclude entropy from summation, 1 = to include) and variable (from 0 to 1) for keys. Correct me if I'm wrong; EPT summarizes the entropy of 87 intervals on the keyboard for each note; the calculation includes all the parts for each interval and
allows double counting (two notes per interval). I have no arguments with the inclusion of all 87 intervals in the calculation, but it is reasonable to ask what will happen if you leave some out. It seems clear that the result will still be ET settings because all notes are treated the same. The question is whether this will sound much different
than conventional EPT. I'm not sure it will. I thought Cookwell went one step further, assuming that interval types should have variable weights: all octaves = 1, all fifth = w5, all fourths = w4, etc. again, it seems clear that ET will lead as all notes are treated the same. This may seem a little different; for example, octaves may be slightly less
stretched. However, when you assign weight intervals to a key signature, all notes will not be treated the same and you will get UT settings. P.S. It would be interesting to see if EPT comes with a good setup with a full set of octaves only as a goal. I don't know how we can assign a weight interval to ET without destroying ET. Terminology
again. I used weight in two different senses: binary for intervals (0 = exclude entropy from summation, 1 = to include) and variable (from 0 to 1) for keys. Correct me if I'm wrong; EPT summarizes the entropy of 87 intervals on the keyboard for Please note. the calculation includes all the parts for each interval and allows double counting
(two notes per interval). I have no arguments with the inclusion of all 87 intervals in the calculation, but it is reasonable to ask what will happen if you leave some out. It seems clear that the result will still be ET settings because all notes are treated the same. The question is whether this will sound much different than conventional EPT. I'm
not sure it will. I thought Cookwell went one step further, assuming that interval types should have variable weights: all octaves = 1, all fifth = w5, all fourths = w4, etc. again, it seems clear that ET will lead as all notes are treated the same. This may seem a little different; for example, octaves may be slightly less stretched. However, when
you assign weight intervals to a key signature, all notes will not be treated the same and you will get UT settings. Good morning (at least from my time zone) Ian, now we're getting somewhere. My understanding of how CRT works is different from yours. I don't guarantee to be right, but here are my thoughts:Imagine recording every piano
note in wave format and then importing all 88 waves of files into Audacity or some other mixing editor as separate tracks. Play all 88 waves of files at once and listen to sound. Then randomly change the playback speed of one of the tracks to make it faster or slower to a small (1 cent frequency change) value. Play all 88 tracks again. If
this sounds better, save your changes if you don't, click Cancel. Keep doing this until you get the nicest sound. Then you're done. This is what EPT does. He doesn't know what a key or interval is. The reason that EPT produces something close to ET is that before starting the calculation process, it takes each wave file and adjusts its base
frequency (playback speed, if you like) according to the simulated, traditional, aurine tuning stretch ET, based on the measured exorbitantness of this note. This creates a bias that limits EPT from wandering to far from ET. If you precede the computation by adjusting each wave file so that the base frequency matches some other criteria,
the results will be different. The problem is that until now the criteria (base UT frequency, number of stretches, spacing offsets and other things) have not been encoded in a way that yields results that can be used. Your ideas have merit. When my skill at C++ coding increases a bit, I'm up to the effort to implement them. In any case,
everything is possible both in the entropy formula (in the original work) and in how it is calculated (in the CRT program). Given some time during the holiday I will look at Shannon Entropy and EPT programs and see where Leads. I expect you to get there first!PS going back to my previous post I would say it would be interesting to see if
EPT comes good tuning only with a full set of octaves, fourth and fifth as a goal. I think this means that the choice of participation parts from the power spectrum: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, .... Is there an enoch in other bins to make a difference? Hi everyone, I mentioned that EPT has a similar approach to harmony, but it is not
ideal. subjective should have an objective existence, why? And these days I analyzed a lot, now it seems that I have found some problem: Since the only key in the CRT is recorded independently, the spectrum is simply superimposed on two matches partially. However, this is not the case. each matching part of the two keys affects each
other, including the diffenit tone and the sumational, etc.). Because the piano string is a free vibrage body, easily shocking external excitement. this effect will also change the intensity. if we consider multiple keys at the same time, overlapping the spectrum will be more difficult. EPT design should analyze the problem from a dynamic point
of view. When EPT resolves this issue, it can be reached. Now, with a simple description schedule, consider only two keys in two overlapping matches: [img] /img] Retrained M&amp;amp; H BB today.... recorded using an EPT/laptop/Samson Meteor microphone to configure them. This time I used only stroboscopy. This is the best sound
setting so far from EPT. Merry Christmas! I dream of a white Christmas played by B. Pesson sound of this work is quite amazing. From the movie Skyfall Skyfall very well done! By the way, how long should it take to infinite calculation? I gave up after 45 minutes and the progress indicator was still showing 0%, and it seemed that the bars
were barely moving anymore. Also noticed that on the iPad, if you touch the screen accidentally, it will disturb the tuning (the bars move, and then stagger back to more or less the place where they were). Paul. Thank.... I usually allow infinite installation to go about 15-20 minutes.... bars seem to stop moving at this point. Here are 2 more I
recorded at the same time as Skyfall etc one thing to note.... I tried at least 2-3 other calculations with the same microphone / laptop and infinite setup, however this one is the best sound. This seems to be in line with a guide that says they will prove to be slightly different each calculation with the same 88 notes. There are also again, a
few occasions when the stroboscope was different from the original display, mostly in the treble, however I went with a stroboscope for the entire piano. Christmas time here Blue Christmas EPT setting up a few days, with lots of music later, here are a few songs to bring to the New Year! Happy New Year and Merry Christmas All! We wish
you Merry Chistam B.Peszon on LX Auld Lang Syne B.Pessone on LX These records of Grandpianoman are very clean. Beautifully made. What microphones do you use!!? My results in entropy (subjective impressions) are quite satisfying. (Comparison with Verituner, which I have been using for many years, and happily.) If I had a
complaint about Entropy, there would be a lack of flexibility: in no way (yet) adjust to the size of the piano. I notice that Entropy produces an a3-a4 octave on my Hailun 211, which is much more stretched than the result I get with the typical Verituner setup. But none of the intervals made by entropy is bad or unacceptable to my ears. The
rolling thirds are very smooth. I don't know why designers say a really good microphone helps. This proposal is completely contrary to what experts say about tuning piano and mixes. I have yet to check if entropy gives sequential settings. IH measurements are known to be variables for all piano customization software. I used a very good
microphone anyway (AT 4041). Thanks John.... The mixes I used this time were new to me. On the recommendation of one of the PW readers here, I bought a cardioid and Omni mics from . For these records I used CM3 cardiods. I first tried my pair of Avenson STO-2, which are omnisci confessing... they were good, but they sounded a
little better in some areas, a little less heat, less coloring.... I would say that these sounds are a bit more like piano living. They are also at a very reasonable price for the way they sound. The price on the site for 1 mic.I is also a pair of Earthworks QTC-40,but both owners for those who broke. I am impressed with the quality and sound of
these mixes, especially for the price. It should also be noted that in general, cardioids seem to have a slightly smaller color, at least for the piano. I used Tascam DR60 for the voice recorder. As I mentioned earlier, EPT gave me various sound settings with a laptop / Samson microphone ... this setting, which sounded the most pleasant
and resonant. On these recent recordings, using EPT ver 1.1.4, I relied entirely on the stroboscope, although the old display did not respond exactly to some of the treble notes. Most of the unison was by ear, except for the 7th octave up, where I found that I could get a clean strobiscope reading or hit the line pretty quickly and/or move
and collide with the Samson Meteor microphone to the pin, putting it right next to the pin hooked. The rest of the piano, I could leave the microphone in one position that I think is profitable. I put a towel under the microphone to soften it while tuning. Here's one I missed posting here... it was recorded a few days after the initial setup, so not
as clean as I would like. the records are very clean. Beautifully made. What microphones do you use!!? My results in entropy (subjective impressions) are quite satisfying. (Comparison with Verituner, which I have been using for many years, and happily.) If I had a complaint about Entropy, there would be a lack of flexibility: in no way (yet)
adjust to the size of the piano. I notice that Entropy produces an a3-a4 octave on my Hailun 211, which is much more stretched than the result I get with the typical Verituner setup. But none of the intervals made by entropy is bad or unacceptable to my ears. The rolling thirds are very smooth. It is very important to understand that Entropy
Tuner does not think about the size of the octave, or, in fact, the size of any interval. He just looks at moving notes so that the parts coincide closer to each other - for all 88 notes at a time. I don't know why designers say a really good microphone helps. This proposal is completely contrary to what experts say about tuning piano and
mixes. Microphone quality and placement is crucial for customization. Partial amplitudes depend on the type, quality and location of the microphone. Entropy Tuner uses amplitudes measured in one cent of the increry in each wave form to produce lower entropy. Changing the position or microphone type will change the partial amplitudes,
resulting in a different setting with similar entropy. I have yet to check if entropy gives sequential settings. IH measurements are known to be variables for all piano customization software. I used a very good microphone anyway (AT 4041). The entropy tuner calculates iH, which does not depend on microphone quality or location, to create
a firing point for adjustment. The actual calculation of the setting does not take into account non-garmony. It's very imported to know. [/quote] The actual calculation of the setting does not take into account non-uglyness. It's very imported to know. [/quote] Very interesting! [/quote] The actual calculation of the setting does not take into
account non-uglyness. It's very imported to know. Very interesting! [/quote] I have to extend my statement above a bit. EPT measures the actual parts of each recorded string and calculates the theoretical iH based on the Young equation. It uses iH to search for parts harmoniously related to the note, while rejecting noise and possibly
longitudinal waves. It then creates a theoretical stretched ET setting based on the calculated iH piano and uses this as a starting point for calculating entropy. As long as the calculated iH is reasonable, it does not matter if it is wrong, since the calculation of entropy looks at the entire wave formula, since it was actually written down, not as
it was mathematically simulated. Microphone quality and placement is crucial for customization. Partial amplitudes depend on the type, quality and location of the microphone. Entropy Tuner uses amplitudes measured in one cent in each wave form, to obtain lower entropy. Changing Changes the position or microphone type will change
the partial amplitudes, resulting in a different setting with similar entropy. If you used EPT to set up a small grand, where would you put the microphone? Microphone quality and placement is crucial for customization. Partial amplitudes depend on the type, quality and location of the microphone. Entropy Tuner uses amplitudes measured in
one cent of the increry in each wave form to produce lower entropy. Changing the position or microphone type will change the partial amplitudes, resulting in a different setting with similar entropy. If you used EPT to set up a small grand, where would you put the microphone? Interesting question. There are several possible answers, each
of which provides a different solution. I move the microphone around to be about 10 cm from the line I record. This means that I get a resonant signal-to-noise ratio, which leads to a higher quality reading on EPT. Be careful not to play too loudly, as the resulting wave will have a lot of noise and possible curvature clipping. Partial
amplitudes do not coincide with what you hear while sitting on the piano, or what the public will hear. Placing a microphone near the pianist's main position would result in various partial amplitudes recorded from a microphone located 2 meters from the piano. I think the best approach to taking notes is to check the iH schedule after you're
done and then re-write any notes, usually in high thrash, which are clearly outsiders. I am tuning a Hailun 211 (7ft 2in) grand, using one on 4041 microphone, interface, microphone tripod, and powerful laptop. I get to hang up this program and I really like it. The IH measurement phase actually goes pretty fast. I use a spectral display for
customization, and this raises a question that I humbly admit, do not know the answer to: in some cases (E5, for example, on Hailun) the first part falls apart sharply in relation to other parts. So visually, I observe the lower (and brightest) line of the spectral display moving to the right, while the other lines (higher and weaker parts) move
quickly to the left. I believe that I should be tweeding to the first part in this case (and similar cases where parts move in different directions.... sometimes partial brightness or volume)?! So, the importance of an external microphone for the measurement phase? During tuning the built-in should just be good??? I'm looking for how to
measure when using another platform to first set up a pass – perhaps saving and using EPT on return visits... Ron Blacksmith Johnlvisgrant: I can't answer that. Others here can. So, the importance of an external microphone for the measurement phase? During tuning the built-in should just be good??? I'm looking for how to measure
when using another platform for the first pass setup – possibly saving and using EPT when visits ... Ron Blacksmith Yes. So. On the display - if you switch to the old display, you can see two two peaks on the notes you mentioned. I tweaked Kimball, who had the top half of the display moving to the right and the bottom half to the left ... I
think I've tried on average at speed, I'm still just playing with it – just practicing rooms and some of the secondary piano churches that I know are challenging to see how the software reacts. I had some significant problems with user errors (touching the display while calculating it's great!) that made me give up the software and go back to
Verituner halfway through the setup, but also had some tanning success... The overall stretch is very close to the custom style I've been on Verituner for a few years, but as we all know, these are small differences that can make a real improvement in how the piano sounds. Ron Blacksmith On display - if you switch to the old display, you
can see two competing peaks on those notes that you mentioned. I tweaked Kimball, who had the top half of the display moving to the right and the bottom half to the left ... I think I've tried on average at speed, I'm still just playing with it – just practicing rooms and some of the secondary piano churches that I know are challenging to see
how the software reacts. I had some significant problems with user errors (touching the display while calculating it's great!) that made me give up the software and go back to Verituner halfway through the setup, but also had some tanning success... The overall stretch is very close to the custom style I've been on Verituner for a few years,
but as we all know, these are small differences that can make a real improvement in how the piano sounds. Ron Blacksmith Yes, that sounds reasonable. I had some significant problems with user errors (touching the display during the calculation is a big problem! Yes: Entropy is touching! The overall stretch is very close to the custom
style I've had on Verituner for a few yearsFor me the temperament of the octave on my piano test was close to Verituner's (medium setting!!! ...). but, as we all know, these are small differences that can make a real improvement in how the piano sounds. CUSTOMIZATION ACCURACY: A big difference in philosophy behind Verituner and
entropy in terms of fine tuning accuracy. Entropy is obvious: a couple of cents anyway doesn't matter. But Verituner is completely different from this account: the Verituner counter (which is fantastically accurate) suggests that if accuracy is what you want (i.e. concert settings), set the counter to the highest sensitivity and continue! The
tuning part of the Verituner is, or maybe, much more accurate than the entropy configuration stage. If variances of 1 cents or more matter to you (they do with me, personally, with my own piano), then Rules. From the entropy manual: CRT works internally with a resolution of 1 tbsp. We decided to use this resolution because the recorded
spectral lines have the width of the same order of magnitude. Some IDs use up to 0.2, but we do not understand how such a high resolution can be obtained Well... I don't understand that statement. Verituner can certainly be so accurate. The Verituner counter that allows you to get within .2 can be patented, however. Agreed, the piano
string can reach more than .2 at any time; so the question is a prim, to such an extent. However, the difference of 1-3 cents on any note, especially in the middle of the piano, is not trivia, and will affect the sound of the piano sharply!! And in unison tuning in the middle of the piano, 1-3 cents between the strings has a huge impact, of
course. IH Measurment: Entropy is fantastic.... finally, a program that shows you exactly what you measure as you write down for IH (in spectrum view). One punch and you made calcium IH. If something looks ridiculous, or out-chic in the calculation, just do it again. It's as simple as that. I would love Verituner to do the same. Verituner's
IH measurement process is frustrating. Speed: Since Verituner allows you to adjust the piano and measure the IH at the same time (as you tune in) it is much faster tuner than entropy. Tuning flexibility: Verituner wins hands down... there are countless permutations and combinations. And so you can get much nicer results from
Verituner.Visual Interface: Entropy provides much more and more accessible information than Verituner (although it does not have the power or precision of configuring Verituner). Setting goals, IH measurements, etc., all there and easily accessible. If Entropy were equipped with a Spinner Verituner (measuring device), it would be a killer
program. Then add something equivalent to a huge array of Verituner setup curves and you have the best tuner on the market (for me, anyway). [b] Press [b] [/b] Press [/b]. All good points. TUNING PRECISION – As far as fine-tuning is concerned, no ETD on the market can produce accurate calculated tuning, which is better than within a
few cents of a concert setting, let alone one cent. (Note that I say calculated tuning. Tuner, which uses ETD to record and memorize its own custom setting on aurally, can create a one-cent setting.) Here's the reason:Calculated tuning used by any ETD, with the exception of EPT and possibly a Hole tuner, uses the calculated iH, along
with variable tuning stretches, to create the configuration. This does not accurately reflect the actual partial structure of the piano strings. It is based on one of several formulas, none of which take into account the impact of rocking bridges, longitudinal waves and many other interactions that make the calculation of iH very inaccurate,
especially for the first six parts of the bottom 30 or so piano notes. EPT takes into account all these factors, since the calculated tuning uses actual recorded piano notes not calculated by iH to create tuning. What this means is that Verituner and other ETFs like ilk will produce, given the two that had identical iH iH and with the selected
bass/trebking options, the same, identical settings that ignore the unique nature of each piano's partial structures. EPT will produce two very different tunings, each based on the actual partial structure.iH MEASUREMENT - See. iH calculations are good, but not accurate. SPEED - Measuring iH during setup makes no sense. This means
that parts of the newly customized note are customized to match parts of other notes that have not yet been customized. Can Verituner see in the future? I don't think so. Again, it probably uses a predefined general stretch that can never exactly match the tuned piano if it doesn't already know the piano. TUNING FLEXIBILITY – Again,
most ETDs allow the tuner to use their ears to judge which are the best stretch parametmeters to produce better sound settings. EPT, in theory, does it by itself. TUNING CURVES - EPT does not require configuration curves. Any defined adjustment curve cannot accurately display any individual piano unless the curve has been created



by this piano. I hope this helps clarify some confusion about how EPT.proutEdit works: I quickly looked at the Verituner guide. It appears that the A4/A3 has some pre-predicted octave width and then halftones in height of 2:1 or something octave up to C8. This gives the necessary iH knowledge to adjust down, still using some pre-
anticipated stretching. This is a very good approach. TUNING PRECISION – As far as fine-tuning is concerned, no ETD on the market can produce accurate calculated tuning, which is better than within a few cents of concert tuning, let alone one cent. (Note what I say is calculated tuning. tuner that uses ETD to record and memorize your
own custom setting, which is configured at a sub-cent.) So. I mean only the 2nd that you mentioned above: bringing the string close to the tuning goal as soon as etd has established what that goal will be. Verituner does it more accurately than any ETD I know. So I wouldn't be surprised if the Verituner spinner was patented technology.
Entropy gives us 4 ways to adjust to the goal: none of them works very well! (Not for me, at least!!) Measuring iH during setup makes no sense. This means that parts of the note you just set up are customized to match parts of other notes that you haven't set up yet. Verituner sets temporary targets during setup. These goals change (get
more accurate) because each new line is configured and (ergo) more IH information is provided to the program. Thus, the tuner may eventually be able to retrain as more IH data accumulates. I am desperate, however, in a blind way Verituner decides what is an acceptable IH measurement and what is not. Unlike Entropy, where parts
recorded for any IH measurement are in verituner asks you to accept its IH-based goal setting on FAITH!!! Measuring iH during setup makes no sense. This means that the newly customized notes are customized to match parts of other notes that you haven't set up yet. Verituner sets temporary targets during setup. These goals change
(get more accurate) because each new line is configured and (ergo) more IH information is provided to the program. Thus, the tuner may eventually be able to retrain as more IH data accumulates. I am desperate, however, in a blind way Verituner decides what is an acceptable IH measurement and what is not. Unlike Entropy, where
parts recorded for any IH measurement are normal, Verituner asks you to accept its IH-based goal setting on FAITH!!! The problem with the measured (i.e., calculated) iH is that it incorrectly calculates the position of the part by as much as 6 cents from the actual partial positions measured. If your ETD uses this part to customize the note,
it may be a way out of what is needed to make the correct M3 strike speed. This can happen even though the calculated iH is as good as it can be. Robert Scott tried to compensate for some inaccuracies in the standard iH calculation. My sense of his method, from setting up ET on my piano using TuneLab Pro, is that it is much closer to
the actual partial structure of a given note than the standard, unsealed Young formula. Verituner does not use the constant of non-barmonicity - if I understand it correctly ... Dave Carpenter showed me once a matrix of data collected for each note - probably similar information to what is observed in Tunelab with compensation for each
part. Instead of mixing them with a single number, such as Tunelab, (or perhaps what does EPT do?), it uses data about each partially measured for the calculation drive. Ron Blacksmith Thus, bias is a mismatch or difference in the field between a theoretical and a tuning target for a partial one, as Verituner calculates. This is not an actual
part measurement. This is a statement from Verituner's manual, 52. Verituner shows the measured offset of each part of the string no iH, but does not seem to use this information to set a configuration goal. Instead, it calculates the value you want to adjust. For me, the ideal ETD tuner, for example, measure the 5th part of the F3 and the
4th part of the A3, and then adjust these two parts to the desired impact speed. This is certainly only good for this one interval. Compromises must be made from any other interval. An intricate part of the above quote from the Verituner(VT) manual is the word target. Again, I'm working with memory on discussions I've had in the past... The
numbers we see when using VT in fine mode are goal setting. The counter/needle is guided by these goals (which may or may not be a true representation of the piano through the measurement process). If the process of measurement and calculation is going well, then all the goals agree. If not, you can observe the drift partial strength
balance varies along the length of the note. (it does not depend on the normally observed drift step note.) Therefore, it is not recommended to use the numbers shown in fine mode for the graph as a representation of the insetering piano. (what I admit to doing at an early stage – it takes a lot longer to use measure mode, or another
platform to measure and document each part!) Ron Blacksmith Thus, bias is a mismatch or difference in the field between a theoretical and a tuning target for a partial one, as Verituner calculates. This is not an actual part measurement. This is a statement from Verituner's manual, 52. Verituner shows the measured offset of each part of
the string no iH, but does not seem to use this information to set a configuration goal. Instead, it calculates the value you want to adjust. For me, the ideal ETD tuner, for example, measure the 5th part of the F3 and the 4th part of the A3, and then adjust these two parts to the desired impact speed. This is certainly only good for this one
interval. Compromises must be made from any other interval. It may also be useful to set or correct intervals (for example, set the specified stretch marks for A3-A4) and calculate min. entropy for the remaining intervals in light of this specification. Finally! He spent the day following the piano tuner entropy rules to the sheet, completing a
very, very careful setting up of Hailun 212 (7'2). The microphone (cardio capacitor series AT 40), located on a tripod about 6 feet from the ground, on the keyboard (front of the piano), points down to the center of the sound card. The AT 40 series microphone is not Neumann or Schoeps, but it is very, very flat with minimal distortion.
Excellent microphone.I clarified the fatal mistake I made on my previous IH measurements of Entropy. In Automatic Note Recognition, Entropy switches to an incorrect note from time to time. It can happen so quickly, you can easily miss it. This is because the IH Entropy measurement stage is super-fast and you can get a little careless
with speed. I found some BIG boo boos in my measurements. Such mistakes are easy to catch if you study the graph of your IH measurements. The error is usually from the IH measurement line, and it is very easy to fix. So you have to do this check (as they indicate in the tutorial.) so I did 2 things differently this time: I kept the
microphone stationary as EPT assumes (the last time I moved it around to be close to the line measured); and I checked my IH measurements for errors afterwards. I must admit doing the last 2 things, as according to the instructions of the EPT manual, this time, the program has released a terrific tuning. I mean, really, really pleases your
ear! My one quibble (as I mentioned earlier) will be with the setup stage. The software provides 4 ways to measure the accuracy of the adjustment during operation. The most accurate indicator there is a stroboscope. Unfortunately, Strobiscope is really difficult to use in tenor and bass, where there are several parts, all disintegrate at
different speeds and frequencies. I tried to visually isolate the appropriate part from the stroboscope for the note I set up, but it wasn't easy. Easy ABOVE a4, of course, where the behavior of the first part is evident in the stroboscope: only 2 parts are shown, and they are easy to read. But trying to figure out what the 4th partial does from
F2 to E3, where a stroboscope shows countless parts, all rotting at different speeds, is really a pain. this can be improved. I managed Verituner on the same notebook at the same time so that I could compare the configuration goals of each application under the same conditions. Obviously, Verituner provides different goals depending on
which tuning style in VT is selected. There are 3 in the style of the house and countless tuner styles. I haven't seen what the exact differences might be between the VT and EPT settings. But I can say that the pure VT style, which became the setting in VT when I tuned in, produced goals, not unlike EPT in temperament. But there were
often huge differences in goals set by VT (pure style) and EPT for tenor and bass strings. Thank you for posting johniewisgrant. Here is my latest experience with EPT, inc strobiscope. I've posted this piece before, but here it is right after I've set up M&amp;amp;a; H BB with EPT. It's a setting that sounds better to my ear. The Samson G
Track microphone was on the microphone boom, positioned above the piano curve at this location for all 88 notes during signal analysis. The calculation was endless. I used Samson Meteor's microphone to adjust. I used a stroboscope solely for this setting. When I come to a line that shows parts in both directions, I first try and get a
stroboscope to be as much as possible and then go to the old display to see if there is a certain deal and then back to the stroboscope. Many notes have an agreement, so I use this setting. Getting a stroboscope to be as possible with parts going in different directions seems to give a better sound. I can keep meteror microphone 'settings'
in one position on the plate, near the 7th octave for the entire setting. I move the microphone close to the 7th octave hook pin facing the strings for the 7th octave up. in order to get a stroboscope to show 1 partial. Quickly striking a line on these notes, sometimes at different speeds, I can get 1 or 2 parts pretty steady, that's where I set the
line. This time I also relied on a stroboscope to install (unison) most of the two-wheelers on the bass, as well as the 7th octave up. In my ear, for this record, the bass, and especially the treble, turned out very well. Time for love Arpin (Fresh tuning exclusively with a stroboscope) John, If possible, could not you send me a configuration file
.ept to configure EPT of your Hailun and the Verituner file if you saved it? Thank you, proutEdit: GPM, send me and yours. Thank. Impressive sound. Good tuning. Thank you for posting johniewisgrant. Here is my latest experience with EPT, inc strobiscope. I've posted this piece before, but here it is right after I've set up M&amp;amp;a; H
BB with EPT. It's a setting that sounds better to my ear. The Samson G Track microphone was on the microphone boom, positioned above the piano curve at this location for all 88 notes during signal analysis. The calculation was endless. I used Samson Meteor's microphone to adjust. I used a stroboscope solely for this setting. When I
come to a line that shows parts in both directions, I first try and get a stroboscope to be as much as possible and then go to the old display to see if there is a certain deal and then back to the stroboscope. Many notes have an agreement, so I use this setting. Getting a stroboscope to be as possible with parts going in different directions
seems to give a better sound. I can keep meteror microphone 'settings' in one position on the plate, near the 7th octave for the entire setting. I move the microphone close to the 7th octave hook pin facing the strings for the 7th octave up. in order to get a stroboscope to show 1 partial. Quickly striking a line on these notes, sometimes at
different speeds, I can get 1 or 2 parts pretty steady, that's where I set the line. This time I also relied on a stroboscope to install (unison) most of the two-wheelers on the bass, as well as the 7th octave up. In my ear, for this record, the bass, and especially the treble, turned out very well. Time for love Arpin (Fresh tuning using exclusively
stroboscope) cool! What do you think of the setup, yourself? Unison sound very tight, for me, despite the idiosyncratic stroboscopy. (This stroboscope display can be easily improved/enhanced!) And general tuning sounds amazingly good (I say that not really knowing obviously your identity M&amp;H.) John, if possible, could you send me
a customization file .ept to configure EPT of your Hailun 212, and a Verituner file if you saved it? Thank you, proutEdit: GPM, send me and yours. Thank. Impressive sound. Good tuning. Treating skiing to SOO. But will match this through PM, some time today! In my ear, general tuning sounds very good. Except for the bass and the 7th
octave up. I did unison by ear, first the center string, then to the left to the center string, then straight to the center string. I would say almost every unison made this way by ear turns out to be how you hear the clean and round sound of 3 line unison, although my hammers need a voice.... have not been voiced for almost 2 years!
Sometimes I have to fix unison by listening to all 3 lines. This central line idea was offered to me by Olek here, Pw. Prout, will get this to you later today. I can pull a partial target for VT, but not for EPT. I wonder if I miss something about EPT: I don't see a list of target parts anywhere. I like the way he handled the bass on Hailun; but I
would like the software to confirm what partial of its settings goals are related to there. I'm assuming that the 6th part, but there were programs to do that little work for the tuner, then a (very accurate) alternative stroboscope can be provided (one that just runs from the 6th part to the bass; 1st part above the A4, etc.) I think of the tunelab
phase display, which (like the VT counter) is surprisingly accurate. Perhaps all good ways to do such things are patented... This program is a historic first, in my opinion. Innovative. It is still in the initiation stage. I, for one, can't wait to see what brains come up with. Glory to my partner in crime: she looked at the formulas provided in the
Entropy manual and immediately re-enacted. Canadian public high schools had excellent curricula in mathematics at that time (mathematics A, B and C it is called (algebra, tracing and analysis)). I did it all... but after 50 odd years, I confess that I completely forgot what logarithmic functions consist of! Thanks to Prout.... will send a link to
the .ept file to the PM field. I wonder if I miss something about EPT: I don't see a list of target parts anywhere. I like the way he handled the bass on Hailun; but I would like the software to confirm what partial of its settings goals are related to there. I'm assuming that the 6th part, but there were programs to do that little work for the tuner,
then a (very accurate) alternative stroboscope can be provided (one that just runs from the 6th part to the bass; 1st part above the A4, etc.) I think of the tunelab phase display, which (like the VT counter) is surprisingly accurate. Perhaps all good ways to do such things are patented... This program is a historic first, in my opinion.
Innovative. It is still in the initiation stage. I, for one, can't wait to see what brains come up with. Glory to my partner in crime: she looked at the formulas provided in the Entropy manual and immediately re-enacted. Canadian public high schools had excellent curricula in mathematics at that time (mathematics A, B and C it is called (algebra,
tracing and analysis)). I did it all... but after 50 odd years, I confess that I completely forgot what logarithmic functions consist of! I'll do a little weaker and see if I can answer your question about how to set the frequency of the configuration. It was recorded a few pieces after time for love.... EPT settings still sound pretty good. What
amazes me about this part and skyfall recording is the wide dynamic range and depth of tone that EPT enhances on this piano. In addition to the use of normalization in processing, there is no additional improvement or reverse rotation, etc. This has always had a great depth of sound, especially after the Bapin Bridge modifier, as well as
Isaac's hammers and bass strings. This always sounded good after setting up, but EPT seems to increase the overall depth of sound even more than in the previous settings. Mike Garson plays Don't Cry For Me Argentina can pull a partial target list for VT, but not for EPT. I wonder if I miss something about EPT: I don't see a list of target
parts anywhere. Unlike other ETDs, EPT does not use the target part. EPT writes a given string, after which during the calculation of entropy, the step (that is, the entire recorded wave) of the string can be shifted by one cent of the increhood to obtain a lower local minimum entropy. The new 'step' location is used for customization.
Strobiscope tuning: EPT compares the shifted, recorded wave shape with the microphone input of the configurable string. If they match, all horizontal bars will stop moving. Obviously, this can only be achieved if the recorded wave and microphone input come from the same line on one piano. Spectral step deviation indicator: The peak
indicator is a superposition of all recorded parts. That is, it is a convoluted convoluted recorded wave shape and microphone, and shows the correct setting when in the middle of the display. Another way of thinking about it is to imagine that each recorded part of a string is compared to the same part in the customizable string. Since the
relative positions of the parts do not change with a small step change, all parts can be mapped accurately and simultaneously. Key step markers: They use the same procedure as above. Synthesized reference sound: It's a really cool idea. In theory, a reference step (probably phase inverted) is generated and compared to the configured
string, and the reference step amplitude exactly corresponds to the microphone input. If both are the same, the sound result in the headphones will be nil. That is, if you hear nothing, it is in harmony! Edit: All of the above information seems to imply that the best tuning, i.e. the closest setting to the EPT calculation, will occur only if the
same setting is used for recording and setting (microphone, microphone position, ADC, etc.). The EPT manual clearly states that a low-key capacitor microphone with linear frequency is used. Thanks for explaining prout. I've always used the left row for two-way, and the center line for three chords to analyze the 88 signal. Then I use the
same single lines to customize. The microphone remains in the same position to analyze the 88 note signal, except for this latest setting, where I used a Samson Meteor microphone to adjust, unlike the Samson GTrack microphone, resting it on a towel, on a plate near the 7th octave. In order to get a clean reading for 7 octaves I turned
the microphone towards the clutch pins, and turned the volume to the microphone to get a clean stroscope signal, otherwise it was drawn to the bass strings. Thanks for explaining prout. I've always used the left row for two-way, and the center line for three chords to analyze the 88 signal. Then I use the same single lines to customize.
The microphone remains in the same position to analyze the 88 note signal, except for this latest setting, where I used a Samson Meteor microphone to adjust, unlike the Samson GTrack microphone, resting it on a towel, on a plate near the 7th octave. In order to get a clean reading for the 7th octave up, I turned the microphone towards
the contacts hitchhiking, and returned the volume to the microphone to get a clean stroboscope signal, otherwise it was drawn to the bass strings. What I find interesting when I look at your .ept file for this entry, it shows that your setting is off at more than 100 cents on some notes and over 50 cents on many notes. It is clear that this is not
the case, since tuning is excellent by any standard. I also found this to be the case in most .ept files that have a recorded setting (green lines). I don't know the cause of this anomaly yet. I feel that as long as the same lines are used for the setting as for recording, the quality of the microphone and its position will not matter when using a
stroboscopic display and a spectroscopic deviation display. This will matter using synthesized reference sound techniques, since the amplitudes of parts in a synthesized waveform will not match the microphone input. I see thanks for that clarification. I think I know why the green lines are off on so many notes. When I use one line to
configure with EPT, it's ok, but when I go to set up another line or lines by ear, EPT listens to 2 lines and sometimes 3 lines together, so maybe the green line reacts to more than 1 line? Also, I love playing chords and arpegios to check the settings as I go up the piano.... this may come as a reason why the green lines are off. Yes, the
automatic key authentication algorithm probably misinterpreted the recreated keys. It would be nice to be able to disable the automatic key recognition feature. I prefer to manually force key recognition during recording, and the same would be useful for customizing what I also do, but since automatic recognition is always pervasive, it
catches all the extraneous noise during breaks and thinks I've set up some notes again, and pretty bad! Editing: I liked garson Evita's choice - lovely, deep, resonant bass - but I really enjoyed Arpin's interpretation and the sound of Time for Love. This Sampson microphone does a good job. I sent Haye PM about adding the option to
disable the automatic key recognition feature. This helps ensure that when recording and setting up only the selected note. So... Alpine was a style that was very attractive. I am with you on interpretation and sound time for Let me see if I can post a video of this file on Youtube... sometimes, if you've already published the same piece, it
won't let you publish it again. If not, I'll put it on Vimeo. Garson has more jazzy taste for his game and his own writings. I like it when any piece uses a lot of lowercase in this piano, as you say, deep, resonant bass, which I think EPT rises to a great extent. Yes, I think Samson Meteor's microphone is really good for tuning, and signal
analysis. I haven't tried the meteor microphone yet on my M&amp;a; H BB for new signal analysis / tuning, since the EPT settings I use now, (I used Samson GTrack to analyze the signal,) sounds so good! I can in the future, just for fun, try Meteor for a new calculation. This new MICS recording pair I use for video/video .wav files is also
very good. who wants to invest in a very reasonable price of stereo pair mics should look into CM3. All the videos and .wav files that I have posted here and on YouTube over the past few months have used this pair of CM3. I can pull a partial target list for VT, but not for EPT. I wonder if I miss something about EPT: I don't see a list of
target parts anywhere. Unlike other ETDs, EPT does not use the target part. EPT writes a given string, after which during the calculation of entropy, the step (that is, the entire recorded wave) of the string can be shifted by one cent of the increhood to obtain a lower local minimum entropy. The new 'step' location is used for customization.
Strobiscope tuning: EPT compares the shifted, recorded wave shape with the microphone input of the configurable string. If they match, all horizontal bars will stop moving. Obviously, this can only be achieved if the recorded wave and microphone input come from the same line on one piano. Spectral step deviation indicator: The peak
indicator is a superposition of all recorded parts. That is, it is a convoluted convoluted recorded wave shape and microphone, and shows the correct setting when in the middle of the display. Another way of thinking about it is to imagine that each recorded part of a string is compared to the same part in the customizable string. Since the
relative positions of the parts do not change with a small step change, all parts can be mapped accurately and simultaneously. Key step markers: They use the same procedure as above. Synthesized reference sound: It's a really cool idea. In theory, a reference step (probably phase inverted) is generated and compared to the configured
string, and the reference step amplitude exactly corresponds to the microphone input. If both are the same, the sound result in the headphones will be nil. That is, if you hear nothing, it is in harmony! Edit: All of the above information seems to imply that the best tuning, i.e. the closest setting to EPT will only occur if the same setting is used
for recording and setting (microphone, microphone position, ADC, etc.). The EPT manual clearly states that a low-key capacitor microphone with linear frequency is used. This is critical information. It should be in the manual! Now I get a stroboscope display! The bands are not really meant to provide details about the parts. In practical
terms, you should have a good microphone. And this microphone should not be moved at all during the setup process. Finally, the environment should be as quiet as possible in human terms to measure IH, as waveforms are also recorded. I had no idea. When I get back, I'll definitely get away!!! I understand that the stroboscope seemed
inaccurate because I don't always tune in with the same line, using !!! This explains why I am having trouble setting up a stroboscope! EPT is not similar to other !!! I can pull a partial target list for VT, but not for EPT. I wonder if I miss something about EPT: I don't see a list of target parts anywhere. Unlike other ETDs, EPT does not use
the target part. EPT writes a given string, after which during the calculation of entropy, the step (that is, the entire recorded wave) of the string can be shifted by one cent of the increhood to obtain a lower local minimum entropy. The new 'step' location is used for customization. Strobiscope tuning: EPT compares the shifted, recorded wave
shape with the microphone input of the configurable string. If they match, all horizontal bars will stop moving. Obviously, this can only be achieved if the recorded wave and microphone input come from the same line on one piano. Spectral step deviation indicator: The peak indicator is a superposition of all recorded parts. That is, it is a
convoluted convoluted recorded wave shape and microphone, and shows the correct setting when in the middle of the display. Another way of thinking about it is to imagine that each recorded part of a string is compared to the same part in the customizable string. Since the relative positions of the parts do not change with a small step
change, all parts can be mapped accurately and simultaneously. Key step markers: They use the same procedure as above. Synthesized reference sound: It's a really cool idea. In theory, a reference step (probably phase inverted) is generated and compared to the configured string, and the reference step amplitude exactly corresponds
to the microphone input. If both are the same, the sound result in the headphones will be nil. That is, if you hear nothing, it is in harmony! Edit: All of the above information seems to imply that the best tuning, i.e. the closest setting to the EPT calculation, will occur only if the same setting is used for recording and setting (microphone,
microphone position, ADC, etc.). The SPT manual clearly states that the capacitor is low with linear frequency. This is critical information. It should be in the manual! Now I get a stroboscope display! The bands are not really meant to provide details about the parts. In practical terms, you should have a good microphone. And this
microphone should not be moved at all during the setup process. Finally, the environment should be as quiet as possible in human terms to measure IH, as waveforms are also recorded. I had no idea. When I get back, I'll definitely get away!!! I understand that the stroboscope seemed inaccurate because I don't always tune in with the
same line, using !!! This explains why I am having trouble setting up a stroboscope! EPT is not similar to other !!! Actually, all this information is in the manual, but I had to read it slowly, completely, very carefully, and digest the information to understand it. YouTube has adopted a new video ~! Here's time for love 1st piece recorded after
setup with EPT. Also, this time I used Normalization with Audio Director 6 to .wav file. Previous post I do not use anything. The .wav, EPT/laptop/Samson GTrack for signal analysis, and a Samson Meteor microphone for tuning using a stroboscope. A pair of www.lineaudio.se CM3 docks is fed into the Tascam DR60 D. Love Changes
Everything by Andrew Lloyd Weber, played by Mike Garson GPM - it sounds very sweet! I finally used EPT again (my first since the introduction of the stroboscope). I also used infinite (left it for about 45 minutes) and used a strobiscope, except when it was a bit difficult to tell if it really calmed down completely (used another display to
check), and used a standard display for the highest 7 or 8 notes. The setting sounds very, very sweet from C2 up. Below that was the way out. The blows were very strong. My piano used to be tuned to Dirk, and when I compared the bass, the difference increased to 20 percent. My bass recordings were very low on the quality scale, so I
think it probably was. YouTube has adopted a new video ~! Here's time for love 1st piece recorded after setup with EPT. Also, this time I used Normalization with Audio Director 6 to .wav file. Previous post I do not use anything. Original .wav file, normalized Very cool! Sounds great, too! So, is LX a piano player? Anywhere, I'm still
struggling a little bit with Entropy. I find the setup stage very touching. It's easy to do ballpark accuracy, but IT's VERY DIFFICULT to make accurate nailing of what Entropy calls calculated frequency, that is, tuning target. I'm starting to shape some common thoughts of the program as it stands. I think the process of measuring IH is
actually best feature. A small improvement may be including the numerical value (which the program has) with color quality But overall it is by far the easiest and easiest IH measurement created in the market (for my money... Salute.. its free!) The calculation stage is very steep. Of course, work on the algorithm, but do not change the
display, etc... works like a charm. The setup phase absolutely needs to work. There are 4 different ways to help you hit a calculated goal. None of them works particularly well. A stroboscope can be super-accurate.... so why not go for it: Do a stroboscopy MORE; so you can see what each partial does. NAME bands (which represent parts
and show their relative decay rates, and reflect the relative amplitude due to the brightness or intensity of the band) Programs such as linotun show how incredibly accurate stroscope tuners can be. The software is there. Confession: I used linotun from the entropy tuner to nail whole entropy. Hit them much more accurately in this way. My
experience of Linotune seems to show that Stroob Entropy actually uses partial targets to adjust. I'll have to double-check it out. For example, I would like to know if, on bass (where everything has become difficult), A0-A2 Entropy (in each case) rely on the 6th part. Strobosoft (Peterson) is a strobiscope of modern art. Imagine a function in
Entropy that gave you a full-screen, easy-to-read stroboscopic partial display like the Strobosoft display) to nail whole entropy! so does this tuner also make an uneven temperament? I never use equals. so does this tuner also make an uneven temperament? I never use equals. No. Although, the temperament it produces, like the aurical
ET tuners, is also not ET. The algorithm tries to minimize all intervals of beatings on the piano, and thus creates some unpropressive sequence intervals. Anywhere, I'm still struggling a little bit with Entropy. I find the setup stage very touching. It's easy to do ballpark accuracy, but IT's VERY DIFFICULT to make accurate nailing of what
Entropy calls calculated frequency, that is, tuning target. I'm starting to shape some common thoughts of the program as it stands. I think the IH measurement process is actually its best feature. A small improvement may be including a numerical value (which the program has) with a color quality indicator. But overall it is by far the easiest
and easiest IH measurement created in the market (for my money... Salute.. its free!) Remember that iH in EPT is only used to adjust the initial stretched setup curve, like most other ETFs. But, and this is the most important difference, once the algorithm for calculating the entropy of the configuration is running, iH no longer matters. This
is basically a useless number that does not exactly capture the partial structure of the string. EPT, however, has a record of the actual partial structure of the string, and this is what is used to minimize strokes. Large inaccuracies inherent in measuring and calculating iH disappear entropy calculation. Calculation stage Cool. Of course,
work on the algorithm, but do not change the display, etc... works like a charm. The setup phase absolutely needs to work. There are 4 different ways to help you hit a calculated goal. None of them works particularly well. A stroboscope can be super-accurate.... so why not go for it: Do a stroboscopy MORE; so you can see what each
partial does. NAME bands (which represent parts and show their relative decay rates, and reflect the relative amplitude due to the brightness or intensity of the band) Programs such as linotun show how incredibly accurate stroscope tuners can be. The software is there. Strobe-style ETO (NOT EPT) generates a high-precision graying
wave of the selected part, which was calculated using iH measurement for a given note. The configured string is felt and filtered so that only the desired partial is compared with the created reference. The accuracy of this configuration method is limited only to the accuracy of the reference clock used to generate the frequency and ability of
the tuner to correctly insert the string. This, however, does not guarantee that a backward step is the best step for temperament, due to limitations in iH measurements and calculation methods. Confession: I used linotun from the entropy tuner to nail whole entropy. Hit them much more accurately in this way. My experience of Linotune
seems to show that Stroob Entropy actually uses partial targets to adjust. I'll have to double-check it out. For example, I would like to know if, on bass (where everything has become difficult), A0-A2 Entropy (in each case) rely on the 6th part. Strobosoft (Peterson) is a strobiscope of modern art. Imagine a function in Entropy that gave you
a full-screen, easy-to-read stroboscopic partial display like the Strobosoft display) to nail whole entropy! The EPT strooscope display compares the entire synthesized thyle-shapedform of the original recorded note to the entire 3-D format of the adjustable string. Since they contain essentially identical structural information, if the equipment
used and the placement of the microphone are identical, they can be negused in theory. The reality is that the piano string never behaves the same twice, and therefore cannot produce the same information twice. Setup problem:SPDI can read dead center for a specific line while the stroboscope moves obviously (flat/left or sharp/right). If
the Strobe is set to a dead end, the SPDI token moves left/ straight or right / sharply in the middle! I don't switch lines. A string measured/written is also a string that is adjusted in these cases. (If the string on a three-chord or bi chord was not adjusted to the one measured, I wouldn't care.) The difference can be as much as 2 cents.
Although this only happens on a few occasions, it still mistakes me! Any suggestions? What would be the procedure when there is a conflict? John, I had the same problem a few several I did, it's to go with a stroboscope rather than use an old display on some notes and a stroboscope on others when they disagree. Time for Love Posted
above was made using a stroboscope for all 88 notes, although I had some that did not allow the stroboscope to show a fairly steady picture. I tried to use both displays once ... not very good tuning! JKellner1, thanks. You may want to allow EPT to list several times and choose the setting that sounds best for you, perhaps it will give you a
better AO setting to C2. I think that here, where listening to the calculated setting before setting up the entire piano will come in handy. This requires the numeric keypad. I'm just lucky on this latest EPT setting as I don't have a numeric keypad... it sounds really good... a few other calculations with the same numbers didn't sound so good.
Guys, a few things:I mentioned in a previous post about disabling automatic key recognition. This option is available under Tools/Options/Settings. This will help when recording and tuning. John, do you have the latest version of EPT? Haye made some adjustments to the stroboscope display. I think the stroboscope is probably the best
source for tuning. Just do it as slowly as you can. Remember, for the difference steps, JND is much larger at all frequencies than 2 cents. Actually, at 440Hz, two tones of reproducible sounds the same for most people when they are 440 and 442 Hz, and at 3000Hz and 3015Hz sound the same. In both cases, it's almost 10 cents abrupt! I'll
test a note or two on my piano and go back on display. Editing: I checked several notes A1, A2, A3, A4, A7. With the exception of the A4, which showed flat (439.9 Hz per spectral devitation indicator), while the stroboscope showed slow movement to a sharp size, other notes showed agreement between all displays, meaning they were
both flat or sharp. Honestly, tuning was not an EPT tuning, and I used a computer microphone with a computer sitting in the piano that I would never do normally (heat from cooling fans). However, the information seemed reasonable to me. Here's how EPT sounds with the 1920s Fox trot/pop song. Same setting as above posts. Original
.wav Plays Zez Confrey Guys,A couple of things:I mentioned in the previous post about disabling automatic key recognition. This option is available under Tools/Options/Settings. This will help when recording and tuning. John, do you have the latest version of EPT? Haye made some adjustments to the stroboscope display. I think the
stroboscope is probably the best source for tuning. Just do it as slowly as you can. Remember, for the difference steps, JND is much larger at all frequencies than 2 cents. In fact, at 440Hz, two tones of reproducible sounds the same for most people when they are 440 and 442 Hz, and at 3000Hz 3015Hz sound the same. In both cases,
it's almost 10 cents abrupt! I will test a note or two my piano and go back to on display. Editing: I checked several notes A1, A2, A3, A4, A7. With the exception of the A4, which showed flat (439.9 Hz per spectral devitation indicator), while the stroboscope showed slow movement to a sharp size, other notes showed agreement between all
displays, meaning they were both flat or sharp. Honestly, tuning was not an EPT tuning, and I used a computer microphone with a computer sitting in the piano that I would never do normally (heat from cooling fans). However, the information seemed reasonable to me .yes... I have the last sep. I finished my last detailed setup last night. If
the stroboscope against the spectral indicator almost completely produces what is usually the 2nd partial piano range. The spectral indicator is useful as an indicator of late decay, in my opinion. SI provides measurement at the tail end of decay; Whereas Strobe seems to have picked up the breakup closer to attack? I don't like the sound
of piano using my latest set of goals. The position of the microphone was in the side of the piano, pretty much where it is shown in the manual. Interestingly, reusable tracings do not generate significantly different goals, which, in my opinion, is good. Microphone positioning may change the target tracing, on my last (super-cautious) test
settings. Yes, it is very important to turn off automatic key/note recognition. Otherwise, the wrong read is easy to do. I thought I wrote this last night but can't find it today. Auto key recognition can be disabled by pressing the Tools/Options/Environment/Settings button. There is a small error in the EPT program that was specified by
Cookwell some time ago, which has not yet been fixed. This causes a slight shift in the expected frequencies on the stroboscope if partial peaks cannot be detected. I fixed this error in my version of EPT, but I can only copy it to Linux. So far, I can't say whether the difference is significant. I thought I wrote this last night but can't find it
today. Auto key recognition can be disabled by pressing the Tools/Options/Environment/Settings button. There is a small error in the EPT program that was specified by Cookwell some time ago, which has not yet been fixed. This causes a slight shift in the expected frequencies on the stroboscope if partial peaks cannot be detected. I
fixed this error in my version of EPT, but I can only copy it to Linux. So far, I can't say whether the difference is significant. EPT froze at me. I saved myself the other day... I can't remember how I solved it! Something to do with audio! I thought I wrote this last night but can't find it today. Auto key recognition can be disabled by pressing the
Tools/Options/Environment/Settings button. There is a small error in the EPT program that was specified by Cookwell some time ago, which has not been fixed. This causes a slight shift in the expected frequencies on the stroboscope if Partial peaks can be detected. I fixed this error in my version of EPT, but I can only copy it to Linux. So
far, I can't say whether the difference is significant. EPT froze at me. I saved myself the other day... I can't remember how I solved it! Something to do with audio! I haven't had it lock on me on Linux, but if you're working with Windows, it's very possible. The program generates several streams that simultaneously launch and transmit
information to each other. If Windows interrupts the glitch, the program is easy to block. I have a number of sound problems with Windows. John, it took me about 4 calculations to settle on this laptop setting as the best sound one for M&amp;H. I also tried the ipad with a hanging microphone.. It's still the best sound so far. As I mentioned
earlier, for this setting I totally relied on a stroboscope for all 88 notes. Normally I would adjust the bass by ear, but this time I walked through the stroboscope, trying to match the speed of the first stroboscope on the 2nd string stroboscope. Most of the time, it actually sounded better than my ear setting..... Interesting. For the 7th octave, I
used only a stroboscope. Y earning Garson, played by Mike Garson on LXOriginal .wav file John, I needed about 4 calculations to settle on this laptop setting as the best sound for M&H. I also tried the ipad with a hanging microphone.. It's still the best sound so far. As I mentioned earlier, for this setting I totally relied on a stroboscope for
all 88 notes. Normally I would adjust the bass by ear, but this time I walked through the stroboscope, trying to match the speed of the first stroboscope on the 2nd string stroboscope. Most of the time, it actually sounded better than my ear setting..... Interesting. For the 7th octave, I used only a stroboscope. Y earnings Garson, played by
Mike Garson on LXOriginal .wav the file and anyone will be more than content with this setting. The performance is great. Which complicates the analysis of tuning! And that's a great tool. (M&amp;amp; H did (do? (present)) and the American equivalent of Hamburg Steinway, but from the USA (around 1950 - when all the best 19th car
also happened), written on all of them!!!) I had much, much less success with the Hailun 212 using the MICS series AT 40. I only today replaced the low Samson C01U capacitor microphone, and gave up the stick in one place approach. I tuned in with Verituner and entropy at the same time. Setting up Verituner (medium stretch) is the first
speed ... as always. I haven't compared it to the goals of entropy!!! John, have you tried to record your piano by playing every note on MF, not f or ff? I found that I get more stable results this way. John, have you tried to record your piano by playing every note on MF, not f or ff? I that I get a more stable stable So. I was set to levels!!!
Already, however, Samson's microphone moved to get the best possible reading from Entropy gave results that are much closer to Verituner's average calculations for this piano. I'm breathing now. But I intend to compare the goals. I have a feeling that they are quite close in temperament. John, have you tried to record your piano by
playing every note on MF, not f or ff? I found that I get more stable results this way. I was set to levels!!! Already, however, Samson's microphone moved to get the best possible reading from Entropy gave results that are much closer to Verituner's average calculations for this piano. I'm breathing now. But I intend to compare the goals. I
have a feeling that they are quite close in temperament. That's good. I found that the speed I use to hit the key has little effect on the lower 2/3 keyboard, but becomes increasingly critical when the impact noise starts to become apparent. Unfortunately, you do not have a better result with EPT. This was rebuilt in 2007(original plate, sound
card/bridges) 1927 M&amp;amp;amp; H RBB (BB) R means playback royal. Originally it was built with an ampico roll system that I put back. This is a BB, with the exception of another beam design underneath, and several tension rods are missing due to the placement of the beam, in order to accommodate the Ampico mechanism. Piano
modifications include limestone bridge fashion and pitchlock's Touchrail addition. Whips and tails - Okiva, bass strings and hammers Ari Isaac, wire Roslaw for treblu. I wonder if choosing a microphone has something to do with your experience. With a meteor microphone, I can leave the microphone in the same position for the whole
tuning, and when I get to the treble end, I turn it so that it molds to the pins, lifts the volume control to the microphone, and I can get a very good reading from the strobscope. I suspect that this may also have something to do with a small difference in each calculation. I think the microphone has a lot to do with it. A cardioid template on a
microphone can be a problem. Or placement (on the side, full stick. I was lucky in front, about 2 meters from the floor.) Samson is known to be connected directly to the computer, and the software provides a single mono configuration at 41 and 48k. I made a quick comparison with VT goals. With the exception of below C1, all targets
produced by VT, with an average setting for the site, fell into the green zone of Entropy. Interestingly, I did not object to the tracing of Entropy at the low end. Temperament is another matter. I watched (very carefully) the stroboscope as he reacted to the VT setup in temperament. It was, as always, quite difficult to shine. Each bar moves
in different WT Spinner subordinate, which gives unambiguous configuration goals. This, of course, is post-cul-de-sac. As Prout notes, the real problem is the goals themselves. The problem with entropy, as far as I can tell, is getting the piano reliably set for these purposes! There must be a way to reduce the stroboscope to more or less
unambiguous / non-vague representations! I had more impressive failures with this software! Maybe it's because I keep trying it on heavy weights... I was lucky with Kimball vertically, but my last try with the vertical Mason and Hamlin left some very obvious octave beatings descending into the bass starting on the A2. I use a small external
microphone with my iphone 4s, was careful when measuring. Even went so far as to stop and look at the schedule and calm down if anything looked wild from the spot. Jumping on the chart got a few persuased, just to make sure it repeats itself. Fortunately, the reseal passed pretty quickly. I just hate spending all the time measuring and
calculating to get it out with such problems! I think a bigger screen will help me – the software is promising, but not effective enough for me to use – yet! Ron Blacksmith I had more impressive failures with this software! Maybe it's because I keep trying it on heavy weights... I was lucky with Kimball vertically, but my last try with the vertical
Mason and Hamlin left some very obvious octave beatings descending into the bass starting on the A2. I use a small external microphone with my iphone 4s, was careful when measuring. Even went so far as to stop and look at the schedule and calm down if anything looked wild from the spot. Jumping on the chart got a few persuased,
just to make sure it repeats itself. Fortunately, the reseal passed pretty quickly. I just hate spending all the time measuring and calculating to get it out with such problems! I think a bigger screen will help me – the software is promising, but not effective enough for me to use – yet! Ron Blacksmith I think we should all realize that this
software is essentially a method of testing the concept – local minimum information based on entropy. It is not really intended to be used as a piano tuning method. It is designed to provide evidence that aural-tuners probably use, subconsciously, a form of entropy calculation in their tuning, so we see large jumps in cents of deviation from
what happens only in aural tunings that are not found in ETD tuning. The fact that you get bad settings and GPM gets good tweeds is, in part, a random chance. However, there may be other factors in the game that we do not know about. Editing: It is very possible, due to the random nature of selecting a note when calculating the setting,
that some can never be selected for possible adjustments. There may be some advantage in making sure that it eventually checks all notes. I had a more impressive impressive with this software! Maybe it's because I keep trying it on heavy weights... I was lucky with Kimball vertically, but my last try with the vertical Mason and Hamlin left
some very obvious octave beatings descending into the bass starting on the A2. I use a small external microphone with my iphone 4s, was careful when measuring. Even went so far as to stop and look at the schedule and calm down if anything looked wild from the spot. Jumping on the chart got a few persuased, just to make sure it
repeats itself. Fortunately, the reseal passed pretty quickly. I just hate spending all the time measuring and calculating to get it out with such problems! I think a bigger screen will help me – the software is promising, but not effective enough for me to use – yet! Ron Blacksmith I think we should all realize that this software is essentially a
method of testing the concept – local minimum information based on entropy. It is not really intended to be used as a piano tuning method. It is designed to provide evidence that aural-tuners probably use, subconsciously, a form of entropy calculation in their tuning, so we see large jumps in cents of deviation from what happens only in
aural tunings that are not found in ETD tuning. The fact that you get bad settings and GPM gets good tweeds is, in part, a random chance. However, there may be other factors in the game that we do not know about. Editing: It is very possible, due to the random nature of selecting a note when calculating the setting, that some notes can
never be selected for possible adjustment. There may be some advantage in making sure that it eventually checks all notes. I think the concept and most of the performance is fantastic. There is, however, one fatal flaw for me: Although the initial 2-step setting goal-setting procedure is surprisingly clear and unambiguous, the final stage ...
providing a useful configuration mechanism to help the hopeless FIND tuner these piano targets- adjust the string to the specified target setting - it's just too, too variable or perhaps inaccurate is the best word. Verituner, which is not free, also measures IH for each key and, like entropy, produces a jagted note-specific adjustment curve.
The Verituner algorithm may be associated with an algorithm, but there is no doubt about the accuracy of Verituner's Spinner as a crust to help the tuner tune in to the program's target. Entropy seems very logical, even brilliantly conceived, but the 4 mechanisms provided to help the tuner recreate the precisely calculated targets of
Entropy, in my humble opinion, are very difficult to use, especially in temperament, where the Strobe bands (each represents partial???) move in different directions. It can't be too hard to fix, Improve the stroboscope and tell us what to partially tune in to. Or, if this is not possible, then there is a program to calculate a fixed goal position
based on The uncertainty of the tuning phase is a fatal flaw. It would make sense, I think, to tune in to the strongest (presented on display as the brightest) partial, since this partial should be most common in the ear. Another argument can be made not to use Strobe and use only the spectral deviation indicator. As long as the green
indicator panel is under the target line, it is within allegedly JND tolerances. This ensures, however, that the heard blows will not occur in some octaves. This is a calculation function. Today I was pleased to visit my musician friend, who owns a 1904 7ft4 NY Steinway C. Beautifully restored in 2005 with a new finish, sound board/bridges,
strings, hammers and action. Excellent overall tone, very good support. I'll have the honor of actually setting it up next week! I could use VT or Tunelab, but I'm wondering what EPT can do, so I took an EPT measurement today to save time next week. I made several ipad types of piano as well to eventually compare the settings. The last
time the piano was set up was in June 2015, so a lot of unison was out and so on. Stay tuned! 1904 NY Steinway C NY Steinway C (Rachmaninov) Today I was pleased to visit my musician friend, who owns 1904 7ft4 NY Steinway C. Beautifully rebuilt in 2005 with a new finish, sound board/bridges, strings, hammers and actions.
Excellent overall tone, very good support. I'll have the honor of actually setting it up next week! I could use VT or Tunelab, but I'm wondering what EPT can do, so I took an EPT measurement today to save time next week. I made several ipad types of piano as well to eventually compare the settings. The last time the piano was set up was
in June 2015, so a lot of unison was out and so on. Stay tuned! 1904 NY Steinway C NY Steinway C (Rachmaninov) be interesting! By the way (the question for Prout or anyone else who is before it) one of the columns in the Excel file is calculated frequency. Are these final setting goals, as the Calculation is made, after writing each line?
The calculated frequencies seem extremely close, regardless of the mics I use, the positions in which I put them, and the final calculation (infinity v.s. standard, and so on)! Today I was pleased to visit my musician friend, who owns a 1904 7ft4 NY Steinway C. Beautifully restored in 2005 with a new finish, sound board/bridges, strings,
hammers and action. Excellent overall tone, very good support. I'll have the honor of actually setting it up next week! I could use VT or Tunelab, but I'm wondering what EPT can do, so I took an EPT measurement today to save next week. I made several ipad types of piano as well to eventually compare the settings. The last time the
piano was set up was in June 2015, so a lot of unison was out and so on. Stay tuned! 1904 New York Steinway C New York C (Rachmaninov) should be interesting! By the way (the question for Prout or anyone else who is before it) one of the columns in the Excel file is calculated frequency. Are these final setting goals, as the Calculation
is made, after writing each line? The calculated frequencies seem extremely close, regardless of the mics I use, the positions in which I put them, and the final calculation (infinity v.s. standard, and so on)! The calculated frequency is the result of a calculation algorithm rounded to the nearest cent. This is useful as a comparative value of et
or your previous or current setting. This is not particularly accurate, and it is not a tuning target. There is no target frequency because this single number is an ephemeral number. EPT uses a much more reliable comparison technique, using the entire wave form as a means of comparison. If the configured waveform matches the predicted
waveform, you have correctly configured this line. So.. look forward to setting it up! I'll ask him to play the same parts after I set it up. Here's another ipad VID I took yesterday.. didn't have time to download it until now. 1904 NY Steinway C Ravel Excerpt Jeux Deux Prout, do you mind looking at this EPT file for this NY Steinway C? The IH
looks pretty even, but the Note 66 is very different from its neighbors. The endless calculated tuning looks good overall, and the Note 66 doesn't look in place. Just want to make sure everything is ok before you set it up. Thank! 1904 NY Steinway C .ept file. using the latest version of Entropy I am having trouble recording the top octave of
my vertical. My capacitor microphone is located in front of the C4 and does not move after that. Recording is carefully adjusted to maximum volume without distortion, but I often add a few strokes on the last octave notes to get Entropy to recognize notes. Would this change if, after recording the bass and the middle treb, I moved the
microphone to the upper octave? I don't use a sound feedback system when tuning, so it won't be a factor in any movement. Ian Prout, do you mind looking at this EPT file for this NY Steinway C? The IH looks pretty even, but the Note 66 is very different from its neighbors. The endless calculated tuning looks good overall, and the Note 66
doesn't look in place. Just want to make sure everything is ok before you set it up. Thank! 1904 NY Steinway C .ept file. iH for the Note 66 is certainly wrong, but has not affected the calculation. I agree with you that calculated tuning looks good except for the B7, which is too high for a general stretch. The original tuning is interesting. It is
strongly stretched in the treble (C8 &gt;+50cts) and only moderately stretched in the bass (&lt;-20cts). Entropy wants much table (it looks like 2:1 octaves there, with maxing at +23cts) and a much more stretched bass (-31cts max stretch). I think he should produce fine tuning, but proof in pudding. If you remember, turn off automatic note
recognition when setting up and send me a completed file. Thanks. Cheers, prout Using the latest version of Entropy I am having trouble recording the upper octave of my vertical. My capacitor microphone is located in front of the C4 and does not move after that. Recording is carefully adjusted to maximum volume without distortion, but I
often add a few strokes on the last octave notes to get Entropy to recognize notes. Would this change if, after recording the bass and the middle treb, I moved the microphone to the upper octave? I don't use a sound feedback system when tuning, so it won't be a factor in any movement. If you haven't already, turn off the automatic note
recognition feature and will surely move the microphone to the area of the treb. There is so much noise of influence in most pianos, it's hard to get a clean record. With a close microphone and MF game, you can get better results. Let me know what's going on. Thanks. Cheers, prout Thanks Prout for take a look at the Steinway C file. I do
not think I turned off the automatic selection of notes for Steinway C. in fact, I have never turned it off before. I did, however, put the microphone on the music stand on the piano curve, and left it there. I think I'll take another 88 note reading, turn off automatic notes selection, and move the microphone closer to the treble. Will let you know
how it turns out, but will be on the same day I set it up next week. I just took these readings for another Yamaha U1... It's pretty new. Turned off the automatic selection of notes, had a microphone on the chair in front of the piano and removed the front cover. I got very bad quality readings in one line of bass notes, no matter where I put
the microphone. Tried P FF punches, with almost the same readings... and it was using the same Samson Meteor microphone. Haven't set it up yet. When I do the calculation, I get very different visual results from using Infinite, High and Standard. The endless graph looks the strangest compared to the other two. Of those 3 that you
would suggest I go with ... one that looks a little more even looking (Standard) or vice versa? I don't have a numeric keypad to listen to calculations. Thank! Yamaha U1 Thank you Prout for being caught on the Steinway C file. I don't think I turned off the automatic selection of notes for Steinway C. in fact, I've never turned it off before. I
did, however, put the microphone on the music stand on the piano curve, and left it there. I think I'll take another 88 note reading, turn off automatic notes selection, and move the microphone closer to the treble. Will let you know how it turns out, but will be in same day I set it up next week. I just took these readings for Yamaha U1... It's
pretty new. Turned off the automatic selection of notes, had a microphone on the chair in front of the piano and removed the front cover. I got very bad quality readings in one line of bass notes, no matter where I put the microphone. Tried P FF punches, with almost the same readings... and it was using the same Samson Meteor
microphone. Haven't set it up yet. When I do the calculation, I get very different visual results from using Infinite, High and Standard. The endless graph looks the strangest compared to the other two. Of those 3 that you would suggest I go with ... one that looks a little more even looking (Standard) or vice versa? I don't have a numeric



keypad to listen to calculations. Thank! Yamaha U1 looked at these Yamaha numbers. Wild. Thank you Prout for being cyanated on the Steinway C file. I don't think I turned off the automatic memo selection for Steinway C. in fact, I've never turned it off before. I did, however, put the microphone on the music stand on the piano curve, and
left it there. I think I'll take another 88 note reading, turn off automatic notes selection, and move the microphone closer to the treble. Will let you know how it turns out, but will be on the same day I set it up next week. I just took these readings for another Yamaha U1... It's pretty new. Turned off the automatic selection of notes, had a
microphone on the chair in front of the piano and removed the front cover. I got very bad quality readings in one line of bass notes, no matter where I put the microphone. Tried P FF punches, with almost the same readings... and it was using the same Samson Meteor microphone. Haven't set it up yet. When I do the calculation, I get very
different visual results from using Infinite, High and Standard. The endless graph looks the strangest compared to the other two. Of those 3 that you would suggest I go with ... one that looks a little more even looking (Standard) or vice versa? I don't have a numeric keypad to listen to calculations. Thank! Yamaha U1 a graph of your initial
calculation (which was, Standard, High or Infinite?) and my three calculations. I would recommend setting my high calculation. I'll send you a PM file to see. I noticed G #3 (I think) was missing from the post. It doesn't seem to matter much. Questions for Prout (or those who think they know the answer). Color coding in EPT is
heterogeneous. Red, BLUE and GREEN have one set of references in the RECORD, CALC and TUNE modes, as well as a completely different set of references on the graph display (frequency deviation chart) (the last icon on the toolbar) !!! Thanks to Prout... initial calibration that was performed on Infinite. Okay, wait for your file. I've
noticed in the past that calculations made on Standard or High seem to look better than infinite, but I know if the schedule looks better for better sound adjustment. Oh.. I see a problem with G #3... It's happened to me before. Thanks to Prout... initial calibration that was performed on Infinite. Okay, wait for your file. I've noticed in the past
that calculations made on Standard or High seem to look better than infinite, but I don't know if a better looking chart is needed for better sound settings. Oh.. I see a problem with G #3... It's happened to me before. File sent. Take a look at your original file in Idle mode and click on G #3. The quality indicator will show a red line. One thing I
noticed is that all my three calculations show less bass stretch than your original file. I made a small change in the program code, but I did not think it would lead to this effect. For everyone who uses this program: I highly recommend that after you have done the entropy calculation, make sure that you disable the automatic key selection,
select Tune and use the mouse to play through all the notes with a decent pair of headphones. You can immediately tell about the quality of the recording. The sound is very synthesized, but can give you a sense of what the setting will be like. Edit: Inaccurate data was deleted. Thank... received file... Ah, I see ... I didn't catch that when I
was sampling every note/line. I think going forward will do an 88 note quality check before making a calculation. Given that I missed this, I wonder if they can add a button to see all 88 note quality settings, as opposed to manually passing through each note to check it out. Perhaps another column with the same type indicator as the quality
indicator, but under each note? Ok.. will give you a try on this U1... not sure when I will be able to get to configure it ... will publish the results. Try your suggestions... Thank! Questions for Prout (or those who think they know the answer). Color coding in EPT is heterogeneous. Red, BLUE and GREEN have one set of references in the
RECORD, CALC and TUNE modes, as well as a completely different set of references on the graph display (frequency deviation chart) (the last icon on the toolbar) !!! I can't say why. Thanks for the tips... very interesting! My original calc I wrote for U1 doesn't sound as good as your file you sent me.... it plays every note by itself on the
computer.... you mentioned that you made changes to the program.. will be interesting to hear configured U1! Stay with :)... I decided to have another go at it. Change of procedure. IH measurement Samson C01U capacitor microphone 6 inches from each string and 2 feet (for emptiness of any intimacy effect) below the bass tenor spacer
(A0-G #2). Then I tune (EPT recording mode) using the mixes I use to record piano, pairs of AT4041 placed on the other side of my head while sitting behind the piano. Unorthodox. Wrong. I know. Reasoning: I want a consistent IH (High quality, in EPT language), but I want the piano to be tuned in to what I could hear sitting on the piano.
In addition, I found that while microphone quality is almost inrelevant to IH measurement (as far as I can tell, and by all reports), the type of microphone and position seems to have a very big impact on how a line, or set of lines, is heard by any setup program. I get very different lines of decay readings, depending on the position of my
microphone. Ergo, for TUNING I try to get microphones stationary and on both sides of my head, mimicging roughly what I hear on the keyboard. John's interesting approach. Let us know how it goes. I would love to have a copy of the finished .ept file after setup.thanks, prout questions for Prout (or those who think they know the answer).
Color coding in EPT is heterogeneous. Red, BLUE and GREEN have one set of references in the RECORD, CALC and TUNE modes, as well as a completely different set of references on the graph display (frequency deviation chart) (the last icon on the toolbar) !!! I can't say why. One thing I don't get... is configured on the graphics
display. It does not connect to everything I can find in the main window. At first I thought that it is presented in a different form of red markers in TUNE mode, that is, that tuned in the graphical display showed that you are the results of your setting compared to the goals of EPT. But I don't think it's right because there's no obvious relation
to the red markers in the main window's configuration mode section. I think this can be based on the distance (expressed in the main window configuration section) between the red marker and its target?????? The green note markers in the clip art section are the actual notes you set up using the calculated setting. The red markers on the
home page when Settings is selected indicate a deviation from the calculated setting. Edit: Busy cooking so don't finish my thoughts. Example: The calculation states that C1 should be stretched by -27 cents. Actual tuning is only -17 cents. The Settings page will display a red bar at +10 cents, indicating that the note is 10 sharp from the
optimal step. Ideally, all red markers should be on a 0 cent dark green line, in which case the graph will show the green and blue markers that are thrown. The green note markers in the clip art section are the actual notes you set up using the calculated setting. The red markers on the home page when Settings is selected indicate a
deviation from the calculated setting. EPT just froze at me. But if the memory serves ... that's where color coding is amazing. I think in the graphic display, the blue markers are the targets and GREEN your attempts to hit the target. Which should be fixed ... if I'm totally off, here. Got to get the program up and running again, so I can check.
my edit is again higher. Twice edited. The green note markers in the clip art section are the actual notes you set up using the calculated setting. Red markers on the home page when indicates a deviation from the calculated setting. EPT just froze at me. But if the memory serves ... that's where color coding is amazing. I think in the
graphic display, the blue markers are the targets and GREEN your attempts to hit the target. Which should be fixed ... if I'm totally off, here. Got to get the program up and running again, so I can check. Yup... in the data table, BLUE is the target and GREEN is the current pitch of the note, i.e. the tuner attempt to hit the target: and the
problem with the shadows is that at the stage of setting EPT it is a moving target!! No piano tuner is going to put up with the configuration software that generates a moving target. However, inherently unstable or inaccurate can be the actual calculation of the goal that the user must see, in the end, is something that remains in one place.
Tunelab and Verituner are incredibly accurate in this way. But I think it is possible - for now - to get closer to EPT, following the attack of the corresponding group (partially). Pretty easy from the A4 up, obviously, but you'll definitely need a really big monitor to do this because the EPT stroob is too small. The key is to focus on what the
corresponding group (partial) does immediately after the initial attack. The EPT adjustment markers and spectral display will tell you what the line does at the end of the decay or near its end. This is not useful. Therefore, I ignore the markers and spectral display, in most cases, and focus on the corresponding groups (groups) immediately
after the attack. The current EPT configuration mode must be fixed. It's frustrating. It's hard to use. You must make the IH curve as smooth as possible, with re-checking and resaving IH values that look out of pile, or very far from the curve. I did it and was very careful about the levels. My calculated setting goals (based on accurate IH
measurements) are now much less aberrant! This is one of many things that EPT should not change: its approach to measuring IH. The green note markers in the clip art section are the actual notes you set up using the calculated setting. The red markers on the home page when Settings is selected indicate a deviation from the
calculated setting. EPT just froze at me. But if the memory serves ... that's where color coding is amazing. I think in the graphic display, the blue markers are the targets and GREEN your attempts to hit the target. Which should be fixed ... if I'm totally off, here. Got to get the program up and running again, so I can check. Yup... in the data
table, BLUE is the target and GREEN is the current pitch of the note, i.e. the tuner attempt to hit the target: and the problem with the shadows is that at the stage of setting EPT it is a moving target!! No piano tuner is going to put up with the configuration software that generates a moving target. However, inherently unstable or inaccurate
may be the actual calculation of the goal that the user should see, after all, is that in one place. Tunelab and Verituner are incredibly incredible So. But I think it is possible - for now - to get closer to EPT, following the attack of the corresponding group (partially). Pretty easy from the A4 up, obviously, but you'll definitely need a really big
monitor to do this because the EPT stroob is too small. The key is to focus on what the corresponding group (partial) does immediately after the initial attack. The EPT adjustment markers and spectral display will tell you what the line does at the end of the decay or near its end. This is not useful. Therefore, I ignore the markers and
spectral display, in most cases, and focus on the corresponding groups (groups) immediately after the attack. The current EPT configuration mode must be fixed. It's frustrating. It's hard to use. You must make the IH curve as smooth as possible, with re-checking and resaving IH values that look out of pile, or very far from the curve. I did it
and was very careful about the levels. My calculated setting goals (based on accurate IH measurements) are now much less aberrant! This is one of many things that EPT should not change: its approach to measuring IH. I have to disagree with you about tuning goals. They are fixed as soon as the calculation stops. If you set the
reference to the spectral deviation indicator (SDI), the target is a vertical green line that never moves. If you use a stroboscope, then stopping all movement is a target. When adjusting, the horizontal green bar in the SDI moves under a vertical green line to let you know that you are near the target – the center below it is ideal. When you
adjust the line, the red lines on the main display move up and down. I agree that the stroboscope / SDI display may be larger, not in order to make it more detailed, but to make it easier to see at a distance. I keep a laptop on the table at least 1.5 meters from my body when tuning. Remember that a laptop or even a tablet produces heat
that can throw away tuning if placed on the iron frame of the grand. The green note markers in the clip art section are the actual notes you set up using the calculated setting. The red markers on the home page when Settings is selected indicate a deviation from the calculated setting. EPT just froze at me. But if the memory serves ... that's
where color coding is amazing. I think in the graphic display, the blue markers are the targets and GREEN your attempts to hit the target. Which should be fixed ... if I'm totally off, here. Got to get the program up and running again, so I can check. Yup... in the data table, BLUE is the target and GREEN is the current pitch of the note, i.e.
the tuner attempt to hit the target: and the problem with the shadows is that at the stage of setting EPT it is a moving target!! No piano tuner is going to put up with the configuration software that generates a moving target. However, inherently unstable or inaccurate may be the actual calculation of what the user should see, after all, is that
it stays in one place. Tunelab and Verituner are in this way. But I think it is possible - for now - to get closer to EPT, following the attack of the corresponding group (partially). Pretty easy from the A4 up, obviously, but you'll definitely need a really big monitor to do this because the EPT stroob is too small. The key is to focus on what the
corresponding group (partial) does immediately after the initial attack. The EPT adjustment markers and spectral display will tell you what the line does at the end of the decay or near its end. This is not useful. Therefore, I ignore the markers and spectral display, in most cases, and focus on the corresponding groups (groups) immediately
after the attack. The current EPT configuration mode must be fixed. It's frustrating. It's hard to use. You must make the IH curve as smooth as possible, with re-checking and resaving IH values that look out of pile, or very far from the curve. I did it and was very careful about the levels. My calculated setting goals (based on accurate IH
measurements) are now much less aberrant! This is one of many things that EPT should not change: its approach to measuring IH. I have to disagree with you about tuning goals. They are fixed as soon as the calculation stops. If you set the reference to the spectral deviation indicator (SDI), the target is a vertical green line that never
moves. If you use a stroboscope, then stopping all movement is a target. When adjusting, the horizontal green bar in the SDI moves under a vertical green line to let you know that you are near the target – the center below it is ideal. When you adjust the line, the red lines on the main display move up and down. I agree that the
stroboscope / SDI display may be larger, not in order to make it more detailed, but to make it easier to see at a distance. I keep a laptop on the table at least 1.5 meters from my body when tuning. Remember that a laptop or even a tablet produces heat that can throw away tuning if placed on the iron frame of the grand. I was a little
metaphorical, using the term Moving Targets to describe the setup with EPT. The goals themselves are fixed and stationary. EPT's approaches to helping the tuner get a piano string to the target are a completely different matter! The TUNING CRT stage is an exercise in frustration. Verituner uses a counter with a numeric display + and -.
This method is accurate as well as easy to use. TuneLab uses a phase display that is also very accurate and easy to use. EPT has nothing remotely comparable. For correct assessment of EPTs configuration goals, it is necessary to dramatically improve the EPT configuration functions. I consider myself saying: This is a great program. I
really like the clarity with which it produces and displays both IH measurement and goal setting. I would only like to have a better way to help me tune for these purposes!!! TuneLab Pro's tuning display makes some processing in high trb to make the display more readable. that other ETDs use signal processing to display behaves in a
useful way. EPT, from my reading code so far, does not process data coming out on display in any way to help with tuning. In a way it's good because you really see abnormal string behavior. The creators of EPT have repeatedly stated that getting the line setting in the bale park (+/-2.5cts) is adequate, since the worst case scenario
between any two notes will be 5cts, which is at or below the JND threshold for most people. (TuneLab data comes from the TuneLab Pro 5 guide, EPT data from the EPT manual, and JND data from a variety of sources, including Since upgrading the stroboscope, I've found this doing a great job. I try to get a picture of a stroboscope as
early as possible, regardless of zig-thickening parts. If I come across a line that really does zig-zag on the strobe, I switch to the SDI display to see if what I chose on the strobe agrees with SDI. I must also add ... that upgraded stroboscope in treble sections, 7-8 octaves, does an excellent job considering how hard it is out there to get a
steady, concise reading. The end result is a beautiful sound treble section. Christmas songs and forwards were made with a stroboscope, like this piece of Garson... the only processing done on the vid .wav was an increase to the total volume, and normalization in the audio software. The .wav file agrees with you prout regarding the heat
from the laptop and the size of the stroboscope ..... Also, the AC power for my laptop has a large suspension that really gets warm. I have to stay away from the plate.... it would be easier to see if it was bigger. GPM, do you get decent quality measurements on bass when you record all the notes? Thanks for this GPM. I really like the
sound of your BB - nice tuning, a nice assortment of tonal color. I'm enjoying stormy weather like I type. Cheers, prout Robert Scott of TL are incredibly knowledgeable about the issue, and many others. I have no doubt that he, and the elusive Dave Carpenter of VT, are looking at this program. It's revolutionary. I used VT (Verituner) and
obviously bias towards it. The counter changes smoothly as the sound string disintegrates. But significantly the effect of smoothing can be adapted to almost zero. Thus, you can, if desired, easily and with great ease observe the decay scheme of any given string. Many tuners configure the counter to smooth in the middle of the maximum,
as this obviously makes it easier to adjust, albeit less accurate. The Peterson Strobe tuner (which I also own) is more like EPT: all parts and their relative decay models are displayed. But unlike EPT's stroboscope, Peterson's is incredibly easy to read. It may be anti-aliased; In fact, I have no doubt that this is the case. Now it's definitely
good that EPT smooth that hear what you see, type of stroboscope (frustration is little and hard to read as it is). But this type of clarity is not always, perhaps not at all useful for the tuner. Why? Because it leaves a huge place for mistakes. An error of 1-3 cents will certainly be noticed by the tuner, although not by many listeners. Lay
people are not my standard. We strive for perfection, although this goal is only relatively edible! I found an alternative spectral EPT tuner (horizontal green line, and perpendicular diamond patter) is not reliable at all as confirmation of the stroboscope tuner, for the reasons mentioned above in the previous (and long winded) post. In all the
important temperament of the octave more often than not the spectral tuner will read permanently sharp or flat while the stroboscope is at a standstill!!! Bad. Very bad. Anyway, I have a number of backup helper tools running with EPT now and I'm using a data sheet as well. So - and it's just me, apparently - I can nail down the goals of
EPT. Hi John, ProutThanks prout... I have a few more Garson that I'll post. I must say, together with EPT, the tone, etc. of this piano helped hammer Ari Isaac, bass strings, and the addition of a modification of the Bapin Bridge. This has never sounded like this before these additions. We put Vapina in first place, but it wasn't to go with the
new hammers that were there. Once we put Ari's hammers, a completely different experience that really revealed the tone and sound of this piano. It turns out that Ari's hammers are a good match with Vapin. This combo has been used ever since by other Wapin people with great success. The vine and hammers were installed in 2009.
Isaac hammers there now have a slightly different physique than in 2009. It's hard to keep the piano as a broadcast, especially in unison. Even back in July 2010, when Bill Bremmer came to set it up in EBVT III, which by the way has a nice sound as well, it was a beast to get him to stay there for all those records that we made at the time.
(check out these posts) Several other professional technologies that customized it, Roy Peters, Ari Isaac and 2 local technologies all had the same experience. If unison doesn't spot on, using a close microphone position like me, it just doesn't sound that anymore. John, I get good quality measurements for my BB bass as well as that
Steinway C and Yamaha C5. Where I don't get so good measurements on bass, with those Yamaha in upright position. Why I don't know. John, I still have the same experience, strobe disagree with SDI etc, or vice versa. As I mentioned, I went with a stroboscope completely, and the results are good. John, I still have the same
experience, strobe disagree with SDI etc, or vice versa. As I mentioned, I went with a stroboscope completely, and the results are good. I have to agree your piano sounds great! By the way, my complaint is not in the treb, say, north of the A5, where reading the 1st part of the stroboscope Easily. Also, I don't really have a problem in B-
chords and single strings on a low bass. It's just in and around temperament that I pull out my proverb hair. In any particular face-to-face I have a volume, a triple check. I don't go with the spectral display at all, because it moves all over the place when the note disintegrates: it can end up reading a step at one point along the path of decay
that can be misleading. Instead, I print out the sheet specifications and compare the target step with the Hz display (small and under the key display)!! It's crazy, but I think I'm getting pretty close to dead for accuracy. I admit I have Stroob Peterson running on my iphone as an additional confirmation! This solves my problem. But it also
points to the beauty of VT, which performs these tasks with fantastic accuracy and fantastic ease. I think I recorded it at the same time as Song for Susan The interesting sound is that it doesn't use pedals. Wonderful, amazing, amazing! I've always loved this piece with very minimal pedals. John, I still have the same experience, strobe
disagree with SDI etc, or vice versa. As I mentioned, I went with a stroboscope completely, and the results are good. Great sound in the last sentence, by the way! Ok... I'm actually happy with my eating now. TO INCREASE THE ACCURACY OF CRT (3 steps ... easy)1. Print (latest, new) calculated goals from a data file. (file/export) (Data
is provided in 2 forms:offsets and Hz) 2. use the stroboscope display to adjust how it is advertised by adjusting one line until the display freezes. 3. NOW .... note the HZ value under the key display in the configuration mode. It should be VERY, VERY close to the target Hz provided in the data. If there is a discrepancy - as is often the case
when Strobe's bands rot at different rates, use the GO below the key display as the final appeals court. Significantly, I found that once you adjust the key against the calculated HZ, you will find at least one range (partial) in the stroboscope fixed, even if most other bands can move (usually sharp). Spectral display should be completely
avoided, in my opinion; although it has that interesting, one useful goal... it shows you if there is a significant decay in the line field is measured. It seems to me that he really tells you. In this way, you can use this information to play with the characteristics of unison decay. However, Verituner is just so, much better to do such things. I don't
like the way VT measures IH and comes with its own constant IH. This is a secret process over which the tuner has no control. But as a measuring instrument, it is a counter technology, as old as it is, unsurpassed. I would love for this technology to marry EPT's approach to IH measurement and brilliant considerations for its configuration
algorithm. I'll tune in right now, actually; Samson microphone sticking for setup stage transition to stationary AT 4041s). Only three days ago I tuned in Pure stretching Verituner. Now I get very similar, and often almost identical goals, from EPT!! Big differences, as expected, are at the top and bottom, where EPT, on this Hailun 212,
involves much more stretching. Downstairs it's definitely using different parts. Why it's much sharper in about the last 5 keys at the top end, I have no idea. Thank... This is an interesting piece! Great idea John, have to give it a try next time. The fact is to have fresh tuning and each note as clean as possible. This one was recorded at other
times like the ones above. Some of the unison comes out as well as a little tweed.... still sounds pretty good... Great Game of. ... Sounds like rain to me. :)) Raindrops keep falling on my head I'm publishing this recording of my piano so people can hear how it sounds like set to EPT. I tuned it up a couple of weeks ago with a stroboscope
and had to tune in with C2 and below by ear because my bass recordings seem to make EPT go crazy out there when it counts. Keep in mind that I am a general fan I have a few notes that zing (until I can get a technician to fix them) and they write as static over the note. Anyway, here it is – I really fell in love with it when I heard Mr.
Royal's recording of the Piano Man he would tune in soon. This is just the beginning, and it's not good yet, but... Schubert Impromptu Op. 90, No 3 Yours is a nice-looking piano, if I can say so, a wonderful sound from a little grand. I don't know what ting is, it requires an expert technologist. I believe I'm right in saying that Hailun has a
duplex scale, regardless of whether it has any effect on customization and harmony. Sounds pretty nice from my end! Good job! I will try to have my friend play the whole piece as soon as I set up his piano. Stroboscopic display is a very good utility, recommended in EPT to expand the window size and corresponds to each of the partial
display of relative intensity (Im) and rhythm speed (bps). Bass note can show and see 16 parts can be. This helps you set up some personalized fixes. Stroboscopic display is a very good utility, recommended in EPT to expand the window size and corresponds to each of the partial display of relative intensity (Im) and rhythm speed (bps).
Bass note can show and see 16 parts can be. This helps you set up some personalized fixes. Of course, I agree. And provide detailed calculated HZ plus offsets for the configurable string in TUNING mode. (My pet pees.) Of course, I agree. And provide detailed calculated HZ plus offsets for the configurable string in TUNING mode. (My
pet pees.) As a self-taught electronic boomer, I have not previously used compensation in Hz - just compensates for the cents, but yes, yes - yes! GPM - thanks. I can't believe how much I love this piece! I wonder if any pro (as Ron Blacksmith) checked the EPT settings against bit bets in Let's just a simple test using the 4th and 5th?
Nothing too demanding. If someone gives me .wav octave temperament file I can do bit bet analysis. You are welcome John.... I know that feeling! Here's another piece of Garson Jazz... recorded simultaneously with Solfegietto and Song for Susan. He doesn't use as many pedals for most of the piece. It is so useful to be able to create
this kind of customization yourself using EPT. In fact, all this travel setup since 2004-5 has been a great learning experience and fun to ride ~! A jazz version of mike Garson's excellent song You And the Night And The Music by Mike Garson. Of course, I agree. And provide detailed calculated HZ plus offsets for the configurable string in
TUNING mode. (My pet pees.) As a self-taught electronic boomer, I have not previously used compensation in Hz - just compensates for the cents, but yes, yes - yes! GPM - thanks. I can't believe how much I love this piece! Hz is not a bias, is it? I think this is just one common way of representing a step. I believe that the offset is
calculated on the basis of the Hz number. So the A2 on my piano was measured by EPT yesterday at 109.75 Hz. Compensated EPT puts at -4 cents. It's rounded up. If you look it up, it's more accurate -3.93. Think about it, why eat? Why not provide an accurate cent shift? If someone gives me .wav octave temperament file I can do bit bet
analysis. You can do this by .wav files!!??? Tell me I wasn't here. I thought you should be on the piano, listen! If you can use .wav files to calculate bit bets, then what to stop someone from developing software that is configured exactly as the piano tuner will be??? Yes, it is easy to convert to .wav file. I can usually measure beat metrics
within 0.2 beat/second. If you are looking here at PW you will find many, many posts from Goats and me giving beat bets to customize. Using frequency as a customization method is OK, but you should understand that the measured frequency in CRT still comes from the rapid fourier conversion made on the fly using sub-five-point
samples. This gives theoretical accuracy greater than one Hertz, which is clearly useless to customize. Again, I have to stress that the numbers are useless in EPT. This is the entire waveform recorded and then transferred to the EPT calculated position, which is used to compare with the customized note. This waveform is fleeting,
consistent and non-queer. It cannot be reduced to a single number. Other ETDs write a note, perform FFT on a sample, feed regression data or another algorithm, using one of several formulas to evaluate an iH note. Then it selects the partial (default or user choice) to which you want to tune in. The frequency for a partial is an estimate
and can be disabled by a few cents as a recorded part. This then the ETD is generated and is usually very accurate and the hit note is configured against the frequency created. The accuracy of the stroboscope is the same as the frequency generated. Once you have stopped the counter, you can be sure that you have reached a setting
that is within +/- 0.2 cents or so of the calculated partial, but only within 2 or 3 cents of the actual desired part. This, however, does not guarantee that the rest of the parts will be in a better position to customize. That is why ETDs cannot, at the moment, produce really high levels of tuning. They can produce very good medium tuning. This,
of course, is just my opinion. EPT has the ability to accurately tune to the design position of the translated wave shape, in which case each part will be exactly where it should be. The only thing that keeps CRT from producing the highest level of tuning is the calculation of entropy itself. Using frequency as a customization method is OK,
but you should understand that the measured frequency in CRT still comes from the rapid fourier conversion made on the fly using sub-five-point samples. This gives theoretical accuracy greater than one Hertz, which is clearly useless to customize. Again, I have to stress that the numbers are useless in EPT. This is the entire waveform
recorded and then transferred to the EPT calculated position, which is used to compare with the customized note. This waveform is fleeting, consistent and non-queer. It cannot be reduced to a single number. OK: what does this mean for calculated target numbers in Hz and, alternatively, in a cent shift? (Because matching the Hz value
causes the stroboscope to freeze, or at least some of it in ambiguous or vague instances.) Or, to ask the question differently, which method of adjustment (of the 4 proposed) best achieves the correspondence of the waves on which the accuracy of the EPT setting ultimately rests? This is the entire waveform recorded and then transferred
to the EPT calculated position, which is used to compare with the customized note. This waveform is fleeting, consistent and non-queer. It cannot be reduced to a single number. I don't wander your genius/technical heights... So if I hear you correctly, when tuning it would be useful to play a note that you try to customize quite often - that
is, without trying to adjust the breakup? The Prout interpretation is correct, and CRT results are calculated based on spectral overlap. But in a specific setup operation, the existence of a human error, before the post said the stroboscopic setting indicator is better, so is the existence in which one of the partial display freezes or better? Is
the temperament of halftones stretched by generation EPT really e=0.05 (cents)? I do not know, so increasing the function in the stroboscopic display helps to analyze the results of the EPT setup. For example: which of the partial displays freezes, the speed and direction of each note of the rainbow strip. The music is relative, the notes of
these parameters are also direction of the same. So... I make assumptions ... a leap (blind faith, if you will), that it is the stroboscope that reflects or reflects or somehow represents the operation of comparing or comparing the shape of the wave. (Which may explain why not much value is added to making each group clearly different...
because it fits the whole thing, which is really the goal. However, there is an interesting fact that when the Hz and/or cent offset targets found in the data chart are used as the main reference point, the stroboscope actually freezes.... but know I'm going to double check it out.) Using frequency as a customization method is OK, but you
should understand that the measured frequency in CRT still comes from the rapid fourier conversion made on the fly using sub-five-point samples. This gives theoretical accuracy greater than one Hertz, which is clearly useless to customize. Again, I have to stress that the numbers are useless in EPT. This is the entire waveform recorded
and then transferred to the EPT calculated position, which is used to compare with the customized note. This waveform is fleeting, consistent and non-queer. It cannot be reduced to a single number. OK: what does this mean for calculated target numbers in Hz and, alternatively, in a cent shift? (Because matching the Hz value causes the
stroboscope to freeze, or at least some of it in ambiguous or vague instances.) Or, to ask the question differently, which method of adjustment (of the 4 proposed) best achieves the correspondence of the waves on which the accuracy of the EPT setting ultimately rests? I believe that the frequency shown during tuning comes from FFT on
the fly, using a formula to get iH measurements and then outputs the first partial frequency. This frequency is not necessarily felt by the microphone. I have no doubt that this will be in the +/-2.5cts window on the configuration graph. For me, in theory, the best possible method of adjustment will be: a) matching the synthesized sound in the
headphones shock note (the sound in the headphones is anti-phase with the blow of the note, so when they coincide there should be no sound), b) a strooscope that perfectly corresponds to the wave forms with a blow of a note without interpretation (except for the necessary FFT to obtain parts), c)SDI. This is the entire waveform
recorded and then transferred to the EPT calculated position, which is used to compare with the customized note. This waveform is fleeting, consistent and non-queer. It cannot be reduced to a single number. I don't wander your genius/technical heights... So if I hear you correctly, when tuning it would be useful to play a note that you try
to customize quite often - that is, without trying to adjust the breakup? I think so, but I'm not sure. I believe that the frequency shown during tuning comes from FFT on the fly, using a formula to get iH measurements and then outputs the first partial frequency. This frequency does not necessarily feel like a microphone. I have no doubt that
this will be in the +/-2.5cts window on the configuration graph. So now I think I'm going to seriously test 1 method that you offer... Noise Reduction... Now if it works... If... then I want to check the stroboscope to see if it freezes when there is a cancellation of the wave shape. Since the Hz matching method, for those wishing for a better
term, seems (almost always, as far as I can tell) to bring the stroboscope to a standstill, which will entail (strongly) that the approximation of the Hz is (for any reason) dead on the exact, or as accurate as it can be? Noise reduction approach from CRT guide:Synthesized reference soundThe built-in EPT synthesizer produces reference
sound in headphones in the settings, providing very simple and natural non-thermal feedback. The generated sound is compositeized from the measured parts with the corresponding measured amplitudes, that is, it will exhaust exactly the same non-ugliness as the string itself. Thus, the string must be in harmony if the interference
between the artificial sound and the actual sound of the string completely disappears. Reference sound is adjusted automatically according to the actual volume of the reference. If you are not using headphones, please donâ€™ be sure to turn off the speaker of your device, as another reference sound can lead to unwanted
feedbackConfession: can not quite figure out what exactly, it means. What, exactly, is the procedure? Is there anyone who takes? In tuning, the theory requires a partial matching display freezes , but the parts match have multiple layers, sometimes not necessarily all parts of the matching display can hang . Others, when manually
configured, when using a stroboscopic display allow it to display freezing, but becomes incorrect. How to use it correctly? Stroboscopic hanging display included bumps? Noise reduction approach from CRT guide:Synthesized reference soundThe built-in EPT synthesizer produces reference sound in headphones in the settings, providing
very simple and natural non-thermal feedback. The generated sound is compositeized from the measured parts with the corresponding measured amplitudes, that is, it will exhaust exactly the same non-ugliness as the string itself. Thus, the string must be in harmony if the interference between the artificial sound and the actual sound of
the string completely disappears. Reference sound is adjusted automatically according to the actual volume of the reference. If you are not using headphones, please donâ€™ be sure to turn off the speaker of your device, as another reference sound can lead to unwanted feedbackConfession: can not quite figure out what exactly, it
means. What, exactly, is the procedure? Is there anyone who takes? Y'all eats Sunday dinner, I think; So I'll take a crack at it. You hit the real piano key at the same time by clicking your synthesizer version of it. (This requires a MIDI keyboard.) You are trying to make these action at the same time. You will probably listen to your
synthesizer note through the headphones and you will be kind of hoping that your piano can hear even if the headphones are on your head. You also make sure it is the same line recorded using EPT that you are striking on the piano to do this test. Ideally, the line is in harmony if you hear nothing. It is important that the essence of this
(complex?) aura test is that you have greater confidence that you have set the line, not only within +/- 2.5 cents of the theoretical goal of the program, but dead on that target. What raises (for me) the question: but does the program do it internally (not aurally) when it freezes stroboscopy????!!!!! And if the corresponding indications of the
Hz also freeze the stroboscope, then aren't they too (albeit numerical), also dead on the exact? Internal dialogue. medieval dispute... Continues. Dialogue with yourself.... The purpose of the EPT stroboscope is not to, in fact, isolate one part against which you can adjust the string. EPT does not work like other setup software that way. His
most accurate calculations are few! The Hz and offset targets provided in the export data file are actually only ballpark indicators. They are not the best or true measure of really fine-tuning EPT! Accuracy, in terms of CRT entails freezing of the stroboscope. The approach involves comparing and matching waves, the one you recorded
from the beginning, and the second wave that EPT calculates using IH measurements and minentropy algorithms. When a match occurs, the entire stroboscope hangs and the string is adjusted to the highest (native) EPT standard. If this account (or something like that) is true, you must comply with at least 4 required conditions. 1) You
must use a flat mic capacitor response frequency. 2) You should make sure that your microphone recording/setting remains isolated and stationary throughout the setup process, from recording to final setting. 3) Recording conditions and settings should be very, very quiet. 4) The string configured by MUST must be identical to the
originally written string. Failure to comply with these four conditions can prevent Strobe from freezing at the tuning stage. Rather, what can happen in many cases is an incomplete match, where the stripes of the stroboscope do not freeze completely, but only partially, or not at all. Such, in any case, is my best guess as to why the use of
Hz or cent offset targets may not be the most accurate approach with EPT. You will get OK customization, but not the best or most accurate setting that EPT can produce. EPT can work this way... old-fashioned way, but it's not the best way. So you can conclude from what I said that EPT can be used in two ways. You can get pretty good
tuning using Hz matching (a kind of traditional numerical approach setup software), and, without paying too much attention to the placement of the microphone, etc. (4 conditions mentioned above). Or you can try to use EPT in its native form, that is, as a wave form tool, which is in theory you are setting that are very close to theoretical
goals. But then, of course, you must fulfill at least the conditions set forth above. For anyone in the tuning business! I stand to be corrected by Prout because if this interpretation is correct (you won't find it in the tutorial, for sure, but it can be concluded), then Strobe-freeze is really just a computer doing the job of canceling aural for you. I'm
sure it's as accurate as the aural test, but you really have to nail down the 4 above conditions to make it work through all the keys. Since the satisfaction of these conditions raises the bar quite high, management does not put too much stress on this landmark approach. If you can freeze the stroboscope without being picky, good enough....
It seems to be a mantra. But to really do it right, you have to abandon the quick ballpark-is-good approach that has become the benchmark of all modern customization software. And it most likely won't happen in the real world. Most tuners want this kind of speed and no fussy setup that comes from the likes of Verituner. To use a
reference approach is probably useful, in addition to what I said, use a good spider mount, and since you only have one microphone to place it where it can capture all the keys without moving, ever. That's why the pic on the EPT website shows the microphone on the piano side, far enough to capture everything without moving.
Remember: native, benchmark EPT tuning is based on comparable wave shapes, real and ideal (calculated). Thus, the second listen, at the tuning stage, must present the same waveform that was provided at the initial stage, the stage of recording. This is my hypothesis. Noise reduction approach from CRT guide:Synthesized reference
soundThe built-in EPT synthesizer produces reference sound in headphones in the settings, providing very simple and natural non-thermal feedback. The generated sound is compositeized from the measured parts with the corresponding measured amplitudes, that is, it will exhaust exactly the same non-ugliness as the string itself. Thus,
the string must be in harmony if the interference between the artificial sound and the actual sound of the string completely disappears. Reference sound is adjusted automatically according to the actual volume of the reference. If you are not using headphones, please donâ€™ be sure to turn off the speaker of your device, as another
reference sound can lead to unwanted feedbackConfession: can not quite figure out what exactly, it means. What, exactly, is the procedure? Is there anyone who takes? Y'all eats Sunday dinner, I think; So I'll take a crack at it. You hit the real piano key at the same time by clicking your synthesizer version of it. (This requires a MIDI
keyboard.) You are trying to do these two physical actions at the same time. You will probably listen to your synthesizer note through the headphones and you will kind of hope that your piano can hear, headphones on your head. Head. does not need a MIDI keyboard to do this - it generates the same note as the one you set up. You only
need a MIDI keyboard if you want to play the calculated temperament. Paul. You're too complicated, John. In my experience, you can use any smart microphone, move it as you measure and adjust, measure, calculate, adjust each note to the point (close to) the strobe made. Of course, this can help to be tweedy, as with anything related
to customization. But I can assure you that you can make the above quite relaxed and get great results. You don't need to focus on a specific part of the stroboscope. You don't need to move the microphone around. Moving the microphone will not change the speed of any stroboscope strip. This will only affect the amplitude of each part,
how bright it appears in the strobe. And of course, give calculations of the best numbers to work with if you record all the pieces, not just the lower parts (which you get if you've recorded with the piano closed or microphone over long distances). In tuning, the theory requires a partial matching display freezes , but the parts match have
multiple layers, sometimes not necessarily all parts of the matching display can hang . Others, when manually configured, when using a stroboscopic display allow it to display freezing, but becomes incorrect. How to use it correctly? Stroboscopic hanging display included bumps? The stroboscope will never, or will almost never freeze,
due to uncertainty in the measurement. Try to make the stroboscope as you can. John, piropaule and pinkfloydhomer give good advice. Although I admire your desire to perfectly recreate the calculation of CRT, it is impossible to do. A few years ago, I thought that if I had the right equipment, I could accurately measure the partial structure
of piano strings to any desired level of accuracy. I built a temperature frequency stabilization standard with an accuracy of +/-0.0001Hz. I checked my recording equipment using the standard and found harmonics at predicted frequencies. My point in this was to accurately model my piano so that I could customize any desired UT with the
certainty that it would sound like theoretical mathematics had predicted. Then I tried to measure the real lines. I recorded my bass strings using 30-second samples, thinking I could achieve an accuracy of at least 0.0333 Hz. Using a wide variety of techniques, I was able to achieve measuring accuracy of 0.0001HZ, but reproducable
accuracy, which could not be better than +/-0.1 Hz (about 6 degrees at 30Hz). Every time I measured a line, every time I used a slightly different part of the wave shape, every time I changed the sampling rate of a recorded wave shape, I got different results. On average, a few 10 dimensions of each of the first 32 parts of strings, I came
down towards consecutive partial numbers. Then I used both and median methods for calculating the iH of a given string. This gives a beautiful, very accurate iH curve – so accurate that it changes in the diameter of the string occur. This, however, did not remotely display the measured lower parts (usually the first 6 parts) in the lower
compass. They showed deviations from iH values to +/-4cts or more, making M3 strike rate predictions useless. My point in the long exorcism above is that my frustration at measuring is finally given away by the way to allow compromise in my setting. Although I hear 1/2bps, my JND is still about 5cts on average, so there's no point for me
to try to tune in better than that. Getting beaten intervals to sound good is my goal and that EPT. I wonder if EPT will measure different misunderstandings and give different setting targets for a given note separately for each of the 2 or 3 lines in unison? This old horse never says, Uncle! Uncle! I run a few random tests and I think I have an
answer to my pet peeve: a stroboscope that just won't behave, which seems to move a lot. To ensure a complete freezing of the strooscope (rules that I forced myself to follow): 1. Keep the microphone stationary: do not change the microphone position between recording and setting. 2. Do your best to isolate the microphone: no
extraneous room noise or interference from the computer or the piano itself, both at the recording stage and in the tuning stages. 3. Use only one line, and use the same line to record and configure. (This is certainly pointless.) 4. Set the appropriate recording and microphone levels and do not change them in the middle of the stream. If I
adhere to these 4 rules, then the annoying movement of the stroboscope during tuning disappears. I am willing to assume that you may break one or all of the above rules and still get satisfactory, or if you are lucky, very good results. And, as others say, the instability of the stroboscope, even a lot of it, will not stop you from getting the
tweed that most lay people would be absolutely satisfied with. Indeed: you will use the tuner almost as we use all the other tuners on the market, and with pretty decent results. Here's a rub-I feeling that the program can - or is designed - also to work at a higher level, for those wanting a better phrase. And that's what Prout meant in a
number of his posts. But a higher level of customization requires the tuner to almost abandon all of its previous assumptions about microphone quality and placement. Things that are time-consuming! Things I personally discovered that I can safely ignore with other software: fixed microphone placement throughout the recording and
setting process, and microphone quality: not so important! (Robert Scott of TuneLab eloquently explained in previous posts here on PS why exactly these variables don't matter all that much with traditional customization software.) But CRT is clearly very different. If I force myself to be very cautious about the rules that I stated above, then,
indeed, the stroboscope tightened and I get very precise settings. Therefore, I am personally glad that I can use the program as advertised. I can really that stroboscope to do your job. Will it matter after all, doing all that work to get a stroscope to behave? This must be determined. Prout can look here. Are perfectly frozen stroboscope
tuning theoretically better than the frozen or not frozen tuning variety? I wonder if EPT will measure different misunderstandings and give different setting targets for a given note separately for each of the 2 or 3 lines in unison? Thus, for two independent reasons:1) No two strings detect exactly the same non-ugly.2) The entropy algorithm
never deliberately calculates the same group of tuning targets. It's a random chance if they were to be the same. It is possible that the same string has the same configuration goal, but not necessarily because iH was the same because iH is not used in the configuration calculation. Hi John, what do you point out this way for EPT. If you
adhere to the four caveats you set, you should, in theory, get the perfect calculated EPT tuning. In fact, it will help you achieve a much closer setting than if you change the position and type of microphone from the recording process to the setup process. I'm not sure how this will change the movement of parts, although it can improve FFT
accuracy enough to provide more consistent data sets between writing and configuring. This can help stop the movement of the stroboscope when hitting the target. Following the four rules, you should make the technique of setting up aurals much better. Hi John, the 4 items you stated are exactly what I did and that gave me the best
setup on my BB. The only departure I made was for the last 5-6 notes in the treble ... I had to turn the Samson Meteor microphone from the cladding of all the strings to collide with these 5-6 notes, right next to their pin hooks. It was for a good read on the strobe. Hi John, the 4 items you stated are exactly what I did and that gave me the
best setup on my BB. The only departure I made was for the last 5-6 notes in the treble ... I had to turn the Samson Meteor microphone from the cladding of all the strings to collide with these 5-6 notes, right next to their pin hooks. It was for a good read on the strobe. And it doesn't matter in the last octave because there are so few parts
to match. Good to know Prout ... it also helped to customize the string for a stable stroboscope rice. I continue to configure various tools using EPT. I like the result. The people I created were also very pleased. I noticed that you have to be very careful while listening. The result of the configuration depends a lot on this. I manage to
accurately record bass notes. In the middle of the range (starting from the fourth octave), the strip on the stroboscope display is often wrapped in different ways. From them it turns out that writing notes that I made is not very accurate. I think a good idea would be to add a recording of a partial reflection of the stroboscope. What could one
day be judged on the accuracy of the recording Tones. On the top notes, the rainbow sometimes moves so fast that it is unclear how to pull out the note. It would be useful to add something to the connection with the arrow, which would lean more strongly (and indicates the direction) for faster movement of lines on the stroboscope display
on the highest notes. Hi Alex, what helped stop the stroboscope long enough to see which direction it was going is to hit the note repeatedly very quickly... and change the speed of impacts, very fast first ... if that doesn't work, slow down the quick hit of the note. I believe that to do this, at some point, I get a pretty steady picture of a
stroboscope out there. Also try moving the microphone right behind the pins-car pumps. Hi Grand pianoman) Yes, something like that I do on top notes.. Good to know Prout ... it also helped to customize the string for a stable stroboscope rice. That's it. I continue to configure various tools using EPT. I like the result. The people I created
were also very pleased. I noticed that you have to be very careful while listening. The result of the configuration depends a lot on this. I manage to accurately record bass notes. In the middle of the range (starting from the fourth octave), the strip on the stroboscope display is often wrapped in different ways. From them it turns out that
writing notes that I made is not very accurate. I think a good idea would be to add a recording of a partial reflection of the stroboscope. What could one day be judged on the accuracy of recording partial tones. On the top notes, the rainbow sometimes moves so fast that it is unclear how to pull out the note. It would be useful to add
something to the connection with the arrow, which would lean more strongly (and indicates the direction) for faster movement of lines on the stroboscope display on the highest notes. Italic my. Alex: that's exactly my experience. Believe it or not, there is a solution! This requires, however, that you forget everything you usually do with piano
setup software. To put it mildly: effective freezing of the stroboscope for each note requires meticulous observance of the 4 rules mentioned above. And I mean scrupulously. No ifs, ands, or buts. Of course, EPT can be used accidentally as well as like all other configuration programs used. You may even be lucky and get quite a lot of
freezes in setup mode. But a reliable stroboscope freezes for all notes, especially around all the important temperament means following the rules. That's my experience. I continue to configure various tools using EPT. I like the result. The people I created were also very pleased. I noticed that you have to be very careful while listening.
The result of the configuration depends a lot on this. I manage to accurately record bass notes. In the middle of the range (starting from the fourth octave), the strip on the stroboscope display is often wrapped in different ways. From them it turns out that writing notes that I made is not very accurate. I think a good idea would be to add a
recording of a partial reflection of the stroboscope. one could once judge the accuracy of accuracy of partial tones. On the top notes, the rainbow sometimes moves so fast that it is unclear how to pull out the note. It would be useful to add something to the connection with the arrow, which would lean more strongly (and indicates the
direction) for faster movement of lines on the stroboscope display on the highest notes. Hey Alex: these strings at the very top have always been hard to adjust. Something amazing at this point: I had your experience just an hour ago. The tuning at the top of the stroboscope moved too fast to be in use. With other software, I proceed by
trying quick key strikes. Not this program. The strooscope on ept, unlike any other software on the market, will actually be tuned straight to the c8 with one hammer blow. Just pay attention to the horizontal markers below. They'll get you in the basement park. Then, with extremely careful manipulation of the hammer, solitary stroboscopy
will clearly freeze. Frankly, I was shocked. There's no tuner in the market that can tune in to the top with such accuracy. Incredibly. Definitely the first in the software setup. This was garson's last EPT record, which I did at the same time as other Mike Harrison pieces I posted above. Looking for Mike Garson on Google ... I didn't know that,
but Garson worked with David Bowie for more than 40 years. def gives me a big tuning shake, as long as I can get a strobe to stop the 1 strobe bar that I was able to do. A few piano friends that I set up with EPT, favorably commented on the sound / settings of their treble sections. There will never be another one of you Mike Garson on
LX It was the last EPT Garson entry I made at the same time as the other Mike Garson pieces I wrote above. Looking for Mike Garson on Google ... I didn't know that, but Garson worked with David Bowie for more than 40 years. def gives me a big tuning shake, as long as I can get a strobe to stop the 1 strobe bar that I was able to do. A
few piano friends that I set up with EPT, favorably commented on the sound / settings of their treble sections. There won't be another Mike Garson on LX Fess up. You've done a little more EPT piano work before recording, haven't you? The whole piano sounds a little tougher, especially in unison, treble and tenor. So this cutout, for me, is
the best so far. I bypassed my AT4041 and used one Samson CU (mid-size capacitor as you know and ... not expensive at all). I have it exactly parallel sticks, right outside; so barely outside the piano, one foot up from the sound card approximately. I did the whole piano, from top to bottom, with him in that position. With Tunelab and
Verituner, I have to get the microphone straight to the lines to get anywhere setting up the top 5 notes. Even then, I always had to use quick kicks to get any useful reading on the field. Not with EPT! I don't was to move the microphone one yot, so that EPT was record and then adjust the top notes one leg away from the lines and off the
axis! But it is configured on the C8 effortlessly. That's the only word for him. I confess I had to score the keys a little harder at the very top, but not a huge amount. The best part ... No quick clog is required to get the software to read. I hit the target C8 with simple key kicks, just like you would tune any other piano note. This is one band that
will compress there and I knew I was on target when the band froze, only 1/2 second, but very bright and very frozen. You won't see any other C8 ringtone setup program with something like clarity and lightness. I mean, Whoa. How does CRT do it? Either way, I really get to hang up this program. I don't think that's partial when I set up
now. I know what I asked about their representation in the strobe at the beginning: Why aren't the parts more clearly displayed? Or: I should be tweeing up to part 2 right now, but it's still moving! Etc... Error. This is not how to tune in with this program. As the BPM said, in a trebi where there are two lanes, say; it is always the lower lane,



which freezes and is the brightest, because the 1st partial so obviously dominates there. But, overall, I just don't think partial at all (anymore) using the program. If the stroboscope doesn't behave, it's almost always because I won't set up the line I originally recorded, or there was a background noise, or I moved the microphone. Each line,
you see, has its own signature. This is very important. You look at the entire signature, not one part of it. I had to seriously approach, in my case, using only the left line to record, and tune in. To C8. No deception. I haven't done this before. I think that's why I've had some problems, especially at the top (where I just thought: Well, like all
the other software tuners, you really have to work to adjust exactly the top one. After a series of tunings, I have to admit focusing on freezing the strobe actually gives you extraordinary accuracy. which is also extreme. But just as useful, I think. Strobe picks up the smallest changes in the field, microscopic movements, I believe. I'm not
sure it was the first or second piece of Garson I recorded right after setting up... As soon as I set up the piano, the only thing I can do is clear unison... My piano tends to sag in the 4th 5th octaves. When that happens, I'll have to go back and set up all the piano again, which I never did during those recording sessions. I pretty much put my
Samson Meteor is in the same position you do. Treble never sounded better on my piano... I'll adjust all 3 lines up with EPT, stop 1 strip of stroboscope.... and getting a very clean sound in unison. Looks like this post is getting closer to the 100,000 character views... that's a lot of views! Thanks again GPM for Garson. Great game, great
piano sound and great sound. I have a large collection of jazz piano, and many of the piano tunings don't come close to what you achieve. Edit: If you don't mind, I can download all your files for my personal collection. It's really cool listening to music. Thanks prout..... Please feel free to dload them.... I'm happy to share piano and music.
This particular calculation for BB seems to really bring out a lot of the positives of this special piano. Garson is pretty amazing. Speaking of the sound of piano.... These Ari Isaac hammers have not been announced since August 2012, with many hours of concert playing since then, but they still sound pretty good. It's one of the positives
about his hammers, they don't need a lot of votes right out of the box, and seem to need minimal voice even after heavy use. Ari voiced them once in August 2012, after I had them on the piano for many months... sounded great right out of the box as well. Cold press, softer hammers seem like a good thing. By the way, I just rephrased
that Yamaha U1 from another day, but this time I used my iPad 2 with a separate suspension microphone designed for the ipad... will post that file for you to look at, if you do not mind, it will be interesting to compare it with the laptop / samson .ept file. Haven't had time to customize it yet, and use the file you gave me. I noticed as far as
video sound is concerned, I hear a slightly better sound from Vimeo. You could notice this if you have a good pair of headphones. That's there will never be another one you have the same file as Youtube. GPM and Prout: The photo microphone setup in the manual shows what looks like one very valuable TLM Neumann, or AKG large
diaphragm mic capacitor.Can we conclude that the better the microphone, the safer, the more predictable, the more accurate the setup result? EPT showed that my small AT Aperture (running through the 2i2 Focusrite interface) has a much lower noise floor than my Samson USB microphone. Ipso Facto, the recording stage will take
longer with AT 4041 ... But that doesn't bother me. I borrow that reference microphone (Behringer ECM8000, for example, about $60USD), which is lousy for recording music but ideal for measuring, is optimal. It is essentially flat (&lt;0.5db 20-2000hz, with &lt;2db gentle rise and fall back to flat at 20kHz, very useful for treble recording), but
requires phantom power and xlr connection. This type of microphone is an extremely linear all-directional sensor that will record everything without much color. Using an expensive recording microphone comes with many problems. Most of them have directional polar patterns and a certain frequency of frequency curves that recording
engineers use to their advantage. The Neumann U87 pair will set you back $7200USD and make the piano sound warm and juicy if properly tuned. What we want with CRT is a complete set of parts. The same set for recording and setting up. Editing: I forgot to mention that AT4041 is great for EPT. Here's the sheet specification for
ECM8000: is a fragment of Wayne Keslo playing his M&amp;a; H BB, recorded with an organized pair of OCTF 87s sitting on a plate in the middle of the piano in his living room. Stroboscopic display is not only a calibration of the spectrum of strings and strings of the calculated spectrum (shift of the recorded spectrum), it can also be used
to check the arbitrary string of the computational spectrum and any thread. For example: to learn a2 - A3 octave has as many stretches, A2 is pressed on the EPT keyboard, playing A3 on the piano, then on a strobiscopic display to see A2 parts such as backlight and drift, but EPT does not display values, you do not know what is a
specific stretch. Then, if we can know the actual areas that are very significant, so that the EPT stroboscopic display can reflect the relative intensity (Im) and the impact rate (bps) is very useful. strobooscopic display is a good measuring device. So Cookwell, a stroboscope is a good way to check other lines as well as using your method.
Thanks.prout I am very pleased - very pleased with the settings that I am getting now. I don't think it's just a well-known phenomenon of aural accommodation, either. Now I'm listening to the MIDI version. I have high end equipment, but I get very obviously distorted audio. Notes, of course, are, but the sound is completely distorted. Any
set of procedures should be followed to make this part of the program function as it should be? By the way, the piano introduction is activated when downloading the program sounds normal (and tacky). I get a kind of helicopter sound when I hit the keyboard, almost the same sound, or I actually downloaded the configuration file! All my
other VSTs piano programs work perfectly, by the way. (Entire SSD system, i7, win7) In entropy: Options / Audio / Input Device / UOptions Quick Track / Audio / Output Device / Fast Track UMidi Fast Track Device UEnvironment Set with Syn Vol ONetc, etc. can you make a .wav distorted sound file so we know what you mean? I find
synthesized sound from EPT not sound like my piano, but I don't expect it because the sound is processed to be useful for the tuner when comparing the recorded sound to the tuned sound. (My own measurement records are selected to 512 samples, not 48k samples and sound the wrong way as piano.) I can't hear any distortions, just
sown sound. Ok... I may have record sound with microphone (suffo9)! I can't write it from a computer though I know it is quite possible to do. All... You will get a very good idea of what I mean. Give me a minute. Ok. Yes, it's distorted. This is a digital problem. I've heard it before, but I don't remember how I fixed it. Give me some time. I'm
downloading the latest Windows ETP right now (I'm using Linux normally – less headache.) and will see if I can reproduce the problem. Edit: Later in the day.ok. I think the problem may be in the sampling frequency. I tried to download one of my files recorded on a sample of 48 kHz and played it back at a much lower speed and got some
distortion you heard. Make sure that the recording ADC sampling rate remains a consistor. My M-Audio ADC has a habit of resetting to 44.1kHz, which causes problems when I force playback on 48kHz. Be sure to check it out. I've been following this thread for the past few weeks, so I decided to try my hand at setting up my piano - the
mid-5'5'7 Danemann Grand. It has always been professionally configured and regulated and must now be for maintenance. Against the background of all the tips provided here (and elsewhere), I ordered a cheap Chinese leverage and dumb set (USD20) and downloaded EPT to the old Huawei P6 phone. I've never even touched the
customization lever until now. I recorded all the left lines (using only one silent sound as I went along) using only the built-in microphone on Huawei. The phone was placed on tuning pins and moved to get a decent record as I went along. Then I used the calculation of high entropy and started tuning. The cheap lever has a very well-
equipped black (removable) tip, which is ideal for tuning pins. I tuned in using only a stroboscope that stood almost perfectly on the left strings. Unison tuned in by ear - the middle string tuned to the left and right strings on the other two. In terms of lever technique, I pulled the lever abruptly and then softened it into the melody. The last
octave took almost 30 minutes to tune in with a combination of aural and stroboscope - the tuning of this octave gave me a whole new respect for professionals. They make it look so simple – it's not! My tuner sets it all up by ear. The whole setup process took a total of 2 hours. It's been a week, and the piano still sounds solid – all unison
is still in harmony, except for one line that was replaced by the last tuning (C4#). That note was beating about 0.5 beats per second, so I had to touch it. The only difference I can perceive between an aural tuner and entropy calculation is an additional stretch in the upper octave. I always thought my tuner set up the upper octave a little flat
(but I'm well aware of the psychoacutic problem in this octave). When calculating entropy, this sounds much less flat. After this experience, I'm sure I'll be setting up my own piano several months and getting a professional at just once a year. Thanks again to all the posters for all the tips on this forum. I've been following this thread for the
past few weeks, so I decided to try it the hand to tune my piano is the mid-50s 5'7 Danemann Grand. It has always been professionally configured and regulated and must now be for maintenance. Against the background of all the tips provided here (and elsewhere), I ordered a cheap Chinese leverage and dumb set (USD20) and
downloaded EPT to the old Huawei P6 phone. I've never even touched the customization lever until now. I recorded all the left lines (using only one silent sound as I went along) using only the built-in microphone on Huawei. The phone was placed on tuning pins and moved to get a decent record as I went along. Then I used the
calculation of high entropy and started tuning. The cheap lever has a very well-equipped black (removable) tip, which is ideal for tuning pins. I tuned in using only a stroboscope that stood almost perfectly on the left strings. Unison tuned in by ear - the middle string tuned to the left and right strings on the other two. In terms of lever
technique, I pulled the lever abruptly and then softened it into the melody. The last octave took almost 30 minutes to tune in with a combination of aural and stroboscope - the tuning of this octave gave me a whole new respect for professionals. They make it look so simple – it's not! My tuner sets it all up by ear. The whole setup process
took a total of 2 hours. It's been a week, and the piano still sounds solid – all unison is still in harmony, except for one line that was replaced by the last tuning (C4#). That note was beating about 0.5 beats per second, so I had to touch it. The only difference I can perceive between an aural tuner and entropy calculation is an additional
stretch in the upper octave. I always thought my tuner set up the upper octave a little flat (but I'm well aware of the psychoacutic problem in this octave). When calculating entropy, this sounds much less flat. After this experience, I am sure that I will customize my own piano every few months and get a professional at just once a year.
Thanks again to all the posters for all the tips on this forum. Entropy is convenient for users. You will find that it will customize the very top and bottom of the piano with precision, which you simply will not find in other setup programs. I'm not saying the goals are right in themselves. It's a matter of taste and probably open to a lot of
controversy. But getting to them precisely in these complex piano areas, at the top and bottom of the instrument, can be done with extraordinary ease and accuracy using the EPT stroboscope. I use EPT for all three lines. Sue me! But it's probably as accurate as my ear. Especially for c7-c8, where EPT is more accurate than any other
software I have used. The Chinese can sell some equivalent of Rayburn Cyberhammer, which is extremely placement for beginners, a category I fall into. This makes pins (accidentally) hard to do. I like the tuning that EPT comes to thrash, and low bass. Some of the intervals of the 10's, starting with the tenor and moving to the
temperament of the octave bother me. This may be I'm used to another setting. I'm not sure. But I'm learning to check intervals unfortunately so I can evaluate these issues for myself. Ok. Yes, it's distorted. This is a digital problem. I've heard it before, but I don't remember how I fixed it. Give me some time. I'm downloading the latest
Windows ETP right now (I'm using Linux normally – less headache.) and will see if I can reproduce the problem. Edit: Later in the day.ok. I think the problem may be in the sampling frequency. I tried to download one of my files recorded on a sample of 48 kHz and played it back at a much lower speed and got some distortion you heard.
Make sure that the recording ADC sampling rate remains a consistor. My M-Audio ADC has a habit of resetting to 44.1 kHz, which causes problems when I force playback at 48kHz.PMFJI By default, Windows (at least W7) can force the sampling rate to any fixed speed in the program it plays. Sorry if you're using a Mac. Ian OK. Yes, it's
distorted. This is a digital problem. I've heard it before, but I don't remember how I fixed it. Give me some time. I'm downloading the latest Windows ETP right now (I'm using Linux normally – less headache.) and will see if I can reproduce the problem. Edit: Later in the day.ok. I think the problem may be in the sampling frequency. I tried to
download one of my files recorded on a sample of 48 kHz and played it back at a much lower speed and got some distortion you heard. Make sure that the recording ADC sampling rate remains a consistor. My M-Audio ADC has a habit of resetting to 44.1 kHz, which causes problems when I force playback at 48kHz.PMFJI By default,
Windows (at least W7) can force the sampling rate to any fixed speed in the program it plays. Sorry if you use a Mac. Ian Hi Beemer,John uses Win7. EPT has a routine for detecting the current sampling frequency of a sound card or on-board ADC, but it can also change it from within the program. I don't really know what's going on even
though I've experienced this issue myself in other programs. It's definitely a computer, not a CRT issue. Ok. Yes, it's distorted. This is a digital problem. I've heard it before, but I don't remember how I fixed it. Give me some time. I'm downloading the latest Windows ETP right now (I'm using Linux normally – less headache.) and will see if I
can reproduce the problem. Edit: Later in the day.ok. I think the problem may be in the sampling frequency. I tried to download one of my files recorded on a sample of 48 kHz and played it back at a much lower speed and got some distortion you heard. Make sure that the recording ADC sampling rate remains a consistor. My M-Audio
ADC has a habit of resetting to 44.1 kHz, which causes problems when I force playback at 48kHz.PMFJI By default, Windows (at least W7) can force the sampling rate to any fixed speed in He's playing. Sorry if you use a Mac. Ian Hi Beemer,John uses Win7. EPT has a routine routine the current sampling frequency of a sound card or on-
board ADC, but it can also change it from within the program. I don't really know what's going on even though I've experienced this issue myself in other programs. It's definitely a computer, not a CRT issue. It's not a huge deal for me. I checked to confirm that all sampling frequencies were identical (41k) for each component of the system
(FTU, WIN7, ENTROPY). I'll try one of my notebooks. Distortion of sound in windows, it is not the sampling rate of the problem, it should be played with a bufferSize too small a problem, increase bufferSize can improve distortion (for example bufferSize=100ms~150ms , there should be no problems. Distortion of sound in windows, it is not
the sampling rate of the problem, it should be played with a bufferSize too small a problem, increase bufferSize can improve distortion (for example bufferSize=100ms~150ms , there should be no problems. I'll check that and while we're still here, maybe some could clarify for me why microphone quality seems to matter so much to EPT. I
think I don't quite follow the reasoning. Here's Robert Scott on this: Microphone quality doesn't matter to the point, and then it matters. Here's the reasoning: Part frequencies are something that needs to be measured for immeasurability. The microphone cannot change the frequency. But a very bad microphone can cause amplitude
distortion. Distortion introduces harmonics of the frequencies present. The worse the distortion, the stronger these harmonics are. (You may have seen audio amplifiers rated in terms of THD in %. THD stands for Total Harmonic Distortion, and that's what I'm talking about.) These distortion products are real harmonics - not partial. If the
distortion is bad enough, the harmonics generated by distortion can become as strong or stronger as the parts we are trying to measure. In extreme cases, harmonics from distortions can be measured as if they were parts, and then non-harmonization would look as if it were zero. Even in not so extreme cases, the presence of weaker
harmonics can make the work of measuring parts less accurate. It's like trying to measure the distance between two pencil lines after someone is splashing ink all over the paper. Pencil lines are still there, but they are obscured by worn ink. So yes, a better microphone can produce more reliable measurements of non-uglyness. But a
super good microphone won't be more accurate than a good enough one. As for how badly bad it is to cause a noticeable difference, I think any microphone that is good enough to record your child's primary school performance is good enough to measure non-uglyness. (Italic mine.) Gloss: an expensive microphone measurement (I have
one), or even a fairly flat pencil microphone (AT 4051) will not be better than an iphone microphone as far as IH is concerned. However, I know that unlike other programs, EPT actually makes .wav all 88 piano strings measured at the recording stage. And it may be that these recordings play a role in shaping strobe's picture (which, I think,
is true to say, enables EPT to customize the most difficult top and bottom lines of the piano with incredible accuracy). I don't want to be beaten by a dead horse. I know Prout clarified this to some extent. I think I'm looking for proof of the dissertation as well, which seems to apply to programs such as TuneLab, Verituner, Peterson software,
etc., and which is common; and the dissertation b, which only refers to EPT, where the setup process involves not only measuring IH, but also creating a short audio recording of the actual vibration string for configuration purposes. Is that, at least right, from the point of view of the laity? Distortion can make the microphone amplifier
(THD%). Distortions look like partial. John, I think that the distortion of sound when playing MIDI in EPT is caused by the error of several Windows streams in the open source compiler. I have the same problem in Windows playing midi. Everything else works brilliantly. I agree with all the latest comments about recording quality is crucial to
a good result. I'm just a fan of piano training and I get the best result with every full process. looking forward to trying 4 points. I bought myself a Grand CyberHammer and started experimenting with EPT (thanks to John, Bosendorfer, Bill Bremmer and many others on this forum). that can already be answered in this very long post: EPT is
not specifically configured for Beatless octaves. What is your experience with octaves? Do you configure them because EPT calculates them or corrects any bumps when necessary? (@John: yesterday my wife and I enjoyed dinner with your really beautiful Bach recordings. Distortion of sound in windows, it is not the sampling rate of the
problem, it should be played with a bufferSize too small a problem, increase bufferSize can improve distortion (for example bufferSize=100ms~150ms , there should be no problems. I'll check that and while we're still here, maybe some could clarify for me why microphone quality seems to matter so much to EPT. I think I don't quite follow
the reasoning. Here's Robert Scott on this: Microphone quality doesn't matter to the point, and then it matters. Here's the reasoning: Part frequencies are something that needs to be measured for immeasurability. The microphone cannot change the frequency. But a very bad microphone can cause amplitude distortion. Distortion
introduces harmonics of the frequencies present. The worse the distortion, the stronger the these harmonics. (You may have seen audio amplifiers rated in terms of THD in %. THD stands for Total Harmonic Distortion, and that's what I'm talking about.) These distortion products are real harmonics - not partial. If the distortion is bad
enough, the harmonics generated by distortion can become as strong or stronger as the parts we are trying to measure. In extreme cases, harmonics from distortions can be measured as if they were parts, and then non-harmonization would look as if it were zero. Even in not so extreme cases, the presence of weaker harmonics can
make the work of measuring parts less accurate. It's like trying to measure the distance between two pencil lines after someone is splashing ink all over the paper. Pencil lines are still there, but they are obscured by worn ink. So yes, a better microphone can produce more reliable measurements of non-uglyness. But a super good
microphone won't be more accurate than a good enough one. As for how badly bad it is to cause a noticeable difference, I think any microphone that is good enough to record your child's primary school performance is good enough to measure non-uglyness. (Italic mine.) Gloss: an expensive microphone measurement (I have), or even a
fairly flat pencil microphone (AT 4051) will not be better than an iphone microphone regarding IH measurement. However, I know that unlike other programs, EPT actually makes .wav all 88 piano strings measured at the recording stage. And it may be that these recordings play a role in shaping strobe's picture (which, I think, is true to say,
enables EPT to customize the most difficult top and bottom lines of the piano with incredible accuracy). I don't want to be beaten by a dead horse. I know Prout clarified this to some extent. I think I'm looking for proof of the dissertation as well, which seems to apply to programs such as TuneLab, Verituner, Peterson software, etc., and
which is common; and the dissertation b, which only refers to EPT, where the setup process involves not only measuring IH, but also creating a short audio recording of the actual vibration string for configuration purposes. Is that, at least right, from the point of view of the laity? 3D is good or bad for CRT, the main advantage is the
calculation of entropy, because the intensity of parts is like weight to participate in the calculation of entropy. A good 3D at both ends of the frequency (high and low) can actually respond to the intensity of the parts. At the moment, EPT and TuneLab, Verituner, Peterson's software, etc. are different. Distortion of sound in windows, it is not
the sampling rate of the problem, it should be played with a bufferSize too small a problem, increase bufferSize can improve distortion (for example bufferSize=100ms~150ms , there should be no problems. I'll check that and while we're still here, maybe some might for me, why microphone quality seems to matter so much to EPT. I think I
don't quite follow the reasoning. Here's Robert Scott on this: Microphone quality doesn't matter to the point, and then it matters. Here's the reasoning: Part frequencies are something that needs to be measured for immeasurability. The microphone cannot change the frequency. But a very bad microphone can cause amplitude distortion.
Distortion introduces harmonics of the frequencies present. The worse the distortion, the stronger these harmonics are. (You may have seen audio amplifiers rated in terms of THD in %. THD stands for Total Harmonic Distortion, and that's what I'm talking about.) These distortion products are real harmonics - not partial. If the distortion is
bad enough, the harmonics generated by distortion can become as strong or stronger as the parts we are trying to measure. In extreme cases, harmonics from distortions can be measured as if they were parts, and then non-harmonization would look as if it were zero. Even in not so extreme cases, the presence of weaker harmonics can
make the work of measuring parts less accurate. It's like trying to measure the distance between two pencil lines after someone is splashing ink all over the paper. Pencil lines are still there, but they are obscured by worn ink. So yes, a better microphone can produce more reliable measurements of non-uglyness. But a super good
microphone won't be more accurate than a good enough one. As for how badly bad it is to cause a noticeable difference, I think any microphone that is good enough to record your child's primary school performance is good enough to measure non-uglyness. (Italic mine.) Gloss: an expensive microphone measurement (I have), or even a
fairly flat pencil microphone (AT 4051) will not be better than an iphone microphone regarding IH measurement. However, I know that unlike other programs, EPT actually makes .wav all 88 piano strings measured at the recording stage. And it may be that these recordings play a role in shaping strobe's picture (which, I think, is true to say,
enables EPT to customize the most difficult top and bottom lines of the piano with incredible accuracy). I don't want to be beaten by a dead horse. I know Prout clarified this to some extent. I think I'm looking for proof of the dissertation as well, which seems to apply to programs such as TuneLab, Verituner, Peterson software, etc., and
which is common; and the dissertation b, which only refers to EPT, where the setup process involves not only measuring IH, but also creating a short audio recording of the actual vibration string for configuration purposes. Is that, at least right, from the point of view of the laity? Robert Scott is right when it comes to TuneLab: He abstracts
the details away by counting the iH constant for each line where everyone's amplitude is is not important. In EPT, the amplitude of each part __ is important, and this is precisely the difference between a good and a bad microphone: A good microphone has a flater answer, giving a more accurate look at the amplitude of each part. A bad
microphone has a less flat answer and will give EPT a less accurate look at the amplitude of each part. No microphone will change the frequency of any partial, only amplitudes. I bought myself a Grand CyberHammer and started experimenting with EPT (thanks to John, Bosendorfer, Bill Bremmer and many others on this forum). I have a
simple question that can already be answered in this very long post: EPT is not specifically configured for Beatless octaves. What is your experience with octaves? Do you configure them because EPT calculates them or corrects any bumps when necessary? (@John: yesterday my wife and I enjoyed dinner with your really beautiful Bach
recordings. Thank you very much! EPT, of course, does not configure the Beatles octaves! But excellent aura tuning, as a rule, stretches all the octaves to different degrees. I'm still experimenting with EPT, but I found that EPT stretches octaves no more than Verituner (to give just one example). On my current tuning, the Hailun 212 EPT
compensates A3 apartments by about 3 cents. Other octaves are much closer, at least in temperament. Interestingly, as long as I use the same starting point of the IH record, all subsequent calculations are consistently in this range, re-stretching the octaves. I have to retract my previous observation: that Verituner on net tuning and EPT
gave similar results in temperament. True, as far as I can tell, the results sound very, very different. I can't think of anything I prefer. The ear accommodates, to a certain extent, a certain tuning, especially after spending some time playing with it in a different repertoire. As I admitted here, on a previous occasion, I committed the sin of
setting up unison with EPT, that is, the sin of setting the first left line (which is the string I use to measure IH, so it's relatively easy to freeze) and then start adjusting the remaining lines with EPT as well!! I find EPT makes me listen to unison in different ways: a strobiscope seems to adjust closer to attack; while observing where red
markers end up earth provides a rough idea of the tail end decay. Paying attention to both aspects of the decay curve, the strings of tri chords and bi chords are located in a completely different place than verituner. Verituner makes it all easy to come up with super-precise unison settings that are both good and bad, I think. EPT, in a
strange way, encourages experimentation, and where the tail end of the string decay is taken into account, unison is naturally slightly weaker. These are aspects of tuning, well-known piano techniques. I am a complete beginner; and I completely postpone others where tuning both octaves and unison are concerned! Distortion of sound in
windows, it is not the sampling rate of the problem, it should be played with a bufferSize too small a problem, increase bufferSize can improve distortion (for example bufferSize=100ms~150ms , there should be no problems. I'll check that and while we're still here, maybe some could clarify for me why microphone quality seems to matter
so much to EPT. I think I don't quite follow the reasoning. Here's Robert Scott on this: Microphone quality doesn't matter to the point, and then it matters. Here's the reasoning: Part frequencies are something that needs to be measured for immeasurability. The microphone cannot change the frequency. But a very bad microphone can
cause amplitude distortion. Distortion introduces harmonics of the frequencies present. The worse the distortion, the stronger these harmonics are. (You may have seen audio amplifiers rated in terms of THD in %. THD stands for Total Harmonic Distortion, and that's what I'm talking about.) These distortion products are real harmonics -
not partial. If the distortion is bad enough, the harmonics generated by distortion can become as strong or stronger as the parts we are trying to measure. In extreme cases, harmonics from distortions can be measured as if they were parts, and then non-harmonization would look as if it were zero. Even in not so extreme cases, the
presence of weaker harmonics can make the work of measuring parts less accurate. It's like trying to measure the distance between two pencil lines after someone is splashing ink all over the paper. Pencil lines are still there, but they are obscured by worn ink. So yes, a better microphone can produce more reliable measurements of non-
uglyness. But a super good microphone won't be more accurate than a good enough one. As for how badly bad it is to cause a noticeable difference, I think any microphone that is good enough to record your child's primary school performance is good enough to measure non-uglyness. (Italic mine.) Gloss: an expensive microphone
measurement (I have), or even a fairly flat pencil microphone (AT 4051) will not be better than an iphone microphone regarding IH measurement. However, I know that unlike other programs, EPT actually makes .wav all 88 piano strings measured at the recording stage. And it may be that these recordings play a role in shaping strobe's
picture (which, I think, is true to say, enables EPT to customize the most difficult top and bottom lines of the piano with incredible accuracy). I don't want to be beaten by a dead horse. I know Prout clarified this to some extent. I think I'm looking for proof of the thesis as well, which seems to apply to programs such as TuneLab, Verituner,
Peterson software, etc. and generally accepted; and the dissertation b, which only refers to EPT, where the setup process involves not only measuring IH, but also creating a short audio recording of the actual vibration string for configuration purposes. Is that, at least right, from the point of view of the laity? Robert Scott is correct when it
comes to TuneLab: He abstracts the details away by counting the iH constant for each line where the amplitude of each part is not important. In EPT, the amplitude of each part __ is important, and this is precisely the difference between a good and a bad microphone: A good microphone has a flater answer, giving a more accurate look at
the amplitude of each part. A bad microphone has a less flat answer and will give EPT a less accurate look at the amplitude of each part. No microphone will change the frequency of any partial, only amplitudes. It's really clear. Now I get it (took me quite a while). I believe that amplitude means amplitude parts in relation to each other
(otherwise I would like to pay attention to the level of settings and positioning of the microphone, etc....!) I just took over John's hypothesis of 4 points. I put the microphone (Samson Meteor USB) on the player's ear position on a 2 folded piano stool. I played with recording levels and microphone positions throughout the keyboard to
maximize recording quality before. I set a low level (5%) because I suffer a lot of background noise – birds, frogs were the worst today. The lower and upper octaves had minimal quality. I've used high calc as usual and this is my best result yet. I think practice makes perfect as well. This is my 8th tuning. Seeing that freezing the
stroboscope was great, and although most of the changes from the last setting were tiny, the difference is audible. Freezing the stroboscope makes unison easy to check by a beginner. The piano has many limitations and has been purchased as a cheap training tool to mess around, but is now also used for the game. HansC2, octaves
are definitely not the Beatles. I didn't try to adjust anything by ear (because I don't know how). Here is a recording of the setup 10 days after my attempt. You can hear the number of stretches in the last octave. John, Zagrand (thanks for your nice entry, I find that I hear some beatings in unison, a?) OKT so beating octave can be calculated
by EPT. However, I hope to give it a try very soon. I will report on this post when it is done. Still love my Big CyberHammer... I had a quick test with EPT on the iPad connected to ZoomH4 (configured as a sound card) with the corresponding Rode NT5 pair. ETP showed high quality entries even for the lowest keys. So this is a good start.
Tip: I believe that when microphone positions (s) lead to good sound recording quality, this is also a good position for ETP. Feel free to comment on this... Beating Octave Is not a special reason why beating an octave should be considered undesirable. At 12TET based on 2^n, where n is an integer, all spacing, octave, interrupts the
harmonica harmonica And all periods of time, including the octave, beat on ingarmonic tools. The stretch applied to the piano usually requires, with the exception of the upper most octave, a compromise where, if one set of pieces does not beat, the others do. Haye wrote the document, partly based on discussions here at PW, in which he
discusses alternative temperament using broader than integer octaves. A. Capurso, a frequent participant here, created the C.H.A.S., a temperament that uses a wide octave. John, Zagrand (thanks for your nice entry, I believe I hear some beatings in unison, a?) OKT so beating octaves can calculate EPT. However, I hope to give it a try
very soon. I will report on this post when it is done. Still love my Big CyberHammer... I had a quick test with EPT on the iPad connected to ZoomH4 (configured as a sound card) with the corresponding Rode NT5 pair. ETP showed high quality entries even for the lowest keys. So this is a good start. Tip: I believe that when microphone
positions (s) lead to good sound recording quality, this is also a good position for ETP. Feel free to comment on this... I have to relax my rules! I use pretty fancy non-USB (xlr) microphones to make IH measurements (record phase EPT). But now I'm experimenting with a less fancy, well-known all-purpose Samson USB capacitor
microphone. I position the microphone about 50-100 cm above each line, and although the quality ratings for each line are not perfect, most of them are in the 90s, and only the bottom 2 are in the 50s. Most importantly, I review the IH schedule and look for any aberrant readings. That's important, I think. One reading can reset the
calculation of the configuration. I also suspect any strobe readings that, in the setup phase, seem all over the place. I only had this happen on 2 occasions. C#3 and E5. I have the temptation to re-read these notes to see if I can get all the stroboscope strips to settle down. Fortunately, if not surprisingly, the entire top and bottom of the
piano gave me unequivocal readings with a stroboscope. So the setup was wind where with other setup software often becomes difficult in these areas. Moving the microphone in order to get reliably better readings may not be a bad thing, necessarily. I think the best measure of success is the confidence you have in tuning the goals of
your measurements to produce. Here's a png. file my latest IH measurements and goal setting these IH measurements gave using inf calculation about hr: /samson.hailun.ih%20and%20tuning%20targets.png?dl=0 I think it makes sense to put the microphone where the listener should be; after all, it is in this position and with a special
frequency of reaction that this place is given room acoustics that the piano should sound better. HansC2, Octave beatings were the result of the calculation. Beating unison is my fault. had to touch that up before recording. My stability setting testers (two-year-old twins knocking on the keys) have done their job very well over the past week
and a half, so you hear level (in) stability from those who have never touched the tweed lever before. I'm looking forward to a visit from my aura tuner to see if it adjusts the top octave flattery again. I make absolutely no attempt to replace it. It was just quite interesting for me to see what can be achieved as cheaply as possible. Has anyone
else here been (not) happy about the amount of tremors stretched by EPT? John, I noticed a similar amount of stretching calculated for your Hailun on the last file you published. HansC2, Octave beatings were the result of the calculation. Beating unison is my fault. I had to touch that to the record. My stability setting testers (two-year-old
twins knocking on the keys) have done their job very well over the past week and a half, so you hear level (in) stability from those who have never touched the tweed lever before. I'm looking forward to a visit from my aura tuner to see if it adjusts the top octave flattery again. I make absolutely no attempt to replace it. It was just quite
interesting for me to see what can be achieved as cheaply as possible. Has anyone else here been (not) happy about the amount of tremors stretched by EPT? John, I noticed a similar amount of stretching calculated for your Hailun on the last file you published. The stretch provided for my piano, both at the top and bottom, is quite
typical. In fact, all tuning now seems perfect to me. Entropy designers suggest that their software should not be expected to produce professional results. I don't agree. At first, my ear didn't like certain intervals. But consistent (and more cautious) IH measurements, as well as settings, seem to have upheld this complaint. Entropy designers
are too humble. HansC2, Octave beatings were the result of the calculation. Beating unison is my fault. I had to touch that to the record. My stability setting testers (two-year-old twins knocking on the keys) have done their job very well over the past week and a half, so you hear level (in) stability from those who have never touched the
tweed lever before. I'm looking forward to a visit from my aura tuner to see if it adjusts the top octave flattery again. I make absolutely no attempt to replace it. It was just quite interesting for me to see what can be achieved as cheaply as possible. Has anyone else here been (not) happy about the amount of tremors stretched by EPT?
John, I noticed a similar amount of stretching calculated for your Hailun on the last file you published. The stretch provided for my piano, both at the top and bottom, is quite typical. In fact, all tuning now seems perfect to me. Entropy Designers that their software should not be expected to produce professional results. I don't agree. Agree.
My ear doesn't like certain intervals. But consistent (and more cautious) IH measurements, as well as settings, seem to have upheld this complaint. Entropy designers are too humble. My windows with details. I would like more explanations and more accuracy, both in the manual and in the program itself. For example: 1) indicator of
numerical quality and level adjustment in the recording section; 2) offset values (in cents) in the setting section; 3) dos the file name shown at the top of the main entropy window; 4) the ability to open with the last file; 5) larger stroboscope display; 5) ability to disable automatic step boost (magenta curved line) 6) a440 step adjustment ....
such things. Strobe and Spectral (red line and/or inverted T indicator... they give the same information) the metrics of the setting do not always agree, but I suspect that it is a function of the fact that the latter seems to measure closer to the end of the decay. I'm not sure about that. Prout may have an answer. Last comment on stretch: I
made a lot of consistent entropy tracings. The one I use now is one that seemed to have the most likely curve in temperament. It would be interesting to compare alternative random pathways, perhaps to determine whether each of them is equally viable, or if one or more are better for others based on some agreed on the valuation
standard. Increasing the display of the stroboscope would be good ..) Prout, this is a very interesting article to which you have provided a link. I can recommend it to all EPT users. He explains that the entropy algorithm typically uses a stretched temperament (this should not be mixed with a stretched setting that applies to non-harmonical
parts!) and as a result, it advises adjusting with stretched octaves, although stretch marks are very limited. So, in fact, EPT won't bring true ET. But, as John says, he likes it and really appreciates what EPT delivers. Personally, I don't think it's important to achieve true ET. It depends on the harmonics and intervals used within a piece of
music. For some music I don't like ET's temperament, for other music I love it. But then again, that's what temperament is all¤ about. But of course there are pianists who are programmed to ET and don't want anything else. But some people (like ZAgrand ðŸ) are lucky enough to have twins to help you customize your piano in a special
way! I'm lucky my twin brother doesn't live nearby...@john: I believe the iPad version has a 440Hz pitch adjustment. Timk, interesting offer. In general, we can say that EPT offers you the ability to optimize settings for a specific microphone configuration, and this can improve the quality of your audio recording or the quality of a particular
listener position. But EPT also gives you the ability to record a recent setup made by a very qualified tuner. When you start setting up later and don't оптимзувати EPT EPT entropy you can recreate the original tuning. Or EPT always requires you to do optimization before you can customize (I have to check it out). John, when I compare
your IH measurement to mine, it clearly shows the advantage of your grand 218cm compared to my grand 172cm. your IH is smaller and will produce more enjoyable bass. IH measurement of CRT can be used to compare the quality of the lowest keys of different grands. Timk, interesting offer. In general, we can say that EPT offers you
the ability to optimize settings for a specific microphone configuration, and this can improve the quality of your audio recording or the quality of a particular listener position. But EPT also gives you the ability to record a recent setup made by a very qualified tuner. When you start configuration later and do not allow EPT to optimize entropy,
you can recreate the original tuning. Or EPT always requires you to do optimization before you can customize (I have to check it out). In the Android version, it does not matter whether you use the Entropy minimalist algorithm or not. Before you click Start Calculation, you can select an entropy minimizer, a step up or restore the recorded
frequencies. I'm going to make a thorough recording right after the professional setup of the aural so I can always adjust the piano back to that standard – if indeed it is better than the calculation of EPT. I really prefer calculating CRT through an additional upper octave, but my technique is tuned to the Philharmonic Orchestra, so I can't
argue with that experience. ALL SKEPTICISM aside (about this free setup software), the program does two (2) really interesting things:1. It has a strobiscope tuner that actually shows you when unison, once set dead, begins to disintegrate, sometimes very abruptly and/or prematurely. It works like this: Strobe's light initially displays very
bright and freezes when you've set up all three lines of Dead On. But if this dead in unison quickly dies (and it's a problem with the dead in unison) Strobe's program darkens dramatically. Of course, you can hear this effect, too. But it's great to see a visual representation of the effect as well! Very useful computer confirmation of what you
hear. By editing: here's a great theme in PW on dead on versus other ways of customizing unison: suggestion: Verituner (pro setup software made by usa) makes setting dead in unison very, very easy.2 Added additional: part of the STrobe of this software will configure annoying top and bottom lines better than any software I have used.
No longer fussing with stroboscopes or spinners who stagger uncontrollably on the terrible incision of the piano. Strobe program tuner just hangs... even on C8 or A0. This SOOO is much easier to use at the top and piece of piano than any software I've ever used. This does not mean that the goals themselves are correct!!! I think that
goals make for a pretty decent piano sound (more than satisfactory for the average owner /client). But for recitative or concert purposes, aural checks advised!! In real tuning, or not to be absolutely equal to temperament. Both at ET0ã €ET38ã €ET103ã €ET279ã€etc can't be done. This is also due to human compromises and operational
errors in aurnal tuning. Aurnal tuning is a more perfect reason may be because the E stretch factor and dT tolerance are variables for each halftone of 88 keys in a certain range. We hope that a more in-depth study of this aspect of internal factors in CRT. Today, for the first time in my life, I set up my Yamaha C2 with Grand CyberHammer
and EPT. I must say that I am very pleased with the result. Indeed, EPT seems to stretch the octaves more than ET. I think I like it because it makes the sound brighter. Unison of some higher keys were a bit complicated, but overall it was easy to say. Indeed, unison is easy to customize with a strobe display, as John said. Only a fifth had
to be corrected. I don't believe my local tuner would have done a better job. Probably expert tuner will, but will cost because of the travel time â¬200+. But more importantly, now I can customize my grand when needed! And really participates in a very interesting world of temperament. Cheers, Hans HansC2, has no such thing as
stretching octaves more than ET. EP itself is not stretched at all. ET (or any other temperament) applied to the piano is always stretched, due to incomprehension. How stretched it is depends on the choice of balancing part, etc., or, as in the case of CRT, stretching, which gives the lowest entropy. Pinkfloydhomer, in fact, is... At least
when temperament is calculated based on the lowest entropy, as EPT does. This can lead to beating octaves. And should not be mixed with non-harmonical parts. Please read the interesting post that Prout says on page 25 of this post (which I copy below):Beating Octaves This is not a special reason why an octave beating should be
considered undesirable. In 12TET, based on 2^n, where n is an integer, all intervals except the octave are beaten by harmonious instruments, and all intervals, including octave, are beaten by ingarmonic instruments. The stretch applied to the piano usually requires, with the exception of the upper most octave, a compromise where, if one
set of pieces does not beat, the others do. Haye wrote the document, partly based on discussions here at PW, in which he discusses alternative temperament using broader than integer octaves. . Capurso, a frequent participant here, created the C.H.A.S., a temperament that uses a wide octave. [EDIT]: But I agree that ET doesn't stretch
octaves, but EPT does. So maybe I misunderstood you... Please find below a copy of the section from the post I refer to in my last post (and proust was found). The section can be found on the fourth page.... This is very to realize that stretched temperaments should not be confused with the concept of â€œstretched tuningâ€¦ in the
context of piano tuning, which is a completely different story. In piano, the stiffness of the strings causes a deformation of the harmonic spectrum, known as non-harmony, which is compensated in the process of adjusting the imposing of a stretched adjustment curve. On the contrary, in this paper we discuss the intrisis of the temperament
stretch itself based on perfectly harmonious sounds (iH=0).... My comment was directed at your sentence Really EPT seems to stretch the octaves more than ET, which makes no sense. In non-iH settings, there is no reason to stretch anything. Stretching the temperamental octave in this case will only lead to increased entropy and
greater beating. Even if you (for an unknown reason) decide to stretch the octave's temperament, ET is still about _division_ of this octave. EP itself has no opinion on the octave itself. In the basic theoretical 12TET setup, which uses the 12th root 2 as a half-step, the octave (of course) is the same in 2 (at times the base of the bottom note
= the base of the top note). Stretching the octave's temperament on the real-life iH setting, on the other hand, makes a lot of sense. And of course EPT does that. Not as any obvious part of its algorithm (I think not to check the source code), but as a natural consequence of a decrease in entropy. The lowest entropy for, say, the octaves of
F3-F4, when the combined beating of their match minimizes taking into account the amplitude. So if these two notes even have a little iH (and always have), then the resulting octave will be a little stretched. Dividing this octave into the remaining notes between them, aiming for low entropy, then of course will also cause that the distribution
of these notes will be slightly stretched compared to the theoretical ET. Of course, in practice, this is done not only for the temperament of the octave, but also in CRT for any pair of notes and general entropy is minimized. Many of these new math papers I read are simply wrong about what happens when the tuner sets the temperament...
There have been many long discussions where it was argued that traditional ET always has a clean octave of 2:1 in temperament ... Although this first set of octaves can be functionally clean, those who dig a little deeper know that it is quite common for us to start with a wider octave so that everything happens. Thus, these new, broader
approaches are not really new, but what they offer is a systematic way to achieve a certain result – which was previously lacking. Ron Blacksmith Because of the tension on the strings in the vibration process during the change, and both ends of the strings are not rigid fixation, so in the actual piano, pulling the end of the string on the
bridge sound will produce fn+fm and fn-fm two frequencies and sound bridge vibration can produce and fn-fm fn+fm sound radiation through the board Fn+fm (phantom parts) is a non-hormonal part. When n+m is smaller, fn+fmâ÷ˆfn+m, then phantom parts do not exist. When n+m is greater (usually n+m&gt;15) fn+fm&lt;fn+m, it is enough
to distinguish it from the spectrum. This phantom part is also involved in the calculation of minimal entropy in CRT. I don't know how much impact it has. If the ingarmony B piano is small, then the phantom parts of the influence are also small. Papier shows that even with iH=0 (without ingarmony parts), temperament with wider octaves will
lead to temperament with lower entropy. Maybe we can say that the construction of the fifth can be partially compensated by sharpening octaves. It will also reduce the comma. It is logical to assume that this approach is not new and has already been used by tuners in combination with the characteristics of the iH piano string. I do not
believe that the work discusses what tuners do, the work shows the effect of the mathematical concept on the calculated temperament. Pinkfloydhommer, I agree with you that my sentence was wrong. But in fact, the work shows that even without iH, an even temperament with wider octaves gives lower entropy. This, of course, is not the
standard ET it was assumed that the octaves are clean. Do you match the parts? Set EPT to configure, say F6. Now the line is on, say, C4. (even if the setting is set to F6).) Result achieved: specific bands (parts) on the Strobe EPT lights up as a result of C4 impact during F6 tuning. Will these illuminated bands represent the appropriate
part? And will this represent, visually, EPT's approach to customization: matching as much of the tool as possible? Formal tuning, on the other hand, corresponds to specific parts, and prudently ignores others: applicable standards or rules for the conformity of parts are both personal preferences, on the one hand, and historically and
culturally accepted standards (formed over hundreds of years of music creation) on the other. (????) A terrific article touching, particularly about current tuning standards (Bill Bremmer): parts? Formal tuning, on the other hand, corresponds to specific parts, and prudently ignores others: applicable standards or rules for the conformity of
parts are both personal preferences, on the one hand, and historically and culturally accepted standards (formed over hundreds of years of music creation) on the other. (????) Well, not quite - unfortunately, technology has long been balancing between competing partial matches if they take time. Verituner can also be configured to do the
job in the same way – once the custom parts of the application style are used.. Even Tunelab could previously display strike rates over two different matches to help determine stretch marks. (Although I'm not sure that the data collected can really predict that on a great level) There is a lot is written about customization, controlling one
partial match, and yes, many aura technologies follow this lead... (smooth progression of 3, or 4th or 5th or 12th setup guide). Ron Blacksmith Matching Parts? Formal tuning, on the other hand, corresponds to specific parts, and prudently ignores others: applicable standards or rules for the conformity of parts are both personal
preferences, on the one hand, and historically and culturally accepted standards (formed over hundreds of years of music creation) on the other. (????) Well, not quite - unfortunately, technology has long been balancing between competing partial matches if they take time. Verituner can also be configured to do the job in the same way –
once the custom parts of the application style are used.. Even Tunelab could previously display strike rates over two different matches to help determine stretch marks. (Although I'm not sure that the data collected can really predict that at a great level) There's been a lot written about customization, controlling one partial match, and yes, a
lot of aural technology to follow that lead... (smooth progression of 3, or 4th or 5th or 12th setup guide). Ron Blacksmith I am now in the trotyl comparison verituner (extended blacksmith - which I have been using for over a year) with EPT. They seem to be the most, they are completely different. Does TL actually provide rhythm betting...
say F3-A4 or F3-A3? Although this discussion about piano tuning and entropy, the question of structure and entropy of 12 notes on the ET octave without charmonics is valid, especially for organists. As an ET tuner, one would ideally want to have all intervals 100 cents wide. Not avoidance would lead, in particular, to theoretical indicators
of impact at all intervals, and it would be possible to consider entropy, which would be the result of changing the size of the octave, keeping a 100-centimeter width, although now the cent will be redefined as x^1/1200, where x is some value just over 2.On the organ, the integer 12TET P5 is narrow, which means that it will beat against a
stop set to the fifth (12th, quintet, nasard, etc.). Mutant stops, tuned to the 3rd or 5th harmonic, are adjusted purely so as not to beat the harmonics of the fundamental step. However, they beat with an equivalent note of 12TET, so playing big chords in ET with a few stops, which include mutants and/or mixes, will beat. The trade-off, of
course, was and is, not to set up 12TET. By adjusting to strong UTs, many of the keys used, including those that cover the vast majority of organ literature, have a much lower chord entropy than in the case of 12TET. However, the question of the extended 12TET octave applied to the organ can lead to less general entropy than the
standard integer 12TET. In addition, the question of creating a much smaller chordal entropy in the selected keys, at the expense of others, is valid when applied to the piano, and can UTs starting with an expanded octave. Speaking of rhythms, I embraced using Audacity to quickly pee into the M3 impact speed to adjust EPT from E3-G
#A to D3-F #3. Using the bottom note to represent M3:E3... 6.5F3 ... 9F#3 ... 7.5G3 ... 9G # 3 ... 9A ... 7.2A#3 ... 9B3 ... 9.5C3 ... 11C#3 ... 12D3 ... 12 These are very accurate numbers. I don't know what standards are the smooth progression in temperament. So I can't comment on what those numbers entail. Either way, I can say that the
Verituner settings (which I made using the same Apex 220 measuring microphone, at the same time of day, the same piano, Hailun 218) were actually much smoother!?!? I'm not sure it's important. Prout, very interesting post again. For me, this raises a very fundamental question: is the standard 12TET the best ET temperament to be
used, or whether it will be a low entropy ET temperament with stretched octaves. Interestingly, because I'm still a little impressed at how much better my grand sounds with the temperament of EPT (especially the bass and treble section). Even though this is my first piano tuning and my first tuning with EPT. Even single keys without pedal
support sound better as has been published in this topic before. I don't fully understand why this is possible. Probably I do not go back to the standard 12TET ... It would be interesting to hear music playing on an organ with low ET entropy. With a digital body it is possible. With a pipe organ, well I don't think so... And of course, when other
instruments play along with a piano with stretched octaves, it will not be very appropriate for other players. But still... I am not a temperament expert, but I believe that the temperament of low entropy is a good alternative to temperament simply when it comes to maximum consonance (for example, the minimization of entropy). Or does it
make no sense? E3 ... 6.5F3 ... 9F#3 ... 7.5G3 ... 9G # 3 ... 9A ... 7.2A#3 ... 9B3 ... 9.5C3 ... 11C#3 ... 12D3 ... 12 These numbers are consistent with others found earlier, and show that the EPT algorithm often creates a temperament opposite to what is commonly found in UTS. Not necessarily what some call the reverse well, but here
again we see that the main thirds of F, G and C are more tempered, thus opposed to calmer keys found in some well-known UTs. In addition, the figures here show that preference is given to A major for a less hardened or calm key. Interesting. The nearby M3 test is probably one of the most difficult to pass. No medium tuner, or good
ETD like Verituner, will pass the test completely. I can run a few more tests. It takes a little while because I set the temperament (only one line) on the goals of EPTs and then record each M3!!! Oceanaudio works a little faster than Audacity ... found that thanks to Mark Cerisano RPT. EPT does not inherently make non-progressive (or



progressive) neighboring M3s. It to reduce combined entropy. In the perfect piano without or smooth iH and smoothly reduced amplitude of higher parts of the line and smoothly progressive amplitude of this part from note note, evenly progressive M3s and lowest entropy will be the same. But in real piano, evenly progressive M3s may
have worse (higher) entropy than the lowest possible. In other words, a uniformly progressive M3s is just one possible goal of setting up a real piano, rather than the only possible goal. EPT does not inherently make non-progressive (or progressive) adjacent M3s. It doesn't care about them at all. It is aimed at reducing combined entropy.
In the perfect piano without or very smooth iH and smoothly reduced amplitude of higher parts of the string and smoothly progressive amplitude of this part from note note, evenly progressive M3s and lowest entropy will be the same. But in real piano, evenly progressive M3s may have worse (higher) entropy than the lowest possible. In
other words, a uniformly progressive M3s is just one possible goal of setting up a real piano, rather than the only possible goal. Makes sense. When writing the lowest keys with EPT I made the following observation. When the key plays loud, EPT indicates poor quality. When the key plays more softly, EPT indicates a much higher quality.
Even when the lower amplitude is compensated by an increase of a record level. Plays more softly, the level of parts decreases. Maybe the frequency also changes a little. The EPT guide does not say how difficult it is to recreate the key. Can anyone tell me if it makes a huge difference as a result of calculating entropy, for example, lead
to a different temperament? It can be assumed that the higher the quality of the recorded wave, the greater the chances of a good result. This is said to have found no data. If you look at my post #2491124 - 2015-12-16 11:54 in this topic you see the impact of volume (and distance) on calculations.prout When you play very loudly on the
bass key, the longitudinal fluctuations of the string and the effects of various nonlinean processes in the string and its bearings become much more pronounced. These predominantly ingarmonic oscillations clutter up the spectrum of sound, making it difficult to analyze the natural partial circuit of the string. Also, as you probably know,
large amplitudes stretch the thread, resulting in a downward glysando as the energy dissipates. This also complicates the algorithm for accurately finding steps. Finding the best dynamic level is probably a matter of trial and error, but I think looking at the full sound that is still rounded and musical is not a bad start. Some further EPT
settings. Comments are welcome. For this first recording, I tried my iPad 2, this time using a Tascam IM2 stereo microphone designed specifically for the iPad 2. (not my best clean unison job for both vids, was during the time limit) Soon I'm going to give Verituner a try with the same files using Ron Koval's style in publish your video. ipad
2 / Tascam IM2 microphone to the end of time 2nd from, I re-insentized using laptop EPT file that I used in the past ..... Laptop/Samson GTrack microphone for calibration, and Samson Meteor microphone for customization. My follow-up adventures in piano tuning:My technician visited me last Saturday afternoon - but unfortunately didn't
tune in. I broke the bass string (while adjusting DOWN!) and the end was too short to find out. Anyway, it popped up and replaced the line with a fairly close matching second. It used the cheap Chinese lever I bought to install and customize the string. He was so impressed with it that he ordered it for himself. He usually uses Hale's 30+-
year-old leverage. He noted that the bass strings are tubular and should be twisted (a la Reblitz). When he checked the tuning, he was very impressed with what the car could achieve - then he proceeded to show me intervals in temperament that could be improved in a way. It left me with several lengths of piano wire of various sensors to
clutch any of the other strings that I would break, twisting the other bass strings, and then instructed me to pull everything into the melody within a few weeks, after which it would return to fine tuning properly. After he left, I duly removed each bass string, ran a loop along each of them, backward and overestimated each of them. The
difference in tone was amazing. When I recorded the piano for the new tuning, there was a completely different stretch for the bass. It was much flater -53 cents for the recently twisted A0 versus -34 for the tubular string. The rest of the bass was calculated similarly flattery. The treble stretch remained the same (+26 at the top of C). The
piano sounds much better than with tubular strings. I'll report back after aura fine tuning to compare to EPT. Zagrand, that's good news. I think very soon you can change your subscript from an absolute beginner to a regular tuner... By the way, I hope your young twins weren't involved in a broken bass string accident. Last Saturday I set
up Yamaha C2 for the second time with EPT. I made a better entry and made some longer calculations in infinite mode. It seemed to me that EPT more or less preferred two major solutions, one of which had a strange ET shift for one particular key, and the other solution was smoother. I choose the last one. I had to make one aural
correction for the C2 key, but other than that it seemed perfect. Even the unrelated big thirds showed an increase in rhythm scores, as if Bill Bremmer had set them up I'm very happy with EPT and I also love Grand CyberHammer, which gives a very stable tuning. I also considered myself an absolute rookie, but after four weeks I feel very
confident to set up my grand on a regular basis from now on. What a joy to play on a perfectly tuned grand with a great and tone and know that you can save it this way. However, it would be good when EPT gets a more complex search algorithm finding the lowest entropy. Monte Carlo's current algorithm seems to suit a lot for the local
minimum of entropy, even if other launches show a better solution. This would already help in the reflection of calculated entropy, so the quality of different solutions can be compared more easily and objectively. But still I think it's a great program. @grandpianoman experience with differences in quality between calculated settings
because you've done a lot of EPT running I think. Zagrand, that's good news. I think very soon you can change your subscript from an absolute beginner to a regular tuner... By the way, I hope your young twins weren't involved in a broken bass string accident. Last Saturday I set up Yamaha C2 for the second time with EPT. I made a
better entry and made some longer calculations in infinite mode. It seemed to me that EPT more or less preferred two major solutions, one of which had a strange ET shift for one particular key, and the other solution was smoother. I choose the last one. I had to make one aural correction for the C2 key, but other than that it seemed
perfect. Even the unrelated big thirds showed an increase in rhythm scores, as if Bill Bremmer had set them up I'm very happy with EPT and I also love Grand CyberHammer, which gives a very stable tuning. I also considered myself an absolute rookie, but after four weeks I feel very confident to set up my grand on a regular basis from
now on. What a joy to play on a perfectly tuned grand with great steady and tone and know that you can keep it that way. However, it would be good when EPT gets a more sophisticated search algorithm to find the lowest entropy. Monte Carlo's current algorithm seems to suit a lot for the local minimum of entropy, even if other launches
show a better solution. This would already help in the reflection of calculated entropy, so the quality of different solutions can be compared more easily and objectively. But still I think it's a great program. @grandpianoman experience with differences in quality between calculated settings because you've done a lot of EPT running I think.
You can save each calculation as .csv file. You can then import files into Excel and easily compare any number of tunings. Hi Prout, I know, but what is the purpose to compare them with? It doesn't include the entropy value that was calculated for customization, and that's what EPT is all about. Please let him know. (Also note that the
iPad version does not offer CSV export) It does not provide the value of entropy. I see this value when I run a program from the compiler. I'm not sure how to interpret the meaning. I posted some entropy meanings some time late last year in this topic. Edit: found a link.for fun. Here are the initial and final entropy (H). Don't worry about
what the numbers mean, only the relationship between - start H=6.466130 End H=6.365643 diff=0.100487Dining_rm - start H=6.395207 End H=6.308842 diff =0.086365Family_rm - start H=6.523550 End H=6.425643 diff=0.097907This graphs and entropy are based on calculations in one hour. Hi Hans, I found a pretty noticeable
difference sound wise, between all the calculations on the laptop and the ipad. Some make piano sound more resonant than others. It may not be as easy to hear in the recording as it lives. Prout, it looks interesting! I understand that you are able to execute the entropy algorithm outside the EPT program? Or can you even make an EPT
release, including the meaning of entropy? I would love that... I think I will ask the German scientists who made the program if they believe to add the entropy value to the interface and cvs file. Prout, it looks interesting! I understand that you are able to execute the entropy algorithm outside the EPT program? Or can you even make an
EPT release, including the meaning of entropy? I would love that... I think I will ask the German scientists who made the program if they believe to add the entropy value to the interface and cvs file. I compile EPT on Linux and can monitor the execution of the program from the compiler window. The program is beautifully written and well
commented, so it is easy to find things and know what is happening. I don't want to release a modified program. I'll leave it to the oriniums to do it. Sorry. Grandpa, I had the same experience: my first tuning made the piano more resonant compared to the second. Although I think the resonant nature was due to the fact that more intervals
showed some (low frequency) beats, but I'm not sure. Perhaps you still have two entries that compare resonant and less resonant twists? I would be interested to compare them listening to them with high quality headphones. Maybe they already have in one of your other posts in this very long topic.... Prout, it looks interesting! I
understand that you are able to execute the entropy algorithm outside the EPT program? Or can you even make an EPT release, including the meaning of entropy? I would love that... I think I will ask the German scientists who made the program if they believe to add the entropy value to the interface and cvs file. I compile EPT on Linux
and can monitor the execution of the program from the compiler window. The program is beautifully written and well commented, so it is easy to find things and know what is happening. I don't want to release a modified program. I'll leave it to the oriniums to do it. Sorry.No I appreciate it! Entropy (Piano Tuner) fit the game, I think. I love
Verituner. But Entropy, which is completely free, has me re-explore the whole business (dare I say philosophy or a set of basic (unrecognized?) presumptions) of what it should be in harmony. Cheap philosophy aside.... Here's something really kinnen I discovered quite by chance ... This applies to how you can measure non-uglyness. I
tortured myself about the microphones and the microphone position on the line you were recording. But there is a small thing that is much more important, I think ..... Damfers. Yup.. dampfers .... if I found one thing with the appearance of entropy, it is: MAKE SURE THAT ALL DAMFERS COMPLETELY KILL THE STRINGS NEAR AND
AWAY FROM THE MEASURED STRING!!! IH MEASUREMENTS WILL VARY GREATLY BETWEEN PIANO, WHERE ALL STRINGS ARE FULLY DAMP (NO MUTES IN PLACE EXCEPT FOR THE KEY IS MEASURED) AND PIANOS THAT HAVE, SAY, 2-10 OR MORE MUTES OR FELT IN PLACE WHEN MEASURING ONE KEY.
Why??? (ANSWER) THIS FACTOR HAS A HUGE IMPACT ON THE MEASUREMENT OF NON-GARMONY. MUTED LINES VIB NICELY WITH THE STRING YOU ARE TRYING TO MEASURE!!!! Of course you say: But I took pain to remove sounds when I finished measuring and before moving on to measuring the next key! Ahhh....
Here's where the problem starts: Just removing extraneous isn't enough!!! After removing the sound, the dampfer no longer completely silences the lines!!! It's still out of position!!! Those who partially sound, or vibibly, strings will thus continue to have a huge impact on subsequent IH measurements. Solution? 1. USE ONLY ONE MUTE
AT A TIME2. MANUALLY SLIDE ALL DAMFERS TO THE IH MEASUREMENT. AND ONCE YOU START MEASURING, BE SURE TO PRESS THE MEASURED KEY DAMFER BACK BEFORE YOU MEASURE THE NEXT LINE. IN OTHER WORDS: TILT BACK TO MAKE SURE THAT ALL LINES EXCEPT THE STRING YOU
MEASURE ARE SILENCED Hi John, are you sure to use a steady pedal before placing or removing sounds? What led you to this iH observation? Okay, what about the higher notes without dampers? Maybe the artist's film or the feeling of being silent during the measurement? Ron Blacksmith Was Verituner warned me about it. I muffled
about 10 keys to make an effective measurement of the A4 temperament. Oddly enough, I received figures that were quite removed from the usual partial measurements that come out of Verituner in the A4 temperament. I removed the sound of the gang. Pushed the dampfers and... Voila... I started receiving partial compensations, which
I got used to. As for the top of the piano, where there are no dampfers ... most of these keys are not even measured for IH. But I admit that I am concerned about the ones that are. The fact is that I have always been concerned about the variability of IH measurements. It never occurred to me (although it is obvious) that perhaps one or
more lines, in addition to a measured string, can be vibrating, if only a little. It's enough to make a difference and throw things away quite a bit. Made fast piano today using my ipad 2 Vertituner, Ron Blacksmith Medium Style, and chose ET. Only time for one pass ... He came out very nice. What was very interesting is the notes with low
bass... most early bass notes were 20-30 CENT cents flat from what EPT calculated! The rest of the piano was pretty close to EPT. I also used this microphone: true&amp;ref_=oh_aui_detailpage_o02_s00 .... which worked very well because it had a lot of display volume on the iPad, even in the upper octaves, and it was only $19! They
used it with an extension cord, and hung a microphone from the lid, kept all the tuning in one place. This microphone worked better than my expensive Uber I436 microphone because Movo had more profit! Ron suggested I stay in Rough mode to calibrate and customize notes. I had a VT listen to 1 line for all 88 notes, one dumb, minus
the last octave of course, and then configured, starting from A0 to C8, with most unison by ear. 1 pass... will move it again later. The above post has 2 EPT settings to compare. There is more than one way to set up a piano. 18th variation p/b Mike Garson Ipad 2, Verituner, Blacksmith Medium ET, Movo MA2000 U-shape TRRS All-
directional calibrated measuring microphone. Listening through Maggie's set as I write. Sounds fantastic (as always). The thing about bout Verituner is that if you want to set the counter to the highest setting, you can configure unison much, much more accurately than any human ear can control. More precisely, definitely does not mean
better. It still depends entirely on the ear of the person who manipulates the hammer. But that means you can work tri-chords quite easily to withstand or come dead on the initial attack. This can not quite be done with entropy. Entropy is completely different, of course. It's really about the value of the tool in harmony. Don't forget to mute
(manually click down) all damppheres from which you do not measure IH (from in Entropy or Verituner). Especially after receiving the measurement. Such as... after you have finished measuring the A4 (say in Verituner), you manually click this dampfer in place (and make sure all other dampers do their job) before switching to A3. etc etc
right through the piano. Verituner can work very, very well down and dirty. Very FAST and more than satisfactory tuning for Joe public. Here's what it was designed to do. But it can also give you a very precise setup if you are methodical. Various ball games, remember you. The microphone looks very cool. Sources in Canada, think I'll
come up with.....$39.00 Can... no God. The thing about bout Verituner is that if you want to set the counter to the highest setting, you can configure unison much, much more accurately than any human ear can control ... Don't forget to sound (manually press down) all dampfers from which you do not measure IH (from entropy or
Verituner). Especially after receiving the measurement. Such as... Such as... you finish measuring A4 (say in Verituner) you manually click this damfer in place (and make sure all other dampers do their job) before moving on to the A3. etc etc right through the piano. I do not understand – I find that much faster to set up unison by ear with
Verituner. I mean, yes, I'll sometimes look at the display when setting up in unison a problem child note that demonstrates some weird behavior, but it can introduce confusion and sometimes incorrect answers. Do you think it's really good advice to tell people to push down on their piano damfers, with to get the initial ETD installation to be
optimal? I keep yelling at my students to never, ever touch the dampers. Even when we are working on a modern repertoire with unconventional techniques, I will go over what to do to disrupt dampers with such little physical contact as it is practically practiced. When I have more time, I want to experiment more with stretch modes on
Verituner. I'm generally happy with the results I get from advanced mode on Steinway B and large pianos, and pure mode is acceptable on small pianos, but I often fix things I don't like by ear when I complete the setup in the middle setting. Overpriced my case.... pushing down damp means, in fact, to be very, very confident when you
make an IH measurement in VT, which is just a string that is measured sounds. VT seems more sensitive to me than other software for setting up the piano; or perhaps just less for forgive. Unison? Ear setting Yes... but when using VT: what it means essentially: view Verituner when setting up unison. An interesting thing about VT – and
this is one of the reasons that VT is the benchmark for piano tuning software (for me) is SPINNER. This device makes possible a kind of flexibility in unison tuning that you can't get very easy with your ears alone, and that you really can't get at all with other setup software. FIZ: ability to customize unison in different ways. One of them is
long resistance: sometimes called the European approach to unison tuning. The other is a deadly attack in unison, where all strings sound exactly the same frequency at the time of the attack, but may disintegrate very quickly afterwards. Of course you can make it an imposer, but it's very difficult. As I said earlier, one thing VT and
everything else software doesn't do particularly well is customize the very top and very bottom of the piano. Entropy does it brilliantly. I'm not saying his goals are right; but nailing a goal with strobe is quite a bit simpler as far as I can tell. John, I think you get to hang on to iH measurements when using EPT. The manual states that you can
record each note with all the lines that have been persuaded if you wish. It has little effect on calculated tuning. The sole purpose of calculating iH each note is set up deterministic stretching to start calculating the setting. In 201 201 claims that any errors in iH values will disappear at the calculation stage. For other ETD measurements of
multiple bass notes, transistor notes and multiple treble bridge notes are sufficient to obtain a calculated stretch using any parameters you want from those offered by the ETD software. Most pianos have a very consistent iH from at least C4 up, maybe lower, and small variations have little effect on the final setting, much less than the
typical stretching values offered by the ETD. John, I don't feel any iH problems with my Yamaha C2 when using EPT. When you really need to press dampers to prevent obstacles to other lines while recording, I wonder if something is wrong with your dampers. Please explain why you think your dampfers are ok? Because when you don't
hear any dampfer problems, I think EPT or Verituner will record them either. Second, EPT filters are not related frequencies from recording. EPT has always worked for me. I was referring to Verituner in particular (although it is probably a good idea to make IH measurements as accurately as they can be in any setup program). There is
nothing wrong with ample umples on Hailun. The problem – and it is very obvious in Verituner – is that when one or more muted lines are placed between lines, the lines move. This movement is more than sufficient to affect the dampener's ability to loosen the line, immediately after the sound has been removed, but before the key has
been struck (thus moving the dampeners back to the strings accurately). The reason for this is simple: silent sound moves the strings, thereby unsealing the dampfer. This is especially true when silent sound is placed near the dampfer. Everything is fine if, after removing the sound, a muted key hits once: in this case, the dampfer may
reset to the correct position. But until this happens, or until you convince the damper to properly fade away the previously muted strings, there is certainly a risk that these lines, one or more of them, will sound when the other key is hit. This is because when moving the muffle from one set of lines to another, we can temporarily unseat the
dampfer. Exciting unwanted or extraneous lines are a much more obvious issue where there are a number of sounds in place, on different different keys. In this case, there is no doubt that the dampfers will not completely damp the affected strings. They cannot because the rows have been moved from the muffle position that have not
been deleted. The latter, if this happens, may be more than enough to reset the IH measurement in Verituner.Verituner functions perfectly, as well as a roughly finished setup program; so this will provide decent tuning even where there is a iffy IH measurement. But Verituner can also function as a very accurate setup device (at least in my
experience). Where IH measurements are repeated, in close range, then you know you have a good reading on the piano. cannot and will not occur where IH measurements affect other lines on other keys that vibate in the background. But where you get accurate (and repetitive IH measurements), then you can do accurate and
meaningful experiments with many user-defined customization styles that have been developed by Verituner users. Okay, now I understand. I use felt sounds (not rubber) that do not require much pressure to turn off the string (s). Using these sounds, I never supersede any strings in such a way that it will affect the dampfer. For the same
reason, I do not like to use temperament, since it moves the strings when felt is pushed between these lines, although it is convenient to simultaneously adject a set of strings. Grandpianoman, comparing all three recordings, I find the first one that has a typical resonance sound that can bring EPT. I like this resonant sound because it also
gives a long support. But honestly, I like all three settings. It's a good piano sound. Thank you Hans. I wonder what factor / s play in EPT, which allows the piano to have a greater resonance? In VT calibration, most of the early bass notes were 20-30 FLAT cents to what EPT offered! I have to add that this Movo Ma2000 is the best
microphone I've used yet with the iPad2 to get top treble unison easy to tune in. It has more profit overall, and really shows the counter/arrow for a longer period of time. Here's another comparison... I just switched quickly VT settings from yesterday. I finally got some replacements for my Earthworks QTC 40 mics, and used them for this
VT vid. For EPT VID I used Line Audio CM3's.... so a slightly different sound. Mike Garson's Y Earnings EPT/Laptop/Samson mic/s tuning-line Audio CM3 mics for recording. [video:youtube]www.youtube/com/watch?v=Y82MnSms2Bg[/video] Y earning Mike Garson ipad2-Vertituner-Koval Universal 2.0 Style-ET-Movo MA2000 microphone
settings Earthworks QTC-40 microphone to record. In VT calibration, most of the early bass notes were 20-30 FLAT cents to what EPT offered! My experience at Hailun 218 was the other way around. VT average setting: A0 -12 cents (about); EPT: A0 -20 cents (apprey, as always for the music, Grand pianoman. for me, extra stretching
seems to give VT a bit of extra brilliance. EPT sounds rounder in comparison. For the esoterically minded: I think the notes are more mixed in EPT, rendering intervals and chords are more committed to a certain tonality. Welcome to Tim. .... perhaps the subjective is the correct word in their hearing.... They both have merit. Surprisingly,
there was such a difference in bass stretch, but they both sound good. It must have been a late night.... I had it back... EPT was already tuned to the piano when I used VT to calculate its stretching, VT wanted most of the wounds of bass notes to be 20-30 cents sharper than what EPT set. One note literally 30 cents of the apartment. The
rest of the piano was very to EPT, except for the 7th octave, where VT wanted these banknotes to be 5-10 cents sharper. Sorry about that. John, are you using the latest Koval Universal 2.0? Ось ті цифри, які я використав:A0 6:3 35% / 8:4 30% / 8:1 35%A1 6:3 40% / 8:4 30% / 4:1 30%D3 6:3 40% / 4:1 30% / 4:2 30%A3-4 6:3 30% / 4:2
40% / 2:1 30%E5 4:1 30% / 4:2 40% / 2:1 30%C6 4:2 30% / 4:1 40% / 2:1 30%A#6 8:1 4 0% / 4:1 40% / 2:1 20%C8 4:1 10% / 2:1 5% / 8:1 85% Завдяки GPM, ваше піаніно, безумовно, здається, робить майже все звучить добре, наскільки я можу сказати Привіт Грандпіаноман (яке ваше справжнє ім'я?), дуже цікаве питання:
що робить тюнінг EPT резонансним. I'm not a scientist (I think Prout is) but its two cents (and please forgive my English because it's not good enough to express myself the way I would like... but I give it a try)First of all: what makes tuning resonant? I believe that the setting is resonant when as many of all parts of the keys that are
played in harmony and ampled by the sound card. A simple example of one key is to set up unison. When perfectly in harmony they fall dead when very little of the melody support longer and it can be perceived as a resonance. (I understood that it is (simplified) American vs. European style of difference.) Based on CRT's guidance, it tries
to find settings with as much overlapping power spectrum parts of all (!) as possible. I find this different compared to the approach of an aurous tuner or Verituner, which uses only specific (!) intervals and parts to optimize consonary. (But I'm not a true expert on this!) But the EPT entropy approach says nothing about the impact of a sound
card amplification. Let's call it a static approach. The resonance is increased by the effect of the sound board (let's call it the Q factor) and not only for some specific intervals, but also for all keys, since the EPT configuration solution optimizes overlapping parts of all (!) keys. I believe this explains why this is perceived as more resonant
tuning. Although I also know that CRT does not bring this for all calculations ... Just make one entry and a lot of calculations and check while the changes in the solution are calculated. The middle range and the treble will not differ much. This is a bass section that shows many differences for each run. The resonance that is experienced is
mainly due to the specific setting of the bass section. This is what you observed when comparing EPT to Verituner. Thus, EPT will basically come up with another solution for the bass section. But it greatly affects the perception of resonance. Hopefully I've made more or less my point. Please comment on it because I think EPT has
brought a really fresh approach to customization. I even believe that this may be the most fundamental change in the thinking of piano tuning for centuries. I think this goes beyond math 12TET or iH. (Long so I had a similar idea to measure consonance as used by EPT now. Great to see that it really works. Sincerely to the German
scientists who did the EPT work!) [Edit] removed the temperament and left an impact only on the settings, as the CRT decision is not about temperament. Temperament is very close to ET. Welcome to Tim. .... perhaps the subjective is the correct word in their hearing.... They both have merit. Surprisingly, there was such a difference in
bass stretch, but they both sound good. It must have been a late night.... I had it back... EPT was already tuned to the piano when I used VT to calculate its stretching, VT wanted most of the wounds of bass notes to be 20-30 cents sharper than what EPT set. One note was literally 30 cents flat. The rest of the piano was very close to EPT,
except for the 7th octave up, where VT wanted these notes to be 5-10 cents sharper. Sorry about that. John, are you using the latest Koval Universal 2.0? Here are the numbers I used:A0 6:3 35% / 8:4 30% / 8:1 35%A1 6:3 40% / 8:4 30% / 4:1 30%D 3 6:3 40% / 4:1 30% / 4:2 30%A3-4 6:3 30% / 4:2 40% / 2:1 30%C6 4:3 1 30% / 4:2 40%
/ 2:1 30%C6 4:2 30% / 4:1 40% / 2:1 30%A#6 8:1 40% / 4 4:1 40% / 2:1 20%C8 4:1 10% / 2:1 5% / 8:1 85%I am playing with the built-in VT Extended style, at the moment. Returning to the basics, and finally teaching yourself something about aural piano tuning (theory, basically). I chose Advanced over the Fritz A-B custom style because
it just happened to give me a dead-on perfect A3-A4 stretch on the Hailun 218. (I posted on this Verituner.) Very interesting comparison of CRT vs. trad tuning. Bass is obviously completely different. I'm actually kind of like EPT bottom bass (I wonder what's lined up with what's out there.) killer octaves harder to judge. But music is a great
basis for comparison. Many key transitions, combo chords and simple intervals. Unison seems completely different to me. But I can be wrong. I know it's pretty easy to use VT on every line of tricords and bijords to create a completely clean dead kind of unison. Keep in mind, they usually do not last very long, since the tolerances are
incredibly tight and subject to movement for several hours or even minutes after a difficult game! I don't hear these crazy hard unison in this case, but they still sound different to me (from EPT unison). I bring that you basically configured unison in both EPT and Verituner. I still think that EPT is all around a weaker sound, both in unison
and in chords and intervals, which is kind of what you expect. To add to my last post: what is temperament really about? Whether it is a struggle against a mathematical comma and /or tonal differences, or whether it is about resonance/coincidence (for example, entropy) against dissonance. I hope that a true skinist can contribute to this
issue. Thank you, as always for the music, Grandpianoman. For me, additional appears to date setting up a little extra shine. EPT sounds rounder in comparison. For the esoterically minded: I think the notes are more mixed in EPT, rendering intervals and chords are more committed to a certain tonality. Thank you for the music sounds
like a famous ABBA song (or this group is not known in the USA). Sorry! Note that 2 different microphones have been used to record... This may have something to do with the perception of brighter or warmer that we hear through YouTube.Listen to both in places where very low, medium and very high notes hold together - this is where I
notice the biggest differences in tuning. (choose the same place and just listen to the short sections that go between) Ron Kowal GPM said: In VT calibration, most of the early bass notes were 20-30 CENTS FLAT to what EPT offered! JLG said: My experience at Hailun 218 was the opposite. VT average setting: A0 -12 cents (about);
EPT: A0 -20 cents (c. GPM: If your BB is something on mine, there is little, almost immeasurable energy on the 8th part of most notes from A0 to octave or two. EPT knows this, but Verituner doesn't. Using stretch marks based mainly on 8:4 and 8:1 octaves as you do with VT will give a very flat bass. Using a 6:3 or 6:3/4:2 octave will
produce a much better resonance (and less stretching) with parts that have a lot of energy. (Honestly, my 4 parts are also weak, although not as weak as the 8th). JLG: Your Hailun may have a impact point set to kill the 7th or 9th part in low bass, resulting in a mismatch in the EPT/VT comparison with GPM. JLG: Your Hailun may have a
impact point set to kill the 7th or 9th part in low bass, resulting in a mismatch in the EPT/VT comparison with GPM. Check this box... The 7th and 9th are actually quite dominant for all bass notes. Based on CRT's guidance, it tries to find settings with as much overlapping power spectrum parts of all (!) as possible. About a year ago, I
created a complex enough Excel sheet to better visualize the entropy provided by various settings. I use TuneLab because I set up UTs and set my own ratios, etc. so it's like a visual addition to the adjustment curves to see for example how different octave ratios will transmit more /less resonance/energy to lines/keys elsewhere. Of
course, this does not mean replacing the tuning program - only for visual assistance and limited value, since it is based on theoretical values calculated by the TL. But I had fun working on it for a while. This example shows two different settings with a 2:1, 3:1, 4:1, and 6:1 ratio. The shorter the color column, the closer to the specified
bottom of the key is the target frequency of the higher note. I also turned on the checkboxes to take into account the amplitude partially or not, with/without temperament, etc. sliders X/Y rotate the 3D graph the way you want to see better what you need. It helps me 2006 - 2007 - Did not enter Yesterday I did my eighth setup again using
Entropy 1.1.4 I think it's an update from the version I used last time. This was not a successful setup. I started a new file and uses my Lenovo i7 laptop, which has an Echo 24bit 48kHz card. The microphone was the capacitor microphone on my Zoom H4n.All the notes on my K10 knight vertically seemed to record only a few orange quality
indicators well. After saving I chose an endless finish and stopped after 10 minutes. Settings where the problems started. I set up one choral string and set the others up for the aural. C6 will not be displayed no matter where I moved the settings within C6. If however I moved the midtones below or above it is displayed as B or C#. Then I
set up the C6 on the octave and nose on. The last octave was impossible to customize with entropy, so I set it to octave because I am not an aural tuner in a strict sense. However, with the program running, it crashed with the following message: MinGW RuntimeAssertion claim error! Program:C:\Program
files(x86)\EntropyPianotuner114\entropypiano tuner.exeFile:.. \core\analizer\Signalanalizer.cpp, blocks line 554Expression blocks &gt;0This closing error message I received ms Visual C++ Runtime libraryProgram: Entropypianotuner.exeThis application asked Run time to complete in an unusual way. I will have to repeat the whole
process, but would like comments from those who have similar experiences. I hope the developers of this great program read. Ian About a year ago I created a rather complex Excel sheet to better visualize the entropy provided by various settings. I use TuneLab because I set up UTs and set my own ratios, etc. so it's like a visual addition
to the adjustment curves to see for example how different octave ratios will transmit more /less resonance/energy to lines/keys elsewhere. Of course, this does not mean replacing the tuning program - only for visual assistance and limited value, since it is based on theoretical values calculated by the TL. But I had fun working on it for a
while. Thanks for posting that. Very interesting visual representation of tuning. Great programming as well. A lot of coffee or tea is drunk while programming that one. JLG: Your Hailun may have a impact point set to kill the 7th or 9th part in low bass, resulting in a mismatch in the EPT/VT comparison with GPM. Check this box... The 7th
and 9th are actually quite dominant for all bass notes. What about the eight partial ones? Thanks for posting that. Very interesting visual representation of tuning. Great programming as well. A lot of coffee or tea is drunk under programming that one. Hi Prout, glad you liked the little example. I wanted to try to create something to better
visualize tuning - perhaps from a more musical point of view. Of course, this the work continues and there is still much to do/add. And much more coffee to buy / drink. Hi Bosendorf, this is an impressive spreadsheet! I wouldn't be able to do this with lots of coffee alone... It would be good when EPT would add some visualization as well. I
asked the creators of EPT to show and record the total cost of entropy before calculating. This would really help compared to different CRT calculations. But maybe you have coffee left to add the EPT file import feature to your spreadsheet... I think the fact that EPT uses all the parts certainly adds to the resonant quality. I still wonder if the
temperament of octave stretch (not iH tuning strech!), which is discussed in the work that Prout mentioned in this topic earlier, adds a lot to the resonance of EPT tuning. I read the full article and found that the temperament of the octave stretch is much less than a cent. It looks irrelevant to me. @Prout: can you say anything about it?
Thank. [Edit] However, I just discovered that it only takes a very small octave to stretch to deal with a comma and be able to use the perfect fifth: 2.003EXP7 = (3/2)EXP12 [Edit] However, I just discovered that it only takes a very small octave stretch to deal with a comma and be able to use the perfect fifth: 2.003EXP7 = (3/2)EXP12 What
do you mean? I don't get your point of view. If you adjust the octaves with a ratio of 2.003, 2.0038754738, to be precise, they will be 3.35 cents wide from the pure and will sound certainly out of tune. Tuners discovered that about a thousand years ago and since then they have invented hundreds of different temperament systems
(temperaments) to combat the Pythagorian coma. Gadzar, yours is absolutely right. I forgot one zero and thought it was less than a percentage, but it's more. Thanks for fixing me! Leaves us with paper that shows that a small octave stretch gives a more resonant tuning. A little off topic, but interesting: If I set up aurally net 4 and 5 lap
within the A3 to A4 octave, starting with the A4 and ending on the A3, then the A3 to A4 octave has about 10bps to beat at 4:2 and is about 22 cents wide on fundamental. Hi Bosendorf, this is an impressive spreadsheet! I wouldn't be able to do this with lots of coffee alone... I still wonder if the temperament of octave stretch (not iH tuning
strech!), which is discussed in the work that Prout mentioned in this topic earlier, adds a lot to the resonance of EPT tuning. Hi Hans, there is still a lot to improve in the Excel thing. The example shows only one part. There are other graphs of the ratio, pages for entering different tunings and comparing their number. So far I only take into
account parts 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6. It takes more time and coffee. One thing I like is to compare the settings in ET against user-defined UT by simply clicking/unpacking the checkbox. I can visualize how UT can optimize (or not) partially in certain ratios. From this, you can later customize the piano to hear accordingly. But it is impossible for me
to appreciate with accuracy, since I do not have a piano player (who always plays the same). Therefore, I cannot try to compare, for example, amplitudes set by identical patterns played by hand in two different settings to see if the energy transmitted is stronger / weaker than the parts more or less aligned. A little off topic, but interesting: If
I set up aurally net 4 and 5 lap within the A3 to A4 octave, starting with the A4 and ending on the A3, then the A3 to A4 octave has about 10bps to beat at 4:2 and is about 22 cents wide on fundamental. So. The Pythagorian comma is exactly calculated as follows(3/2)^12 = 129.74633792^7 = 128Comma=1200*log2(129.74/128)=23.46
centsBut, if you adjust octaves with a ratio of 2.003875474 by definition, your octave is: 1200 * log2(2.003875474/2)= 3.35 cents wide. Why? Because we are talking about two different tunings. In the first, you adjust the net heels and net quarters with the corresponding ratios of 3/2 and 3/4. The fourth is the inverted heel, that is: the fifth is
less than an octave. The fourth ratio of 3/2 is divided by 2, which is the octave ratio. In the second tuning we stretch the intervals. The fifth part stretches to the clean and the fourth stretches also wider than the net. The ratio of the fourth is no longer 3/4, the fourth - the inverted fifth has a ratio of 3/2 divided by 2.003875474. I repeat: The
fourth are stretched, they are wider than clean. So if you tune in from A4 to A3 setting purely perfect heels and stretched fourth, then your A3A4 octave will be only 3.35 cents wide. In other words, in this stretched tuningsemitone = 2.003875474 ^ (1/12)The fifth - 7 halftones sofifth = 2.003875474 ^ (7/12) = 1.5 = 3/2o fifth pure. But fourth is
wider than net, it is 5 semitonesfourth=2.003875474^(5/12) = 1.335916983Th more, than the net fourth, which has a ratio of 4/3 = 1.33333333 [Edit] However, I just found that it only takes a very small octave stretch to deal with a comma and be able to use the perfect fifth: 2.003EXP7 = (3/2)EXP12 What do you mean? I don't get your
point of view. If you adjust the octaves with a ratio of 2.003, 2.0038754738, to be precise, they will be 3.35 cents wide from the pure and will sound certainly out of tune. Tuners discovered that about a thousand years ago and since then they have invented hundreds of different temperament systems (temperaments) to combat the
Pythagorian coma. Further on the coma and my idea of stretching the octave, I found an interesting observation made by a piano tuner. He stated that stretching the octave not only compensates for the ingarmonic, but also partially compensates for the coma and leads to cleaner tuning. Of course, this applies only to keys that are played
over the octaves, and not within the octave. Also, the tuning of the octave temperament does not change. The export EPT file seems to support this and shows that the (fundamental frequency) octaves are 3.5 cents or even more stretched. So I find that my remark about stretching alternative to an alternative to tempered 5s and standard
ET are not entirely crazy, and will also improve the harmonics of basic frequencies outside the single octave range. I think that (especially aura) piano tuning is very complex and it depends on the purpose we pursue. When it comes to getting the most resonant setting, I think the approach that uses EPT can be one of the best and go
beyond the simple math used to discuss temperaments. And indeed, this is what a professional tuner said: it is not about mathematics, but about what pleases the ear. But of course, when a person is not interested in ET like Bosendorff, EPT is not useful at all. But Bosendorf is also trying to find the most harmonious solution for his UT.
Therefore, when harmonics and resonance please the ear, this is probably the most important goal to tune in. Stretch only the advantages of narrow intervals, like the fifth and its compounds (12th and 19th), m3 and m6s. Wide intervals, such as fourth, octaves, M3S, etc., become wider and sound less harmonious. Nothing is free. What
you get in some time intervals is you lose out on others. If you expand the octave with exactly the number that the fifth must be pure, you will not change the fourth. If you expand the octave with exactly the number that the fifth must be pure, you will not change the fourth. You cannot simply extend one octave, such as the A3-A4, and
leave the remaining internal intervals intact. Each interval must be extended by a certain amount, regardless of temperament, to take into account non-garmony. This means that each octave, including those formed by notes in the temperament of the octave, is all extended. D3-D4 extended. E3-E4 is expanding. This results in a fourth
change in width as well. After all, there are two fifths and two quarters between the A3-A4: A3-D4, A3-E4, D4-A4, and E4-A4. If you expand the octave with exactly the number that the fifth must be pure, you will not change the fourth. Pure nonsense! You really have no idea what you're talking about. I have to correct my post above.
Stretching all octaves to create all clean heel leads to wider fourth and big thirds. M3s go from 13.7 cents wide to 14.8 cents wide, for example. This is without regard to inseterability. - If we consider, and do not correct, the five will still be a little narrower, and the fourth and third will be slightly narrower. However, octaves will beat almost
twice that they will use no octave to stretch. - If corrected, the five will be clean, and the fourth and thirds and octaves will expand even further. Well, I might be wrong about the fourth, but that's what I found on this topic on Wikipedia. This confirms my statement about the fifth ... ( The advantage of stretching octaves is the correction of
dissonance, which equal temperament is added to the ideal heel. Without stretching the octave slow, almost imperceptible beating of the fifth in the area of temperament (starting from a little more than one every two seconds to one second) doubling each growing octave. At the top of the keyboard, then, theoretically (and ideally) a clean
fifth will beat more than eight times per second. Modern western ears easily tolerate rapid beating in not just intervals (seconds and sevenths, thirds and sixths), but not in ideal octaves or fifths. Fortunately for the pianists, the string stretching, which contains uglyness on the concert grand, also almost certainly mitigates the accumulation
of dissonance in the perfect heel. Other factors, physical and psychoacoustic, affect the tuner's ability to achieve temperament. Among the physical factors are non-harmonic effects due to the resonance of the sound board in the bass strings, poorly made strings or features that can cause false blows (false, since they are not associated
with the manipulation of shocks during tuning). The main psychoacuoustic factor is that the human ear tends to perceive higher notes as flat compared to those in the middle. Stretching the setting to account for string non-uglyness is often not enough to overcome this phenomenon, so piano tuners can stretch the upper octave or so of the
piano even more. Vicky talks about stretching beyond the temperamental octave required by iH. You seem to be talking about stretching the temperamental octave. Historically, unequal temperaments contributed to the M3, which were close to clean. The result was a very narrow P5s. Check the keys with the worst M3 usually had a net
five. The ear is much easier to tolerate slow beating, which quickly beats. I definitely talked about stretching beyond the temperament of the octave... at least that was what I was trying to say: Of course, this only applies to keys that play through the octaves, not within the octave. The wiki article supports the fact that the setting cannot be
described in simple mathematics and should even take into account psychoacoustic effects. It is interesting to note that CRT does not deal with this psychoacuistic effect. I also discovered that one experience beats when two sinus-like sounds octaves from each other play together. So it's not entropy or just partiality... Maybe it's a
psychoacoustic effect as well. I keep stressing here that it's much harder than some people tend to believe... Prout, good link! Thanks recently I found this book very readable (just started reading ...):Unequal temperaments: theory, history and practice of Prout, nice links! Thanks recently I found this book that is very read (just started
reading ...):Unequal temperaments: theory, history and practice hi hans, I own that digital book as well. This is a great source for historical temperaments. You are also correct about psychoacoustic phenomena. They affect our perception of tuning. Since you are talking about acoustic effects, it is important that there is no fundamental
bass keys on the piano have a very weak fundamental basis). This link has some simple examples. Make sure to click on the Missing Basics there as soon as you read the introduction. Unlike the examples in the above link, in harmonica piano are replaced in parts - which explains how interesting it is to adjust these large strings of
wounds. Hi Bosendorff, good link as well! This proves once again that math and brain don't always make a good couple... (especially for me because I check out this forum in the middle of the night). It is interesting to note that CRT does not deal with this psychoacuistic effect. I thought I did this by weighing the spectrum with a known ear
sensitivity frequency. But let's ask our local EPT guru which is prout. Kees Hi Kees, it is only the weight of the spectrum and does not change any frequencies, otherwise it was supposed to be a nonlineable operation, which is not the case. Hi Goats, it's just the weight spectrum and doesn't change any frequencies, otherwise it had to be a
nonlinean operation, which is not the case. Really. Why do you want to change any frequencies? (Don't know what you mean by that.) Kees Hi Kees (sounds like a Dutch name) that I mean that because of the psychoacoustic factor, people tend to perceive high notes flat. To compensate for this, EPT must correct the step, for example,
change the frequency of the note. That's not what CRT does. But it is unclear whether this psychoacoustic factor affects the perception of harmonics and strokes. Most likely, this is not the case. If not correct, then CRT does not compensate for this factor. I hope I made myself understand. Just to let you know that EPT manufacturers have
informed me that there will soon be an update with the following features: We will publish an update (1.1.5) where the seeds for the random number generator can be indicated. In addition, calculated entropy is displayed in the algorithm dialog box. Best WishesChristoff Vic &amp; Hay HinrichsenJoroshi News) updated to 1.1.5. I hope that
memory management will eliminate accidental loss of applications on my Android with 700MB of memory. The icon of the synthesizer calculation progress has appeared. When you compute the entropy of this icon, it appears, and the progress is reset each time the parameter is changed. Not too much out there to perform in addition to
calculating enropy still any estimated numbers? Note that version 1.1.5 is available right now. Cheers, Hans Please note version 1.1.5 is available right now. Cheers, Hans not win version, but as far as I can tell. Boy, I wish I was part of this thread from the beginning. Too much to read from page 1. I went through 21 page and had to stop. I
have to say that it really looks interesting. I'll have to try. Just installed 1.15 for Windows a few minutes ago. There was no way to try it yet. [img] yet? Ian I set up my piano using 1.1.5 (PC version) with Blue Nessie microphone suspended above Here's the result. I am very pleased really need to learn how to tremble properly).Cheers!
John,I also now have a new (Windows)version. I'm having a problem with that. When in setup mode I often get a frozen wave shape screen and it takes a few beats to make it reflect a live new wave shape position. The microphone volume is quite high and I use the type of capacitor. Also, I survived the complete crash of MinGW Runtime
assertion of failure. Ian I had problems with the time freezing program before, so I'm sure it was 1.1.4. I uninstalled and reloaded (straight about the time of the new update), but it didn't help. Perhaps the new one I downloaded was 1.1.5.I spent several hours without problems shooting, and did the following: 1. Removed all my audio
devices and reinstalled,2. Removed the MIDI package called VirtualMIDISynth,3. Turned off the speaker function on my mic.Not sure which one solved my problem, but after that everything was up to normal. Sincerely, John I made many attempts to get 1.1.5 to complete the setup. It always fails in setup mode by the time I get around the
g6. The failure is freezing the upper right wave of the mold. I use a Samsung Galaxy Notepro 12.2 tablet that has 3GB memory. I reported it in Entropy forum anyone here had a similar problem? Failures in configuration mode are probably due to errors in the free Windows compiler, and not with software errors in Entropy. It seems that the
thread that reflects the stroboscope, from time to time dies or closes . I often save in all modes about the case. In configuration mode, this is not such a big deal if you do not want to record all the configured frequencies. I save each octave in setup mode. Pihil, I'd like them to be auto-rescued. I had to start from the beginning a few times. I
can't use strobe mode because I have too many lines with false punches and this makes strobe never stop./Ian Share latest version of V1.1.7 EPT. There are two versions of Windows and Android systems. EDIT: REMOVED SUSPICIOUS LINK Cookwell,Why did you post a link to a Japanese website? It shows further reference to what is
undeniable and can be a security risk. I uploaded to DROPBOX. 28forwin%29.rar?dl=dl=10 The official website says that version 1.1.5 ... I would be wary of downloading from any place other than the official site - the most permanent way to install a Trojan horse! Entropy Tuner Official paul download page. This is based on the last
compilation of the source code. We would like to thank Christophe Wick and Hay Hinrichsen for fixing many mistakes in V1.1.5. EPT V1.1.7 had no time to perhaps because they are too busy teaching. I just checked the source code for EPT on gitlab and Hay downloaded the latest version a few days ago. It includes support for iPhone /
iPad, as well as OS X. prout The official website says that version 1.1.5 ... I would be wary of downloading from any place other than the official site - the most permanent way to install a Trojan horse! Entropy Tuner Official paul download page. There is no Trojan, that is, I compiled the program according to the source code of EPT.
Interestingly, changes in version 1.1.7? Today at the beginning of Entropy I received a message that version 1.1.7 was available. After downloading then closing the existing version I tried to install the new version. Two items were available. Dependencies and the main program. Both of them failed to establish saying there was not enough
memory. I have 8GB and a lot for free. The previous version will not start now. I use Windows 10 Pro 64 bitian get rid of Windows and it will work. SCNR If this is the case, the program is badly written I am having trouble getting the downloaded version to run on the PC where I created a complete development environment on Windows 7
64 bit. He ran well within nine environments. This progam is so incredibly good that I am happy to put up with a few minor inconveniences. Today at the beginning of Entropy I received a message that version 1.1.7 was available. After downloading then closing the existing version I tried to install the new version. Two items were available.
Dependencies and the main program. Both of them failed to establish saying there was not enough memory. I have 8GB and a lot for free. The previous version will not start now. I'm using Windows 10 Pro 64 bitian really, there's a problem with upgrading online as you say. But I compiled (above two links) EPT does not exist, you said the
problem. Since you do not need to install the EPT version of Windows, the main program may be running immediately after unpacking. Does anyone care if there is something stunningly new in this iteration? Has anyone been tested yet? Using the BP(Back Propagation) algorithm in the application of entropy, the master of the tuning
curve as a sample, the introduction to VR training, and finally come to the main taste of the configuration algorithm. In this study, we can not only analyze the difference between hearing and entropy results, but also improve the current algorithm. Has anyone been tested yet? Using the BP(Back Propagation) algorithm in the application of
entropy, the master of the tuning curve as a sample, the introduction to VR training, and finally come to the main taste of the configuration algorithm. In this study, we can not only analyze the difference between hearing and entropy results, but also improve the current algorithm. Can entropy be used to customize what you wrote? You can
get more answers by posting on the Forum Entropy ian Perhaps a somewhat mysterious message was the answer to mine, in which the verb seems to be missing. Did you manage to get the settings using the recorded frequencies as discussed in the forum Ian Tried it a few weeks ago. I found it very buggy. Constantly have to Again.
Eventually finished setting up the piano with him and was very unhappy with the results. Also very slow to use. It seems that the bad version of Dirks Why are there differences between EPT and the results of tuning human ears? because of the same frequency with different intensity of sound, their pitch in the human ear is different,
especially on bass guitar and treble [about 20 cents difference of 40 to 80dB], and the average area [1000~2000Hz] changes little. Since CRT uses the dBA-weighted sound pressure level and the high frequency part of improving peak intensity frequency, the intensity of direct participation in the calculation of entropy. So the results of
intensity correction are correct or do not directly affect the results of the calculation of entropy. If the intensity of correction is good enough, the calculation of entropy can be very similar to the tuning of the human ear. Cookwell, can you provide a link that discusses the perception of ear frequency with a change in intensity? Ian How can I
burn, save then close EPT and then go back to use the file to configure? When I try this action, I'm asked to record again. Related step to intensity -----by S. S. Stevens Virtual Step----Terhardt E Calculating_Virtual_Pitch' Thank you for that. The abstract was clear, so I'll pass on paying $30 for the full text! Information is important when
considering the setup process regardless of aural or ET. Ian calculating the PDF download is corrupted, but another good read.thanks, Ian Beemer, maybe you should give it a second try. I was able to download both PDF documents without errors. Although the first one took some time before the download was ready. Hans After testing
conventional microphones such as mobile phone microphone, below 100 Hz A0 ~G #2. The first partial and the second part is not a peak , the third partial peak is very small, even worse - to clutter up peaks (some different peak is stronger than partial). It is not advisable to imagine the result of overlaying such a spectrum (A0~G#2). So 1,
need a good low response frequency (20~100HZ) microphone to improve low frequency on intensity parts. 2, at 20~100Hz, you need to better clutter up the processing peak (only to maintain the peak of the parts and proportionally to increase,The remaining unnecessary peak set is 0). Other frequent crashes in windows version The most
reproducible is to run the program by opening the configuration file directly from Windows, rather than from the Open menu inside the program. It always fails. The configuration file is created using an older version of the program, but as I understand it, the file format has not changed. There are periodic failures as well as what happens
randomly when the program is running. In addition, is this program still supported? Would interested in a crash log or something like that? Where did the author disappear? When will there be updates? I would like to be able to turn off the spectrum display when setting up. It is very difficult to calculate in real time when setting the spectrum
on some devices. I would prefer to leave only a phase display, but this will work smoothly. Or we need adaptation for devices with QHD screens, so FPS is high. (I'm down to 5-15 frames per second).) It is very difficult to customize in this case the highest notes. The phase display tinges very strongly and it is not clear in which direction it
moves. In this case, the spectrum display does not make sense when tuning. The laptop has a touchscreen. When I touch the spectrum display it goes back to the display phase. Try pressing the Tab key until you see something to change , such as selecting a border on the spectrum, and then pressing enter. The forum is dead and I don't



believe there will be any more development. The product works and is not commercial. Ian Yang, if you are looking for another good setup software, have you tried HB Tuner Hakki? Hackney posted it on this forum a few months ago. Chris, I did download it, but I found a way to get better results from using Tunelab. Now I measure more
lines for indestructibility, especially on both sides of frame breaks. In EPT, Bin means one cent. The resolution is 1 cent., that is, the maximum accuracy of each key is 1 cent. If the length of the bunkers increases by four times, the accuracy of each key can be increased to 0.25cents., and the aggregate accuracy of the 88 keys is
2.35cents. In fact, as far as frequency measurement accuracy is concerned, EPT has the potential to increase accuracy to two magnitude orders of magnitude by interpolation. Advertising removed by moderator Read the forum rules! I tried a lot of piano customization software, but Easy Piano Tuner is the best. Download the updated
version and enjoy the soft sound. You can download it from here. I will say that I made a purchase copy of EPT back around the time it was first introduced and I would recommend it as worth the price. Next, I will observe that the post above is the first made by a new member whose forum name is Easy Piano Tuner based in WA. A
comment that he tried a lot and that EPT is best read as a self-motivated plugin, which makes it unacceptable for the forum. Unfortunately, it also makes EPT less professional than the app deserves. I bought the software as well. I think the poster to be new here on the forums should be given a chance. If this is really a development,
maybe it can start a new topic where someone who has questions, comments or suggestions can post. Robert Scott tunelab is a member of the forums and makes comments every once in a while. Only My 2 I think the problem is that the post turned out to be underestimated or dishonest advertising. Like the person who answered in the
topic, on what forms of advertising we consider useful, and recommend advertising Facebook, but with links to odd advertising sites. This person also has not contributed elsewhere in this Forum.I, for example, do not mind if the regular member we know here speaks ahead, hey, I have a new idea and this product is now commercially
available. I'm sure there must be some leech for that. As OneWatt says, however, what has been hosted makes EPT less professional than the app deserves. I think the problem is that the post turned out to be underestimated or dishonest advertising. Like the person who answered in the topic, on what forms of advertising we consider
useful, and recommend advertising Facebook, but with links to odd advertising sites. This person also has not contributed elsewhere in this Forum.I, for example, do not mind if the regular member we know here speaks ahead, hey, I have a new idea and this product is now commercially available. I'm sure there must be some leech for
that. As OneWatt says, however, what has been hosted makes EPT less professional than the app deserves. Well said. Agree. Hi, this is Anthony Willey, the actual developer for Easy Piano Tuner, and I want to apologize for the post that was left above. (This has been brought to my attention by email from a user on this forum.) I firmly
suspect that the post came from an excessive online freelancer who I hired a couple of weeks ago to help me run on my website. In any case, it was obviously inappropriate and I will do my best to make sure that this does not happen again, and that any such misleading messages potentially left elsewhere on the internet are deleted. Hi,
this is Anthony Willey, the actual developer for Easy Piano Tuner, and I want to apologize for the post that was left above. (This has been brought to my attention by email from a user on this forum.) I firmly suspect that the post came from an excessive online freelancer who I hired a couple of weeks ago to help me run on my website. In
any case, it was obviously inappropriate and I will do my best to make sure that this does not happen again, and that any such misleading messages potentially left elsewhere on the internet are deleted. Anthony, thank you very much for your clarifying post. Hopefully I left enough room to sway in my original answer above, hoping it's not
really you doing the encouragement. It doesn't quite seem like your style again, I'm a happy (paid) EPT client and recommend what you've created. OTOH, your avid freelancer can get other clients who also have problems with such blatant facial promotion; may be worth going through some tips. Best wishes for your continued success -
OneWatt Hi, this is Anthony Willey, the actual developer of Easy Piano and I want to apologize for the post that remained above. (This has been brought to my attention by email from a user on this subject I firmly suspect that the post came from an excessive online freelancer who I hired a couple of weeks ago to help me run on my
website. In any case, it was obviously inappropriate and I will do my best to make sure that this does not happen again, and that any such misleading messages potentially left elsewhere on the internet are deleted. Hi Anthony, I tried the trial version of Easy Piano Tuner a couple of times to check it out and found it very good. What I liked
about it is the constant and updating of the rails back curve, which changes gradually as more notes are set. I had some misunderstandings with TuneLab about detecting an ingarmonic step, but it seemed all right with artificial harmonic tones. Perhaps the new theme deserves this product again, I am a happy (paid) EPT client and
recommend what you have created. Similarly! So is this easy piano tuner software update entropy? Ron Blacksmith So is this easy piano tuner software update entropy? Ron Blacksmith, just to expand on David's response. Easy Piano Tuner is a completely different product and is not associated with Entropy or university guys who
developed Entropy.I is also a user of the paid version of Easy Piano Tuner. His name can be a blessing or a curse for its creator, Anthony Willey. Some people may reject the app thinking it looks like a lot of guitar tuners that leave people confused about which one to try. However, the fact is that it is a very capable ETD and easy in that
there is practically no need to learn to use it. The current version does not correspond to historical temperaments. Non-uglyness is gradually measured either from the previous line throw, e.g. C1, C2.... C5, C6, etc. or select all 88. I use the same short choice as I did with Tunelab, which includes notes of the ether side of the break and the
frame of the web. Ian So best tuning is defined as ??? I couldn't find options for match/octave size throughout the scale on the website. Ron Blacksmith OneWatt, I really appreciate the assumption of goodwill, thank you. Beemer, I'm a little ambivalent about the name of myself ;-)Ron, there is no parameter to manually set the width of the
octave. This is calculated internally based on measured non-garmony and partial strengths. I'm happy to answer questions via email or on some other forum, but I would prefer not to steal this entropy thread further. Better, Anthony I wasn't able to download the light tuner to my mini computer; So I think it's strict for Android owners. I found
a workaround program, but the tuner does not work very well with it. Entropy is very interesting and it is the only software in my experience that makes it possible to very accurately adjust unison at the very top of the piano. Entropy, on the other hand, produces tuning that is not close to providing accurate strike rates for, say, major thirds. I
do not that it was intended. Verituner, on the other hand, produces tuning, which, in fact, can progression in the main third bit of the bet. (This is just one test, obviously.) And this, in my experience, produce very natural sound settings. so I think it's strictly for Android yes. The Android operating system is dominant now, with Windows
Mobile and Pocket PC gone. It's weird! I came across this video on YouTube and then realized what is the thread about piano entropy tuner on piano world: Download links available here:: Hermode Tuning system is also interesting: I don't think hermode tuning is as affordable as it is available, as an entropy piano tuner though. I can't find
any Android apps that support Hermode Settings. Logic Pro and Cubase support Hermode tuning, but they seem to are paid apps that are quite expensive:Hermode setup support: of Pro X logic: of Cubase Pro 9.5: Interesting to read about the pipe's simple intonation organ in Eisleben. I have an organist friend who lives in Eisleben, let's
see if that's for real. Kees Mutabor - another dynamic configuration software:Mutabor 4 Information page (new license: GPL): mutabor/Mutabor-neu.html.enMutabor 4 download page: seems to be available for Windows, Mac OS X and Linux. I don't know if it's available for Android or iOS.Just Intonation and Piano Tuner Entropy seems to
be the most accessible dynamic setup program: //piano-tuner.org/download Why did you send us here in tuner and tech forum to Mutabor midi program? Ian Why did you send us here at the MidI Tuner and Technicians Forum? IanMy 'shamelessly rhetorical' questions as well! Mutabor, as far as I can tweak, does not configure real tools
(of any kind). It is interesting to read about just the intonation of the pipe organ in Eisleben. I have an organist friend who lives in Eisleben, let's see if that's for real. KeesMy friend heard the self-oclating organ in Eisleben and didn't think it sounded good. I think it's as out of topic as it can get, sorry. Goats Sorry. I made a rookie mistake
because I'm a new member. I tried tuning my piano myself with this software 2 years ago, and since I had a slightly deaf tone, I thought it sounded perfectly good (I think it sounded a little better than just shooting for a rough approaching Railsback curve), but I decided to read about how it actually works and noticed that there is open
source code and that it randomly samples for objective entropy optimization. Being a machine learning guy who can kind of put together some kind of what made me think... perhaps it would be possible to configure the following to make it work better either like the aura setting:- Key sampling distribution (decreases the likelihood that the
top or bottom octaves are selected, since they are adjusted mainly in relation to keys that are not at the extreme ends)- An objective function (weight loss at half and whole steps would have only a small effect, since only very high parts of the order coincide)Do these ideas sound reasonable? Excuse my ignorance around how the
customization is traditionally made, I just got the idea because I've heard of people talking about octaves and fifths and thirds. Ok, so I've been messing with this for a while and got it to work pretty consistently. I replaced A-weighing with C-weighing (which, combined with the typical microphone frequency, makes you closer to how the
human ear actually reacts) and reworked the way your entropy is optimized. With all due respect, I really love the tools to configure the GUI of EPT, but I do not think that they will well adjust the approach to calculating the settings. After thinking about it and experimenting for a while, I feel that you can't rely on trying to find a global
minimum of entropy that pretty much guarantees poor tuning. The starting point they use is that the octaves sound in harmony, map the 4th order partially with the partial 2nd order. If you have more piano, you can tighten the boundaries within which the program is allowed to change notes from that initial state, where the octaves are
mostly in harmony, and it should get you something that sounds normal. If you are technically inclined, I wrote a detailed post about what I spoiled here: . Building a project is not very difficult if you have a programming experience modicum, but hopefully Christophe Wick will answer my email so I can possibly get my optimizer officially
released. It's good that I really tuned the piano and realized that it sounded awful, and briefly in a long story I found an error in my code and corrected it and gave it a few more thoughts. If you follow the last link to my Quora blog, you will see the details. I haven't really gone to actually change the settings, but I feel pretty confident after
messing around with the settings and getting more or less exactly the same curve tuning over and over again, which by the way is pretty smooth looking. Here's what I believe needs to be done to get optimal results, with my code or original:1. Before taking notes, all unison must be set to the same step.2 Write notes with all lines and mute
the sound of the entire duplex scale, as well as all unseen notes (this is because the algorithm will basically clear them, but it's a simple enough change to allow it to take into account duplex scaling settings).3 Run the algorithm at the highest accuracy of practical configuration. Laptop/PC should be able to get the job done for an infinite
minute. The smartphone may take minutes on a high, be patient.4 Mute entire duplex scale during setup algorithm has already taken taken into account. If your piano is similar to mine, it's almost impossible to find out what sounds come from the key you're pressing, against the duplex resonance on some keys. So if you know how to set
up a piano on an aural it's obviously a lot of extra steps and I'm sure some of the paid programs are more user friendly. If you need to take a step up (I have not tried the step to raise the algorithm), you will simultaneously get the opportunity to write notes while in unison in harmony, so that takes out some additional questions. On the pros,
it's free and in theory should have a good shot at producing a nice setup. I'm now add to my extracted repo on Gitlab, but I hope it can be released someday. It didn't take me long to read this whole thread, but I think you're trying to invent the wheel again. Peter Gray Piano Doctor I didn't find time to read all this thread, but it seems to me
that you are trying to invent the wheel again. Peter Gray Piano Doctor Not at All. This is an attempt to improve and update what is probably the best, although unfortunately neglected, wheel available in the public domain as free open source software. Thank you for your time and work on this Trigalg. Appreciate gwing words! Yes, it's
aimed at people who want to customize their piano themselves for spending reasons, and don't want to spend money on paid software, it's all expensive. I'd rather hire someone to set up a piano for me, but these days it's really impossible. Especially for something free and open source, Wick and Hinrichsen have worked hard to put in
really amazing already, I'm just doing what little I can with my limited skills to make it competitive. Here are the results of setting up my Phoenix C212 with EPT (sorry incorrect notes, I have not practiced most of these parts for many years): in the lower octave in cents, starting with A0: -16 -11 -19 -22 -19 -10 -8 -86 -7 -10 -10 -7 0Strech in
the upper octave in cents, starting from C8 down: 44 36 34 25 24 24 22 22 18 19 15 20 22I technique is not so good, but I spent about 7 hours in total touching the settings several times and checked most individual lines more than once, thus recording, hopefully representative of what it would sound like if someone with better skills
followed my computer created the configuration. Thoughts? The last time I used the stock EPT algorithm, I was told it sounded out of the melody. I used Entropy on the iPad to tune in last week. The app had a real hard time with the top two octaves, and the stroscope display was almost unusable. I'm wondering if the problem might be
limiting the iPad's internal microphone. Is there a recommended microphone to use? Thank you @WBLynch I did not that this is an iPad microphone problem. The algorithm just doesn't deal with the extreme ends well. I would also try a spectral tool instead of a stroboscope (press the button it will be converted to a spectral power schedule
increased by +/- 10 cents target step or so). However, any standalone microphone is probably an improvement over the built-in microphone.If you want to test my algorithm, you can save and write me an .ept file and I will calculate the settings on my version and send it back to you. In turn, I would like you to listen to that entry on my
Google Drive link and tell me if you think it sounds in tune Here are the results of setting up my Phoenix C212 with EPT (sorry incorrect notes, I haven't practiced most of these parts over the years): in the lower octave in cents starting with A0: -16 -11 -19 -22 -19 -10 -8 -6 -7 -10 -10 -7 0Stretch in the upper October keep in cents starting at
C8 down: 44 36 34 25 24 22 22 2 18 19 15 20 22Mi technique is not so good, but I spent about 7 hours in total touching the settings several times and checked most individual lines more than once , so the entry is hopefully representative of what it would sound like if someone with better skills followed my computer created by the
configuration. Thoughts? The last time I used the EPT algorithm, I was told it sounded out of tune.Compliments on your game! Super! I love your repertoire. Lucky for you for owning Phoenix 212. I've never seen him in the flesh. We talk so much about the technical minutiae here that it's really nice to be reminded that it's all for the end.
Thanks for posting the download. I thought it sounded pretty good, to be honest! But with the pieces you chose, it was hard to tell how good (or otherwise) the temperament and stretching were. Paul. I thought it sounded pretty good, to be honest! But with the pieces you chose, it was hard to tell how good (or otherwise) the temperament
and stretching were. Paul.Uh, I just assumed that it was something anyone with good ears could pick up instantly because I got criticism from some random piano technician online for my Chopin op.25 recording no.6 2 years ago who said: It's really out of tune, you have to hire a tuner!. What would be a good piece to use? 3rd is the end
of Medtner op.53 No.1 in Bb minor, I felt like Bb0 and Bb1 sounded great with F4 Db5 F5, but the bulk of Chopin Ballade 4 is kind of dissatisfaction (C #4 sounds good but C #5 doesn't). I'm more confident in stretching than temperament. @WBLynch I don't think it's an iPad microphone problem. The algorithm just doesn't deal with the
extreme ends well. I would also try a spectral tool instead of a stroboscope (press the stroboscope, it will turn into a spectral power schedule, increased by +/- 10 cents target step or so). However, any standalone microphone is likely to improve compared to the built-in microphone.If you want to test my you can save and email me the .ept
file and I will calculate the settings on my version and send it back to you. In turn, I would like you to listen to that entry on my Google link and tell me if you think it sounds in harmony thanks for the tips trigald693, I will definitely try this. I don't know how to get an .ept file from an iPad to send it or import it back. The iPad is a crap for
computers. But I would be happy to listen to your recording. I don't know if my analysis would be helpful, but it's worth the shot.-Bill Sorry for the error in your name Trigalg693. My iPad changed it (autocorrect) and when I noticed it was too late to edit it. I don't have an iOS device, but on my Android phone it's hard for me to tell you which
directory the file is stored in. If you are using the PC version on a laptop, you will click Save after writing all the keys, and this will allow you to save the .ept extension file somewhere. Then the next time you open the application, you can click Open and select a file and it will download the recorded note data. If I send you back a file with the
configuration calculated, you can open it then click tune and it will have the target steps all ready for it. I realized that my C #5 sounded bad because I let it go 2 cents sharp, stretching the octave too much. Now Chopin Ballad 4 sounds great! I'll post a whole video soon. Thanks to Trigalg693.I was trained to tune in by ear only by the A440
fork. A little later I invested in Accutuner for about $1,200. It was a very interesting device and had measuring, calculated and tuning functions. he used a rotating LED stroboscope, which was very easy to see and use. Even in the top notes with lots of false punches and competing harmonics through inconspimitable strings, you can
interpret flashing lights. I never contacted the device and found it too cumbersome to use, and used it simply to test my temperaments. A few months later I put it completely. A lot of money was wasted. I got an octave set of thin customization forks to help me test my temperament and have used it with my ears ever since. People were
always happy with my settings and I had a lot of regular clients and referrals. In the late 90's I tried to use a laptop with software, but it was a disaster. Never worked for me. It's too hard to work with wires and equipment strewn with Fr. Fork, hammer, and some sounds and I good.my't tend to mess with the laptop again. It's been almost 20
years since I set up professionally, so the iPad seemed like a decent device and I wanted to give Entropy a try. Overall it works well. I'll try to get the microphone though.-Bill I'm finally tired of touching the setup after the 4th time and just played it since. I am personally very pleased with this temperament. Here's Chopin Ballad 4 made
within 24 hours of setting up: I'm also working on some more code changes that will be in a day or so. Pw User M&amp;a; H Model A, which he is going to try to customize with my fork, we will see how it happens! Thanks for downloading this. So that's achieved! I'm finally tired of touching the setup after the 4th time and have just been
playing on it ever since. I Am Me very pleased with this temperament. Here's Chopin Ballad 4 made within 24 hours of setting up: I'm also working on some more code changes that will be in a day or so. Pw Dore user has M&amp;amp; H Model A, which he is going to try to customize with my fork, we will see how it happens! Amazing
game and beautiful tuning, trigalg693! Is there a way to get your mods into the iOS version for the iPad? I set up a client (friends) piano using entropy, but it was a bad experience. It took so long to measure, and once the app blew up and lost everything to start over. Then the preservation function will not work, and it took forever. I ended
up setting the top half above the temperament by ear. Much faster. But I can't set a temperament like what you got. Mine is always too clean. Bravo with the game and congratulations on customizing.-Bill Is there a way to get your mods into the iOS version for the iPad?-BillHi Bill, thanks for the kind words! Some technology said it didn't
sound good, so I was a little worried, but I think these things are subjective. As for iOS, what I understand will have to go through the iOS app store, which makes it a bit of a problem, since the original author will need to re-release it. Same with Android, I do not really know how installing the program works ... If you are interested in giving
Windows a try, I think it should be possible with replacing 2 small files (or maybe only 1). I can try to install it on Mac OSX to see if it's a simple swap there. I could put files on Google Drive or Dropbox for anyone to download. I managed to transfer the configuration file from my computer to my Android phone by dropping it in a folder
named Documents. I can try figuring out how to do this with an iOS device so you can send me a configuration file and I can calculate the settings for you. If you are interested in giving Windows a try, I think it should be possible with the replacement of 2 small files (or maybe only 1) &lt; ... &gt; so you can send me a tuning file and I can
calculate the settings for you. I could drag the old laptop and give it a go. Thanks to Entropy piano Tuner is no longer available on the Apple Store for iOS? Apple forced a silly update on my iPad that went wrong and required a full recovery and upgrade. When he finally came back, I went to check EPT and he said he couldn't download
the app. The AppStore Entropy piano tuner no longer appears in the list. Is there any way to get it back on the iPad? Has anyone in touch with the app team that might encourage them to put it back? Thanks, Bill He is still listed in the Amazon App Store. I just downloaded it. You may need to have a Fire tablet from Amazon to download it,
but their tablets are very inexpensive. It is still in the Amazon App Store. I just downloaded it. You may need to have a Fire tablet from Amazon to download it, but their tablets are very inexpensive. Thanks. Yeah, that's true, but I have four iPads available and don't want to buy a new device and learn its idiotic for just one app. I Am Me
contact the original authors. However, last night I finished adding changes that should make my algorithm work on any piano, so if anyone wants to send me a tuning file I'm happy to run it for you. It took so long to measure and once the application blew up and lost everything the main problem of this sniovable program. It does not start
until each note is measured. All other programs do it better. Extreme notes on some pianos sound so bad that you can't measure them. Hi everyone, since the forum piano-tuner.com went / down I have to ask here if anyone can have an answer to my question. So, the problem I encounter is that when I try to record, the quality is very
ambiguous. Some notes are randomly good (in green), but most notes are not even registered on the quality scale. In addition, the sound is distorted on notes of poor quality, where it sounds like it missed the beginning of the recording (just like setting up an attack to slow down the synthesizer). I tried to re-record. changed the recording
levels, how hard I hit the keys, placing the microphone, etc. I also tried my Lenovo laptops built into the microphone. Everyone has the same results! For me, there must be something wrong with the software. Which I reinstalled several times. By the way, I use v.1.2.0 on Windows 10.Yes, I use a good microphone, this is SE Electronics SE
2200. Its a decent microphone and infinitely better than built into a laptop or tablet. It records perfectly in my DAW (cakewalk), so I don't see that microphone is a problem, plus that I randomly get random good notes. Any suggestions?/Anders Make sure you look at all but 1 of the multi-line notes. Quality is a measurement of insaneness, it
doesn't mean your piano sucks. As soon as it is configured and with the right voltage, the quality normalizes more and is sent to the standard non-barony curve. Also, if you are not very configured, the Entropy tuner may not be the best option. Jeffcat, thanks for the reply. No, muffledness is not a problem. Even with notes of single string
bass, it's still the same problem. The piano on my ear isn't quite out of tune, but should it affect the quality setting? If this not only affects the programs the ability to automatically determine which key I press. As now, I get the same poor results with automatic detection as when forced to record. Jeffcat's iOS version is no longer in the app
store. I think this software is dead and buried. My last hope is if someone can tell me where I can find a previous version of the software ie version up to 1.2.0 to see if it can help. Or if someone has an old installation file, send me a private message and we can then arrange the transfer of files. Android version still working. The quality
setting is naturally bad on low bass notes, here's how it is. I haven't checked that part of the source code, but I think it makes linear fit against expected parts derived from implicit implicit As long as the note is recorded, you are fine, because a bunch of pre-finishes still happen to it (although ideally you would record the piano in a quiet
place, and this would be the minimum cleaning of the sound). Jeffcat, I don't have an Android device. I wonder why the iOS version is down then. Well, it takes time and effort to save the code, so that's probably it. Trigalg693, I know that the quality setting should be about 40% on low bass notes, but I'm approaching 0% plus weird
distortions for sound for all notes. High and low. All except random random, which records well. If you or anyone else is interested, I can post a link to dropbox with my piano entropy file and cross-ref piano file recorded in my DAW, just to see and hear what's going on. Both files should be quite small. I know that the quality setting should
be about 40% on low bass notes, but I'm approaching 0% plus weird distortions for sound for all notes. High and low. All except random random, which records well. If you or anyone else is interested, I can post a link to dropbox with my piano entropy file and cross-ref piano file recorded in my DAW, just to see and hear what's going on.
Both files should be quite small. Of course, I'd be happy to take a look. I think I somehow became an active support/advocate for this application lol. This is what I hate about Apple. They have to control everything. EPT worked perfectly on my iPad, but because they took it off from the App Store they also removed it from my machine. I
like their products, but I hate their monolithic attitude. I still have on my iPad... I wonder why the iOS version is down then. Well, it takes time and effort to save the code, so that's probably it. Another possibility: it costs $ 100 per year to maintain the developer account with Apple, which is required to publish applications. Typically, the
developer associates their credit card and Apple accounts, which are renewed every year when it's time to renew. The associated credit card may have expired last year, and Apple, unable to charge, deactivated the developer's account and removed the app from the store. (Google/Android doesn't have this permanent board.) Or it may
be that Apple required the developer to agree to some new or updated terms of service, and after a period of inactivity / non-compliance deactivated the account. It is true that Apple retains much greater control over its app store offerings than Google. Even updates to existing applications go through the curation/verification process from
actual people who work for Apple, while Android app updates only undergo automatic scanning for security and stability. Stability.
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